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P R E F A C E  

tie of this volume may lead some readers to expect a book about 
tics. They will, I am afraid, be disappointed: the book is, in fact, 
the meanings of words. It  is not therefore about semantics; it is 

ercise iil semantics. My approach is descriptive, rather than for,malis- 
will no doubt be seen as a fault by some that I have not tried 

rk within an explicit formal-theoretical framework. However, I do 
elieve that any currently available formal theormy is capable of encom- 
ng all the facts concerning word-meanings that have a prima facie 
on the attention of linguists. We have to choose, therefore, between 

etical rigour combined with descriptive poverty, and descriptive rich- 
combined with a lower degree of theoretical control. The  ultimate 

a1 may well be an explicit theory with comprehensive explanatory power, 
t in the meantime it seems to me that research endeavour should continue 
two parallel (but inter-connecting) fronts: theory constructions and 

eoretically uncommitted exploration of the field. This book exemplifies 
latter approach. 

The absence of a formal-theoretical framework does not mean, however, 
that I have attempted nothing more than semantic botanising: linguistics 
has certainly developed beyond the stage where a collection of pretty and 
curious semantic specimens, however attractively arrmanged and aptly and 
minutely described, would be an acceptable offering. My aim has been 
an exploration of the semantic behaviour of words which, methodologi- 
cally, is located in the middle reaches of the continuum stretching from 
mere anecdotalism to fully integrated formma1 theory - an exploration disci- 
plined by a consistent method of approach, and by a predilection for sys- 
tematic, recurrent and generalisable facts rather than for particularity and 
idiosyncrasy. Although this is the spirit in which the vast majority of 
natural scientists - biologists, chemists, physicists, etc. - go about their 
research, I feel that work of this type is both undervalued by linguists 
and underrepresented in the linguistics literature 

Xl l l  
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In  writing this book I have assumed very little in the way of a techni 
linguistics backgi-ound on the part of the reader, Linguistically sophist 
cated readers may be irritated by the low level of discussion of technics 
linguistic - especially grammatical - matters I hope such readers wi 
be forbearing: I certainly hope they will find what I have to say on wor 
meaning interesting and worth while; but I would like the book to 
accessible also to those with no formal training in linguistics (althou 
I assume familiarity with traditional grammar). I have not attempted 
give full bibliographical coverage of theoretical topics; for the sake of no 
linguists I have tried to indicate a good general treatment of the top 
in question; 1 assume that linguists wilf look elsewhere for full references 

1 would like to thank all those who have helped, directly or indirect1 
in bringing this book into being. Probably the person to whom I o 
the greatest debt of gratitude is William Haas, under whom I first studie 
linguistics, and who inspired in me a particular interest in semantics. Ov 
the years I have enjoyed innumerable lengthy discussions with him 
virtually all the toplcs which appear in the book; his influence is so pervasiv 
that I cannot properly detail his contribution He also read and commented 

con the whole manuscript T h e  book developed from a course of lectures 
given to postgraduate and advanced undergraduate students in the General 
Linguistics Department at Manchester University Many of my ideas 
changed considerably over this period as the scepticism of successive gener- 
ations of students forced one re-think after another. I benefited greatly 
from comments on draft chapters by Tony Cowle (chapter z) and David 
Allerton (chapters I ,  2 and 3 )  T h e  person who has undoubtedly had 
the greatest direct influence on the final text is John Lyons, whose detailed 
comments - at the same time provocative and sympathetic - on virtually 
every page of the manuscript led to countless improvements. I shall proba- 
bly live to regret the few instances where I decided not to follow his advice 
Of course, the contents of the book do not necessarily reflect the views 
of any of those who have helped me, and responsibility for errors, mlsrepre- 
sentations and infelicities is entirely my own The  final manuscript was 
expertly typed by Irene Pickford, under considerable pressure, and in 
record time. 

Finally 1 would like to thank my wife Paule for her love, patience and 
encouragement during the long gestation period, and for carrying an extra 
burden of family responsibility on many occasions so that I could work 
undisturbed, 

xiv 



I 
A contextual approach to 
lexical semantics 

. I Introductory 
Before embarking on a study of lexical semantics, even one 

is avowedly descriptive rather than theoretical in orientation, it 
essary to make explicit certain basic assumptions concerning meaning, 
o establish, as far as possible, a consistent method of studying it. 
approach which is adopted in this book, and which is described in 
introductory chapter, is a variety of 'contextual' approach:' it is 

med that the semantic properties of a lexical item are fully reflected 
propriate aspects of the relations it contracts with actual and potential 
exts. The  full implications of this will become clearer as the exposition 
eeds. In theory, the relevant contexts could include extra-linguistic 

ational contexts.. But there are good reasons for a principled limitation 
nguistic contexts: first, the relation between a lexical item and extra- 
uistic contexts is often crucially mediated by the purely linguistic con- 
s (consider the possible relations between horse and the extra-linguistic 
ation in That's a horse and There a1-e no horses here); second, any 
ect of an extra-linguistic context can in principle be mirrored linguisti- 
y; and, third, linguistic context is more easily controlled and manipu- 

ed. We shall therefore seek to derive information about a word's meaning 
m its relations with actual and potential linguistic contexts. 
However, the combinator ial character istics of words in utterances are 

onstrained not only by their meanings, but also by their grammatical 
roperties. Grammatical constraints may overlap and reinforce semantic 

ones, but they may also be semantically armbitrary. In order to be able 
to use contextual relations for semantic purposes, therefore, we need to 
be able to recognise and discount combinatorial peculiarities which are 
purely grammatical in nature ,. 

I .  2 Meaning and grammar 
Drawing a clear-cut distinction between meaning and grammar 
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is not an easy task, because the two are so intimately interwoven (thi 
is hardly surprising: ultimately, the only purpose of grammar is to serv 
the conveyance of meaning). However, they can be disentangled suf 
ciently to allow our study of lexical semantics to proceed. 

The  distinction between grammar and meaning has a strong intuiti 
basis (notwithstanding difficulties of character isation, and regions of unce 
tainty). Few, I imagine, would dispute that I is odd by virtue of its mea 
ing, and 2 by virtue of its deviant grammar : 

I .  He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia. 
z. Themyesterdaygoed tohome. 

However, while every effort will be made to found arguments on intuitive 
clear cases of semantic deviance, it is only prudent to have some notio 
of what is involved in distinguishing this from syntactic deviance. L 
us then take the discussion a stage further. Consider the following sen- 
tences: 

3 It's too light for me to lift. 

4. I've nearly completed. - (in answer to How are you getting 
on with those job8s I asked ,you to do?) 

Both ar,e, of course, deviant. But in attempting to decide whether the 
deviance in either case is grammatical or semantic, we are not wholly 
dependent on unaided intuition: reasoned arguments can be deployed. 
In 3,  for instance, the deviance disappears completely if light is substituted 
bv the semantically distinct, but syntactically identical, heav,y. There 
would seem, therefore, to be ample justification for describing the deviance 
of 3 as semantic. In the case of 4 the deviance can be cur~ed by inserting 
them after completed. This alters the syntactic natur8e of the sentence, 
but is (almost) semantically empty. We can also point to the difference 
in degree of deviance between 4 and 5 ,  which is out of all proportion 
to any difference of meaning between complete andfinish. 

5 ,, I've nearly finished. 

It would seem perverse, therefore, to see the deviance of 4 as anything 
other than syntactic. These examples suggest that there is a possible princi- 
pled basis for the distinction between semantic and syntactic deviance. 

A frequently mentioned, and as often criticised, criterion is that of 'corri- 
gibi1ity':l the idea is that syntactic deviances can be readily corrected, 
whereas semantic deviances cannot. Consider sentences I and z, for exam- 
ple: it is perfectly obvious what 2 'should be'- They went home yesterduy ; 
but what is to be done with I ? So far, so good. However, it is not difficult 
to find semantically ill-formed sentences which are easy to str'aighten out. 
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eed look no further than 3 - it is obvious enough what it 'should 
~reover,  the notion of corrigibility is itself suspect: strictly speaking, 

an only correct an utterance when one knows what the speaker 
ed to say, and this is not the case with the specially constructed 
ces used in semantic analysis. 
ore promising strategy is to ask not how or whether a deviant sentence 

e corrected, but what the minimal changes are that will render it 
1; then we examine the nature of the changes. If a deviant sentence 

be normmalised by adjusting its gr'ammatical structure - for instance, 
hanging the order or syntactic category of elements, or by adding, 
tituting or deleting one or mor8e gr'ammatical elements - then it would 

m reasonable to suppose that its deviance is grammatical in nature. 
n the other hand, the minimal change required is one necessar~ily 
lving one or more full lexical items, then it would seem justifiable 
agnose the deviance as semantic. 
his procedure would be more informative if we were able to characterise 

rnmatical and lexical elements more explicitly. This is, in fact, possible 
erms of what are called closed set items and open set items.3 T h e  

d set elements in a sentence are those belonging to classes whose 
bership is virtually constant during the lifetime of an individual 

eaker (on a longer time-scale they do, of course, change). Typically 
ey have few or no possibilities of substitution in an actual sentence: 

6. John's kind~zess amazed Mary. 
-s 

hey comprise affixes (dislike, kindtzess , John's, waited, comrrrg, blacken, 
c.) and independent words (sometimes called markers), such as articles, 
njunctions, prepositions and so on, a major part of whose linguistic 
nction is to signal the grammatical organisation of sentences. The  open 

et elements, on the other hand, are those which belong to classes which 
re subject to a relatively rapid turnover in member,ship, as new terms 

are coined and other's fall into obsolescence. They ar,e the lexical rpoots 
the principal meaning-bearing elements in a sentence. (The open set 

elements in 6 are ,Joh~r, kind, amaze and M a r y . )  They typically have 
numerous possibilities of substitution in a sentence: 

.John's kindness amazed Mary. 
Bill- cool- amuse- Sue 
Mary- rude- disturb- roh1.t 
Sue - sad- shock- Bill 
etc. etc. etc. etc. 
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It  is with words containing open set elements that lexical semantics 
principally concerned 4 

We can now formulate a provisional test to determine whether a devian 
is grammatical or semantic ('provisional', because, as we shall see, thin 
are not so simple): if the minimal change required to 'cure' an anorna 
in a sentence involves one or more closed set items, then the devian 
is grammatical; if, however, the sentence can most easily be normalise 
by replacing one or more open set elements, then the deviance is semanti 
With this test, sentences I and 2 are correctly diagnosed (that is to sa 
in accordance with strong intuition) as semantically and grammatical 
deviant, respectively. T o  normalise I ,  the lexical roots must be altere 
as no adjustment of closed set items has a noticeable effect: He exhale 
a calcznogenzc pu$ of smoke. All the changes needed to normalise 2, on 
the other hand, involve closed set items A correct diagnosis IS also obtained 
for 3 :  since it can be normalised by a simple substitution of an open set 
item, the test diagnoses its deviance as semantic 

It is, of course, perfectly possible for a sentence to exhibit semantic 
and grammatical deviance simultaneously : 

7 The green idea sleep. 

Two separate operations are needed to normalise this sentence, one involv- 
ing closed set items : 

8a. The  green idea is sleeping. 

and the other an open set item : 

8 b . The  green lizard is sleeping. 

What is more disturbing if we wish to achieve a simple separation of gram- 
mar and semantics is that on occasions one and the same deviance may 
be cured either by adjustment of closed set items, or by the replacement 
of open set items. Sentence ga, for instance, can be normalised either 
as in b or as in c:  

ga., The  table saw Arthur ,, 
b. The  table was seen by Arthur 
c. The  rhinoceros saw Arthur. 

Similarly, ma can be normalised as in b or c : 

roa. I visited Arthur next week.. 
b .  I shall visit Arthur next week. 
c. I visited Arthur last week. 
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and roa, then, grammatically or semantically deviant? It  will be 
that basically these sentences are semantically deviant ; however, 

t also be recognised that it is not possible to disentangle semantics 
rpammar completely. One reason for this is that many grammatical 

nts are themselves bearers of meaning - this is true, for instance, 
past tense a f f ~ x  -ed, and the plural affix -.s. Because grammatical 

nts typically need to have the capacity to combine normally with 
ically very various roots, their meanings tend to be of a very general 

the notion of past tense, for instance, can combine without anomaly 
virtually any conceivable verbal notion. But otherwise the meaning 
carry is not of a radically different sort from that carried by lexical 

9 and grammatical and lexical elements frequently interact semanti- 
.s This is what happens in Ioa. Since the anomaly arises here from 
sh between the meaning of a closed set item and the meaning of 

open set item, it can be cured by changing either. 
entence 9a illustrates another type of meeting point between grammar 
semantics. Here we have a semantic clash between two open set items 

ble and .see) ; however, this is mediated in a crmucial way . by . grammar., 
he grammar of English provides the verb see with two points of interac- 
on with noun phrases: 

X- see- Y 

A noun phrase in the X-position interacts semantically with see in a differ- 
t way from a noun phrase in the Y-position (the exact nature of these 
teractions can be considered part of the meaning of see). Sentence 9a 
odd because table does not combine normally with see if it occupies 

the X-slot ; it does, however, function as a perfectly normal occupant of 
the Y-slot ( A Y ~ ~ u Y  saw the table). This is why changing the voice of the 
verb in 9a from active to passive - which has the effect of interchanging 
the valency slots that the noun phrases occupy - removes the anomaly 
as effectively as replacing see or table. 

Does this mean that, whenever we encounter a deviance that can be 
cured either by adjustment of grammar or lexical content, we can take 
it that semantics is involved? Unfortunately, no: such a deviance may 
be purely grammatical. Sentence I Ia, for instance, can be normalised either 
by grammatical adjustment (I  ~ b )  or. by lexical adjustment ( I  I C )  : 

I ra. The  cake was baken. 
b. T h e  cake was baked. 
c. The  cake was taken. 
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We are led to the conclusion that I Ia  is grammatically but not semantical 
deviant by the fact that substitutes for bake which normalise the senten 
(e.g. shake, forsake), as a class, have no distinctive semantic attribut 
(that is to say, members of the class share no characteristic patterns 
co-occurrence with other open set elements that differentiate them fr 
non-members) ; however, they do sharme a grammatical peculiarity, wh' 
is that they form their past participles with -en. T h e  deviance of I Ia 
thus differ'ent from that of 9a: the substitutes for table in the latter whic 
remove the anomaly can be distinctively charmacterised in semantic terms 
T h e  point concerning I Ia  can be made with gr8eater force in respect 
~ z a ,  which can also be rendered normal by changing either a closed s 
item (12b) or an open set item ( ~ z c ) .  In  this case it is clearer, becaus 
of the greater number of possibilities, that the substitutes for table whic 
normalise the sentence (lit, buflet, journal, bakon, etc.) have no comrno 
semantic prmoperties which distinguish them from items (such as chais 
btbliothique, revue, asstette) which do not remove the oddness : 

Iza. Le livre est sur le table. 
b. Le livre est sur la table. 
c. Le livre est sur le lit. 

I t  is also significant that the oddness of ga can be reduced by modifying 
table semantically: The table with the electronrc eye saw Arthur (we know 
that it is the meaning of the modifying phrase which is important because 
the reduction in oddness depends - on the open set items the phrase contains 
- compare The table with the melamzne top saw Arthur) ; no similar modifi- 
cation of bake in r Ia,  or table in 12a, can reduce the degree of deviance 
of these sentences. 

We are now in a position to re-formulate our criteria for deciding whether' 
an anomalous sentence is semantically or grammatically deviant : 

(i) an anomaly which can only be removed by replacing one or 
more open set items is semantic; 

(ii) an anomaly which cannot be removed by replacing one or more 
open set items, but can be removed by changing one or more 
closed set items, is purely grammatical; 

(iii) an anomaly which can be cured either by changing one or more 
closed set items or by replacing one or more open set items 
is semantic (albeit with grammatical implications) if the open 
set replacements are distinguished by the possession of certain 
semantic properties ; h  otherwise, it is purely grammatical, 
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concept of normalisability also forms the basis of a rather different 
determining whether an anomaly has a grammatical or semantic 
Without tampering with the deviant sentence itself, we can investi- 

e of placing it in variously elaborated discourse contexts. 
ontextual manipulation, we can reduce the apparent oddness, or 
cause it to be perceived as communicatively appropriate, then 
take it that we are dealing with a semantic deviance (although 

volvement of grammatical elements cannot be ruled out).7 A purely 
ctically ill-formed sentence, on the other hand, is irredeemably 

lant, and the only contexts which can accommodate it are those which 
ce a tolerance for grammatical incompetence or, at an); rate, non- 

As my two-year-old son said the other day: '. , . .' 
As our Portuguese plumber remarked: ' 9 

oetic context can also condition the reader or hearer to accept grammati- 
deviance, especially if syntactic well-formedness is clearly being sacri- 

ed to some higher aesthetic end, such as the maintenance of rhyme, 
or metre, or some other patterning. T h e  difference is that whereas a syntac- 
ic deviance may be tolerated, only a semantic deviance can be directly 
terpreted. A syntactically deviant sentence can be interpreted only by 

eference to a non-deviant sentence: a speaker, in other words, is not 
ree to create his own grammar. Another way of formulating this criterion 

to say that only a semantic deviance can be taken as a 'figure of speech'.. 
By this test, sentence 2 is clearly grammatically odd - no context can 

improve it. Likewise, 13 : 

I 3,  T h e  old peasant's only possessions were three goat, 

Sentence 9, on the other hand, can be seen as a sort of ironic hyperbole: 

Arthur is paranoiac. He  believes all his accidents are due to a cosmic conspiracy 
Nu doubt the table saw him, computed his path across the room, and placed 
itself just where he would trip over it! 

This is therefore a semantic oddity, according to the test. (A fairy-tale 
or science-.fiction context could also normalise it ,)  What of sentence I ?  

It  can be construed figuratively. Imagine a newly discovered plant, whose 
leaves when dried and smoked cause a temporary loss of memory; imagine, 
too, that it is highlv addictive . ,, . I am  z~~~eszs t~b ly  drawn to a magnetzc 
puf o j  amnesza. Even a sentence like I finished mtne tornorrow morning 
can be contextualised so as to present itself in the guise of a jocular paradox: 
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A: Have you all finished the jobs you were assigned? 
B:  Er . . . yes. Tom and Dick finished theirs yesterday; Bill an 

Arthur finished this morning; and I . , . er . . . well, I finishe 
mine tomorrow morning, I promise! 

Notice that the two tests agree pretty well in their diagnoses, except t 
the contextualisation test reveals only syntactic deviance in sentences ]i 
7, since they resist normalisation., 

Objections can be raised to both these tests, and trickier examp 
unearthed. What seems indisputable, however, is that there are go 
grounds for attempting a separation of meaning and grammar. Furth 
more, enough insight has been achieved in mapping their respect 
domains to allow us henceforth to set the problem of demarcation to o 
side. 

I ,  3 The data of semantics 
Any empirical study (a category to which lexica1 semanti 

as outlined in this book, undoubtedly belongs) must rest, at some poi 
on a body of primary data, whose factuality is not questioned, and whi 
is not subjected to further analysis. For a study of lexical semantics, ther 
would seem to be two principal sources of primary data; needless to say 
the native language-user is central to both of them. 

One source is the productive output, spoken or written, of native user 
of the language. Clearly much insight into word-meaning is to be gaine 
by observing the ways in which words are strung together by competen 
practitioners of a language. However, the approach has its limitations 
Semantics done this way has more of the character of an 'observation 
science', like geology, than that of an 'experimental science', such as phy- 
sics or chemistry. Scientists of the former type are, in a sense, at th 
mercy of the phenomena they study; what happens, and when, and unde 
what conditions is largely beyond their control. An experimental scientist, 
on the other hand, arranges matters so that what happens will give him 
the greatest possible amount of information. Not surprisingly, the exper i- 
mental sciences advance more rapidly than observational sciences, and 
achieve more sophisticated hypotheses and, ultimately, theories within 
a shorter space of time.. A good example of this imbalance can be seen 
in psvcholinguistics, where the study of language comprehension, being 
more experimental, is markedly more advanced than the study of language 
production, in which the investigator has less control over what happens. 
Probably the most disadvantaged researchers in this respect in the field 
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,tic are those who study 'dead' languages. Often vir- 
only direct evidence available to them is a corpus of written 

,, of somewhat fortuitous make-up, and now probably fixed for 

kers9 utterances can be made semantically more informative if the 
tor is able to constrain their production in various ways - for 
by elicitation in tightly controlled situational contexts. An exam- 

ht be to show informants a series of drawings, models, or other 
and ask them to name them If the materials are properly prepared 

ed, the procedure can have all the advantages of an experimental 
1t is not, however, ideal as a general methodology for lexical seman- 

t is far too cumbersome, many areas of meaning do not lend them- 
to illustration in this fashion and, in any case, production only 

active competence, 
he second principal source of primary data on which a study of lexical 
ntics can be based is furnished by intuitive semantic judgements by 
e speakers of linguistic materials of one kind or another. T h e  investiga- 

can, of course, exercise full control over the nature of these materials, 
is thus in a position to elicit whatever information he needs. I n  essence, 

is is the strategy we shall adopt (except that the reader will be invited 
act as his own informant: we shall not be concerned with ptoblenls 
d methods of field investigation). Two important questions arise from 
s decision. T h e  first is: what sort of linguistic items should native 
akers be asked to pass judgement on? T h e  second is: what sort of 
gements should they be asked to make? 

I t  might seem obvious that, if one is studying word-meanings, one ought 
to find native speakers' intuitions concerning the meanings of words the 
most informative. However, this is not so. We shall inquire presently 
whether we should ask informants what things mean; let us first consider 
whether words are the most appropriate items of language on which to 
elicit judgement. As a matter of fact, there is no reason why language-users 
should be specially attuned to the semantic properties of words We do 
not communicate with isolated words; words axe not the bearers of mes- 
sages; they do not, of themselves, 'make sense'; they cannot, taken singly, 
be true or false, beautiful, appropriate, paradoxical or original. A linguistic 
item must in general have at least the complexity of a simple sentence 
to show such proper ties. Words contribute, via their own semantic proper- 
ties, to the meanings of more complex units, but individually they do 
not occasion our most vivid and direct experiences of language. We commu- 
nicate with utterances ; it seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that 
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our intuitions concerning utterances will be sharper, clearer and m 
reliable than those concerning individual words. Consequently, in 
book arguments about the meaning of a word will be made to rmest, 
far as possible, on facts concerning utterances which contain the WD 

in question. 
The  intuitions most relevant to a study of meaning would seen1 at fi 

sight to be intuitions about what things mean. However, the reader 
invited to try to formulate an explanation of the differences in meani 
between the members of the following pairs of sentences: 

14a. He watched it with intense concentration for a few moments, 
then left the room. 

b. He looked at it with intense concentration for. a few moments, 
then left the r8oornm8 

1 5 a  However, she got the job in the end, 
b. Nevertheless, she got the Job in the end. 

I t  is safe to predict that many will find this task quite difficult. T h e  fact 
seems to be that the ability to 'explain' meanings is an uncommon skill 
This is not to suggest that the average speaker of English does not under- 
stand the differences of meaning. But it does appear that asking people 
what things mean is not necessarily the best way of tapping their semantic 
knowledge. How, then, is this to be done? T h e  answer is to elicit not 
intuitions OF meaning, but intuitions ABOUT meaning, which, although 
they are one step removed frorn the primary object of interest, can, if 
properly chosen, be clear and reliable. Not all 'secondary semantic intui- 
tions' are equally suitable as a basis for semantic analysis. Suppose, for 
example, one asks whether 16a and b have ,precisely the same meaning: 

16a. T h e  reign of William V commenced in the year 1990, 
b. T h e  reign of William V began in the year I ggo. 

I n  a typical class of linguistically innocent students, some will reply 'Yes,' 
some 'No,'  and most of the rest will be unable to make up  their minds. 
Whether two expressions do or do not mean the same is a matter of some 
importance, but, again, it is evidently not something we should expect 
informants to  tell us directly. What the most appropriate intuitions are, 
and how they are best used, for rn the topics of the next section. 

I .  4 Disciplining intuitions 
No empirical science can operate without human intuitive 

judgement intervening at some point. This  may be no more than a judgement 
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ch line on a graduated scale a movable needle is nearest to Equally, 

ce be much less advanced than it is if the only available data 
,tuitive estimates of quantities What would be the chances of airiv- 
the principle of a constant coefficient of expansion in metals (the 
that for a given metal there is a fixed relationship between amount 

ange of temperature and amount of change of length) if the only 
to hand concerning temperature and length were estimates based 

touch and sight? Although we can judge and compare lengths 
temperatures to some extent, our naked intuitions of these properties 
simply not accurate or reliable enough. However, matters can be 
nged so that the judgements required of human observers are only 

se which they can make reliably and accurately. In  studying the expan- 
n of metals when they are heated, it is more profitable to limit the 

le of observers' intuitions to, for instance, judgements of the position 
the top of a column of mercury relative to a graduated scale. 
A parallel strategy is open to the semanticist. T h e  things we really want 
know are too difficult for. straightforward intuition; we must therefore 

k our informants questions that they CAN answer reliably and accurately. 
nreliable, complex intuitions must be reduced to reliable, simple ones. 
Therme is, of course, no inventory of appropriate intuitive judgements 

r 

iVen in advance : candidates have to prove thernseltres by their effectiveness 
n analysis. On  the other hand, a fairly circumscribed set of possibilities 
uggest themselves. T h e  list offered here is not a closed one; the items 

put forward are simply those which have been found useful. 
One of the simplest and most basic semantic judgements one can make 

concerning an utterance in one's native language is whether it is to some 
degree odd or. not. Extensive use will be made of normality judgements 
in the course of this book. Each of the following pairs of sentences illustrates 
a difference of n ~ r m a l i t y : ~  

17a. ? This is a club exclusively for married bachelors. 
b. This is a club exclusively for married men. 

18a. ? Kicking with the feet incurs a penalty of 25 points. 
b. Kicking with the left foot incurs a penalty of 25 points. 

Iga. ? Let's sit by the stream and have a drink of time. 
b .  Let's sit by the stream and have a drink of tea. 

zoa. ? T h e  ant devoured the buffalo. 
b. T h e  ants devoured the buffalo. 

ara,  ? MTe took the door off its hinges then went thr,ough it. 
b. We smashed the window then climbed through it. 
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Informants cannot, of course, be expected to quantifv degrees of abnor 
litv; but what thev can do is distinguish a fully normal sentence fro 
one which is to some degree odd. Thev can also verv often rank sentenc 
in order of normalitv,, T h e  sentences in 22 and 23 are arranged in ord 
of normality : 

22a. It's tea-time for my pet rabbit. 

b. It's tea-time for mv pet scorpion. 

c .  It's tea-time for my pet amoeba. 

2 3 a  T h e  harpsichord needs re-tuning . 
b. T h e  jam-jars need re-tuning. 
c. T h e  banana needs r e-tuning. 

I t  perhaps ought to be pointed out here that an odd sentence is n 
necessarilv meaningless, or incapable of conveying a message; nor is 
the case that such sentences never occur naturally. On  the contrary, 
oddness of one sort or another is frequently a signal that an expressi 
is being used creativelv, in a novel extension of its usual sense.. 

A great deal can be done using only an undifferentiated notion of abno 
malitv, especially in conjunction with suitable 'diagnostic frames' (s 
below); but it will not have escaped the notice of the attentive read 
that the (a) sentences in 17-21 above are all odd in different ways. Perha 
therefore, a more delicate and sophisticated analysis would be possi 
if different types of oddness were recognised? 

T h e  following are the principal varieties of semantic anomaly which 
can be easily recognised by dirmect intuition. As potential primitive terms, 
not to be subjected to further analysis, they are here defined ostensively, 
that is to say , by , exemplification: 

A. Pleonasm 
Kick it with one of your feet. 
A female mother. 
He was murmdered illegally. 

B . Dissonance 
Arthur is a married bachelor. 
Let us drink time. 
Pipe . . . ditties of no tone. (Keats: Ode on a Grecian Um)  
Kate was very married. (Iris Murdoch: The Nzce and the 

Good) 
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C. Improbability 
T h e  kitten drank a bottle of claret 
T h e  throne was occupied by a pipe-smoking alligator 
Arthur runs faster than the wind 

D Zeugma 
They took the door off its hinges and went through it 
Arthur and his driving licence expired last Thursdav., 
H e  was wearing a scarf, a pair of boots, and a look of 

considerable embarrassment ." 

ntuitive judgements of the kind listed above are undoubtedly more 
rmative than gross judgements of abnormality. However, the more 
tie the judgement, the greater the dangers inherent in reliance on 
ided intuition. Many instances of abnormality fall clearly into one or 
er of the four  types; but, equally, there are certain uncertainties of 
lication. Prudence might suggest that we should dispense with sub- 
isions of oddness: they are not needed, fox instance, in connection 
h most diagnostic frames (see below). However, it would be a pity 
gnore a potentially valuable source of information, and, in fact, some 
will be made of them,, 

It is a matter of normal practice in the natural sciences for the human 
dgement involved in a measurement to be only indirectly related to the 
riable property which is the primary focus of interest. I n  measuring 
mperature, for instance, one uses a thermometer, in which temperature 
reflected in the length of a column of mercury in a glass tube; the 

ngth of the mercury column, in turn, is estimated by lining up  the mer- 
cury meniscus with one of a set of lines engraved on the glass. I t  is this 
last operation which is performed by the human observer, using only the 
equipment he was born with. A transformation is carried out by the measur- 
ing instrument: it can be viewed as a device for converting properties 

that unaided human intuition cannot deal with into ones that it can. The 
use of litmus paper furnishes another example of such a transformation. 
Humans are not very sensitive to the acidity or alkalinity of liquids, but 
they are perfectly capable of deciding whether a piece of red paper has 
turned blue, or vice versa. There is a parallel to this process of transforma- 
tion in semantic analysis. By the use of what will be called 'diagnostic 
frames', semantic properties we wish to diagnose, but cannot leave to 
naked intuition, are converted into properties concerning which straight- 
forward intuitive judgements arme relatively reliable. Consider the frame 
XS and othev Ys.  h his can be used, in the manner of litmus paper, for 
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the diagnosis of a particular relation between X and Y (relations of t 

sort are discussed in chapter 4). The judgement required of the inform 
is one of normality : 

dogs and other cats (odd) 
animals and other dogs (odd) 
dogs and other animals (normal) 

A very useful intuition for semantic analysis is that of entailment 
A proposition P is said to entail another proposition Q when the t r . ~  
of Q is a logically necessary consequence of the truth of P (and the fals 
of P is a logically necessary consequence of the falsity of Q). Althou 
the fundamental relation of entailment holds between propositions, 
shall use the term to refer to an analogous relation between sentenc 
A sentence like That's a dog can be used to express an indefinitely lar 
number of propositions (every distinct referent for that creates a differ 
proposition). When it is said (as we shall say) that the sentence Tha 
a dog entails the sentence That's an animal, what is meant is that 
any conceivable situation in which That's a dog can (with appropri 
reference) express a true proposition, there exists a corresponding propo 
tion (i.e. with no change in the referents of referring expressions) expr 
sible by That's an anzmal, whose truth is a necessary consequence 
the truth of the first proposition The  intuition of entailment can be us 
directly, and it will be so used in this book. But it is arguable that 
deepest roots are to be sought in patterns of normality and abnormal 
in a family of ordinary language expressions (which could be formulate 
as a set of diagnostic frames) l 1  Thus the statement that Thar's a 
entails Thal's an anzmal can be viewed as a kind of shorthand for a patter 
of normality like the following: 

It  can't possibly be a dog and not be an animal. 
It's a dog therefore it's an animal, 
If it's not an animal, then it follows that it's not a dog 
? It's a dog, so it must be a cat. 
? It's not an animal, but it's just possible that it's a dog. 
? It's a dog, so it might be an animal. 

etc., 

The  most interesting entailments from the point of view of lexical seman- 
tics are those which hold between sentences which differ only in respect 
of the lexical fillers of a particular syntactic slot (e.g. It's a dog, 11')s n 

cat; It's a YOSP, 1tY,s a flOwe~). In appropriate cases, the logical relations 
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the sentences can be correlated with meaning relations between 
erentiating lexical items. lz 

ment may be used to establish four logical relations 

Unilateral entailment: 
It's a dog unilaterally entails It's an anzmal 

2. Mutual entailment, or logical equivalence : 
The meetrpzg begalz at 10.00 a m .  entails and is entailed by 
The meeting conznzerzced at 10.00 a.m. 

It'.r a cat and It's a dog stand in a contrary relation: It's 
a cat unilaterally entails It's not a dog 

4. Contradiction : 
It ',s dead and It's alzce stand in a contradictorv relation : 
It's dead entails and is entailed by It's not alzce (and It's 
alzce entails and is entailed by It's rtot dead).  

nother useful and reliable intuition is that of rmecurrence of semantic 
trast, or semantic proportion. For instance, speakers are well able to 

between 24a and b is the same as that between 
a and b ,  but different from that between 26a and b, and 27a and b :  

b. I dislike him. 
25a. They approved of the idea. 

b. They disapproved of the idea. 
26a. We appointed her ,, 

b.  We disappointed her. 
27a. You must embark now, 

b. You must disembark now, 

is, too, will be used as an elementarv intuitive judgement (especially 
chapters 2 and 5).  But it is a relativelv complex judgement, and, like 
tailment, will probablv prove to be derivable from more elementary 
uitions (e,,g. from patterns of normality and abnormalitv), although 

t is not at present clear how this is to be done, 

I 5 The meaning of a word 
I t  is taken as axiomatic in this book that ever1 aspect of the 

eaning of a word is reflected in a charactermistic pattern of semantic norma- 
tv (and abnormalitv) in grammatically appropriate contexts.,13 That  which 
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is not mirrored in this way is not, for us, a question of meaning; an 
convermsely, every difference in the semantic normality profile between 
items betokens a difference of meaning. The full set of normality relat' 
which a lexical item contracts with all conceivable contexts will be referr 
to as its ?contextual relations. We shall say, then, that the meani 
of a word is fully reflected in its contextual relations; in fact, we c 
go further., and say that, for present purposes, the meaning of a wo 
is constituted by its contextual relations.I4 

In  its basic form, this conception of the meaning of a word is of limit 
u ~ e f u l n e s s : ~ ~  much important information concerning word-meani 
remains, as it were, latent. The  picture can be made more revealing a 
informative in various ways. For instance, we can picture the meani 
of a word as a pattern of affinities and disaffinities with all the other wor 
in the language with which it is capable of contrasting semantic relatio 
in grammatical contexts. Affinities are of two kinds, syntagmatic and par 
digmatic. A syntagmatic affinity is established by a capacity for norm 
association in i n  utterance: there is a syntagmatic affinity, for instanc 
between dog and barked, since The dog barked is normal (a gyntagmat 
affinity always presupposes a particular grammatical relationship) A sy 
tagmatic disaffinity is revealed by a syntagmatic abnormality that do 
not infringe grammatical constraints, as in ? The lzons are chr~ruptng. Par 
digmatically, a semantic affinity between two grammatically identical word 
is the greater the more congruent their patterns of syntagmatic normality. 
So, for instance, dog and cat share far more normal and abnormal context 
than, say, dog and lamp-pos t : 

Arthur fed the dog/cat/?~amp-post. 
The  dog/cat/?lamp-post ran away. 
The  ?dog/?cat/lamp-post got bent in the crash,, 
We painted the ?dog/?cat/lamp-post red. 

An extremely useful model of the meaning of a word, which can b 
extracted from the contextual relations, is one in which it is viewed as 
being made up, at least in part, of the meanings of other words. A particula 
word-meaning which par,ticipates in this way in the meaning of anothe 
word will be termed a tsernantic trait1 of the second word. T o  rend 
this picture more informative, it is necessary to distinguish degrees an 
modes of participation. We shall do this initially by defining a numbe 
of ?statuses (degrees of necessity) of semantic traits: criterial, texpected, 
tpossible, tunexpec ted and ?excluded. 

Criteria1 and excluded traits can be diagnosed by means of entailment 
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between sentences: for instance, "animal" is a criteria1 trait of 
,cause It's a dog entails It's a n  animal;  "fish" is an excluded trait 
because I t  fs a dog entails It's not a fi.sh. 
, the diagnosis of 'expected, possible and unexpected traits, the but-test 
tremely useful.18 This  utilises the normality or abnormality of sen- 
s of the form P,  but &. Consider the status of "can bark" as a trait 
. First of all, i t ' s  a dog does not entail It can bark (since a dog 

have a congenital malformation of the larynx, or some such); hence, 
barkH is not a criteria1 trait. However., the following two sentences 
it to be an expected trait : 

28. It's a dog, but it can bark. (odd) 
29. It 'sadog, but i tcan ' tbark.  (normal) 

e sort of oddness exhibited by 28 may be termed ?expressive paradox, 
e the expressive meaning19 carried by but is inappropriately deployed. 

e pattern of oddness is reversed in 30 and 31, showing that "can singw 
n unexpected trait of dog: 

30. It's a dog, but it can s i n g  (nor ma1 sentence, unusual dog) 

3 I. It's a dog, but it can't sing. (expressive paradox) 

is of course necessary to ascertain that "can sing" is not an excluded 
it of dog; the fact that It5 a dog does not entail It can't srng confirms 

is.) A possible trait is signalled when both test sentences exhibit expres- 
e paradox, and P a n d  Q is nor ma1 : 

32,  It's a dog, but it's brown. (Why shouldn't it be?) 

33. It's a dog, but it isn't brown. (Why should it be?) 

34. It's a dog and it's brown. (normal) 

t first sight, the picture of word-meaning given by patterns of affinity 
d disaffinity is, at least in some respects, different from the picture 
en by semantic traits. For instance, cat and dog have a fairly high 

gree of paradigmatic affinity, as they are equi-normal in a wide range 

I stroked the cat/dog. 
We have a cat/dog at home. 
T h e  cat/dog died. 
T h e  children love the cat/dog. 

ut "cat" is an excluded trait of dog, since it's a dog entails It's not 
cat. T h e  two pictures are not, however, incompatible, they merely high- 
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light different aspects of meanlng The  affinity between dog and cat r 
itself in the number of equi-status or near-equi-status traits they 
in common ; and the differences between dog and cat appear more s 
when the affinity patterns are articulated in greater detail by me, 
diagnostic frames 

Although we have distinguished five discrete statuses, it must be 
in mind that the reality being described is a continuum - any discre 
is an artefact of the definitions This is true even within the statuse 
we have chosen to define by means of entailment. Probably most spea 
of English would accept both of the following entailments: 

It's a tmangle entails It has three angles 
LRsley zs Arthur's mother entails Lesley zs female 

Although we shall continue to regard "three-angled" as a criteria1 t 
of triangle and "female" as a criterial trait of mother, it must be conc 
that there is a palpable difference in the degree of necessity of these 
traits. A four -angled triangle is totally inconceivable - but a male 
Is it beyond imagination, in these days of biological engineering, to c 
ceive of a time when embryos will be implanted in a man's body, a 
develop, and be born - perhaps by caesarian section? Surely not TOTALLY 

No systematic use will be made here of a 'more criterial'/'less criteri 
distinction. However, there is a distinction that can be made with 
'expected' status which is of some significance in lexical semantics. C 
sider the relation between "adapted for flight" as a semantic trait of bi 
and "possesses four legs" as a trait of dog. They are alike in that neit 
is criterial, both are expected: 

It's a bird does nut entail It zs adapted for ftzght 

(There are birds such as the ostrich and the kiwi which are not adapte 
for flight. ) 

It's a dog does not entail It has four legs 

(A dog may have a birth abnormality, or may lose a leg in an accident.) 

It's a bird, but it's adapted for flight. (odd) 
It's a bird, but it's not adapted for flight. (normal) 
It's a dog, but it has four legs, (odd) 
It's a dog, but it doesn't have four legs. (normal) 

There is, however, a difference in the status of these two traits. There 
is a sense in which a dog ought to have four legs - if it does not, it is 
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,t, ill-formed, not fully functional. There is no recognised sub- 
of dogs for which the possession of a number of legs other than 

he norm (as there is a sub-category of cats for which the absence 
is the norm) Species of birds which are not adapted for flight, 
her hand, are not ill-for med - they are merely atypical. Semantic 

se absence is regarded as a defect will be called fcanonical 
anonical traits can be distinguished from non-canonical expected 

a of ways : 

? T h e  typical dog has four legs. 
? Dogs typically habe four legs. 
T h e  typical bird is adapted for flight 
Birds are typically adapted for flight. 
? A dog that does not have four legs is not necessarily defective. 
A bird that cannot fly is not necessarily defective. 
? What kinds of dog have only three legs? 
What kinds of bird are not adapted for flight? 

nical traits are not only to be found in words denoting living things. 
could say, for instance, qf le table ronde that it lacked a canonical 

t of noun phrases in French, namely, concord in respect of gender. 
ewise, a command enjoining some action which was logically impos- 
, or which had already been carried out, or a lie that through ignorance 

he part of the perpetrator turned out to be objectively true, can both 
e considered defective through the lack of a canonical trait. 
The adoption of the contextual approach to word-meaning outlined in 
is chapter has certain inescapable consequences that some might consider 
be disadvantages. One is that any attempt to draw a line between the 

eaning of a word and 'encyclopaedic' facts concerning the extra-linguistic 
ferments of the word would be quite arbitrary; another is that there is 

o motivation for isolating 'pragmatic meaning' as a separate domain of 
xical meaningqz2 Permhaps most importantly, it would seem that we have 
o grounds for believing that the meaning of a wormd, when viewed in 
is fashion, is finitely describable - without severe circumscr~iption it is 

an unpromising candidate for formalisation, or representation in terms 
of logical or quasi-mathematical formulae. However, our conception of 
word-meaning has the advantage of being intuitively plausible: its scope 
coincides well with the pre-theoretical notion of word-meaning that anyone 
with a practical interest in meaning - a lexicographer, trmanslator, or lan- 
guage teacher, or even a novelist or poet - is likely to have. Unwieldy 
it may be in certain respects, but it is surely better for a model of meaning 
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destined to serve a descriptive as opposed to a theoretical study 
on the side of generosity of scope, rather than on the side of austerity 

While the contextual method is well-suited to the explorbation 
infinite subtlety and particularity of wor d-meanings, it is nonetheless 
particularly the aim of this book to seek out and highlight anything 
lends itself to generalisation, even of a limited sort, any tendency to 
structure, system and recurrence, in the domain of word-meaning. 

Notes 

It will be obvious to anyone familiar with the thinking of W Haas on semantic topics 
this chapter and chapter 2 owe a heavy debt to his ideas. Unfortunately, there is no c0mpr.e 
sive exposition of these tiews. 

I .  I 

r The  elements of the contextual approach described in this chapter ca 
found in Haas (1962 and 1964) See also the introduction to Alletton 

(1979) 

/ 

2 For discussion of the criterion of corrigibility (and different conclusion 
Lyons ( I  9'7'7: 3 79-86). 

3 See Aller ton (1979 : 46-7) 

4 T h e  distinction between open and closed set elements is not an absolute 
although marginal cases are relatively uncommon. The  temporal prepositi 
in English -after, at,  .since, dunng, e tc  -may be cited as box derline instan 
there is a relatively, but not absolutely, fixed inventory - a recent arriv 
pre (see Howard (1985 : 8))  ; the number of members in the set, and the sema 
burden they carry, are both greater than is usual for closed set items, It sh 
also be noted that semantic notions which are expressed in one language gr 
matically (i e by means of closed set items) may well be expressed in ano 
language lexically (i e ,  by means of open set items) 

5 .  See Lyons (1968: 438)# 
6 Circularity is avoided by interpreting 'possession of common semantic prop 

ties' as "having similar pattetns of normal co-occurrence with other open 
items". 

7 See Haas (1973 : 82) 

8, The  property of normality was introduced earlier in connection with utteran 
- here it is used of sentences There is no doubt that it is primarily a proper 
of uttermances (this term is used here to denote sentences put to particul 
communicative use in an actual context). For some sentences, however, becau 
of their semantic make-up, it is extremely difficult to conceive of a conte 
in which they could be used to form a normal utterance We may descri 
these as abnormal sentences. Notice that a nor ma1 sentence (i , e  one for whi 
it is easy to think of a situation in which it would constitute a normal utteranc 
might well constitute an abnormal utterance in some particular context: 
instance, I wa.s born zn Gateshead is a normal sentence, but would be o 
as an answer to Uihat time i s  it? 
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p ~ e ~ ~ a < y m  and zezkgnra are traditional terms; znzprubabilzty is, I hope, self- 
explanatory; di.ssonance is my own invention The  following points are worth 

(;) A pleonastic expression can be normalised by replacing one of its elements 
with something more specific: a fentale mother (odd), a lesbian mothe? (nor- 
mal); E'ck it wtth one of your feet (odd), h c k  zt with  our left foot (normal). 
A dissonance, on the other hand, can onl i  be cured, if at all, by replacing 
one element by something less specific: The cat balked (odd), The animal 
barked (normal). These points are developed more fully in 4 12 ,  

(ii) I t  is normal to express astonishment, or disbelief, on hearing an improbabi- 

A: Our kitten drank a bottle of claret 
B : No! RealIy? 

This is not true of the more extreme forms of dissonance: 

A: We went on falling upwards 
B : Did you really? 

(iii) A zeugma can often be normalised by 'unyoking' the items that have 
been inappropriately linked: thus in Arthur attd h2.s d~iv ing  licence expired 
last Thur,sday, Arthur and his drzvzng licence should not be hitched simulta- 
neously to a single occurrence of expire, as they involve different senses Separ- 
ating them out cures the oddness: Arthur expzred last Thursday, hts drivirig 
Izcence expzred that day, too 

10. From the point of view of a logician or formal semanticist what I say under 
this heading is extremely superficial. However, my main aim here is to identify 
a particular semantic intuition (I t  is possible that what I call entailment is 
better described by Lyon's expression 'p~agmatic implication' (19877: 204),)  
More detailed and rigorous discussion of logical matters relevant to semantics 
can be found in Allwood, Anderson and Dahl(1977) 

I I. For the view that logical notions are a 'distillation' or 'refinement' of ordinary 
language notions see, for instance, Strawson (1952: c h  I )  and Haas (1975). 

12. Such as cognitive synonymy (4,3 and r22 ) ,  hyponymy (4 4), incompatibility 

13 T h e  distinction between semantic and grammatical deviance assumes crucial 
importance here 

1 4  This is not intended to be a philosophical statement concerning what Ross 
(1981 : 14-1 5) calls 'absolute meaning': it is, in Ross's terms, a statement 
about what 'linguistic meaning' will be taken to be. 

1 5  I t  is not, however, entirely uninformative: see the definition in 1 2 ,  I of 'absolute 

16, Haas (1964) portrays the meaning of a word as a 'semantic field', which contains 
all possible (grammatical) sentential contexts of the word, and all possible 
(grammatical) substitutes within those contexts, The  semantic field has a 'focal 
area' which consists of the word's most normal contexts, and the most normal 
substitutes in those contexts The  focal area shades off gradually to an indeter- 
minate periphery. What is proposed here is very close to this. Both - to some 
extent at least - are Firthian in spirit : Firth ( r  957 : I g4-6) held that the meaning 
of a word (at one level) could be known by the company it keeps (See also 
Mackin (1978) ) 
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I have chosen to use this term rather than the more usual semantic 
or semantic components as a deliberate act of distancing Representi 
plex meanings in terms of simpler ones is as problem-ridden in the 
is indispensable in practice I would like my semantic traits to carry th 
possible burden of theory No claim is made, therefore, that they are 
functionally discrete, universal, or drawn from a finite inventorv; 
assumed that the meaning of any word can be exhaustively character 
any finite set of them, They are close to what logicians call meaning pas 
(see Carnap (1952)) For various theoretical positions concerning 
features see Hjelmslev (1961: 60-'75), Katz and Fodor (x963), Bendix 
Coseriu ( I  96'7), Bierwisch ( I  969 and 19 7oa), Geckeler (1q7 I ) ,  Pottier 
Leech (1974: ch 6), Nida (1975)~ Wierzbicka (1980) For critical c 
see Bolinger ( I  965), Lyons (19787 : 3 I 7-3,5), Sampson (1979), Moore a 
ing (1982: 126-39), Cruse (1983), Pulman (1983: 29-51) 
See Bendix (1966: 23-3 I )  

Expressive meaning is discussed in 12 .2  

See Lyons (198 I : 89) 
A notion which is frequently invoked nowadays in discussion of word- 
is that of prototypical features The  work of Rosch and her associates 
marised in Rosch (1978) has shown that informants judge some mem 
taxonomic categories to be 'better' or 'more central' than o~hers  T h  
central examples are called prototypes, Those features which correlat 
judgements of better category membership are called prototypical fe 
There is a detailed critical discussion of prototypicality in Pulman 
83-106) ; see also Coleman and Kay (1981) I am still uncertain F 
precise linguistic significance of this notion is, so I prefer not to wor 
it My distinction between canonical and non-canonical expected traits 
to have some similarity with Coleman and Kay's distinction between 
typical and typical features; however, my impression is that the trai 
are described here as canonical are not envisaged by Rosch as fallin 
the category of prototypical features 
In this book the domain of semantics is taken to be the whole realm of lin 
meaning It  is more usual nowadays, however, to draw a distinction b 
'semantic meaning' and 'pragmatic meaning', although not everyone 
the line in the same place See Levinson (1983: 5-35) for discussion of 
issue, 
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NOW that we have the outline of an approach to the study 
anings of words, we can turn our attention to the task of providing 
xact characterisation of the linguistic units which will form the 

may be said that the conception 
ill be adopted here is not very different from 

raditional lexicographer, although we shall try to be more explicit 
nt  to be. An ordinary dictionary characterises 

item in three distinct, though intimately inter-connected, ways: 
form (graphic and phonological) ; second, its grammatical func- 

d ,  third, its meaning. Correspondingly, we shall have to consider 
spects of the delimitation of a lexical item. First of all, we must 
the form of a lexical item syntagmatically; that is to say, we must 

ntence where the boundaries between lexical 
re (we shall assume that any well-formed sentence consists of a 

number of such units) Second, having set up syntagmatic units, 
11 observe that many of them appear to operate in a variety of gram- 
1 environments, and we shall have to ask ourselves whether some 
nces of grammatical usage of a particular form do not merit recogni- 

ms. Take, for instance, the word form open : 
nczse Oxford Dzctzonar)) (C.0.D ) has two separate main entries 

is, corresponding to its occurrence in The sky-lzght was open and 
uchess refused to open the safe. Lest anyone should think that the 
r is totally unproblematical, it is perhaps worth pointing out that 

separate recognition to the parallel occurrences 
that besides having a variety of grammatical 

a word form may well display a split semantic personality, too, even 
n a constant grammatical frame. Consider bank in We finally reached 
ank There is here a choice of readings which is in some ways not 
ry different from the sort of choice available in 
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John saw the cat 
carpet 
cushion 
etc. 

There is, of cour8se, one important difference, namely, that in the 
case the meaning options are paralleled by differences of form, a 
it is easy to individuate and enumerate the elements frmom which the 
must be made. However, there is at least a psima facie case for beli 
that a word form like bank should be considered to represent more 
one lexical unit. T h e  cr'iteria for deciding how many lexical units w 
dealing with in cases like open and barzk will be discussed in c h a p  
The  principal concerns of the present chapter are the criteria for estab 
ing lexical units syntagmatically, and to these we now tur'n. 

The  basic syntagmatic lexical units of a sentence will be define 
the smallest parts which satisfy the following two criteria; 

(i) a lexical unit must be at least one semantic constituent 

(ii) a lexical unit must be at least one word.. 

These cr,iteria need careful elaboration, but the following will Serb 
a preliminarmy illustration of the points : 

- the prefix dis- of disobey is not a lexical unit because, 
although it is a semantic constituent, it is smaller than a 
word. 

- t h e p d e d  of Arthurpulled a fast one is not a lexical unit 
because, although it is a word, it is not a semantic 
constituent. 

Let us now examine the notion of semantic constituent.. 

2.2  Semantic constituents 
The  meaning of a typical sentence in a natural language 

complex in that it results from the combination of meanings which a 
in some sense simpler. (The fact that the meanings of sentences are mo 
accessible to intuition than the meanings of words does not alter this 
These simpler meanings (which does not necessarily mean 'simple') a 

carried by identifiable parts of the sentence; and the way they must 
combined to yield the global meaning of the sentence is indicated by t 
syntactic structurme of the ~ e n t e n c e . ~  Thus,  the meaning of The cat s 
on the mat is "the" -t "cat" + "sat" -t "on" + "the" + "mat 
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the ways signalled by the syntactic structure, which tells 
ce, that "on" goes with "the mat", rather than with "the 

on. The  syntactic structure also defines intermediate com- 
as "the cat" and "on the mat", which, when appropriately 
eld the global meaning of the sentence, but which themselves 

rnposed into more elementary parts. Any constituent part of 
hat bears a meaning which combines with the meanings of 

to give the overall meaning of the sentence will 
a tsemantic constituent. A semantic constituent which cannot 
ted into more elementary semantic constituents will be termed 
1 semantic constituent. Thus on the mat is a semantic consti- 
e cat sat on the mat,  but not a minimal one, as it ultimately 

urther into the, on and mat; the latter, on the other hand, are 
e of further subdivision, and are therefore minimal semantic con- 

ts. Notice that the term semantic constituent is not used to refer 
ing only, but to a form-plus-meaning complex; that is to say, 

c constituent is a meaningful form (the precise sense of meanzngful 
d here will be clarified below) with a determinate grammatical func- 

ost cases it is immediately clear what the semantic constituents 
tence (or part thereof) are. But to be able to handle borderline 

r problematic cases with any degree of confidence we need a firmer 
cterisation, grounded in more basic intuitive judgements of the kind 
duced in the previous chapter. However, before going on to propose 

for semantic constituency, it might be useful to clarify the notion 
er in an informal way. An important indication (although, as we 

1 see, not a sufficient one) that a portion of a sentence is a semantic 
ituent is that its semantic contribution to the sentence is the same 
at which it makes to other, different sentences; in other words, it 
es what is in some sense a constant meaning from context to context. 

nsider sacks in the following sentences : 

I .  The sacks had been hung out to dry ,  
2. A woman was repairing sacks. 

3.  Everywhere there were sacks full of potatoes. 

ntences I ,  z and 3 all contain the meaning "sacks"; the only formal 
ment they have in common is the graphic sequence sack.s.  We can there- 

re be reasonably confident in identifying sack,s as the bearer of the mean- 
g "sacks". However, this is not sufficient to guarantee semantic 
nstituency. Take black in 4 and 5 : 
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4,. A blackbird sang softly in the willow-tree. 

5 .  A black bird sang softly in the willow-tree., 

Intuitively, it would be difficult to denv that there was a connection 
the semantic contributions of black in the two sentences: blac 
not irrelevant to blackbirds (even if it is true that not all blackb 
black) - this is proved by the normality of blackbirds, crows 
black btrds. Yet equally clearly there is a difference. Put simply, t 
ings of black and brvd do not add up to the meaning of blackb 
do yield that of black bzrd. In  other words, black in 4, although no 
of meaning, is not a semantic constituent: it does not carry on 
set of simpler meanings which on combination yield the global me 
of the sentence. T o  arrive at the overall meaning of 4, blackbird 
be taken as a minimal semantic constituent On the other hand, 
is, of course, a semantic constituent of 5. 

An important diagnostic test for. semantic constituency, and one w 
utilises one of the basic intuitive judgements introduced in the prev 
chapter', is the test of trecurrent semantic contrastW3 Suppose w 
our. previous sentence The cat sat 0l.z the mat and substitute for o 
its constituent parts, cat,  a different, but syntactically identical, ele 
such as dog. T h e  result of this substitution is of course change i 
meaning of the sentence. Now it so happens that we can make the s 
substitution of forms in an otherwise completely different sentence, 
ducing an exactly parallel change of meaning : 

6 cat (The  -. sat on the mat) = cat (We bought a -) - - 
dog dog 

This test precisely locates the form responsible for a given meaning, a 

at the same time ensures that its role is that of a semantic constitue 
from 6 we can thereforme conclude that cat is a semantic constituent 
The cat sat on the mat ,  Observe now what happens when we attem 
to set up an equation like 6 using a portion of a sentence which is clear 
not a semantic constituent. Suppose we replace the -at of mat by -0s 

T h e  result is certainly a change of meaning: The cat sat on the moss; 
but in this case it is impossible to find a different sentence in which t 
same substitution of forms produces a parallel change of meaning. I 
other words, we cannot show a recurrent semantic contrast, although 
is, of course, possible to find sentences where the substitution of form 
can be made without a recurrence of the semantic contrpast: 

7. -at (He doesn't like his new b-) - 



thought that in 8 we have an equation which indicates 

t is a semantic constituent: 

at (The cat sat on the m-) = - -at (The m- is wet) 
-0SS 

at g a recurrent semantic contrast, but this is possible 
,, of the presence of m- in both sentences. It is essential, 

out the test, to use sentential frames which ideally do not 
ements (although in practice it is usually sufficient if the imme- 

and post- environments of the substituted items are distinct). 
important that the substituted items should belong to the same 
lass; that is, there should be no change in the syntactic structure 

e as a result of the substitution. The  reason for this is that 
t be able to attribute all changes of meaning on substitution 

nces in the semantic properties of the items being substituted. 
re now in a position to spell out precisely the basic form of the 

ent contrast test for semantic constituency: 

t X of a grammatically well-formed and semantically normal sentence S1 
antic constituent of S1 if 

(i) X is either omissible or. replaceable by some other element Y, 
yielding a grammatically well-for med and semantically normal 
sentence S2 which is syntactically identical to S' but distinct 
in meaning from S1 

(ii) there exists at least one other grammatically well-formed and 
semantically nor ma1 sentence S3, containing X, but otherwise 
having no other elements in parallel syntactic positions in 
common with S1, in which X is similarly omissible or. 
replaceable by Y, yielding a syntactically identical but 
semantically distinct sentence S4 

d (iii) the semantic contrast between S1 and S2 is identical to that 
between S b n d  S4,, 

trictly speaking, only two sentential contexts are required to prove seman- 
c constituency, but of course a constituent limited to only two specific 
ontexts would necessarily play only a minor role in a language. For a 
ypical semantic constituent, there is an unlimited number of possible 
entential frames. 

Before going on to consider more pr'oblematic aspects of semantic consti- 
tuency, let us look at a few more examples of the recurrent semantic contrast 

27 
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test in action., Take the prefix in- in inhale, ~ncon.spicuou~ and imper 
For inhale and inconspicuous, the semantic constituency of in- is 
established, although the semantic identity of tn- is different in th 
cases : 

9. in- (,John -haled) = - im- (They -port textiles) 
- 
ex- ex- 

(Here, zn- and im- represent the same grammatical element: the 
merely adapts itself phonetically to the initial consonant of the root.') 

10. in- (The  bulge in his pocket was -conspicuous) = - 
$ 

in- (This disease is -curable) - 
$ 

Turning now to impertinent, we can readily see that although th 
is replaceable by zero, it does not qualify as a semantic constit_uent : 

I I .  im- (His remarks were -pertinent) # - 
b 

im- (What you suggest is -possibIe) - 
# 

I t  is not possible to discover even one other sentential context in 
the im-/zero alternation can reproduce the contrast we find with i 
nent. This means that unless the im- of zmperttnent can be 'rescue 
any of the procedures detailed in the next section (and, in fact, we 
find that it cannot), it fails to satisfy the criteria for semantic constitue 
Those who detect a 'negative emotive force' in the (apparent) negat 
prefix not only of impertinent, but also of impudent, zndignazzt, ind 
and possibly inane (in none of which is it a true semantic const 
may be reluctant to accept this result. However, as we shall see, it 
necessary to recognise several 'lesser' semantic roles besides the cent 
one of being a semantic constituent, so that to deny semantic constit 
to an element is not necessarily to deny it any semantic role whatso 
the 'negative emotive force' can, in fact, be a~comrnodated. .~ 

I t  was claimed earlier that black- in blackbird was not a semantic co 
tuent; we can now verify the claim by subjecting it to the recurrent cont 
test : 

12. black- (The  teacher read a story about a -bird) 
d- 

blue- 
f black (Cynthia wore - stockings) 

blue 
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is useful for understanding how the test works. If,  in replac- 
in blackbrtd by blue-, one merely replaced "black" by "blue", 

st would be found to recur. But at least some of the meaning 
belongs to the whole complex, and is not attributable to either 

qaratelv;  so, when black is replaced, this additional mean- 
t ,  along with "black". Since the additional meaning is unique 

, no recurrence of the resulting contrast is possible. 

semantic constituents which fail the test 
The  vast majority of items for which there is a strong intuition 

or meaninglessness respond in the appropriate 
he test of recurrent semantic contrast. We may confidently say 
typical semantic constituent passes the test However, there are 

ral types of semantic constituent which cannot be directly 
to the test. This  may be because they occur only in association 

ar element, like the cran- of c ranbe~q l ,  or because they 
th a particular semantic value only in the context of one other 

, like the -en of oxen, the ab- of abnomal,  or foot in foot the 
a case of collocational uniqueness of either of these types, no 

the unique element participates can be tested in a distinct 
ment Or a semantic constituent may be untestable 

pletely determined syntactically, like -ness in HZS kz~zdness 
nuhelmzng, and thus does not participate in any contrasts at all. 
e of these items - for instance, foot in foot the bzll - there is 
intuition of meaningfulness; for others, like cran-, intuition is 

rly, some way of deciding is needed. 
are two principal strategies for proving that a collocationally 

item is a semantic constituent T h e  first consists in demonstrating 
e element in question participates in the same semantic contrast 

third element as a proven semantic constituent For the purpose 
test a contrast with zero IS valid. Take the -en of oxen : this contrasts 

its own absence just like the -s of cows, and with a precisely parallel 

I 3 .  -en (The  ox- trudged past) = -s (The  cow- grazed here) - - 
@ 

s of cows can be shown to be a semantic constituent by the normal 

14. -s (The  cow- grazed here) = -s 
- (Our dog- barked) 
F6 
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From this it seems eminently reasonable to conclude that -en, 
semantic constituent. Similarly, 1,s and 16 show ab- in ablzopm 
a semantic constituent: 

I 5 .  ab- (That's -normal) = un- (He was -popular) 
- - 

@ # 

16. un- (He was -popular) = un- (They looked -happy) - - 
4 $ 

T h e  same technique can be used for foot in foot the bill and red 
hair, although perhaps marginally less convincingly,. T h e  case f 
rests on the presumed equivalence of contrast between foot and 
and pay and query, in I 7 : 

17. foot (,John agreed to - the bill) = 
A- 

quer y 
> 

pay (We shall certainly -- the fees) 
query 

However, some may feel that there is more to footing a bill than m 
paying it:  there is a hint of reluctance, of the imposition of an unwelc 
demand for money on the payer, which renders the equivalence of 
contrasts in 17 slightly s u ~ p e c t . ~  Another way of approaching foot the 
will be suggested below. T h e  reason why wd in red haw is uniqu 
that the colour it refers to would not be labelled red if anything ot 
than hair were being described, (Current fashions make a 'true' red 
hair not impossible, so that ~ e d  hair is now ambiguous,. We are here discu 
ing the more traditional usage..) It is not an easy colour to describe, 
let us assume that, say, a carpet the colour of red hair would be descri 
as Zzght reddish-brown. We can then establish red as a semantic constitu 
via an equivalent contrast with black : 

18. red (She has - hair) = 

black 

light reddish-brown (The new carpet is -) 
black 

A slightly more oblique approach to the problem of determining whethe 
a contextually unique item is a semantic constituent is to see whethe 
it is normal in the language to treat it in parallel with unquestionabl 
semantic constituents, T h e  most obvious type of 'treating in parallel' i 
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: in general, a non-constituent cannot be coordinated with 

detonator of the bomb, and, consequently, 

g sentences is therefore evidence that the 
ally unique elements gnash and purse are semantic constituents 

ressions gnash the teeth and purse the lips, respectively : 

He kept baring and gnashing his teeth. 
Samantha was pursing, licking and biting her lips. 

ljelism may be less transparent: in 22 foot and scrutini,se have 
1 r,elation to bill, and in foot and add up have a parallel relation 
crutinz,se and add up are clear semantic constituents, so the paral- 
sufficient to establish foot as a semantic constituent too : 

. Arthur agrceed to foot the bill only after scrutinising it carefully 

ed not only to foot the bills, but to add them up 

uniquely determined grammatical elements present special prob- 
ome clearly fail the recurrent contrast test, and rightly so. For 

ce, the -,s of books in those book8s does not contrast with anything, 
re is no question of recurrence. This  is a correct result: semantically 

"plural" occurs only once in the phrase those books. 
the -s here does not independently signal plurality, but only in con- 
on with the exponent of plurality in those. We may perhaps speak 
of a discontinuous semantic constituenL8 More difficult are ele- 

24. His kindness amazed us all. 

pite of the fact that nothing can be substituted for -ness, and it therefore 
icipates in no contrasts, recurrent or otherwise, it is different from 

d arguments can be put forward that it should be 
ided as a semantic constituent, One such argument runs as follows: 

a1 recurrent contrasts (e.g. with cool-), and is thus 
semantic constituent; so also is kindne.sr - it contrasts, for instance, 

is not synonymous with ki~zdness, -ness must signal 
e semantic difference between them. T h e  meaning(s) of -ness can, more- 

ver, be glossed: "the degree to which (he was kind)" or "the fact that 
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(he was kind)"; also, these meanings are recurrent - they appe 
in coolness and foolishness (notice that if the two meanings had be 
nalled by two different affixes, there would be no problem abo 
status as constituents). I t  would seem reasofiable, in genermal, t 
sequence of elements AB can be shown to be a semantic constituen 
one of the parts of the sequence satisfies the recurtrent contrast crit 
then the status of semantic constituent should be accorded to the rem 
part of the sequence, even if it does not satisfy the recurr8ent co 
criterion. This  is the view we shall adopt, 

2.4 Indicators, tallies and categorisers 
Therme are several types of element which fail the straig 

ward version of the recurrent contrast test, and cannot be rmescue 
any of the strategies suggested in the previous section, but which ca 
unlike the -oss of moss, be dismissed as having no semantic rele - 
One type is exemplified by the czan-, bzl-, rasp-, goose- of cmn 
bdbeny, ~a~spberry and gooseberry; the bull- of bullfinch, the miss 
missel thrush, the day- of domzouse; also the pad-  of padlock and 
of gangwa,y - and many more. In  none of these cases does eithe 
first or. the second element qualify as a semantic constituent: 

2 5  rasp- (We ate some -berries) # rasp- (Don't forget the 
goose- goose- 

Such semantic contrasts are impossible to duplicate; for the second 
ments of these words, it is usually impossible even to find a recurr 
of the form contr,ast. Where the elements are two separate words, 
first can often be coordinated with other elements: 

blue and hump-backed whales 
missel and song thrushes 

However, this does not prove semantic constituency, because coordina 
is normal only with other elements of the same sort - i.e. elements wh 
similarly fail the recurrent contrast test. They do not coordinate with n 
ma1 semantic constituents : 

? blue and carnivorous whales 

T h e  expression hernng a n d  commongulls illustrates this point well, beca 
it is normal if common is taken to identify a particular species of g 
(in which case it is not a semantic constituent), but odd if it is tak 
to mean "not rare",. I t  might be argued that the test procedure is t 
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e at fault, since in all the above cases the first element can 
have a clear semantic function relative to the second element: 

a sub-variety of the general category denoted by the 
merit. Thus,  a raspberry is a type of berry, a bullfinch a type 
dormouse a type of mouse, a padlock a type of lock, etc. As 

sufficient to point to the following entailment relations: 

It's a bzlberry unilaterally entails It's a berry 
~ t ' s  a domouse unilaterally entails It's a mouse 

let us consider, for instance, cranbeny more carefully. Granted 
anberry is a variety of berry, what exactly does cran- mean? It  
ous fact that native speakers are unwilling to attempt even an 
ate gloss of the meaning of cran-, yet there is no such hesitation 
in foot the bzN. Nor does cran- seem to carry any meaning into 

ined forms: we can make sense, for instance, of brlly-gzrafle and 
raffe by analogy with bzlly-goat and nanny-goat, and also of foot 

but creations like tranbeads and bzlbeads convey nothing, 
h one might have expected some interpretation such as "small 
ed beads" and "small round purple beads" T h e  fact is that ele- 
ike cran- and bzl- do not carry any meaning at all, in the normal 
they merely distinguish; they are equivalent to numbered or lettered 
"(berry) type ~ / t ~ ~ e  ~ / t ~ ~ e  C . . .". We shall call such elements 

ntic tal l ies and their partner elements which indicate a general 
ry  will be termed $semant ic  categorisers A semantic tally in com- 
on with a semantic categoriser constitutes a minimal semantic consti- 

e semantic tallies we have considered so far have been what might 
ed 'pure tallies, in that they have no perceptible semantic connec- 

with any other elements in the language However, there exist many 
les of semantic tallies which do have a clear semantic connection 
orrnal meaningful elements, without themselves being semantic con- 
ts. Examples of this category are black- in blackbtrd, blue in blue-tzt, 
d in red wine (it must not be thought that ved here is merely a 

ur term: a red wine is a type of wine, whereas a red dress is not 
e of dress) ., This  type of tally will be described as fimpure. 
would be useful to have a gener'al term for elements which fall short 
eing constituents, but which nonetheless have a semantic function 
able to the meanings the same forms carry when they are semantic 

stituents. We shall call these +semant ic  indicators. A distinction may 
made between f fu l l  indicators ,  which retain the whole of their normal 
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constituent meaning, like black- and -bird in blackbzrd (it is t 
female blackbirds are brown, but black- here still relates to "blac 
is a salient character istic of the species), and ?partial indicat 
-house in greenhouse (a greenhouse is not a house; but, like a 
is a building). As we have defined it, the category of semantic 
overlaps with that of semantic tally, impure tallies being those w 
at the same time indicators (full or partial); it includes that of s 
categoriser - a categor,iser is necessarily a full indicator,. We can 
include in the category of semantic indicator. such cases as the 
disappoznt, disgust, di,sma,y, etc., and the zm- of zmpertznerzt, i 
etc., if the former is felt to be related to the dz.s- of dz.slzke and dis 
and the latter to  the zm- of impolzte; the segments -appoznt, -gus 
-pertznent and -pudent have no discernible semantic function, and 
need a label. lo  

2. c Phonetic elicitors of semantic traits - 
.J 

T h e  vast majority of meaningful elements in a Iar 
whether they are full constituents or have some lesser status, ar 
same time grammatical elements. Since the principal function of gr 
is to indicate how units of meaning are to be combined, this is sc 

surprising. But thete are some phonetic sequences which seem to 
semantic value of a sort, yet they do not correspond to grammatica 
ments: there seems to be a direct pathway from sound to meaning, 
ing grammar. Such elements are of two kinds. Firstly there are w 
usually termed onomatopoeic phonetic sequences: with these it is 
difficult to define their exact limits. T h e  following are examples of 
which contain (and in some cases, perhaps consist of) onornat 
sequences: hum, buzz, hzss, gong, splash, crack, whzp, bump, clank, t 
hoot, coo, nzzaow. Onomatopoeic words are held to 'resemble' their 
ents auditorially, but the degree of objective similarity may be ver 
(perhaps no lower, however, than the perceived visual resemb 
between a cartoonist's representation of a political figure and its subje 

The second type of 'meaningful' phonetic sequence is exemplifi 
the initial consonant clusters in 

(i) slzmy, rleaxy,slut,slouch, slovenly,slob,slattern,slzther, 
slznk, etc. 

(ii) glow, glzmnzer, gleam, glzsten, g l~ t te r  , glare, etc. 

and possibly the vowel in 

(iii) coon, goofy, goon, loon,y , fool, drool, moon (around) , rzoodle 
(fig.), etc. 
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enon is distinct from onomatopoeia - it is sometimes called 
re is no question of auditorv resernblance 

11 \%To& containing these sounds manifest the (usuallv some- 
inate) meaning, it is capable of transferring to new coinages. 
a new breakfast food marketed under the brand name of 

stand little chance of success; on the other hand, a flashing 
d a G L E E  P E R  (on the analogy of bleeper,) might have some 
cceeding, Sound symbolism is not just a matter. of a certain 

words containing certain sounds happening also to fall into 
emantic area. No meaning attaches, for instance, to the /G/ 
ate, plane, plnllz, pnlte, blade, table, etc., which all contain 

netic sequences involved in either onomatopoeia or sound svm- 
considered semantic constituents. I t  is generally 

0 find recurrent contrasts of form in which thev participate, let 
contrasts - and thev do not respond to anv of 
shall call them tphonetic elicitors of semantic 

Our discussion of semantic constituencv has taken no account 
er the elements under consideration are parts of words, words, 
aces of words. However, the second criterion for a lexical unit 
it should be 'at least one word'. We must now therefore examine 
entails. A great deal of scholar~lv discussion has centred on the 

ic status of the word. I t  would not be appropriate to review this 
urposes it will be sufficient to draw attention 

fairly general and constant charmacteristics of words across a wide 
of languages. T h e  first is that a wormd is tvpicallv the smallest element 
entence which has positional mobility - that is, the smallest that 
moved around without destroying the gr~ammaticalitv of the sentence 
ing any semantic effects) : 

Bill, John saw, 

.e equally mobile in this sense, but with verv 
exceptions, the smallest mobile units are words. The morphemes con- 
ting a single word have a rigidly fixed sequential order : we find z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' i ' l l -  

b, but not Zj~wilZr?gzoz or t r~~l~~zut l l i r~p ,  etc. 
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T h e  second major characteristic of words is that they are tvpic 
largest units which resist 'interruption' by the insertion of new 
between their constituent pa r t s  Consider the following sente 
observe where extra material can be inserted: 

in the face of danger 

great quite 

His J, coolness I was unbelievable, 

T T T 
0 0 0 

T h e  possible insertion points clearlv represent word-boundaries, I 
guage such as Turkish, in which words composed of a relative1 
number of basic grammatical units (morphemes) are common, this c 
teristic of words may seem less salient. (Turkish, incidentally, also 
a verv small degree of optionalitv in the order of morphemes wit 
word.) Take, for instance, the word 01-dzi (the morphemes of th 
are separated for illustration) , This means "he / she / it died", th 
-dzi indicating third person singular, past tense Quite a lot can be i 
between the root 61- and the past tense element, as the following 
shows : 

01-diir-iil-e-mi-yecek-ti 

(This can be translated as "He would be unable to be kilfed": th 
-ti represents the same morpheme as -dl i ) .  However, there is a 
difference in the degree of interruptibilitv between words and ph 
In  the Tur'kish example, although several grammatical elements c 
inserted within the word, they are strictly determinate in numbe 
identity; whereas between words, if one takes into account coordin 
and parenthetical insertions, the possibilities are infinite. This can be 
trated from English; Turkish is no different in principle: 

H I  s great courage and imperturbable C O O L  N E s s in the face of what must at 
have seemed to him to be insuperable odds WAS, I must confess - altho 
do not really like him-quite U N B E L I E V A B L E ,  

We shall not pursue the matter any further here. i t  will be hence 
assumed that the typical unit of lexicology is the word" (this state 
is so obvious as to have an air of tautology). However, there do 
and not so uncommonly that they can be safely ignored, minimal se 
constituents which consist of more than one word. T o  these we now tu 
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ioms 
has long been recognised that expressions such as to pull 
to have a bee in oneJ.s bonnet, to kick the bucket, to cook 

oose, to be oflone's rocker, round the bend, up the creek, etc. 
tically peculiar. They are usually described as idioms. A tradi- 
.ition of idiom runs roughly as follows: an idiom is an expression 
.ing cannot be inferred from the meanings of its parts. Although 
ht straightforward, there is a curious element of circularity in 
ion. Does it indicate that the meaning of an idiom cannot be 

ram (or, more prmecisely, cannot be accounted for as a composi- 
,tion of) the meanings the parts carry I N  T H A T  E X P  R E  s s I O N ?  

- so it must be a matter of their meanings in other expressions. 
y clearly, these 'other expressions' must be chosen with care: 
ring to pun .someone's leg, for instance, therme is little point in 

to pull in to pull a far t one, or leg in He hasn't a leg to stand 
efinition must be understood as stating that an idiom is an expres- 

se meaning cannot be accounted for as a compositional function 
eanings its parts have when they are not parts of idioms. The 

ity is now plain: to apply the definition, we must already be in 
' n to distinguish idiomatic from non-idiomatic expressions. 

nately it is possible to define an idiom precisely and non-circular~ly 
e notion of a semantic constituent, We shall require two things 
iom: first, that it be lexically complex - i,.e. it should consist of 
an one lexical constituent; second, that it should be a single minimal 
ic constituent. Consider 26 : 

6. This will cook Armthur's goose. 

st of recurrent semantic contrast reveals that thzs, will and Arthur 
ular semantic constituents; the rest, however, i.e. cook -'s goose, 

tutes a minimal semantic constituent, which as a whole contrasts 
rently with, say, help or destroy.14 Cook -,s goose is therefore an 
. An idiom may be briefly characterised as a lexical complex which 
antically simplex.I5 We shall regard as non-idiomatic (or tsemanti- 
transparent) any expression which is divisible into semantic consti- 

S, even if one or rnorme of these should turn out on further analysis 
idioms. Most idioms are homophonous with grammatically well- 

transparent expressions. A few are not in this sense well-formed, 
gh some grammatical structure is normally discernible. Such cases, 
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of which b*y and l a ~ g e  and  fa^ alzd awa,y are examples, are often 
asyntactic idioms , ,  

From our point of view, all idioms are elementary lexical un 
interesting that although idioms consist of more than one word, they 
to some extent the sort of internal cohesion that we expect of single 
For instance, they typically resist interruption and re-or der ing of 
Some of the restriction of syntactic potential of idioms is clearly se 
cally motivated. For instance, the reason that to pull someonels 
and to kick the large bucket have no normal idiomatic interpretati 
that leg and bucket carry no meaning in the idiom, so there is no 
for left and large to carry out their normal modifying functions 
general, a modifier needs a semantic constituent to modify).16 Ho 
idioms also tend to resist interruption by material which, as long 
remains 'outside' the idiom, is semantically compatibles 

27a  Arthur apparently has a chip on his shoulder., 
d 

b.  ? Arthur has a chip, apparently, on his shoulder. 
z8a. After a shaky start, we took them to the cleaners. 

b .  ? We took them, after a shaky gtart, to the cleaners.. 

T h e  same is true of re-ordering. Many grammatical processes invol 
re-ordering of constituents are ruled out for semantic reasons, particu 
those whose semantic function is to highlight a specific semantic co 
tuent : thus, lVhut,John pulled was hts szster,~ leg has nlo idiomatic readi 
whereas What %ha dzd was pull Izz,s szster's leg, which leaves the idi 
'physically' intact, has. But semantically innocuous re-orderings are 
to some extent resisted: 

29a. John has a bee in his bonnet about it. 
b. ? John has a bee about it in his bonnet. 

At the same time, idioms show their status as phrases in various wa 
too. For example, if an idiom may be inflected, the inflectional affix 
are carried by the grammatically appropriate elements within the idi 
whether or not they are semantic constituents; that is to say, the elem 
of an idiom retain at least some of their grammatical identity: 

3 0 a  John has bees in his bonnet about many things. 
b. *John has bee-in-his bonnets about many things. 

Likewise, in certain regular grammatical re-formulations the part5 of a 

idiom may behave as they would in a transparent expression: thus 
have a leg-pull, formed on the same pattern as hand-shake. For thes 
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would not be appropriate to assimilate idioms to the category 

uestion of precisely which syntactic processes a particular idiom 
is an extremely complex one, and is not strictly relevant 

some respects it seems to be idiosyncratically determined, and 
spects predictable.I8 As a first apprtoximation, we may say that 

,s syntactic behaviour is broadly determined by two factors: the 
structure of the literal counterpart of the idiom (if it has one), 
act that distinguishable syntactic constituents are not semantic 

ents, and therefore are not open, for instance, to adjectival and 
modification, nor. can they be isolated for emphasis, etc. 

.8 Degrees of opacity 
A semantically non-transparent expression may be described 

antically opaque, I t  is important to emphasise that, as we have 
d it, transparency is the end-point of a continuum of degrees of 
y, much as "cleanness" is the end-point of a continuum of "degrees 
iness" (see chapter 9). \if; e have located the decisive break in semantic 
ter between "fully transparent" and "to some degree opaque", 
than between "completely opaque" and "not completely opaque", 
groups togcthcr more satisfactorilv elements with significantlv simi- 
perties. T h e  idea of semi-opaque expressions is already implicit 

e notion introduced earlier of 'semantic indicator': a semi-opaque 
ssion must contain at least one semantic indicator ,. \Ve must now 
mewhat more precise concerning the concept of "degree of opacitv", 
e would seem to be two components to this notion. The  first is the 

ent to which constituents of opaque expressions are 'full' semantic indi- 
s :  clearly blackbzrd, with two full indicators, is less opaque than lady- 
, with one partial indicator only (-bzrd), which in turn is less opaque 
red herrilzg or ifa a brown studjl, neither of which contains any indi- 

rs at all. T h e  other factor affecting degree of opacity is the discrepancy 
ween the combined contribution of the indicators, whether full or par- 
, and the overall meaning of the idiom. It  is of course difficult to measure 
h a discrepancv objectively, but it does seem that, for instance, some 
he so-called 'irreversible binomials'19 such as fish and chzp,sn) are 
opaque than, say, blackbzvd, even though both contain only full seman- 

indicators. It may even come as a surprise to some to learn that fish 
chl's is opaque at all; but one needs only to consider that not anv 
of fish, nor any method of cooking and presentation, will qualify 

r the description, and that this is not true of, sav, chips czrzd fish or 
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even ,fish with chips, both of which are transparent. (It is prmobab 
,fish and chip.s is ambiguous, with one opaque and one transparent r 
the two being optionally distinguishable in prmonunciation; chips a 
on the other hand, is not ambiguous, and does nbt have the two pro 
tion options.) 

As degree of opacity diminishes, we approach the somewhat indet 
nate transitional zone between opacity and transparency: indeed, 
of the irreversible binominals are hard to categorise as one or the ot 
salt and vinegar (in chip-shop parlance), soap and water, etc. In  princ 
all opaque sequences are minimal lexical units and therefore shou 
listed separately in an ideal dictionary. A practical lexicographer, how 
would probably draw his line in a differ,ent place from ours: he 
well argue that phrases such as fish and  chip,^, bread and butter, 
while undoubtedly slightly opaque in the technical sense, present few p 
lems of interpretation to speakers familiar with the normal constit 
meanings of the parts, and are thus not worth listing. 

2.9 Idioms and collocations 
T h e  term collocation will be used to refer to sequenc 

lexical items which habitually co-occur, but which are nonetheless f 
transparent in the sense that each lexical constituent is also a sema 
constituent. Such expressions as (to pick a semantic area at random) 
weather, torren tial ~ a i n  , I2gh t drzzzle, high windas are examples of col 
tions. These are of course easy to distinguish from idioms; nonethel 
they do have a kind of semantic cohesion - the constituent elements a 

to varying degrees, mutually selective. T h e  semantic integrity or cohe 
of a collocation is the more marked if the meaning carried by one 
more) of its constituent elements is highly restricted contextuallv, 
different from its meaning in more neutral contexts.. Consider the 
of heat,?) in heav,y dmnker. This  sense of heavy rmequires fairly narro 
defined contextual conditions: one may speak of a heav,y smoker, 
heazy drug-user, a car may be heav,y on petrol, etc. For this sens 
heazy to be selected, the notion of "consumption" in the immediate en 
onment seems to be a prerequisite,. In  a neutral context like it's -, hea 
has a different meaning. We are still, however., in the realms of transpare 
sequences, because each constituent produces a recurrent semantic co 
trast : 

31. heavy (He's a - smoker) = heavy (They were - drinkers) 
light light 
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drinker (He's a heavy -) = drinker (They're light -s) 
smoker 

cohesiveness is even tighter if the meaning of one of the elements 
s a particular lexical item in its immediate context 

ere all the elements are uniquely selective in this way seem not 
se with, for example, foot the bzlZ and curry favouf . 

ression~ such as these, we are obviously approaching another 
al area bordering on idiom. It  has already been argued in some 
t foot the bzll is semantically transparent. I t  is also un-idiom-like 

ct that bzll is fairly freely modifiable : 

I'm expected to foot the bill. 
the electricity bill. 
all the bloody biIls! 

has some distinctly idiom-like characteristics, too. One of these 
ot (in the relevant sense) demands the presence of a specific lexical 

r;  pronominal anaphor ic reference to a previously occurring bzll 

the bill for the car repairs. 

er: ? I hope vou don't expect me to foot it. 

ermore, it resists interruption: 

? I'm expected not only to foot, but also to add up, all the 

cations like foot the 6211 and curvy favour, whose constituents do not 
o be separated, may be termed tbound collocations.z1 Although 
isplay some of the characteristic properties of idioms, bound colloca- 

are nevertheless, as far as we are concerned, lexically complex. 

. TO Idiom and 'dead' metaphor 
There is a type of expression which is frequently included in 

ategory of idiom, but which, it will be argued, ought to be kept 
at is sometimes called 'frozen' or 'dead' metaphor 

topic of metaphor is too broad to receive a detailed treatment here; 
s simply say that a metaphor induces the hearer (or reader) to view 
ing, state of affairs, or whatever, as being like something else, by 

linguistic expressions which are more normally 
loyed in references to the latter. In ,  for instance, The huge locomotrve 
'ted and belched z t s  way acyoss the plazn we are invited to look at 
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the locomotive as if it were a gigantic animal. This, of course, 
our perception of it, and it seems to take on characteristics such as fi 
amental", "dangerous when roused", "difficult to control", and 
T h e  rnetaph,oricaI strategy of interpretation is most likelv to be tr 
off by a perception of incongruity or inappropriateness in the 

when interpreted literally. If, however, a metaphor is used suffi 
frequently with a particular meaning, it loses its characteristic 
or piquancy, its capacity to surprise, and hearers encode the metap 
meaning as one of the standard senses of the expression Intermpre 
then no longer requires the activation of the metaphorical strategy, 
through the literal meaning, but merely requires the looking 
were, of a dictionary entrv, in much the same way, presumably, that i 
are interpreted, However, verv often the link with the original 'live' 
phor, and hence with the literal meanings of the parts, is not who11 
Dead metaphors for which this is true can be 'revived' by substi 
for one or more of their constituent parts elements which (in their 
uses) are near -svnonvms, or paraphrases. Consider the following 
of sentences : 

3 3 a  They tried to sweeten the pill. 

b. They tried to sugar the medicine, 

34a You must have taken leave of your senses! 

b .  You must have left your senses behind ! 

3 5a. We shall leave no stone unturned in our search for the cul 
b,. We shall look under every stone in our search for the culpri 

The  first sentence in each pair contains a dead metaphor; in the see 
sentence, the me'taphor is revitalised by the substitution of a near,-synon 
or paraphrase. T h e  same process carried out on true idioms dramatic 
demonstrates the difference between the two types of expression: 

36a John pulled his sister's leg 

b.  John tugged at his sister's leg,, 

12 7a, Tonight we're going to paint the town red. 

b Tonight we're going to colour the city scar let. 

38a. They took us to the cleaners. 

b. They took us to the laundry,, 

Something similar happens on translation. A literal rendering of an idio 
is very rarely capable of serving as even an approximate translation; 
is most likely to be either uninterpretable, or quite unrelated in meanin 
to the original expression. Consider the French idioms fazre des gorge 
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elque rl?o.se and donner sa ln~zgue a24 chat. A literal translation 
is scarcely interpretable: to make wamz throats of somethz?tg; 
translates into something a little easier to construe: to gice 

e to the cat. But neither of these translations gives the slightest 
, idiomatic meaning of the original French expression; the first 

laugh loudly and maliciously at something" and the second 
pv ( e . g  when asked a riddle). (It is by no means uncommon 

om in one language to be at least roughly equivalent to a lexically 
d idiom in another language: the French monter un bateau ci qlrel- 
quite close to to pull someone's leg, or to haze someone on. Whether 
unrelated idioms can ever be considered exact translation equiva- 

owever, is debatable.) Literal translation fares rather better with 
etaphors; the results are usually a little odd, but are nonetheless 
table in the manner of live metaphors. I n  the following, the (a) 
es are dead metaphors, and the (b) sentences are literal translations: 

. Why keep a dog and bark yourself? 

. Pourquoi avoir. un  chien et aboyer soi-rnCme? 
oa. You're barking up the wrong tree. 
b. Ce n'est pas 2 cet arbre 11 que vous devez aboyer. 

ra. I1 a change son cheval borgne pour un aveugle. 
b. He has changed his one-eyed horse for a blind one. 

za. I1 Ctait pr&t h aller decrocher la lune pour elle. 
b. He was ready to go and unhook the moon for her. 

estingly, a high proportion of dead metaphors have similar (although 
ften identical) dead metaphor equivalents: 

to put the cat among the pigeons. 
mettre le loup dans la bergerie. 
A cat may look at a queen. 
Un chien peut bien regarder un tveque. 
Let sleeping dogs lie. 
Ne pas r6veiller le chat qui dott. 
to call a spade a spade. 
appeler un chat un  chat. 
It's enough to make a cat laugh. 
Cela ferait rire les pierres. 

ese close equivalents among dead metaphors can present the translator 
th a dilemma (one of many!). If he translates word-for-word, he will 
ieve greater fidelity in one sespect (mettre le chat p a m i  les pigeons, 
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for instance, evokes the same picture as put the cat among the pzge 
but to the detriment of fidelity in another respect (Fazre ~ e l a ,  c'est m 
le chat p a m t  les pzgeons is a live metaphor, while Fazre cela, c'est me 
1e loup duns la bergerne is not) ; if, however, he puts a greater valu 
the latter type of fidelity, then he must sacrifice the former. 

Not surprisingly, dead metaphors as a rule present fewer proble 
foreign learners of a language than idioms do. Their interpretability, 
ever, must not be exaggerated; their meanings are not necessarily w 
predictable on first acquaintance. Indeed, some can only be appreci 
as metaphors with hindsight, as it were; it is only when the figura 
meaning is pointed out that the path from the literal to metaphorical me 
ing becomes t~aceable 

While idioms and dead metaphors must be distinguished, it should 
be recognised that they have certain characteristics in common. (It is p 
able that the majority of idioms began their lives as metaphors; and 
chronically, transitional cases, which are idioms for some and metap 
for others, are not uncommon 22 Dead metaphors have in common w 
idioms that their constituent elements do not, in the straightforward sen 
yield recurrent semantic contrasts: consider, for instance, the contr 
stonelknob in Mh shall leave no - unturned. They are not, therefo 
semantically transparent. On  the other hand, the effect of synonymou 
substitution and the continuing relevance of their literal meanings mak 
it unsatisfactory simply to call them 'opaque'. We shall therefore describ 
them as 'translucent' ( I t  should be noted that translucency is not th 
same as the semi-opacity of, for example, fish and chzps .) Dead metaphor 
also have a certain syntactic rigidity; the quality of being 'dead' is close1 
tied to a particular syntactic form, and with any modification the metapho 
springs to life: compare He has one foot tn the grave and One of hzs fee 
zs zn the grave. 

Even if translucency and opacity can be satisfactorily distinguishe 
it is not necessarily the case that a particular expression can be unambi 
guously characterised as one or the other. This  is because the two propertie 
may coexist in one and the same expression. Take the case of She gav 
hzm a pzece of hey mznd. A good part of the meaning of this expr essio 
is accessible via normal metaphorical interpretation - it may be inferre 
that some opinion has been communicated. But a crucial element of mean- 
ing cannot be construed in this way, namely, the negative, scolding aspect; 
because of this, the expression to gzve someone a pzece of one's mznd must 
be considered semi-opaque - and, by the same token, only semi-translu 
cent. 
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use of their non-transparency and syntactic frozenness we shall con- 
,,d metaphors to be minimal lexical units. 

Notes 

,t explicit account of the basic theoretical notion of this chapter - the semantic 
ent - can be found in Haas (1985) (Haas does not use the expression semantic 

,tuent, but refers, instead, to elements with 'reproductive distinctiveness' ) 

I There are, of course, honourabIe exceptions See, for instance, Cowie's intro- 
duction to Applied Lz??guzstic.s, vol 2, no, 3 (devoted to 'lexicography and 
its pedagogical applications'), and his article 'The treatment of co~locations 
and idioms in learners' dictionaries' in the same volume, 

The principal reference for this section is Haas (1985) 

2 What is known in formal semantics as the 'principle of compositionality' states: 
the meaning of a composite expression is a function of the meanings of 
its component expressions Lyons (1981 : 144) 

3 See Haas (1985: 13) 

4 The  zm- of zmport and the tn- of znhale are, within one theory of morphological 
structure, described as allomorphs ( i , e  variant forms) of the same mor- 
pheme ( i e  basic grammatical unit) For a fuller discussion, see Allerton 
(1979: c h  10) For an exposition of different approaches to the description 
of morphological structure see Matthews (1974). 

5 Notice that -pertznent and -pudent fail the test of semantic constituency, too 
Many apparently complex words in English turn out to be single semantic 
constituents: recezve, decezve, concezce, znverf, ~onverf ,  p e w e ~ t ,  t.evert, dir- 
tract, contract, attract,  dzsappoznt, dzsgust, dzsrnay, etc This fact, however, 
does not necessarily oblige us to regard these words as morphologzcally simple 

6 The 'additional' meaning is expressive, not propositional in nature (this distinc- 
tion is discussed in r z z ) ,  This is why a sentence like ?,rohn didn't foot the 
6211, he pazd it is odd: for a sentence of the form A didn't A; helshe Y-ed 
to be normal, the prapositionai meanings of X and Y must be different (and 
neither included in the other) 

$7 See Cowie in the introduction to the Oxford L)zctzonarv of Current Idionzatzc 
Engliish, vol, 2 (Cowie, blackin and McCaig (1983)) 

8 For discussion of discontinuous elements see Harris (195 I : 1 8 ~ - ~ )  and Aller ton 

(1979: '23-5). 
9. Haas (private communication) does not agree that elements such as -nes.s are 

semantic constituents. I can see some advantage in distinguishing them as 
a special sort of semantic constituent, 

10 It  does not follow, just because a semantic trait of negativity is associated 
with im- of zmpertznent (or dz,s- of disappoint), that -pertinent (or -appoint) 
must therefore be the bearer of the rest of the meaning of the whole word. 
This would onty be true if zm- was functioning as a normal negative prefix, 
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in which case it would be a semantic constituent T h e  point is that all 
ZHZ- in some sense carries a semantic trait which is part of the ove~all me 
the rest of the meaning does not cohere into a unitary concept - it  do 
form, as it were, a semantic gestalt The  same is true of c?a?z- in cran 
Just because - b e t ~ v  can be associated with the meaning "berry", it do 
follow that clan- carries the meaning "cranberry" minus the meaning6[b 
(There is further discussion of this point in 5.2 ) 

2.5 See Ullmann (1962: 82-92) for discussion of onomatopoeia and sound symbolis 
called pfionaesthesia) . 

I I Bolinger (1980: 17-24) does not make a distinction between onomat0 
and sound svmboIism, only bctween ar 
which there is no resemblance between 
referent) and iconic units ('their phy 
lance suggests, something in nature' (p 
onomatopoeia as 'primary iconicitv' and 
cit! ' 

1 2  At least according to m\. intuitions, and those of many classes of stud 
that I habe consulted informallv 

2.6 For a fuller discussion of the nord as a lingui 
It should be borne in mind that in this chapter we are considering the word 
from the point of liow of its svntagmatic cxtcrlt 

1 3  I n  this book, the word, rather than the root (open class morpheme), is t 
as the basic unit of lexical semantics It is true that most of \\hat we 
lexical meaning is carried bv roots Ho 
satisfactor1 unit; and it  ~qould be i~lcon\enicnt to be restricted to talkin 
of roots in discussing a scmantic relation such as relers i~i tv  (see ro  c j ) ,  

ma) hold bctneen two nlor phologica 
simple and one complex v,ord (e.g ntouttt : c l r s n z o r r v t f )  or two complex wo 
( c  g inoprrsr : c/cclc>crse) 

2.7 For gencral discussic~n of idion~atlcitv arid relat 
see Bar-Hillel ( r g t ; ~ ) ,  Healc~  (1968), \\ einreich (1q69), F'raser ( 1 ( ~ 7 0 ) ,  illitchell (19 
RIakkai ( I  972) and Coaie ( I  981 h )  The  charautcrisation of idioms adopted her 
not identical to that in an\ of the narks cited: I one it tc~ Haas 

14 The  sort of contrast cni isaged here is as follons: 

- 7Knt cooked, ir thtrr 's goose> 

I hnt plecr wci. Ir.thi11 7'h15 z ~ r l l  pkc~nsr Ilcrr~ 

I t  is clear that thc condition of subst 
cannot be strict11 obserled here (alth 
JJ hat is required, fund amen tali^ , in the recurrent contrast test is a spc 
of senlantic cotlstanc\ in rho frame The  easiest wal of controllit~g thi 
to insist on s\ ntactic constanci -but the latter is not strict11 necessari Consi 
the contrast betn ecn 'I'lrnf tookrd 
in the abo\c equation Both sentcilces h a ~ e  a semantic structure which c 
be rcprcscnted as folio\\ s: 

Nominal notion + 1 crbal notion + Kon~inal notion 
( " C ~ U S C  of action 

process") 
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In other words, the contrast is between two verbal notions within a constant 
semantic frame The  same is true of the contrast on the other side of the 
equation Furthermore, the two verbal notions are associated with the same 
contrast of form on both sides of the equation 

, j,  I owe this succinct formulation to Haas 

r 6  He kzcked the proverbial bucket is not really an exception to this, aspl-ocerbial 
does not have the normal semantic role of a modifier: it seems to act here 
as a kind of metalinguistic comment on the whole expression More problema-. 
tic, at first sight, are cases like His goose zcas %ell and truly cooked and He 
has a large chip on hzs shoulder The possibility of these modifications does 
not, however, prove either that cooked and chip carry an identifiable part of 
the (idiomatic) meaning of their respective idioms, or that their literal meanings 
contribute in any direct way to the idiomatic meanings Modifications such 
as these seem to be interpreted in two stages First, they are applied to the 
literal meanings of what they modify (their heads); then, secondarily, this 
process is taken as a semantic model, and is applied analogically to the idiomatic 
meaning of the whole expression The  result is that the meaning of the whole 
idiom is intensified It  is not clear what general regularities govern such cases, 
although most examples seem to involve semantic intensification (It  must 
be borne in mirid that idioms, like any other aspect of language, can be bent 
to creative and innovative use An editorial in the 7inzes fizghei Educatronal 
Supplement ( 2  x Sept I 984) described a certain issue as a 'reds-under -the-bed 
herring' Our account of idioms does not aspire to encompass such cases.) 

17 Notice that It's mv/yohn's goose that was cooked , not vours and It's nq$ /  
Arthur's leg he's pullz??g, not your.s, both of which, at least for me, have a 
normal idiomatic inte~pretation, do not constitute evidence of semantic 'life' 
in the elements of the idioms. What is being topicalised in these sentences 
is ,John, ilrthu7, etc , ,  which are semantic constituents, and not part of the 
idioms; the possessike affix (which is part of the idiom) simply has to accompany 
the noun to which it is attached (,%I? and ,your in these sentences must be 
analysed as "I"/"you" + "possessive": only the possessive forms part of the 
idiom ) 

1 8 ,  Newme! er (19 74) proposcs that modifications to idioms ha\ c to  be cornpatiblc 
with both thcit literal and their idiomatic interprctations This could explain 
whl , for instance, , ~i~tlz~rr k ~ l  ked the bucket s l o e ~ l ~ ~  ail(/ pniizful!! is less nor ma1 
than A lr thlri dzed rlozclj' crizil  pcrrrzfiill~ 1 t is not clear, howe~  er , ho\v gcneralll 
applicable this principle is 

19 This  is the name given bv Malkiel (1959) to expressions usuall) of the form 
.Xarzd k.(where X and Y are noun phrases), whose semantic properties change 
when the order of the noun phrases is reversed Examples are: apple p ~ e  atrd 
custard, soap and  water, bread and buttel ,  cloak and dagger, pots atrd pans, 
etc Usually one ordering is more common than the other; in our terms, the 
most common ordering is usually semantically opaque Sometimes both are 
opaque, but with different meanings: salt and pepper (condiments); peppvi 
and salt (colour) 

2 0  Readers not familiar with British culture should perhaps be informed that 
fish and  ~lzlps is a traditional British popular food, having something of the 
position of hamburgers or hot dogs in the U S  A , consisting of fish (usuall) 
cod), dipped in batter and deep-fried, and eaten with chips (French fries) 
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(True devotees claim that, to be enjoyed at their best, they ought to be wr 
in newspaper' and eaten with the fingers. ) 

2.9 For general discussion of collocations see Mitchell (1971), Mackin (1978), 
( I  981 b), For collocational restrictions, see Allerton ( I  984) and 12 2 below, 

2 1  This term was suggested to me by David Wolstenholme, 

2.10 For metaphor see Brooke-Rose (1958), Black (1962), Ullmann (1962), Ric 
( I  965), Mooij (1976), Levin ( I  977)' 

22, A glance through Long and Summers (1979) reveals that true idioms are 
less numerous than dead metaphors 



The paradigmatic and 
syntactic delimitation of 

In the previous chapter a number of important decisions were 
the location of lexical elements within 

to delimit them syntagmatically. We must now 
aunting problems of differentiating lexical units 

introduce a distinction, which has up to now 
been needed, between two kinds of element relevant to lexical seman- 
. The two types will be called ?lexical units and 1exemes.l In this 

no means exclusive, concern is with the former. 
ical units are those form-meaning complexes with (relatively) stable 
discrete semantic properties which stand in meaning relations such 

t )  and hyponymy (e.g, dog : anrnzal), and which 
ract syntagmatically with contexts in various ways to produce, for 
ance, the different sorts of anomaly discussed in chapter I ,  A particular 

ical unit, of course, expresses its semantic identity through such rela- 
s, but its essence cannot be exhaustively characterised in terms of 
determinate set of such relations. The  meaning aspect of a lexical 

e .  Lexemes, on the other hand, are the items 
ted in the lexicon, or 'ideal dictionary', of a language; these will be 

It may be wondered why it is necessary, or even advantageous, to have 
o sorts of unit for lexical semantics. The reason is that they have different 
nctions, which impose different constraints on their nature. Senses need 

to represent unitary 'quanta' of meaning, but they do not need to be 
finite in number. There is nothing in the notion of oppositeness, for 
instance, which dictates that there should necessarily be only a finite 
number of opposite pairs in a language. A lexeme, on the other hand, 
may well be associated with indefinitely many senses, but the set of lexemes 
must be finitely enumerable. Consider, by way of illustration, the example 
of topless. We may speak of (a) a topL,ss dress or (b) a topless da~zcer. 
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Each of these is lexically distinct, in that it has, for instance, di 
typical contrasts (e.g. lorzg-.sleeved for (a) and ~zude for (b) ) ,  and t 
readings are called forth by different types of context. They are als 
tively stable across contexts: for instance, a topless .swzm-.suzt woul 
to exemplify the same sense of t ~ 1 e . s ~  as (a), and a top1es.s bamaj  
same as (b). Why then can we not simply say that topless (a) and 
(6) are different (although perhaps related) lexemes? One important 
is that the number of possible distinct uses of topless seems to 
principle, open; so any attempt to draw up a determinate closed list 
be of questionable validity. I n  addition to the examples mentioned 
one might also encounter. a topless bar, I hear Torquay has gone t 
And can we entirely rule out twles s by-laws , or the top1e.s.s watchdo 
mittee (with the function of monitoring the behavioural effects of t 
ness)? Another example of such openness is provided by what we 
call the tunit-type ambiguity. For instance, jacket in I hke this ' 

may be understood to refer to a particular individual jacket (the 
or to a type of jacket. However, there seems, in principle, to be no 
to the number of possible type readings in such cases,, Suppose soni 
in a greengrocery ~ i c k s  up an apple and says: Is this the fvuzt you nt 
Besides the unit reading, the speaker may be intending to refer., a 
other possibilities, to:  that variety of apple (e.g. Cox's Orange Pip 
apples in general; fruit frmom a particuIar supplier; home-grown appl 
etc., etc. While in par,ticular contexts some readings may well be m 
more likely than others (if this were not the case, many utterances w 
be harder to understand than they are), the number of possible read1 
is clearly limited only by imagination. (Except, of course, that the t 
cannot be more general than the lexical item used to refer to it:  this 
cannot refer to fruit in general.) I t  seems that there is a high degr 
creativity in the lexicon which we must take account of. T h e  creativ 
inherent in the grammar of a language has often been pointed out: 
unlimited number of sentences may be produced from a finite set of 
ments together with rules for their c o m b i n a t i ~ n . ~  Lexical creativity is pr 
ably of a similar order and, like syntactic creativity, must have a fi 
aspect. It will be assumed in this book that a (relatively) closed set 
lexical units is stored in the mental lexicon, together with rules or princi 
of some kind3 which permit the production of a possibly unlimited num 
of new (i .e. not specifically stored) units. 

3 -2 Selection and modulation of senses 
One of the basic problems of lexical semantics is the appare 
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;ty of semantic uses of a single word form (without grammatical 
There seems little doubt that such variation is the rule rather 

exception: the meaning of any word form is in some sense different 
istinct context in which it occurs, 

rer, that does not mean that the 'word-form-in-context' is the 
,iate unit for lexicological purposes, There are two distinct types 
tion in the semantic contribution that a word form makes to different 
es - or, to look at it from a different point of view, two ways 
h the sentential context of a wormd form may affect its semantic 
ution to the sentence. I t  will be argued that one of these tvpes 
tion involves the selection, by the context, of different units of 

while the other type is a matter of contextual modification of a 

difference between the two contextual effects can perhaps be 
ached initially by considering two corresponding ways in which a 
form, in a single context, may be open to more than one interpre- 
. Cousin and bank in I and z, respectively, illustrate the difference: 

I. Sue is visiting her cousin. 
2. We finally reached the bank. 

n in I can, of course, refer to either a male or a female cousin. 
he sentence can function as a satisfactory communication without 
the hearer perceiving, or the speaker intending to convey, anything 

erning the sex of the person referred to. This is because cousiil has 
neral meaning which covers all the more specific possibilities (not 
with regard to sex, but also with regard to an indefinitely large number 
ther matters, such as height, age, eye-colour*, etc.). Batzk in 2 can 
be interpreted in more than one way (e.g. "margin of river" or "estab- 
ent for the custody of money"); but it has no general meaning cover- 

these possibilities Furthermore, the interpretation cannot be left 
ecided: both speaker and hearer must select a reading (the same read- 
if the sentence is to play its part in a normal conversational exchange. 
shall say that the word form cousin is general with respect to the 
nction "male cousin~'/"female cousin";' bank, on the other hand, 

1 be said to be ambiguous with respect to the sense distinction "finan- 
institution"/"side of r,iver.". In  other. words, the two meanings "male 

sin" and "female cousin" are both associated with the same lexical 
t cousin, whose meaning is more general than either ; they therefore 
not represent distinct senses of cousitl. T h e  meanings "financial institu- 

on" and "side of river", on the other hand, do represent two distinct 
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senses, so there are two lexical units bank corresponding to the 
(Every word form is general with respect to some semantic dis 
and (at least ~otent ial ly)  ambiguous with respect to others.) Le 
examine in greater detail the different ways in which contexts exert 
tive influence on the meanings associated with word forms whi 
within them 

There are two fundamental ways5 in which the effective sernmti 
bution of a word form may vary under the influence of different 
First, a single sense can be modified in an unlimited number 
by d~fferent contexts, each context emphasising certain semant 
and obscuring or suppressing others; just as a dirty window-p 
allow some parts of the scene beyond it to be seen clearly, and will 
or completely obscure other parts - and a different pane will aff 
same scene differently. This effect of a context on an included 
unit will be termed tmodulation; the variation within a sense 
by modulation is largely continuous and fluid in nature. T h e  secon 
ner of semantic variation concerns the activation by different cont 
different senses associated with ambiguous word forms This will be 
tcontextual selection (of senses); in the nature of things, this 
variation proceeds in discrete jumps rather than continuously. T 
types of variability are normally operatlve together; that is, a se 
sense is also subject to modulation by the context which forced its sele 
Let us first look a little more closely at modulation. 

We shall discuss sense modulation under two main headings: 
changes in the status of semantic traits along the dimension of nec 
- which will be termed ?promotion and tdernotion; and secon 
highlighting and background of traits. As an example of pr omotio 
demotion, consider the semantic traits associated with nurse in 3 and 

3 Anurseat tendedus.  
4. Apregnantnurseattendedus 

In  3, the trait "female" is expected, and the trait "male" unexpe 
but in 4, although nurse represents the same lexical unit as in 3, "fe 
is at the very least canonical (if not criterial), while "male" is de 
to anomalous or impossible status As a further example, consider 5 :  

5 Arthur poured the butter into a dish, 

Out of context, or in a neutral context, "liquid" is either a possibl 
unexpected trait of butter. But in 5 it is at least canonical Senten 
also illustrates another aspect of modulation, which we shall call 
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t is clear that the butter referred to in 5 ,  if it is normal, is 
o hot; "hot" is therefore a canonical trait. Now, 
le trait of butter in, for instance, Arthur put the 

a dish; and it is certainly not the case that any lexical unit 
t object of pour has "hot" as a canonical trait 
ilk into a dish, for instance, "hot" is, again, 

combination of pour with butter (in direct object 
- or, more directly, the interaction of the traits "butter" and 
- which promotes "hot" from possible to canonical status. This 
simple example; it is easy to conceive of extremely varied and 
patterns of linkage appearing in various contexts. This will not, 

here; we shall merely note that it is an important 

er effect of contextual modulation on the sense of a lexical unit 
s the relative thighlighting or tbackgrounding of semantic traits. 
nt sorts of trait can be affected in this way. Two examples will 

art of an object (or process, etc,.) may be thrown 
lief relative to other parts. For instance, The car needs semicing 
e car ,zeeds washing highlight different parts of the car. (This 

fers to something different in each of these sentences 
th cases it is the whole car which is referred to.8) Second, it is 
nlg the case that what is highlighted or backgrounded is an attribute, 

ge of attributes, of the entity referred to. For instance, We t'ecan't 
that car highlights the price of the car, Our ca r  couldn't keep up 

performance, and The car- crushed Arthuy's foot 
ect of 'contextually modulated sense' that a lexical 

ay be justifiably said to have a different meaning in every distinct 
xt in which it occurs. 

ng, so far, of the effects of context on the meaning 
ingle lexical unit. But a context normally also acts in such a way 
ause a single sense, from among those associated with any ambiguous 
form, to become operative. When a sentence is uttered, it is rarely 

it should be interpreted in two (or more) differ- 
It is probable that deliberate equivocation in 

ct of the intended sense of word forms is always to some extent odd. 
s means that, for the vast majority of utterances, hearers are expected 
entify specific intended senses for every ambiguous word form that 
contain The process of sense selection is, of course, extremely corn- 
, with many interacting factors. However, in general, one can say 
a hearer selects that combination of lexical readings which leads to 
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the most nor ma1 possible utterance-in-context I n  other words, a 
will generally assume that the producer of an utter,ance wants to co 
cate something, and has chosen the linguistic context of his utteranc 
a view to furthering this aim.9 Broadly speaking, we can identify tw 
of normality - sentence-internal normmality and contextual normal 
is probably the case that the latter is the stronger determinant of 
selection). Very often a sentence contains more than one ambiguous 
form; in such cases, there will occur a kind of mutual negotiation b 
the varmious options so as to achieve the most normal combination 
process is illustr,ated in 6: 

6. Several rare ferns grow on the steep banks of the burn w 
it runs into the lake. 

I t  is highly unlikely that any reader of this sentence will interpr 
in the sense of "undercooked" (as in a rare .steak), or steep in th 
of "unjustifiably high" (as in steep charges), or bank in the sense of " 
cia1 institution", or b u m  in the sense of "injur,y . . caused by fire", 
in the sense of "progress by advancing each foot alternately never h 
both feet on the ground simultaneously", etc. There is only one sel 
of senses here which yields a normal sentence (i.e. the sentence 
is not ambiguous). Contextual normmality involves such matters as 
vance, informativeness and consistency. Consider 7 : 

7,. A : It's dark in here, isn't it! 
B : Yes. Aren't there any lights? 

B's utterance (in the context of A's) is normal if lights is interpret 
mean "sources of illumination", but would be of, at best, obscure rele 
if interpreted to mean "lungs of sheep". (Notice, however, that B's 
ance does not display internal abnormality on either interpretation.) 

So far we have taken it for granted that the distinction between ambi 
and generality is intuitively obvious. In  some cases it is, but in ot 
it is not; this judgement certainly does not figure amongst the bas 
of intuitive judgements on which we base our analyses. We must 
therefore, consider in some detail the question of explicit diagnostic 
for ambiguity and generality ,, 

3.3 'Indirect' tests for ambiguity 
One approach to the diagnosis of ambiguity relies on fin 

for two occurrences of a word form, different relations of meaning 
other items. These relations may be of the paradigmatic variety 
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eness, synonymy, etc.) or they may be of the so-called tparon~rnic 
0 say, involving identity of root, but difference of syntactic 

as, for instance, with act : actor, race : l u c , ~ ~ ,  l o  We shall describe 
e of this type as 'indirect7; arguments will be put forward that 
evidence has severe drawbacks as a method of diagnosing ambi- 

The following three 'tests' for ambiguity will serve to illustrate 

I. If there exists a synonym of one occurrence of a word form 
which is not a synonym of a second, syntactically identical 
occurrence of the same word form in a different context, then 
that word form is ambiguous, and the two occurrences 
exemplifv different senses. 

or example, one might suggest Zuclfer as a synonym for match 
t not in g) ,  and contest as a synonym in 9 (but not in 8) : 

. Guy struck the match. 

. T h e  match was a draw. 

is, the principIe expressed in r would allow us to conclude (tor- 
n this instance), that match was ambiguous, and in 8 and 9 repre- 
iff erent senses. 

11. If there exists a word or expression standing in a relation of 
oppositeness to one occurrence of a word form, which does 
not stand in the same relation to a second, syntactically 
identical occurrence of the same word form in a different 
context, then that word form is ambiguous, and the two 
occurrences exe~rly lify different ser-lses, 

for instance, dark (but not heavy) stands in a relation of oppositeness 
t ,  whereas in 1 I heavy is a satisfact0r.y opposite, but da?,k is not: 

10. The room was painted in light colours. 
I r . Arthur has rather a light teaching load. 

is therefore, according to the test, an ambiguous lexical form, and 
d I I manifest different senses, 

111. If there exists a word which stands in a paronymic relation 
to one occurrence of a word form, but does not stand in the 
same relation to a second, syntactically identical occurrence 
of the same word form in a different context, then that word 
form is ambiguous, and the two occurrences exemplify 
different senses, 
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Consider. race in I z and I 3 : 

12. T h e  race was won by Arkle. 

13. They are a war-like race., 

T h e  verb to race and the noun racing are paronymically relat 
occur8rence of race in 12, but not to that in 13; on the other ban 
and racist are related to race in 13, but not 

-- 

4ence race, 
to the test, is an ambiguous lexical form, and 12 and 13 manifest 
senses Once again, the diagnosis seems intuitively correct. 

Other tests of the same general type may be proposed, but no 
anything radically new to the picture. They all suffer from a ma 
ness, which is that for every instance in which a word form 
different synonyms, opposites, morphological derivatives, or w 

iff erent contexts, there ax several possi ble expl 
which involves ambiguity of the word form; hence, further evi 
a different sort is required to determine which explanation is c 
any given instance. Suppose there exists a word form W, which in 
C ( I )  stands in a particular meaning relation to another elernen 
but in context C(z) stands in the same meaning relation not 
but to A(2) : 

"AZ "A' 

There are at least three possible reasons why W should have d 
relational partners in C( I )  and C(2). One is, of course, that W i 
guous, and C ( I )  and C(2) select different senses. This is presumabl 
happens in the cases of Zzght, match and race discussed above. A 
possibility is that C( I )  and C(2) modulate a single sense of W in mu 
exclusive ways. Thus  mo~zarch in 14 has queen but not kirzg as a syn 
whereas in I 5 it has krng but not queen : 

14. T h e  Ruritanian monarch is expecting her second baby. 

25, T h e  child's father is the reigning monarch. 
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ase there would be no evidence of ambiguity. A third possibility 
) and A(2) are sensitive to differences between C(I ) and C(z) 

W is indifferent. Consider the following case of thin and its 

thin 

a thin woman a thin tree-trunk 

fat thick 

ot seem illuminating to say either that thin is ambiguous, or 
contexts restrict its meaning in mutually exclusive ways.'' 
ar that nothing can be reliably inferred from the mere fact that 

orm has different meaning relations in different contexts, and 
ent evidence concerning ambiguity or generality is required. But 
idence is available, then it is superfluous to appeal to differential 

ct tests can be used in another way, which in some cases can 
ore reliable. Instead of looking for different relations in different 

to pr80ve ambiguity, one may adduce sameness of relations as 
of generality. Thus, the fact that thzn in both of the contexts 

ed above has slender as a synomym could be cited as evidence 
s not ambiguous after all. However, using indirect criteria in this 

more reliable: one simply falls into a different trap, because 
hich stands in the 'same' meaning relation in different contexts 
ical form being tested may itself be ambiguous. There is an 
clear example of this involving thin : 

thin 

a thin soup a thin tree-trunk 

thick thick 

of course true that one of the main purposes of distinguishing 
senses is to have available a unit which can stand in relations 

synonymy . . and oppositeness. However, it seems clear that these 
ust be established in some other way, Fortunately there are more 
ul and reliable ways of distinguishing ambiguity from generality, 

these we now turn. 
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Three different types of criteria for ambiguity will be 
I t  may ultimately be possible to show that they all reduce to 
basic criterion, but here they will be presented separately. General1 
ing, unless there are specific reasons why one or other of the criteria 
be inapplicable (some of these reasons will be discussed below), w 
expect an ambiguous item to satisfy all the criteria. 

T h e  first criterion is fr'equently difficult to apply in practice, 
is conceptually important It is that the senses of an ambiguou 
form should not in every case be totally conditioned by their co 
unlike the interpretations which arise as a rmesuit of contextual modu 
This means that an ambiguous word for,m set in a disambiguating c 
may well carry more information than can be accounted for in te 
interaction between the context-independent meaning of the word 
and the semantic properties of the context .. In cases of contextual m 
tion, on the other hand, ALL information is derived from these so 
Consider sentences I 6 and I 7 : 

16. Arthur washed and polished the car. 
I 7,. John lubricated the car. 

T h e  most likely interpretation of 16 is that not every part of t 
underwent washing and polishing, but the exterior surface only. 
is the basis for this conclusion? I t  is derived entirely from the ge 
meaning of car ,  together with the semantic properties of the co 
(remember that general knowledge concerning cars and operations c 
out on them is, on the view of meaning adopted in this book, emb 
in the meanings of car,  wash, polish, etc.). A similar account can be 
of the most likely interpretation of car  in 17. Or take the case of mon 
in 14 (repeated here for convenience) : 

14. T h e  Ruritanian monarch is expecting her second baby. 

We can be virmtually certain that the monarch in question is a queen, bec 
of the restricting effect of the context on the general meaning of mona 
Notice that a similar interpretation would arise, and no loss of informa 
would result, if monarch were replaced by a synonym or paraphrase s 
as sove~eign, or crowned head (and automobile would inter act in the sa 
way with the context if it were substituted for car  in 16 and 17). Cont 
these, however, with bank in 18 and 19: 

I 8. Her. husband is the manager of a local bank. 
19,. At this point, the bank was covered with brmambles. 
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r y  to account for the (most probable) different interpretations 
in the way that we did for cal It  is first necessary to decide 

or paraphrase of the context-invariant meaning of baizk. 
,,dy poses problems, but let us say, for the sake of argument, 
equivalent toplace. We can then observe the effect of substituting 
barzh in 18 and 19: 

. Her husband is the manager of a local place 

I. At this point, the place was covered with brambles. 

is quite clearly a loss of information, so we have failed to show 
e interpretations of bank are the result of contextual modulation 
neral meaning. It  may be concluded, therefore, that the different 
s are selecting discrete senses of bank Another instance of incom- 

ontextual determination is to be observed with dog. Let us for the 
t take it as established that dog has a general sense, denoting the 

species, irrespective of sex. In sentences such as 22, however, dog 
ore specific meaning, and refers only to males: 

22, John prefers bitches to dogs. 

it might be argued that the resultant sense of dog here is caused 
ntextual modulation of the general sense: dog cannot in this context 
to females if logical consistency is to be preserved, which leaves 
ales as possible referents. Consider now, however, 23 : 

23. Incredibly, John prefers an aged, half-blind bitch to a dog, 
as his canine companion. 

interpretation of dog in this sentence were the result of contextual 
lation of the general sense, it ought to include reference to, for 
ce, young females with good eyesight. But once again, it refers to 
dogs only. This reading cannot be explained by contextual modula- 

, so it must be the result of selection from a set of discrete possibilities. 
act, the same is true of 22. That contextual modulation of the general 
e of dog cannot explain the specific interpretation in 22 is shown by 
lack of a parallel specific interpretation of capztne (in its jocular use 
noun) when it is substituted for dog: 

24. ? John prefers bitches to canines. 

e shall consider below why 24 should be anomalous.) 
Some understanding of the way the semantic effects of selection may 
independent of, and indeed may transcend, those properties of the 
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context which are responsible for the selection can be gleaned 
following analogy. Suppose that it is known that a certain ev 
occur on a certain day, but may take place at only one of two 
times, namely, 12.00 noon or 12.00 midnight, If one were subse 
to receive a report that when the event occurred, the sun had 
would be able to infer that it had taken place at exactly I z.,oo m 
The precision of this inference goes well beyond what is explicitly 
in the report, which acts rather like a trigger setting off one of t 
existing possibilities. I n  a similar manner, the context of d q  in 
23 acts like a trigger which activates one of a set of pre-existing 
of semantic properties, each having a precision and richness not 
sanctioned by the context. In  principle all ambiguous items shou 
capable of manifesting these characteristics. 

Our second criterion for ambiguity is that separate senses shou 
tindependently maximisable Under certain conditions, the appli 
of certain terms must be maximised within the current universe 
course, even at the expense of oddness,. Consider 25 (which res 

24) : 

25. ? Mary likes mares better than horses. 

One might have thought that the context makes it clear that ho 
to be interprmeted as "stallions"; however, such an interpretation i 
availabIe for this type of sentence. T h e  reason is that since mares 
been mentioned, they fall within the current universe of discourse, 
by the rule of maximisation (the details of which are not entirely 
must be included in the reference of ho~se~s. This, of course, lea 
logical inconsistency, and hence oddness. (Notice, however, that t 
is no anomaly if the reference of horses is EXPLICITLY restricted: 
pr;efe~s mares to horses whzch can ,szre fouls or Maryprefe~s mayes to t 
horses uttered in a situation where only stallions are present.) On 
other hand, 26, unlike 25, is perfectly normal : 

26, John prefers bitches to dogs., 

The  general sense of dog would of course give rise to anomaly in 
because of the rule of maximisation. T h e  reason 26 is not odd is 
dog has another sense, which even when maximised excludes bitches, 
this is automatically selected by the context. By contrast, 27 selects 
general reading of dog (the specific reading would be odd here, but 
for reasons connected with maximisation) : 

27. Arthur breeds dogs. 
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d 27 taken together constitute strong evidence that dog is ambi- 

tence of two independent senses of dog, each independently 
e, is responsible for the fact that A's question in 28, if the 

stion is female, can be truthfully answered either 'Yes' or 'No' 
on which sense the respondent believes the questioner to be 

. A :  Is that a dog? 
B : (i) Yes, it's a spaniel., 

(ii) No, it's a bitch, 

no parallel set of circumstances in which the question in 29 can 
ully answered 'Yes' or 'No': 

9. A :  Is the subject of this poem a monarch? 
B : (i) Yes, it is a queen. 

(ii)  ? No, it is a king. 

there is only one sense of monarch, namely, the general one, 
ause its reference must be maxirnised, if the subject of the poem 
ing or a queen, then 'Yes' is the only truthful answer. As with 

uations can be imagined in which the questions in 30 and 31 can 
thfully answered either negatively or positively: 

30. A: Has Charles changed his position? 
B : (i) Yes, he's now sitting next to the chairman. 

(ii) No, he still supports corpor a1 punishment , ,  

31. A: Did Arthur make it to the bank? 
B : (i) Yes, he's a strong swimmer. 

(ii) No, he was arrested as soon as he came out of the 
water. 

same should be true, in principle, of any truly ambiguous expression.1z 
mbiguity tests of the third kind utilise the fact that independent senses 

lexical form are antagonistic to one another; that is to say, they 
ot be brought into play simultaneously without oddness. Contexts 

ich do activate more than one sense at a time give rise to the variety 
ddness we have labelled zeugrna : 

32. ? John and his driving licence expired last Thursday. 

e simultaneous bringing into play of two senses can be effected either 
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by coordination, as in 32, where,John and hi,s dn'vznghcence select 
senses of the ver,b expire, or by anaphora, as in 33: 

33. ? John's driving licence expired last Thursday; so did J 

So dzd is an anaphoric verb phrase; that is to say, its referential pro 
operate not directly, but indirectly, through a previously mention 
phrase, in this case expired Last Thu~sdqy,  which must be re-a 
this time with,John as subject. But since this demands a differen 
from the one appropriate to its first occurrence, the result is zeugma 

A general term cannot give rise to zeugma in this way: 

3 4  My cousin, who is pregnant, was born on the same day a 
Arthur's, who is the father. 

.A~thur'.s refers anaphorically through couszn. T h e  context makes it 
that the two cousins are of different sexes; however, the sentence i 
zeugmatic, so we may conclude that rous2n does not have two senses " 
cousin" and "female cousin",, 

Antagonism of senses also lies behind the so-called identity tes 

ambiguity. l 3  In  35 ,  each part of the sentence contains an occurrence, 
direct, or indirect via anaphora, of the ambiguous adjective Zzght, 
can therefore in theory be interpreted in two ways : 

35- Mary is wearing a light coat; so is Sue. 

However, the whole sentence does not have four (i.e.. 2 X 2 )  interpretati 
but two only. This is because the same reading of izght must be sele 
in each part: either both fadies are wearing "undark" coats, or bot 
wearing "unheavy" coats  What is termed the crossed interpretat 
with each part of the sentence manifesting a different sense, is prohibi 
This prohibition is not a mysterious property of the grammatical pr 
of anaphora; it is simply a consequence of the fact that lz@t resists 
it were, the simultaneous activation of more than one of its senses. Gen 
terms allow crossed inter pretations : 

36. Maryhasadoptedachi1d;sohasSue. 

There are four possible distributions of sexes compatible with this senten 
since there is no requirement that the two children should be of the sa 
sex ,, 

3 .5  Some difficult cases 
In  this section the operation of ambiguity tests will be ilfustrate 
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them to a selection of difficult cases. The  difficulties rnostly 
sts based on the antagonism of sister -senses (i.,e. senses associ- 
a single lexical f o r m )  I t  is not possible simply to dispense 
tests, because there are occasions, especially when dealing with 
text-bound readings which do not appear in ambiguous sen- 

are the only practicable way of diagnosing ambiguity. 
first example involves the unit-type ambiguity. This  is quite 

emonstrate by means of the Yes /L\-o-test : 

A:  1s this the jacket you want? 

B : (i) Yes. (it's the type I want) 
(ii) No. (this particular one is shop-soiled) 

much more difficult to show antagonism: many contexts which 
expected to manifest it do not: 

, This is our best-selling jacket: do try it on. 

the first clause clearly must have a type reading - one cannot 
ly sell the same individual jacket. One might have thought that 

particular unit of the type could be 'tried on', but that seems not 
he case,. One must beware of drawing hasty conclusions in this 
s it happens, it is possible to find contexts which isolate the two 

n these are yoked together, zeugma results. Sentence 
s only the 'unit' reading for skzrt (this seems to be a property 

39. That  skirt belongs to Mary. 

nce 40 can only bear a type reading: 

40. My sister has the skirt Sue is wearing now. 

to link these two readings together anaphorically, and the antagonism 

41. ? T h e  skirt Sue is wearing belongs to Mary; my sister has 

It  not infrequently hqipens that ambiguous readings are related 
uch a way that in certain contexts one reading entails the other. Such 
s are a common cause of apparent failure of the zeugma-test (often 
d the 'pun-test': .;r the identity test, T h e  two readings of dog are 
e in point." I:-; :; :: for example, it appears that a crossed interpretation 

ossible, in thar Llazy's dog could well be male, and Bill's female: 

42 g a r y  bought a dog; so did Bill. 
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Does this contradict the evidence presented above that dog is am 
T h e  answer is that it does not. When dog occurms in a sententi 
in which the specific interpretation entails the general interpret 
cannot be sure which sense is operative when feference is made t 
dog: the two senses under these circumstances are effectively inse 
Hence the normmality of 42 when the dogs referred to are of opposi 
cannot be used as evidence against the existence of two senses 
since it can be fully accounted for by claiming that only the genera 
is operative. However', the situation is much clearer when dog 0 

a context where neither sense entails the other, as in 43 : 

43. Arthur wants to know if that is a dog; so does Mike. 

A moment's thought will convince the reader that the crossed 
is prohibited here: this sentence cannot be used to describe a s 
where Arthur knows that the animal in question is an alsatian, 
unsure of its sex, while Mike knows that it is female, but thinks it 
be a wolf. T h e  pun-test, too, demands non-entailing contexts: 

4 4 a  Dogs can become pregnant at 12 months. (general sense 
b. Dogs mature later. than bitches.. (specific sense only) 
c. ? Dogs can become pregnant at r z  months, but mature la 

than bitches. 

111 Entailment between readings also bedevils attempts to dem 
antagonism between the "exactly" and "at least" interpretations o 
erals and other expressions of quantity.,15 T h e  Yes /No-test sugge 
this is a genuine ambiguity : 

4,s. A: Have you got LIO in your wallet? 
B: (i) Yes. In  fact, I've got L I Z ,  

(ii) No, I'vegot LIZ. ,  

However, y o h ~  has (exuctlzl) 10 entai1s.yohl-l has (at least) 10, 

perhaps explains why 46 is not zeugmatic : 

46. You need Lroo in your account to qualify for free banking 
Arthur has it, now that he has added E.50 to the L.50 that w 
already there,, 

The  first mention of £roo clearly demands an "at least" interpret 
what Arthur has is "exactly" LIOO; one might therefore not expe 
zt of the second sentence to be able to refer anaphorically to L r  
the first sentence without antagonism. However, because of the entail 
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riginal and anaphoric occurrences of Lroo can 
ven the "at least" interpretation, thus avoiding antagonism. 
le to construct isolating contexts which reveal antagonism, but 

john, with LI I ,  and Bill, with LIZ, both have the L r  o necessary 
to open a savings account. ("at least") 
Torn, too, now has LIO,  having spent L2 out of his original 
L I  z. ("exactly" reading forced by now) 

the LIO necessary to open a savings 
account; Tom,  too, now has it, having spent E2 out of his 

is interesting (a group of related words such as 
hatch, .shy-light, etc. behave similarly). Two senses of door may 

h can be truthfully answered either 'Yes' or 'NO' 
ilowing situation: the door in question has a 'cat-flap', and is 
open; the cat goes through the cat-flap, but not through the 

8. Did the cat go through the door? 

gain, difficulties arise with the antagonism criteria It  might be 
hat 49 would be zeugmatic, since what is smashed 

or-panel) is different from what is bricked up (the doorway) :I6 

, T h e  door was smashed in so often that it had to be bricked 

re is no anomaly of any kind. Again, it appears that contexts of 
ular kind must be avoided if the test is to succeed,. In this case 

onship which is to blame. For certain predicates, 
ails applicability to wholes corresponding to the 

Thus, if I touch the table-leg, by doing so I necessarily touch the 
if the tea-pot handle is broken, so is the teu-pot, and so o n .  I t  
likely that this entailment is interfering with antagonism in 49 - 
vents are interpreted as happening to the 'global door', of which 
or-panel is a part.  T h e  remedy, as before, is to avoid such contexts, 
use, to isolate the senses, only those contexts in which part does 

tail whole (or, better still, contexts where part entails not-whole). 
this is done, the antagonism of the senses is easily seen: 

50. ? We took the door. off its hinges and then walked through 
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T h e  mormal to be drawn from these examples is that apparent corn 
lity of readings must not be too hastily accepted as proof of gen 
each case must be examined carefully to determine whether there are 
factors preventing the appearance of zeugma. I t  may be reasonably 
dently assumed that the different criteria for ambiguity which hav 
described in fact are sensitive to the same underlying semantic prto 
and that in the absence of 'special factors' will provide identical diagn 

3.4  Non-lexical sources of ambiguity 
It is important to realise that not all sentence ambiguity 

nates in lexical ambiguity; furthermore, our tests for ambiguity at 
in general, capable of discriminating between lexical and non-lexical 
ties. Usually this is not a serious source of practical difficulty, since 
cases are intuitively clear; but it is unfortunately not easy to form 
explicit criteria for recognising lexical ambiguity. We shall adopt a 'de 
definition and characterise as lexical all ambiguities for which th 
no convincing non-lexical explanation. This means that something at 
must be said about alternative types of ambiguity, although a de 
treatment would be well beyond the scope of this book. 

We can crudely classify the sorts of ambiguity found in sentenc 
follows : 

I .  Pure syntactic ambiguity: 
old men and women 
French silk underwear 

2. Quasi-syntactic ambiguity: 
T h e  astronaut entered the atmosphere again 
a red pencil 

3. Lexico-syntactic ambiguity : 
We saw her duck. 
I saw the door open. 

4. Pure lexical ambiguity : 
He reached the bank 
What is his position? 

Types 3 and 4 are of direct relevance to us, and are discussed in so 
detail in the present chapter; types I and 2, on the other hand, are irr 
vant, and we need to know how to exclude them. 

By 'pure syntactic ambiguity' is meant ambiguity in which the vari 
readings of a sentence involve identical lexical units; the ambiguity is t 
necessarily a matter merely of the way the elements are grouped togeth 
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, the meaning of old melz aizd wo??zert differs according to 
ld goes with me~z only: 

(old men) and women 

old (men and women) 

, French silk urzde?wear may be underwear made of French silk 
,silk) undenxear) or French underwear made of silk ( F I P I Z C ~  (silk 
F ) ) .  Such cases are characteristically very insensitive to the 

of the constituent lexical items: rnelodzozts trills atrd 
orcelain egg contazner-. T h e  so-called 'ambiguities of scope' can 

ory; although they are often lexicallv restricted, 
be fully accounted for in terms of 'what goes with what', Take, 

, I don't like him, 

ous though it may seem at first sight, this can be interpreted (at 
the written form) in two ways : either "I dislike him" (the most 
ading), or, in suitable contexts, "It's not true that I like him" 
ance, in I don't di8shke hzm, but I dov't hke him either). There 
ed to postulate different negative elements, or different meanings 

: it is enough to allow the negative element either to take the whole 
rest of the sentence as its scope (l\eg (I like him)) ,  in which case 
aning will be "It's not true that I like him," or the single element 

Neg-Etke him), in which case the meaning will be "I dislike him,"17 
asi-syntactic' ambiguities require careful consideration because there 
e a temptation to diagnose them as cases of lexical ambiguity. This 

ere is no strmaightforward syntactic explanation of the ambi- 
not only are the lexical units identical for the two interpretations, 
y are identically grouped, too. And yet this type of ambiguity bears 

rnblance to the scope ambiguities described above. Consider 
of The astronaut entered the at?nosphere again. The two meanings 
"the astronaut entered the atmosphere for (at least) the second 

and (ii) "the astronaut returned to the atmosphere (after what could 
een hislher first trip into space)". This ambiguity can be accounted 

thout the need either for two different elements enter, or two different 
n ,  if we regard the meaning of enter as being constituted 

more elementary semantic entities which are related quasi-syntacti- 

"enter" = [COME TO BE] [IN] 



"a pencil painted red" and (ii) "a pencil which writes red". I t  
thought that in reading (ii), pencll should be taken to refer on1 
core of the pencil. This  is not so, however: there is little doubt 
both interpretationspenczl refers to the whole object (or at least pote 
does so). Notice that I have a red penctl a n d  a blue one has no c 
interpretation, which is what we expect from a genuine ambiguit 
The red pencil is  the chewed o ~ e  is quite normal on both readings 
would not be expected if on one of the readings pencil referred 
the core,, I t  seems that the adjective red can apply either to the 
of the refer,ent of the noun that it accompanies, or to a salient, o 
functional, part of it. T h e  same potential ambiguity is present in a st 
steel hamnzer, and even (although pragmatically Iess likely) a fe 

It  is not clear at present exactly what the rules are in such cas 
whether the choices of readings are as clear-cut as they at first seem. 
is clear, however, is that we are not dealing with lexical ambiguity. 

of possible senses, but these are not all of equal status,. If we take se 
the notion of 'unlimited number', there must be, for any lexical 
potential senses which have never been realised in use: equally, 
lexical form has at least one relatively well-utilised sense. We ma 
envisage a gradient of what we shall term festablishment of senses. 
vidual speakers may, of course, differ markedly in respect of the 
of establishment of different senses, but a substantial measure of con 
may be assumed,,) 

T h e  difference between established senses and potential senses 
merely one of frequency of use, although this is undoubtedly an im 
component of the difference: established senses are presumably 
sented differently in the mind's lexicon. I t  seems appropriate to disti 
two kinds of contextual selection, according to whether the selected 
is established or. not. I n  the former, case, where selection is from a 
pre-established senses, the context acts merely as a kind of filter.: w 
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his as ?passive selection. Where, on the other hand, the selected 
,t established, the context acts rather as a stimulus for a productive 
namely, the activation of a set of rules or principles which 'gener- 
ense in question. T h e  latter type of selection will be called tpro- 
The difference between the two types of selection may be assumed 
sycholinguistic importance. 

e is a possible test for the establishment of a sense,which has conse- 
for the second family of tests for ambiguity described earlier. 
s that it is possible to assert one of the senses of a lexical form, 
bare form, while at the same time denying (explicitly or impli- 

other of the senses, only if the asserted sense is fully established. 
xamples will make this clear. Take the case of nozel, which can 

e readings (i) "narrative text" or (ii) "physical object (embodying 
ive text)". T h e  two readings may be observed in 5 2  and 5 3  respec- 

2. His new novel will be published next spring. 

3.  Why is your desk always piled high with novels? 

der 54 and 5 5  : 

4. I'm not interested in the cover design, or the  binding - I'm 
interested in the novel , ,  

5. ? I'm not interested in the plot, or the character isation, or 
anything of that nature - I'm interested in the novel.. 

that 54 is more or less normal: the "physical object" reading is 
tly denied, and novel is consequently understood with the "text" 
etation. Sentence 55, on the other hand, is uninterpretable: since 
xt" reading has been excluded, it appears that there is no other 
e reading, so the sentence is anomalous. I t  would make sense if 
re free to take novel to refer to the physical object; but in this 

nce such an intermpretation is not available. I t  seems reasonable to 
de that only the "text" reading is fully established. I n  the case 
numerals, it is the "exactly X" reading which is fully established 

ding to this test. Thus  the final Lro in 56, if it carries the main 
e stress, can only mean "exactly EIO" :  

6. A: I would earn at least £10 an hour there,. 
B : Well, here you'll earn LIO. 

ver, the bare mention of L I O  cannot carry the "at least" interpre- 
in contrast to an explicitly expressed "exactly L o " :  
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57, A: I would earn just L I O  an hour there. 
B : ? Well, here you will earn Ex o ., 

If the "at least" reading had been available, the sentence would 
odd,  From this we may conclude that the "at least" sense of n 
is not established. In the case of the unit-type ambiguitv, it is 
readings which pass this test (cf. 58)' while the 'type' readings f 

59) : 

58. I don't want that type of jacket, I want that jacket. 

5 9  ? I don't mean that individual dog, I mean that dog. 

In  all the above cases, the lexical form in question has only on 
lished sense. This, however, is not a rule: more than one sense 
established, as the normal interpretability of all the following ex 
shows: 

60a. I'm not only interested in male dogs, I'm interested in do 
b ,  I 'm not interested in all members of the canine race 

irrespective of sex - I'm interested in dogs. 
61a  I didn't put my money in the side of a river, I put it in the 

bank,. 
b.. I didn't moor the boat to a financial institution, 1 moored 

to the bank, 
62a. Charles has moved to another seat in the conference hall, 

he has not changed his position 
b .  Charles hasn't changed his mind on EEC membership, b 

he has changed his position, 

These examples point to a limitation on one of the tests for amb 
elaborated earlier It appears that certain ways of applying . . the cr' 
of independent maximisability are valid only for established senses. 
tences of the form of 26, for example, require established senses. Neg 
results in such cases must therefore be checked either against other cri 
or against other ways - such as the Ye,s/;\'o-test - of applying th 
criterion. (Positive results, of course, present no problems.) 

T h e  number of fully established senses is presumably : ., I finite at a 
time (though it may differ for different members of the language c 
nity, and at different times for the same speaker) I t  might therefo 
thought advantageous to limit the class of lexical units to these.. How 
although our attention will naturally be more strongly drawn to esta 
senses, to limit the discussion in principle to these would lead to a dist 
picture of word-meaning. This  is because less-than-fully-established s 
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cologicaily almost indistinguishable from fully established ones, 
hev enter largely the same range of syntagmatic and paradigmatic 

of meaning (the sentences cited above, of course, show that they 
t absolutely identical). We shall therefore not limit our investigations 

rincipled way to established senses; whether a sense is established 
,,, however, of significance for lexicography. 

.g Sense-spectra 
It  has been argued up  to now that although word-meaning 

sense infinitely variable, nonetheless discrete units - 'atoms' or 
' sense - can be identified which at least in some respects are 
cross contexts, and which are the appropriate basic units for lexical 

tics. Certain aspects of word-meaning, however, are difficult to 
le with this view: particularly awkward are what we shall term 

re are cases where variant readings of a single lexical form would 
0 be more appropriatelv visualised as points on a continuum - a 
ss fabric of meaning with no clear boundaries This would not neces- 

nfiict with the picture of word-meaning developed so far if a single 
inate sense could be found which covered all the variants. How- 

ere do appear to exist examples of gradual variation which cannot 
to share a super ordinate; in such cases the absence of boundaries 
senses is an embarrassment. T h e  appearance which sense-spectra 

t can be compared with a so-called 'dialect continuum': speakers 
llage A can communicate with those from village B ,  who are able 
erse with speakers from C ; these, in turn, can communicate with 

rs from village D. However, speakers from A cannot hoId a conver sa- 
ith speakers from D, and without the evidence of the intervening 

ne would be tempted to say that they spoke different languages, 
impossible to say at what point along the continuum the change 

e form of the language to another occurs, or to determine how 
istinct forms there are Another analogy is with the evolutionary 
t's notion of a 'ring-species': a population A, of some species, 

reeds with a neighbouring population B ,  B with C, C with D, and 
round the world, until population X is reached, whose territory 

s that of the original A. But A and X do not interbreed: they give 
Ppearance of being distinct species. Again it is impossible to say 

the change-over from one species to the next occurs, and how many 
s there are. T h e  fact seems to be that in such cases it is inappropriate 

nk in terms of discrete variation i n  the semantic analogues to these 
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67. T h e  mouth of the enormous cave was also that of the 
underground river. 

Allowing for a degree of non-anomalous unusualness in the sentences 
sequences are, for various reasons, rather difficult to construct) it 
that we have got from yohn's mouth to the mouth of the river 
encountering zeugmatic incompatibility. T h e  normal conclusion f r  
would be that the readings of mouth in 63-67 were contextual mod 
of a single superordinate sense. This is ruled out, however, not 
the difficulty of finding a paraphrase of the supposed superordinate 
but also by the clearly zeugmatic nature of 68 : 

Lexzcal senzantzcs 

continua, two readings which are close together on the continuu 
coordinated without zeugmatic incompatibility (this is the semanti 
to mutual intelligibility and interbreeding), whereas readings 
far apart are incompatible. Examples of this. are far from rare: 
contrary, this state of affairs would seem to be the norm, for e 
for senses which have undergone 'metaphorical extension'.'g 

As an example of this sort of semantic continuum, which we s 
a tsense-spectrum, consider the following use of mouth : 

63. John keeps opening and shutting his mouth like a fish. 
This  parasite attaches itself to the mouths of fishes, sea- 

T h e  mouth of the sea-squirt resembles that of a bottle. 
T h e  mouth of the cave resembles that of a bottle 

? T h e  poisoned chocolate entered the Contessa's mouth a 

course, a simplified picture of a sense-spectrum: it s 

same instant that the yacht entered that of the river. 

This is, of 
be thought of as having, at least potentially, many dimensions, 
continually growing, amoeba-like." 

One of the points on the sense-spectrum presented above - an 
is typical of the metaphorical variety - has a special status, which ma 
itself in two principal ways, First, it is the only sense which can a 
in a neutral, or minimal context, as in 69: 

69. At school, we are doing a project on mouths. 

It seems unlikely that 69 could be taken to include river mouth 
the other possibilities are highly context-bound, in that they ca 
appear in relatively explicit contexts - compare the a and b sent 
in the following: 
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The body was found near the mouth. 
the mouth of the cave. ........................ ......... 

? This bird is often to be seen near mouths. 
.,, ,, ,, the mouths of rivers. ....*. *...... ...... ............ 

(cf, also : ....mu...........t , ............... near estuaries.) 
? The candle was stuck in the mouth. 
............................... the mouth of the bottle. 

dent sense is often also the '1iter.al' sense, in that it is the 
r at any rate the most plausible one, from which all the others 
ved by metaphorical interpretation. (It  may sometimes happen 

0 senses, either one could plausibly be a metaphorical extension 
er, as with, for example, expire (driving licence, etc.) and expzre 
) In the case of mouth, if one knew what an animal's mouth 
one were to hear, for the first time, a reference to the mouth 

r ,  I surmise that there would be little difficulty in construing 
ing; but suppose one were familiar only with mouth used to refer 
outh of a river, and one heard a reference to the horse's mouth, 
no means certain that one's attention would be directed to the 
iate end of the horse ! 

descriptive treatment of sense-spectra, and points along 
somewhat problematical. A full sense-spectrum is not a satisfactory 
nit: it does not, for instance, enter into any recognised lexical 
. Individual points along a spectrum, on the other hand, seem 

be insufficiently distinguished from one another. However, 
reasons for believing that these are the most appropriate lexicologi- 

ts. Although when viewed as part of a spectrum their distinctness 
tionable, they typically function in widely different semantic fields, 
thin these their discreteness and stability are not in question. Take 
e of mouth ofnver : it participates in a significant number of meaning- 

mouth : source (opposites) 
mouth : river (part-whole) 
mouth :bed (coordinate parts) 
mouth : estuary (superordinate-hyponym) 

of these relations are shared by, for instance, mouth of bottle. Further- 
the sense of mouth (of haer) is stable across a variety of contexts 

ubject only to modulation) provided that "of river" is understood., 
far,, so good. But here we are faced with a dilemma. If we allow 
istence of distinct sets of lexical relations to individuate senses along 
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a sense-spectrum, we are re-instating the indirect criteria dismiss 
as being inadequate If, on the other hand, we adopt a complex 
as mouth of rzoer as a basic lexical unit, this would be inconsis 
our earlier decision not to regard, for instance, foot the bill as 
unit,, VCTe shall a d o ~ t  here the first of these solutions, as beinp t 

3.9 Syntactic delimitation 
Lexicological units must not only be delimited paradig 

cally, that is, within a constant syntactic frame: we want also to be 
to say of two occurrences of a lexical form in different syntactic env 
ments whether they are occurmrences of the same lexical unit, or two diffe 
units. Consider the occurrences of open in the following: 

73a. The  open door. 
b. The  door is open,, 
c. The  door. won't open. 
d. John will open the door.. 
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different items operz are represented here? The sort of criteria 
used for paradigmatic delimitation are of no help here. 

seem reasonable to adopt as a general principle that any two 
,, of a lexical form which represent two different grammatical 
should be regarded, lp#so fatto, as lexically distinct. However, 
, not seem to exist an accepted notion of 'grammatically different 

is sufficiently well-defined to carry the whole burden of 
&ing lexical units,, Mere occurrence in svntacticallv different 
ents is not a sufficient criterion for the grammatical d.istinctness 

lements. For instance, the following two occurrences of man can 
to be in syntactically different envir onrnents : 

, Arthur saw the man,. 
, The man's brother was here. 

r*, there are various reasons for saying that ~ n a n  is the same gramma- 
ement in 74a and b. An important one is that the possible substitutes 
fi (preserving grarnmaticality, but not necessarily semantic norma- 

virtually identical in the two positions. We might therefore demand 
nce of grammatical paradigm as a minimum requirement for distinct- 
owever, this is not sufficient, either, although it may well be necess- 

onsider the following examples: 

main customer 
old 

*asleep 
b. The  customer is asleep 

old 
*main 

76a. Michael is eating his sandwiches. 
preparing 

*laughing 
b. Michael is laughing 

eating 
*preparing 

extremely dubious, in spite of the differences in grammatical paradigm, 
ther anything would be gained by classifying the two occurrences of 
, or those of eat ,  as grammatically, hence lexically, distinct. Other 
ely grammatical criteria may be suggested, but none seem capable of 
ranteeing the desired results. 
more satisfactory way of delimiting lexical units is to look for grammatical 
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differences which correlate with differences of meaning Take, fo 

ple, the occurrences of open cited above (73a-d). Grammatically di 
traits can be found for each of these. Looking, for instance, at gr 
cally equivalent substitutions, mazn is possible only in a, ajar 
b, drsappeav only in c, and hit only in d Other differences may 
only in c and d can open take -s as an affix, and only in a an 
open be modified by wtde; c and d differ in that the noun phrases 
form normal subjects of open in c are those which form normal 
of open in d (and similarly with odd subjects in c) ,  so that, for ex 
the normality of The book opened is paralleled by that of rohn 
the book, and the oddness of ? The page opened by that of ? Jolzn 
thepage. Most, but not all, of these grammatical differences are cor 
with semantic differences. Taking the meaning of open In 73b as 
we can paraphrase 73c (not exactly, but quite closely) as "the doo 
to be open", and 73d as "John caused the door to come to be 0 
In  any sentence, the appropriate interpretation of open can be deter 
from its grammatical nature (i.e, whether it is adjective, transi 
intransitive verb, etc.). T h e  fact that the occurrences of open i 
c and d exemplify a regular correlation between semantic and gramm 
properties provides a justification for regarding them as lexically di 
However, there is no similar way of differentiating 73a and b seman 
so, in spite of grammatical evidence of distinctness, they are to be 
dered lexically identical. 

3.10 Lexemes 
One of the most remarkable features of language is the 

that it 'makes infinite use of finite resources'. This dictum is more fa 
in its application to grammar. But it is valid also for the lexical do 
We have already had glimpses of the indeterminate multiplicity of Ie 
senses: a lexicographer, however, needs a finitely enumerable set of le 
elements with which to work. T h e  appropriate unit for this purpo 
the lexeme : a dictionary contains (among other things) an alphab 
list of the lexemes of a language. We shall characterise a lexeme as a fa 
of lexical units. 

However, before outIining the principles governing the assignati 
lexical units to lexemes, it is necessary to introduce a refinement i 
our conception of a lexical unit. We have so far assumed that it is a w 
form associated with a single sense, and that a difference of word fo 
entails a difference of lexical unit. But this is not quite satisfactory. Stri 
speaking, we would be obliged, on this view, to regard, for instance, ob 
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as repr esentjng different lexical units. I t  would, however, 
advantageous for our purposes to be able to say that they were 

of the same lexical unit obey. T o  characterise 
spect of a lexical unit, therefore, we need to generalise across 
act from - a set of word forms. In  order to characterise this 

tract notion of lexical unit more precisely, a distinction must 
etween inflectional and derivational affixes. An affix is a gram- 

lement, belonging to a closed set, which can only function as 
ent of a word: d2.s-, un-, -merit, -2se, -ed, -s are all affixes. Each 

obligatorily attached to a stemz' containing or consisting of an 
item : dzs-obey , an-popular, central-zse, d2 smount-ed, longer, etc. 
may be simple (as obey in dzs-obey), or complex (as dzsobey in 
ed) .  Affixes are of two sorts - derivational and inflectional. Deriva- 

affixes produce new lexical units : true : untrue, kznd : kzndness , 
lpful, Zzon : lzoness, etc They play no direct role in the syntax of 

e, and can be recognised by the fact that words containing them 
ords) can typically be replaced in any sentence, without syntac- 

nge, by a word which does not contain the affix:22 

Her kindness (voice) was overwhelming. 
I found them extremely helpful (stupid). 

ally, derived words are listed as separate items in a dictionary. Inflec- 
1 affixes, on the other hand, do not produce new lexical units: 
books, obey : obeyed, long : longer. In  principle for any word bearing 

flectional affix, it is possible to find contexts where all possible substi- 
must contain either the same affix, or one belonging to the same 

d set: consider the possible substitutes for walked in Cedn'c walked 
, longer in 1W2ne is longer than ,YOUY:S or books in tho,se books. 
can now rme-define a lexical unit. First, we may call the abstract unit 
rn which is realised in actual sentences as the appropriate member 

set of word forms differing only in respect of inflections a lexical 
; and we can extend the notion of lexical form to cover an abstraction 
the variously inflected manifestations of an idiom or dead metaphor. 

xical unit is then the union of a Iexical form and a single sense. Let 
ow return to the question of assigning lexical units to lexemes.. 
or lexical units with identical grammatical properties, two alternative 
ria for membership of the same lexeme will be proposed. T h e  first 

the most important I t  is that two lexical units will be assigned to the 
me lexeme if there exists a lexical rule which permits the prediction 
the existence of the sense of one of them from the existence of the 
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HOW long is i t? 
HOW long it is! 

. How heavy is i t? 
How heavy it is! 

lternative criterion for assigning lexical units to a single lexeme 
their senses should be local senses belonging to the same sense- 

Thus  a11 the senses of mouth discussed earlier will represent 
units belonging to a single lexeme. This criterion is quite strict, 

not ailow the grmouping together of all senses nortnallv considered 
etaphoricallg related. For instance, there is no spectrum connecting 

senses of expzre, so their lexical units would not be assigned to 
e lexeme. T h e  same is true of the readings of position that we 
amined in connection with ambiguity. This differs from normal 

phic prmactice, which is to group all metaphorically related senses 

ng the lexical units which go to make up  a lexeme it is possible 
nguish some that are more basic, or central, and others that are 
It  is clear that established units ( i ,e<. those with established senses) 

ore central than unestablished ones: an ideal dictionary would be 
ed to define all the established senses within each lexeme. But even 
established units we can distinguish grades of centrality. Most basic 

are lexical units which become operative in minimal, or neutral, 
ts. These may be termed the ?primary lexical units of a lexeme 
tegory that would include, for instance, dog ("species"), heacy 
ht"), novel ("text"), etc. Some lexical units, even though estab- 
, are selected only in specific restricted contexts, or in contexts where 
mary units would lead to abnormality. This is true of dog (&'maleJ'), 
("copious consumption"), e t c  Such units may be termed tsecond- 
he primary/secondary distinction here is not, of course, a stiict 
omy - the accessibility, or ease of activation, of lexical units may 
umed to vary continuously) There remain the unestablished units, 
lly indeterminate in number, and varying in the degree of contextual 
re required to activate them.. Probably some degree of oddness is 
scapable penalty for calling an unestablished unit into service; this 

ality may be very slight, as in A l a ~ g e  nocel fell on rn jq  head, or 
be considerable, as in I recetz'ed a lot of kindness from him - would 

to t r y  a bottle? 
e principle of recurrent relationships can also serve for the association 
rnmatically different lexical units. In  such cases, the recurrent rela- 

hip must be simultaneously grammatical and semantic if the units 
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arme to be assigned to the same lexeme. T 'he following are 
such recurrence: 

8 5 a  John moved the rock / T h e  rock moved. 
b .  John tur'ned the key / T h e  key turned. 

86a. Have some apple / Have an apple. 
b. Have some potato / Have a potato. 

8 7 a  Put them in a can / Can them. 
b. P u t t h e m i n a b o x / B o x t h e m .  

Notice, however, that although the following exhibit a syntact 
with the cases cited above. the semantic relations hi^ is not rn 
so the lexical units must be assigned to differ 'ent 

I 

: lexemes : 

88. Get him into a corner / Corner him. 
89.. Put his name in a book / Book him. 

Again, this is not in accordance with normal lexicographic practi 
is, first, to regard differences of major syntactic category (e.g. no 
adjective) as justifying a separate main entry, irrespective of the 
or absence of recurrent relationships. In  res :t of minor 
ences (e.g, transitive v. intransitive verbs; mass a. count nou 
dictionary makers are generally somewhat inconsistent .. T o  su 
a lexeme is a family of lexical units; a lexical unit is the union of 
sense with a lexical form; a lexical form is an abstraction from 
word forms (or alternatively - it is a family of word forms) whic 
only in respect of inflections. 

I t  is commonplace to describe a lexeme which has a number o 
as polysemous (or as manifesting the property of polysemy),  and 
form which realises lexical units belonging to more than one le 
homonymous .  These terms, especially poly8semous and p 
although innocuous if used circumspectly, are not entirely ideal 
purposes, because thev carry with them a view of lexical meaning i 
there is a tendency to regard the lexeme as the primary seman 
and the different lexical units as 'merely variants'. Our approach, h 
focusses on the individual lexical unit as the primary operational s 

unit, and consigns the lexeme to a secondary position,. 

Notes 

Linguists who haxe worked in lexical semantics can be broadfv divided into two cat 
on the one hand, there are those who believe that a word form is associated with a 
(perhaps finite, perhaps not) of discrete senses; and on the other., there are those who 
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teness of lexical senses is illusory Advocates of a formal-theoretical approach 
t unnaturally favour the first alternative - for an exposition of this view, 
977 : 79-83) Protagonists of the other. view include Matthews (1979 : 67-75} 
Carling (1982: ch. 5 )  Lyons, too, seems inclined to this position (1977: 
myself highly sympathetic to the arguments of both sides; in this chapter 
is in some respects a compromise view - I try to have my cake and eat 

, expressed here differ in some respects from those presented in Ctuse (1982) ) 

Kempson (19 77 : 82-3) uses lexenze to mean something very close to our lexical 
zc7fit For me, a lexeme is a family of lexical units I agree with Kempson 
in giving primacy to the lexical unit; but I agree with, for instance, Palmer 
( 1 ~ 7 6 :  65-71), Lyons (1977: 550-69) and Cowie (1982) in assigning multiple 

roles to a lexeme. 
For the notion of 'creativity' in syntax, see Chomsky (2965: 3-9) TO be 
able to produce indefinitely many sentences from a finite set of elements and 
rules, at least some of the rules must be recursive - that is, able to apply 
repeatedly (see Lyons 1968: 221-2) It is not unlikely that some of the sense- 
creating rules are also recursive 
See 3 10 for some examples. 

Kempson (197.7: 228-34) uses zqagueness to refer to what we call genetalzty, 
We shall use vague in more or less its eeeryday sense in opposition to well- 
defined For us, generality and vagueness can varv independently For instance, 
ee~teblate  is more general than atfiinal (in its everyday sense) since birds 
and fish are vertebrates; but it is less vague - it is easier to specify qualifying 
characteristics for eye~tebrate than for nrzirnal (It is characteristic of scientific 
terms to be relatively well-defined ) For a fuller discussion of vagueness, see 
Alston (1964: c h  5 )  
This preliminary account  ill exaggerate the sharpness of the distinction 
between these two See, however, section 8 of this chapter, 
The  mechanism underljing this change of status is discussed further in 4 12 

The  phenomenon of linkage is one reason for treating the principle of composi- 
tionality with the greatest circumspection (indispensable though it is to any 
semantics - for ma1 or informal) 

8 The  reader is reminded that, strictlv, cal in the sentence The ca? ~leeds zcashir~g 
'refers' only if the sentence is uttered in an appropriate situatidn 
These assumptions form part of the 'Cooperative Principle' governing conver- 
sational exchanges suggested in Grice (r975) See also Wilson and Sperber 
(1981), Leech (1983 : '79-103), Levinson (1983 : 97-166) 

eria for lexical ambiguity of the sort which are here labelled 'indirect' are of consider- 
e antiquity Ross (1981: 40-7) attributes a number of them to Aristotle See also 

e (1982) I am informed by N E Collinge (private communication) that they 
r. even earlier, in Plato For a modern example of the use of such criteria see 

0 ForparonymvseeRoss(1981:1~6-41) 
11. pat and thzck have different coltocational restrictions and these are not shared 

by thtn (See 12 2 for discussion of collocational restrictions ) 
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This criterion ma! be more or less cquitalently (but more precise 
as follows: 

For anv sentence form containing an ambiguous \vord form, 
exist, in principle, situations in which the sentence fornl can 
used to express two distinct propositions, which are identica 
differences consequent on the choice of sense associated with the 
word form, and which hate opposite truth balues 

Both L ~ o n s  (19.7'7: 404) and Kempson (19'7~7: 128-9) deny - wrong 
opinion - that a successful test for ambiguity can be constructed 
lines Kempson's argument runs roughly as follows Suppose tw 
are in dispute as to whether,Yohn kzlleciHil1 is ambiguous between an 
and an unintentional interpretation (intuitively, one is free to interp 
wav), and they decide to use the criterion of different truth valu 
the matter Imagine, now, a situation in which John kills Bill unint 
Linguist A, who does not believe the sentence to be anibiguous 
it is true relative to the situation described; linguist B ,  who bel 
killed Bdl to be ambiguous, says that it is true on the "unintention$ 
and false on the "intentional" reading And they will have gcit 
forward - the test has resolc ed nothing However, what this line o 
ignores is that we cannot properly use a particular sentence form 
whatever proposition comes into our heads. Linguist B is correc 
that the proposition "John killed Bill intentionally" is false re1 
situation described, and the proposition "John killed BiIl uni 
is true He is wrong, however, in his implicit assumption that ,yo 
Bzll is a proper linguistic vehicle to express the proposition "John k 
intentionally" (or " unintentionally") The  proper expression of t 
sition would implicitly deny the proposition "John killed Bill uninten 
-but there is no way thatyohn RzlledHzll could be used to deny this pro 
whether implicitly or explicitly. 
See Zwickv and Sadock (19  75) 

In Zwicky and Sadock (1975: I ~ )  and Kempson (197'7: 136) the 
of using the identity test in such circumstances is denied (Kempson, 
no longer subscribes to this view (private communication) ) 
See Kempson and Cormack (1981) Notice that numerals can also 
"at most" reading, as in C'an you run roo nzetrrs In ro secol?ds? 
azmzng a t  IO stones b j  Easte? (said by a slimmer) Yet another p 
is the "round number" interpretation, which is the most likely in, for' 11 

I'll see you in ro nzznutes (see Wachtel (1980) and Channel1 (1980)) 
The  normality of this sentence is cited by Nunberg ( 1 ~ 7 9 :  150) as 
that doot is not ambiguous in this way, 

For fuller discussion of syntactic ambiguity see Kooij (1~871) and Zwi 
Sadock (197 j) 
Not all conceivable differences of interpretation attributable to vari 
scope represent true ambiguities I agree with Kem~son's  argument 
132-5) that i t  wasn't a wonzan that came to the door is not ambigu 
it was a ,girl who came to the door, it might be argued that only t 
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is being negated, but not "human" or "female", mhereas if it was 
a man, "female" is negated, but not "human" or "adult" ) This sentence 
does not pass the 1 e s  / \o-test But I disagree mith her conclusions regarding 
yohll al~zost kzlled the hostages (Kempson (19'7'7: I 32)) and sentences exhibiting 
internal and external negation - like our example 5 1  - (Kempson (197.7: 
Iq8-r 54)), both of which I belieke represent true arnbiguit\ 

*istence of semi-distinct local senses on sense-spectra blurs to some extent the 
tion that we ha\ e up  to now sharplj maintained between ambiguitl and generalits, 
n and modulation It  nour seems probable that me are, in fact, dealing with 

other continuum This does not, homever , in\ alidate the original distinction : 

are innumerable clear instances of both ambiguity and generalitv 

. It ma!. well be that the meaning of e\er! lexical unit should be regarded as 
at least potentially a sense-spectrum, 

. See also the discussion of the meaning of plrz in lLIatthews (19.79: .71-2)  This 
looks like another typical example of a spectrum. 

e definition of lexenze adopted here differs both from that of Kempson and from 
t of Lyons (which represent the main current alternatives), occupving, in a sense, 

ermediate position For Kernpson (1977 : 79-83), e\ erv distinguished sense repre- 
a different lexeme, and she sees no theoretical justification for groupings of 

s. Lyons adopts what I take to be a more traditional approach (1977: ch, 9) 
nderstand him correctlv, for him each of the items which stand in a relation 
as antonvmy is a 'lexeme-in-a-particular-sense' He thus regards what we call 

lexerne as the basic lexical item Our approach centres on a single-sense (univocal) 
it (in this respect, therefore, agreeing with Kempson), but at the same time recog- 
s groupings based on relatedness of sense (in this respect agreeing with Lyons), 

, The term stem is sometimes used in a narrower sense, to designate what an 
inflectional affix is attached to, bn,se being used to refer to what a der'ivational 
affix is attached to Our usage follows Allerton (1979: ch 10). 

2.  This is the case in English, at anv rate The  reader should be warned that 
this is not a comprehensive account of the differences between inflection and 
derivation For a fuller discussion, see hlatthews (1974: ch,  3). (Matthews 
speaks of 'lexical'- rather than 'derivational' - morphology ) 

3 .  Cf, Leech's 'rules sf semantic transfer' (1974: 216-1 7) .  
4. Lexical units contract semantic relations with other units by virtue of their 

senses There is the~efore no difference between saving that a certain semantic 
relation holds between two lexical units, and saying that it holds between 
the senses of those units. 
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Preliminaries 
Beginning with this chapter, and running through 

12,  the pr~incipal topics of discussion will be various types 0 

relation which hold between lexical units of the kind established 
3,. There may appear to be an element of paradox in the notion 
relations between lexical units whose meanings, at least on the s 

sion of the contextual view, are partially constituted by those ver 
I t  is, however, no more paradoxical than speaking of John's 
the arm in question is part of the John who is said to posses 
chas.sis of the car ,  for instance). In  such cases we have a notion 
which is more, at least phenomenologically, than a mere 
of parts. T h e  same is true of the meanings of lexical units: each o 
of an indefinite number of contextual relations but at the same ti 
tutes a unified whole. Hence it is not unnatural to speak of a le 
standing in a particular semantic relation to other lexical units. T h  
does not present itself in quite so acute a form if a weaker v 
the contextual approach is adopted, which holds merely that the 
of a lexical unit reveals itself through its contextual relation 
commitment as to what meaning 'really is'. 

Although no meaning relation can be said to be totally withou 
cance, by no means all conceivable relations are of equal general 
interest. T o  be worth singling out for special attention, a semantic 
needs to be at least systematic, in the sense that it recurs in a 
of pairs or sets of related lexical units (it will be recalled that the ex 
lexical unzt is used to refer to a lexical form together with a si 
tinguished sense). But even recuwent sense relations are of varying 
significance. There ate innumerable 'low level' semantic relations 
ted to specific notional areas.. Take, for example, the relations 
the lexical items .see ("have a visual experience"), look a t  ("pay a 
to a static visual stimulus"), and watch ("pap 

I ' 

attention ti 
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changing visual stimulus") If we examine the lexical units 
ther modes of perception we find the following correspon- 

look at watch 
listen to 
taste2 
smell2 
feel2 

although lz,sten to corr'esponds to two different lexical units 

I it is not ambiguous; the word forms taste, smell and 
ther hand, are ambiguous in parallel ways, their senses stand- 

tionship parallel to that which holds between hear and bstea 
now at French, we find that for t e r n s  referring to the visual 

ok a t  : watch contrast is absent, the notional area being covered 
, univocal item regarder. I n  the auditory mode, French closely 
nglish, with entendre and &couter. Corresponding to taste', 

el', French has a single item sentiul, which is non-specific 
t to the three perceptual modes; there is, however, a distinct 
ich corresponds to smell2. For the "pay attention" meaning 
r two sensory modes, French provides distinct lexical items: 
esponding to ta,ste2, and toucheu, corresponding to feel2. Now 
structure of these lexical sets in English and French. although 

V " 

oncern to students of English and French, cannot be generalised 
ts; nor can the semantic contrast "have an experience in a 

perceptual mode" o. "pay attention to a stimulus in that modeJ'. 
s el of specificity, therefore, these facts are of limited significance 

- 

ral study of lexical semantics. However, the abstract pattern 

I 
k 

terns in parallel series is of considerable general significance, 
confined to particular notional areas. (Lexical configurations 
t are discussed in chapter 5.) Or take the semantic relation 

and cat. At its most specific, it has a very limited currency: 
between canine and felrne, and between puppy and kitten - but 

q : cat, chu~ch  : cinema. oak : ash and tea : coffee can all be said to manifest 
bout all. However, at a more abstract level, the level at which 

- 
elation, it is of fundamental significance, 

A .  . - . ~ 

relations of the more specific sort are obviously too nurrlerous 
ios yncr atic to form the basis for a gener al study of lexical seman- 
is book, therefore, attention is concentrated on relations of the 

stract sort. A relatively small number of these have come to occupy 
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focal positions in discussions of lexical semantics (such rela 
tonymy, , , hyponymy , , and synonymy), and they form correspondi 
nent topics of the present and succeeding chapters, 

Sense relations are of two fundamental types: paradigma 
tagmatic. Most of this book is devoted to paradigmatic sens 
(lexical semanticists, in general, have found them a richer v 
than relations of the syntagmatic var iety). However, although 
relations have only one section of a chapter specifically devote 
it is in fact impossible adequately to discuss one type witho 
reference, either explicit or implicit, to the other type. (Abnor 
instance, is a reflection of a syntagmatic rmelation.) The  two types 
each have their own distinctive significance. Paradigmatic rel 
the most part, r,eflect the way infinitely and continuously va 
ienced reality is apprmehended and controlled through being c 
s u b ~ a t e ~ o r i s e d  and graded along specific dimensions of varia 
repr8esent systems of choices a speaker faces when encoding hl 
Syntagmatic aspects of lexical meaning, on the other hand, serve 
cohesion, adding necessary informational redundancy to the 
the same time controlling the semantic contribution of individua 
elements through disambiguation, for instance, or by signalling 
- e.g. figur8ative - strategies of inter'pretation. 

T h e  main purpose of the present chapter is to develop some 
cepts that will be used throughout the subsequent discussion of 
relations. I n  sections 4.2-4.7 cermtain elementary relations bet 
are used as a model to generate (i) a basic set of paradigma 
relations and (ii) a set of concepts which can be applied to other 
yielding clearly defined and systematic variants. In  sections 4 
further set of qualifying concepts is presented which will help t 
in a systematic way a number of near relations of, and appro 
to, more basic paradigmatic relations. Finally, section 4. I 3 introd 
tagmatic semantic relations, and briefly considers some aspects 
matic-paradigmatic interconnections. 

4.2 Congruence  
T h e  four. basic relations between classes furnish a 

only for establishing a fundamental group of sense relations, bu 
defining a set of systematic variants applicable to virtually all ot 
digrnatic sense relations. T h e  basic lexical relations will be r,e 
collectively as ?congruence relat ions,  and the variants as icon 
variants .  T h e  relations between classes are as follows : 
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class -4 and class B have the same members 

class B is wholly included in class A 

ver lap : class A and class B have members in common 
but each has members not found in the other 

disjunction : class A and class B have no members in 
common 

del can be applied to the definition of a set of lexical relations 
s. T h e  first possibility is to adopt a referential viewpoint. For 
items A and B we can ask whether the respective classes of 

y denote axe identical, disjunct, overlapping, or whether one 
e other. This  approach is convenient, and we shall often have 

o it; however, it has disadvantages (even supposing that a fullv 
ccount can be given of such notions as "the class of dogs"). 

ulty is that the approach is not sufficiently general: many words 
any straightforward way denote classes of potential referents 

ail., some, u,sually, howevev) . There are also problems with words 
~vz, roc, elf and dragon,. One would wish to say that there was 
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a semantic relation between, say, u~zicorn and animal, yet 
animals contains no unicorns. A better approach to the study 
tic relations between two lexical items X and Y is to operat 
terms of meaning, and look at semantic relations between para1 
in which X and Y occupy identical structural positions. The  
primary lexical relations are established using truth-condition 
between containing sentences,. I n  appropr'iate cases (i.e. with 
denote classes of entities) this method gives results identic 
obtained with r~eferential classes, but has the advantage of grea 
lity. Let us now consider the primary lexical relations (i.e, 
relations) individually and in detail. 

4.3 Cognitive synonymy 
The  lexical relation whidh parallels identity in the m 

of two classes is, of course, synonymy. As we shall see in c 
there are different degrees of synonymity; the relation define 
of truth-conditional relations will be distinguished as cognit 
nymy. Cognitive synonymy may be defined as follows: 

X is a cognitive synonvm of I' if ( i)  X and Y are syntactically ide 
(ii) any grammatical declarative sentence S containing X has equiva 
conditions to another sentence S', which is identical to S except that X i  
bv Y, 

An example of a pair of cognitive synonyms is fiddle and z.iold 
are incapable of yielding sentences with different truth-conditi 
instance, He plajls the tjlolzn e'er)! well entails and is entailed by 
the fiddle rely well. 

4,' 4 HY pony 
T h e  lexical relation corresponding to the inclusion of 

in another is hyponymy Defining hyponymy is less straightforw 
defining cognitive synonymy. For reasons which will become 
in due course, it is necessary to restrict the type of sentence use 
definition. Ide ally one would like able 

, & 

to give gener a1 

tion of suitable sentence types; unfortunately this is not at present p 
What we shall do instead is to restrict the definition to one selected s 
tvpe which happens to work, namely, that represented by th 
A I S  f('.), where fGX) is an indefinite expression, and represents t 
mum syntactic elaboration of a lexical item X for it to function as a 
ment of the verb to be1 X will be said to be a hyponyrn of 
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token, Y a superordinate of X) if A is f(X) entails but 

is i.s a DOG unilaterally entails This zs an AZTIMAL 
at i,s a STALLIOAT That i.s a HORSE 
is r,s a SCARLETflower Th2.s i .s  a RED flower 
i s  a man who MURDERED He z.s a man who KILLED 

.someone 

h sentences not of the form A 2,s f(A) it is often the case that 
containing a hyponym unilaterally entails a parallel sentence 
entical in all respects except that it contains a superormdinate 

Bill unilaterally entails,yohrz hzt Bzll 
e woye scarlet shoes unilaterally entails She wore red .shoe.s 

unilateral entailment between two sentences differing only 
Iers of a particular syntactic slot is often an 

us relation between the lexical units. However, 
d varied exceptions to both these general tendencies render 

able to frame a more general definition of hvponvmy along 
In the following sentences, for instance, the entailment (uni- 
ch case) is in the 'wrong' direction (i.e. from superordinate 

It'.s tzot red entails It's not scarlet 
All n~ztnzal.~ are forbzden entailsrlll dogs are forbiu'drfl 
I alwa,y.s avozd the I-ed oztes entails I nlwa,y.s avozd the scadet 

M,ithout the ~ e d  ones there W Z I I  stdl be too many entails I4Tithoztt 
the scarlet orzes there wzll .still be too many 

I f  it 2 s  red, zt wzll be rejected entails I f  zt z s  scarlet, it wzll 

sible to formulate rules for predicting the direction of entailment 
e, if the hyponym and superordinate fall within 
r a universal quantifier (e.g. all, eceTy, each), 

form part of a conditional clause or other expression of con- 
then the direction of entailment will be reversed,, However, there 

tance, the three factors mentioned interact with 
er, so that if any two are simultaneously applicable, the entailment 

e 'normal' direction, i .  e. from hyponym to superordinate, In  I ,  
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2en all three factors apply, entailment is once again reversed: 

4. If not all vehicles are forbzdden, I shall go entails 
t a ~ s  aye fo?bzddelz, I shall go 

(Some readers may find this last example difficult to consti 
it this way: if it is the case that an incomplete embargo on 
result in my going, then anything that entails an incomplete 
vehicles will result in my going; an incomplete embargo on 

d .2 - - 
incomplete embargo on vehicles, so an incomplete embar 

will result in my going, ) These regularities follow from eleme 
principles However, while the logical principles are straightf 
application to natural language is not quite so straightforwa 
the crucial factorms - negatives, conditionality, etc. - may not 
expressed. Consider, for instance, the different entailment r 

nd 6, and in 7 and 8 : 

5. It i s  rmporta?zt to acoid red socks entails It 2,s unport 
avozd scarlet socks 

6 i t  is important to buy red socks does not entail i t  i s  i 
to busy scarlet socks 

7 .  Flowers are prohib~ted entails Daudehous a?eprohi 
8 Flowers make an acceptable present does not entail 

Dande1zon.s make an acceptable pre,sent 

There are no overt elements in these sentences to explain the 
presumably, however, 5 and 7 contain implicit universal quanti 

These are not the only problems. In  another class of instances, 
and superordinate in parallel positions yield no entailment at all. 



sca~-let does not entaii It ttirr~zed red, since the referent 
een some other shade of red to begin with; nor, obviousl\, 

e hold., For somew hat different reasons in each 
ot entailment between I chose the fii..st ID.SP 012 the Z ~ s t  and 

,t f lowe~ 012 the Z I S  t , nor between . I Iar~f  was dt,sapporrlted 
.w and ilIat:~j was dzsappozrzted to 1,ecetz.e a flower, (perhaps 

an orchid?), 
can occur between sentences differing onlv in respect of 
rs of a particular syntactic slot even when the lexical items 
not related by hyponyrny This introduces further complica- 

ask of providing 1 acc elations etween 
d entailment ; 9 provides an example : 

boil is ort 70h1.z'~ elbow entails The boll z s  o~z,~ohrz's a?-in 

ar by now that the relations between hyponvrny ., . and entail- 
e complex; however, the definition of hvponvmv , .. adopted 

ses these problems, so we shall pursue them no further. 
other diagnostic tests for hyponymy which are either. discrimi- 
sufficiently general, or general but insufficiently discrimina- 

nstance, a hvponym is often cognitively equivalent to a 
svnt . 3  The 

between queen and female monarch, and krttelr and youtzg t a t ,  
, establishes qzseezz as a hyponyrn of n?orza~ch, and kztten as 
f cat. Where such equivalences can be found, they constitute 
proof of hyponymy. However, by no means all hyponyms 
lation of cognitive equivalence with an expression containing 

e. There is, for example, no possible sytltagll~atic modifica- 
1 which would render it cognitively equivalent to dop (or 

ously related lexical items occur normally, in the appropriate 
ressions such as the following :' 

ogs and other animals 
here's no flower more beautiful than a rose. 
e likes all fruit except bananas. 
he reads books all day - mostly novels. 

t to frame a definition along these lines, however, would run 
ause, although such a definition could be made fairly general, 
discriminate sharply enough to provide a guarantee of hypo- 
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dogs and other pets 
snakes and other poisonous creatures 
There's no weapon as versatile as a knife. 

None of the above expressions contain lexical items related b 
according to our definitions: ? A dog i s  necessarily a pet, 
neces.sanZy a poz.so~zozc.s u e a t u l e ,  ?A knlfe I S  ~zeces.sa?*~Zy a 

It might be thought that it should be possible to characterise 
in terms of contextual normality A hyponym, being more spec1 
than its superordinates, might be expected as a result to be mar 
in respect of its lexical companions; and thus the normal c 
hvponym might reasonably be expected to constitute a sub-set 
contexts of a superordinate,. By and large, this is true; for 
lexical clash in ? The ca t  barked is removed when cat is repla 
superordinate alrzmal But it is not invariably the case, whit 
impracticable to define hyponymy in this way, unless the ex 
the general tendency can be characterised precisely. Unfortun 
not clear how to characterise those contexts, like the following 
a hyponym can be more normal than one of its superordinates: 

Prime ministers who are women are rare. 
? Prime ministers who are human beings are rare. 

4.5 Compatibility 
T h e  lexical relation which corresponds to over la 

classes will be given the name kompatibility. T h e  defining cha 
of compatibles (lexical items related by compatibility) are two. 
is that there are no systematic entailments between sentences 
only in respect of compatibles in parallel syntactic position 
instance, if X and Y are compatibles, then 4 is f(A) and A z 

are logically independent of A i s  fv) and A i s  not f(Y). T h '  
on its own does not guarantee any but the most tenuous relati 
since, for instance, hamZe,ss is compatible with heavy, and rare 
T h e  second defining characteristic of compatibility guarantee 
relationship of sense: it is that a pair of compatibles must have a 
superordinate. Compatibles, therefore, have some semantic trait 
mon, but differ in respect of traits that do not clash. T h e  re1 
is exemplified by dog and pet, They both fall under the supe 
animal (in the sense of "creature") ; and it's a dog and it's n 
have no necessary links with it',s a pet and it's not a pet,  Anot 
of compatibles is husband and pobceman; both belong to the 
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, and A~thur  i,s / z s  not a husband and Arthur t,r / is  ?lot a 
, ~ ~ ~ i c a I I v  independent 

atibility can be distinguished: ?strict compati- 
*tingent compatibility. X and Y are strict compatibles if 

east one shared hyponvm or hyponvmous expression which 
the case of .sfzake and poz.sonou.s 

a snake entails neither It's a p0zsonou.s c?eatu?v nor It's 
a poz.so?tous crecrture is logicallv 

e.  S~zake and poisonous creatzwe are strict com- 
use adder and c o b ~ a ,  for instance, are hvponyrnous to both; 
these species are independently characterisable - that is, thev 

lished solely on the basis of venomousness.. (Adders and cobras 
mrse,  necessarily venomous, only canonically so, since any 

nake mav have had its venom extracted,.) Contingent compati- 
re common It  is exemplified bv dog and pet: everv dog is, in 
ptent ia l  p e t  There is no independently character isable sub- 
for which being a pet is a necessary or canonical trait (lap-dogs 

t ,  because they cannot be distinguished without invoking the 
c of pet-hood); nor are there distinguishable sub-types of pet 
anonically or necessarily dogs (except, of course, lap-dogs, 

ther, and for parallel reasons). 

he sense relation which is analogous to the relation between 
common is incompatibility, Two lexical 

Y are incompatibles if a sentence of the form A z.s f(X) can 
ich entails a parallel sentence of the formil  is not fw) :8 

It',s a carnation entails It's not a rose 
John Z.S the one who is walkzng entails%hn i s  not the one who 

John is near the buzldzrzg entails yoha is izot in the buildzng 

certain parallels between incompatibility and compatibility. Like 
ere' incompatibility is of relatively little interest: 
ano are incompatibles is not specially informative. 

a special significance attaches to sets of incompatibles (as well 
atibles) which fall under a single superordinate : 

animal: cat ,  dog, Zzon , elephant, aardvark, etc. 



Declarative sentences identical except for different incornpati 
parallel syntactic positions (besides those used in the test) ar 
in a contrary relationship: if I cycled to work is true, thetl 
work is false, but if I cycled to work is false, then I walked 
be either true or false. However, the relationship between in 
and contrariety in natural sentences, like the relations 
hyponymy and entailment, is by no means straightforwar 
expected contrariety does not always appear. For instance, tI 

I met Mary today does not entail the falsity of I met Ma1-y 
although yesterday and today are incompatibles. However, 
true, they obviously refer to different occasions of meeting Ma 
occasion of meeting cannot be both yesterday end today. T 
relation will therefore show up in a sentential context that s 
at least implies, that a single event is being referred to, suc 
met Maq)  once, and that was t ~ d a , y / ~ e . s t e r d a ~  or (somewhat I 
ingly) It was toda,y/yesterda3~ that I met il.la~y. Another ex 
bought some apples, which does not stand in a contrary relati 
I bought .some pear.s, In  this case, both sentences can be t 
their necessarily referring to separate events: one may pur 
and pears simultaneously. Contrariety will only appear here if it 
that apples (or pears) constituted the whole of the purchase: A 
were some apples/pears , Colour terms present a particular pro 
speakers would agree, 1 think, that filar), wore a red d1"es.s 
wore a blue dyes s were contraries (assuming, of course, that 
to the same occasion, and that Mary, as would be normal, 
one dress at a time); the colour terms refer to the predomin 
of the dress, and there can be only one predominant colour. 
terms frequently qualify only part of the object their head nou 
further more, different colour terms may typically apply to diffe 
so that, for. instance, Mavy '.s eyes are blue and Ma?:y's 4ye.s a 
not contraries (N.B.. there is no lexical ambiguity in these s 
Clearly, to yield contrary sentences, a pair of colour terms 
to the same area of uniform colour; but it is far from obvio 
devise linguistic contexts which will guarantee this. 

Like hyponymy, incompatibility features as a typical syntag 
tion between constituent lexical items of certain common loc 
give one example, items in a coordinated list are typically inco 
and gross deviations from this lead to abnormality: - 

I like mangoes and bananas. 
? I like fruit and bananas.. 



ongruence variants 
e have seen how the primary relations of congruence are 
concepts of congruence can also be applied, secondarily, 

a1 relations. This  works as follows. Suppose some lexical 
s in a lexical relation R to another lexical unit Y. (R must 
tion other than one of the primary congr8uence relations.) 
rrence of X stands in the rmelation R to Y, and every occur8r8ence 
in the relation R (or its converse, if R is asymmetric) to 
all say that X is a fcongruent R of Y :  

R 

urrence of X stands in the relation R to Y, but there arme 
of Y which do not stand in the relation R to X,  then we 

t X is a ?hypo-R of Y, and Y a tsuper-R of X : 

the relation R to Y ,  and 
not all, occurrences of Y stand in the relation R to X,  then 

y that X and Y are tsemi-Rs : 

viously, if no occurrences of X stand in the relation R to Y. then X 
counterpart among con- 

of the three congruence 
doctor is a hypo-converse 

t ,  and pattent a super -converse of doctor, because, for instance, 



dentists also have patients; index is a semi-meronym of bo 
there are books without indexes, and indexes which are not Dar 

4,, 8 Partial relations 
In  this and the three following sections a number 

concepts will be introduced which are applicable to all. 
most, paradigmatic lexical relations Thev represent modifi 

various sorts of the straightforward relations, which general 
them in some way imperfect, limited, or attenuated We shall 
partial relations l o  These are relations which hold between le 
whose syntactic distributions only partiallv coincide (The patt 
incidence could, of course, be described in terms of the cong 
tions introduced earlier; but no labels will be offered here e 

when conpruence is ~ e r f e c t .  the relation will be described nc 

an example of a pair of partial synonyms, consider f i ~ i s h  an 
(in the usual sense, not the specific legal sense of "fulfil all legs 
ments", as in house-buying, etc.). There are two principal synta 
ences between these two verbs: first, finish can occur withou 
direct object, as in H a r e  ,you finished?, whereas co~?zplete in t 
sense requires an overt direct object; second, finzsh can take 
complement, as in I've fi~zzrhed eatrlrg, but cor~zplete cannot (* 
pleted readzng). There is no evidence that I'cefi~zzshed, I '~~efini.s 
and I'rje fimshed my meal involve different senses of fi??zsh,  SO 

say that complete is a cognitive synonym of fi~zzsh in only a s 
the grammatical occurrences of the latter. I t  is important for. the 
of partial relations that the occurrences in unshared syntactic envi 
should not be distinct senses. (This is not alwavs easy to det 
Consider the case of hzde and conceal I n  the presence of an ov 
object, hrde and co?zceal are cognitive synonyms - yohbhn hid t 
is equivalent to John co~zcealed the mone,y - but hzde is not re 
by conceal in, for instance, Go a n d  hzdef In  this case there 
and recurrent difference of meaning between transitive and in 
occurrences of hzde, and it is therefore more satisfactory to speak 
which is a full cognitive synonym of conceal, and a separate item h 

A subtle, but fortunately uncommon, problem arises with certai 
items; it is exemplified by almost andp~cxctzcally . These two are co 
svnonvmous over a wide range of contexts: 

Ioa. I've almost finished,, 
b ,  I've practically finished. 
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4, I o Pseudo-relations 
?Pseudo-relations occur when lexical items which d 

fact, stand in a particular relation mimic, as it were, one or mo 
contextual characteristics of that relation under special circumstan 
phenomenon will be illustrated using pseudo-synonymy, although 
relations are not in principle limited to synonymy We have alrea 
that two sentences differing only in respect of cognitive synonyms 
ing parallel syntactic positions are in general logically equivalent. H 
logical equivalence between two sentences differing only in respect 
items occupying a particular syntactic position does not guaran 
the lexical items in question are cognitive synonyms - they m 
be pseudo-synonyms. T h e  following examples illustrate a ra 
possibilities : 

13a. Arthur picked a green disc from this box in which all an 
the green discs are smooth, 

b. Arthur picked a smooth disc from this box in which all 
only the green discs are smooth. 

14a. This triangle has three equal angles. 
b. This  triangle has three equal sides. 

I ga. We are working for a greater understanding between the 
parties, 

b, We are working for a better understanding between the 
16a. This  horse has just given birmth to a foal. 

b. This mare has just given birth to a foal. 

T h e  relations represented here vary in their semantic signi 
Obviously the equivalence in I 3 is the least interesting : the logical re 
ship between smooth and green is restricted to the ver8y specific a 
hoc conditions spelt out within the sentence itself. I t  tells us nothin 
cerning the meanings of smooth and green except, perhaps, that th 
(merely) compatible. T h e  relationship in 14 is more substantial, an 
out of eternal and ineluctable properties of tr~iangles. Nevertheless, i 
of the logical equivalence between the sentences, they state different t 
and angle and side retain their distinct semantic identity: This tn' 
has three equal acute angles ; ? Thzs tmngle  has three equal acute 
In  16, however (and perhaps in r 5, too), it is possible to argue no 
that the two sentences can be used to make identical statements, but 
specificallv that horse and maye make effectively the same semantic c 
bution to their respective sentences. This is because the additional se 
traits normally carried by mare are already infer able from the rest 0 
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and are to that degree superfluous. I t  could thus be claimed 
horse were effectively synonymous in this context. In  one 

, is true, but it is misleading Horse and n2al.e in 16a and b 
resent a genuine but contextually restricted form of synonymy: 
nti , and can easily be made manifest. Cofi- 

s that semanticists usuaIly deal with, but are often less stringently 
, Whereas linguists normally frame definitions of lexical relations 
s of criteria1 or canonical traits, natural language is very often satis- 

th ex~ec ted  traits, A lexical relation defined in terms of expectation 
1 

han necessity will be called a tpara-relation. 
typical para-relations are para-hyponymy and para-incompatibility. 

peaking, these are both varieties of compatibility. Para-hyponymy 
lified by dog and pet. T h e  but-test reveals that the relationship 
these two is 'expected': 

It's a dog, but it's a pet. (expressive paradox) 
It's a dog, but it's not a pet. (normal) 

es not, however, discriminate between para-hvponymy and para- 
my. T h e  former can be diagnosed by the  above but-test pattern 
r with a unique order of occurrence of the related lexical items 

dogs and other pets 
? pets and other dogs 

ncompatibilitv is exemplified b\- srtrlie?at and bnuk-mnl?age~ ; it 
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involves a negative expectation, so the but-test pattern is cornp] 
to that of para-hyponymy : 

He's a student, but he's aIso a bank manager, (norma 
He's a student, but he's not a bank manager (redun 

Para-incompatibles are not normal inXs a n d  other Ys : 

? Students and other bank managers 

Unlike para-hyponyms, however, they are normal in coordinated 

T h e  people I hate most are: students, bank managers, 
? I like dogs, pets, . . . 

4. I 2 Syntagmatic relations of meaning between lexica 
I n  one sense, every word in a sentence interacts sem 

with every other word, and also with words in neighbouring sen 
But we must distinguish between a tvpe of interaction which is 
regulated by the syntactic structure of the sentence, and a more 
type of interaction, not dependent on syntax, but merely on di 
propinquity, Consider sentences 18 and 19 : 

18,. ? T h e  Ruritanian ambassador delivered a jolly strong p 
concerning the recent violation of his country's sovereig 

19, ? Johnny, darling, wouldn't you like some additional bu 
on your toast? 

Both of these sentences exemplify lexical dissonance (i.e. a semanti 
involving two or more lexical items in the same sentence (or disc 
In  both sentences, one lexical item clashes in respect of register 
the prevailing character established by the majority of lexical i 
the sentence. In  18, jolly, being informal, clashes with the formalit 
lished by such items as nmbas.sador, delize?, concerntug, violatzo 
soverezgnty ; in 19 the technical-sounding additronal is dissonant wi 
prevailing informality established by such items as yohnny and 
Notice that none of the items with which the dissonant word clash 
sharply have any direct grammatical relation to i t  Furthermore, in 
case is there any clash between the dissonant word and its closest syn 
companion; thus, jolly and strong go perfectly happily together : 

20. Gosh! This  coffee's jolly strong, Samantha! 

as do additional and butter: 
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Additional butter. in the diet would probably prove beneficial. 

which involve this sort of meaning" are not usually 
through the syntactic structure, hence there is no syntactic 

to any lexical dissonance which may arise T h e  effect of what 

oosely described as 'contextual relevance' is likewise largely inde- 
of gammatical control. For instance, in 22, A's mention of cheque, 
ling a financial setting, clearly influences our most likely choice 

for bank in B's utterance: 

, A: I need to cash a cheque. 
B:  You'd better make straight for the bank, otherwise you'll 

not be forgotten, of course, that contextual relevance goes beyond 
linguistic context and embraces the whole context of situation., 
likely interpretation of bank could well be different if A and 

n a boat in the middle of a river.) 
trast the infelicities of 18 and 19 with those of 23 and 24: 

. ? T h e  Rur itaniarz ambassador delivered a highly strong protest 
concerning the recent violation of his country's sovereignty. 

. ? Don't use that rancid fish-paste in your sandwiches., 

of these, the lexical clash occurs between elements locked in an 
e grammatical relationship; in both sentences the clash can be 

appropriately replacing either of the elements involved : 

a. T h e  Ruritanian ambassador delivered a highly emotional 

h. T h e  Ruritanian ambassador delivered an extremely strong 

a. Don't use that mouldy fish-paste in your sandwiches. 
b, Don't use that rancid butter in your sandwiches,, 

nificance of the lexical clash thus does not extend beyond the con- 
the grammatical construction in which the lexical units occur. 
matically controlled interactions follow strict rules. Consider the 

cars crash violently. 

ammatical relations between the elements of this sentence can be 
yed by means of a labelled trmee-diagram: 
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Sentence 
/ \ 
/ \ 

Noun phrase Verb 

Extr ernelv fast c a ~  s crash 

This shows, for instance, that the element most closely related toe 
is fast: these two are co-constituents of the adjective phrase cons 
Extremely has no direct grammatical relations with any other 
the sentence. However, the whole adjective phrase extremely 
co-constituent with c a n  of the noun phrase extremely fast cars; 
latter joins the verb phrase crash vzolently to form the highest constr 
the sentence, T h e  grammatical structure of the sentence is thus 
of nested constructions forming a hierarchy. T h e  structure show 
4, I can be established on the basis of general syntactic criteria. For i 
one of the signs that extvemely and fast are united in a grammati 
struction is the fact that the sequence extremely fast can be rep1 
a single element, say, old, which has the same relationship to c 
does extremely , fast ; furthermore, this substitution causes no gra 
change in the rest of the sentence.14 (The process of substituting 
element for a sequence within a constant grammatical frame is 
as reduction.) SimiIarly, old cars can be reduced to they, and 
vzolent(y to dzsappeared (the sentence as a whole is not reducibl 
is this pattern of syntactic relationships which governs one type of se 
interaction. 

Suppose we start with extremely. This engages directly with fa 

sister constituent, but only indirectly with cars, crash, or v2olent 
can produce a semantic clash by substituting hzghly for extremely 
restore normality by replacing fast with danget/ous. The  normal 
Highly dangerous c a n  crash vzolentZy in comparison with ? Hzghl 
cars cl-ash czolentZy shows that the mis-match in the latter is bet 
hzghZy and fust, not hzghly and cars, or hzghZy and cva,sh, etc. Mo 
now to the next stage of interaction, between extremely fast and c 
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extyeme(y and fast do not have the same status. Extt.erneZy 
no further direct interaction - it exerts its semantic influence 
only 'through' fa,st; it is fast that directly interacts with cars. 
wn by the fact that while it is possible to produce a semantic 

the noun phrase which can only be resolved by replacing 
or the noun (? extvenzely fast wines, extl-emely fast runners, 

potent wines), it is impossible to produce a clash which can 
o]ved by replacing either the intensifier or the noun. T h e  element 

truction which interacts directly with an element or elements 
e construction may be called the ?semantic head of the construc- 
$1 is thus the semantic head of extremely fa,st. Arguing along 
s it is not difficult to show that cavs is the semantic head of 
fast c a a  ; to resolve the clash in ?Extremely fast cars euaporate 

e &anging extremely or fa,st - we must replace cars or eeaporate : 
fast cars dzszntegrate or Extrenzely fast solcerzts evaporate. 

ar reasons, cra.sh is the semantic head of crash zrole~ztly. The 
equally the semantic head in a verb-object construction. For 
, the mis-match in ? The waves repaired the l o y r y  is between wazes 
'red: it cannot be resolved by changing lowy, but can be resolved 
'ng either waves or repaired : 

The waves overturned the lorry. 
John repaired the lorry, 

s thus no direct semantic interaction between the subject and direct 
of a sentence - or, to put it another way, there is no combination 
ject and object which is inherently dissonant. I t  is not possible, 
his technique, to discover which is the semantic head in the highest 

ruction in a simple sentence, that is to say, the subject-predicate 
uction. This  is because grammatical control of semantic interaction 
ot, in general, extend beyond the sentence. In syntactic theory, 

rb is often taken to be the head of the sentence,'" but for our purposes, 
hall see, there are reasons for casting the subject in this role. 

antic co-occurrence restrictions are in principle bi-directional: that 
o constituents of a constr'uction will each exert semantic selective 

ure on the set of potential ( i . e ,  grammatically appropriate) fillers 
e syntactic slot occupied by the other. (For instance, in a steep ba~zk 

is mutual selection of senses.) However, grammatically controlled 
currence restrictions also have directional properties. T o  describe 
, it is necessary first to make a distinction between head-modifier 

tructions and head-complement c ~ n s t r u c t i o n s . ~ ~  A head-modifier 
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construction is typically endocentric; that is to say, the hea 
play a grammatical role in the sentence identical to that of th 
str.uction : 

We drank RED WINE We drank WINE 

Arthur. SLEPT SOUNDLY AT thur SLEPT 

She is VERY TALL She is TALL 

There are no head-modifier constructions whose modifiers ar 
in the sense that the construction would be ungrammatical wit 
nor are there any head-modifier constructions whose modifiers, 
become latent.18 A head-complement construction, on the 0 
is typically not reducible syntactically to the head alone: the co 
may be obligatory, like the cat in Arthur stroked the cat; or, if 
sible, it may be latent, like the direct object in, John i s  watching. 

Grammatically controlled semantic co-occur rence restr i d o n  
two different sorts of directional property, and these interact d 
in head-modifier and head-complement constructions~. First of 
generally possible to specify a +selector and a tselectee19 in a con 
in which co-occur'rence restrictions are operating I n  a head-mo 
struction, the modifier is the selector, but in a head-complement 
tion it is the head which is the selector. Selectors may generally be i 
by the fact that they presuppose one or more semantic traits of t 
teesZo So, for instance, pvegflant in a pregnant presupposes 
selectee (in this case, the head of the construction) bears the 
trait "female". Likewise, the verb drink in a verb-object cons 
is the selector since it presupposes that its direct object bears 
"liquid"., Thus,  on their most probable readings, His cou,sin is p 
H2s cou.szn zstz't p~egnaizt and I.s h2.s cou.szn pregnant? will all 
to contain a reference to a female cousin; and an addressee, on 
Drink it , / ,  Dzd you d1212k it? or A r t h u ~  drank zt will look for the 
of zt among liquids. Selectees, in general, do not presuppose t 
their selectors; in Arthur's (ad],,) szster, or Arthur (zerb) rum, 
positive can be stated about the semantic nature of normal filler 
semantic slots : 

Arthur's pregnant/tall/pretty/diabetic sister 
Arthur dr inks/sells/abhor s/wastes rum ., 

T h e  most that can be said is that they must have selectional rest 
which are satisfied by the selectee,, 

T h e  second directional property involves the relationship betw 
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struction and any dependent item or items., Generally speak- 
dent item is expected to bring to a construction semantic 
adg prefigured in the head; if the dependent item contributes 
the resulting combination is pleonastic.21 Under such cir cum- 

that the head encapsulates the meaning of the dependent 
r the noun phrase ? a male uncle: the tr~ait "male" is 
uncle ; male contributes nothing new, so the combination 

. T h e  pleonasm can be cured by making the dependent item 
c so that it makes a net semantic contribution to the phrase: 

uncle (notice that adding specificity to the head has no 
y male maternal uncle). Similarly, in the pleonastic ? Arthur 

the trait "liquid" is contained in the verb, and the direct 
nothing new. Again, it is the dependent item which must 

itional traits if pleonasm is to be avoided: Arthur drinks beer 

0 sorts of directional property described above work in opposite 
in head-modifier constructions, but in par allel in head-comple- 

ons, Consider, first, constructions of the head-modifier 
the modifier is the selector, and hence presupposes certain 

e head. But a head is not required to carry traits not presupposed 
endants, so when the head of a construction exactly duplicates 
pposed traits of a dependent selector ( i e  when the meaning 

ad is fully predictable from the dependant), the result is perfectlv 
a p~egnant feniale (animal). Furthermore, as we have seen, if 
is non-specific with respect to the presupposed traits of the select- 

hese traits are, as it were, transferred to the head: m y p ~ e ~ q -  
hour /cou,szn l f i -~end,  2' In head-complement co~ls~ructions, on 

, the situation is different,. There it is the head which is 
tor, and, besides presupposing certain traits, also behaves as if 
its were encapsulated. The effect is that if the selectee possesses 
e traits which are predictable from the selector, then the combina- 
eonastic: ? Arthu?. drzuks liqe~zds. T h e  same is true if the selectee 
complement) is non-specific with regard to the presupposed traits 

? Arthu~, dl;zuks  sub.^ tames. ( I f ,  however., the complement 
ite expression, pleonasm does not arise, and traits presupposed 
ad are transferred to it : A~,. th~[r  dl,n~zk the sub,s tntrce / ~ t  .) 

subject-predicate construction is not precisely equivalent either 
ad-modifier construction or to a head-complement construction, 
actic theory it is usual to regard the verb as the head, and the 
as dependent; but the purely semantic evidence suggests that the 
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subiect has certain of the chzracteristics of a head. T h e  me 
(simple) sente~lce is qualitati\~el! different from that of any 
stituents - it is capable of saying something that can stand on 
a message. T h e  sentence does not appear to have a semantic 
that is to say, there is no evidence of privileged status for eith 
or predicate in respect of semantic relations between sentences. 
the predicate displavs at least one of the characteristics of a sema 
dant, and that is that it is expected to bring to the constr.uctio 
traits not encapsulated in the subject; furthermore, in cases of 
it is the predicate whose specificit\ rnust be irlcreased to achieve n 

? T h e  speaker is speaking. 2' 
T h e  speaker is speaking French. 
? T h e  tall speaker is speaking, 

Also, the predicate is the selector; it further resembles a mod; 
when its presuppositions are just matched, the result is not pleon 

A dog barked. 

A set of svntagmatic relations can be based on the results 
grammatically appropriate lexical units tog-ether in a constructi 
lexical units standing in a particular syntagmatic relation to anot 
unit are, of course, specific to particular constructions, or sets of 
t i ons )  If the combination is normal, we shall say that the lex 
involved are tphilonyrns; if the combination is pleonastic, we s 
of head and ttautonyrn; if dissonance results, the lexical uni 
labelled txen~nyrns.~~ T h e  relations philonymy, tautonymy an 
nymy are connected in a systematic way with paradigmatic rela 
with presuppositions and encapsulations. 

T h e  sorts of correlatior~ which exist can be illustrated by c 
presuppositions Take, first, the presuppositions of the head o 
complement construction with respect to its complement T h e  
of a complement exactly matches the presuppositions of its he 
following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) I t  is a tautonym of the headZ6 

(ii)  All its superor dinates are tautonymous 

(iii) All its compatibles and incompatibles are xenenyms. 

(iv) All its hvponyms are philonyms. 

Thus ,  in the case of drtnk, hquid satisfies these conditions: superor 



taflce, or Puzd (in the scientific sense which includes gases) 
s. incompatibles, such as sohds, are xenonvms; and all hvpo- 

=atel*, e t c  - are p h i l ~ n p r n s ~ ~ '  T h e  presuppositions of a 
be $npointed in this wav, because a head which exactlv 

hem does not yield pleonasm I n  such cases what we need 
is the most specific head all of whose incompatibles are xeno- 
is, a head such that, for anv hvponvm, at least one incompatible 

.d which is also a philonym of the modifier. Consider a preg- 
leafiv wofiza~z is a philonvm, but jts meaning does not preciselv 

resuppositions of pregtza?zt because it has incompatibles (e.g. 
which are also ~hilonvrns.. A~z~nzal is a philonvm all of whose 

of pl-eg~za~zt, either, because it has at least one 
us expression -female anznzal - all of whose incompatibles are 
. Female anzmal, on the other hand, comes close to satisfying 

28 

atic and paradigmatic relations of sense can be used to define 
dissonance,. Three such grades will be suggested (although it 
m e  in mind that the reality is a continuum) : these are tinappro- 
, $paradox and +incongruity. Inappropriateness is diagnosed 
that there exists a cognitive svnonvm of the selector for which 

ropriateness because replacing krck the bucket with its cognitive 
die removes the dissonance. Those presuppositions of a selector, 
not satisfied by the selectee, give rise to inappropriateness, will 
the collocational restrictions of the selector.z9 We shall speak 

x when (a) there is no possibility of resolving dissonance by 
us substitution, but (b) ther'e exists a (not too remote) super- 

of either xenonym which is a philonym of the other,. So, for 
, a male aunt is dissonant, but a superordinate of aunt, namely, 
is a philonym of male; in lZe fell upwards, feu may be replaced 
erordinate moved, which is not xenonymous; in A cat barked, 
cat with anzmal resolves the dissonance. I t  is characteristic of 

ity that there is no superordinate of either xenonym which can 
orrnality (except, perhaps, at the highest level of generality, such 
or entity, for nouns, or do somethi~zg far verbs). This is the 
, for instance, a lustful afix (a  lums~ful thing?). Those presupposi- 

a selector whose non-satisfaction leads to paradox or incongruity 
alled its selectional restrictions. j0 

casions, the results of combining two lexical units in a construction 
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are not what \vould be predicted on the basis of the principles 
above. T h e  most noteworthy cases are those which one would 
be pleonastic, but are not. Consider the following examples : 

Arthur murmured softly in Bertha's ear. 
Arthur rushed quickly to the door 
Arthur ambled slowly across the  la^. 
Arthur was shouting loudly. 

In  each of the above, one would intuitively say that the rneani 
adverb was encapsulated in the meaning of the verb. This judg 
supported by the paradoxical result of replacing the adverb by its a 

? Arthur murmured loudly in Bertha's ear. 
? Arthur rushed slowly to the door. 
? Arthur ambled quickly across the lawn. 
? Arthur was shouting softlyS8 

I t  seems that in these cases, instead of pleonasm, there is an intens 
of the adverbial notion (cf, very very good) ,. Something similar 
in a bad headache and a terrzbte catamstrophe; notice, howev 
? a bad catastrophe is pleonastic, which suggests that the depend 
must not be weaker than the notion encapsulated in the head, I t  
that this phenomenon requires the encapsulation by a head of a 
modifying notion,. 

In  another type of instance, we find apparent duplication of tra 
no discernible semantic effects. Consider the case of gnash the te 
purse the lips. T h e  predictability of the direct objects of gnash an 
is revealed by the pleonastic nature of 

? What Mary pursed were her lips., 
? What Arthur gnashed were his teeth, 

Why, then, are purse the Zzps and gnash the teeth not pleonasti 
answer may quite simply be that semantically redundant depend 
ments may occur without the penalty of abnormality provided t 
syntactically obligatory, as are the direct objects of gnash andpurse 
like these should be distinguished from a superficially parallel set o 
such as .shrug the shoulde~s and pout the Zips. I n  a sense, the m 
of the objects is encapsulated in the verb here, too, and so we 
expect the expressions to be pleonastic. But there is a difference: the 
in these expressions is omissible. However, the omission of the 
has a subtle semantic consequence. Shrug and pout in Arthur pout 
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ugged refer to a gesture used as a con\~entional signal; Arthur 
lips and CeZia shlugged her shoulders, however, are non-commit- 

whether a signal was intended, and indicate merely that  a  certain 
t Mias performed. In  other words, the precise sense of pout, 
d probably also mod, stamp, wave) depends on whether or not 

,t object is present. T h a t  being so, the direct object cannot be 
e totally redundant. 

Notes 

I See llililler and Johnson-Laird (1976: 241-2) 
2 H ? ~ o I ! ~ M z  and supero~.dznate were first used to denote the terms in this relation- 

ship by Lyons (1963: 69-71) See also Lyons (1968: 453-5 and 1977: 291-5), 
It is also possible to define hyponymy in terms of the normality of sentences 
of the form f@;j 2 s  ?~ecessa~i l j~  f o ) ,  with the same conditions as before on 
the nature of f (X) and f(Y): X is a hyponpm of Y if f(X] i s  necesra~-zi~~ fo) 
is normal, but f03 I S  necessa~ i l~~  f (k)  is not (the latter condition is to exclude 
svnonyms) Thus, A dog is ~7e~e.ssar.z/y a?? anznzal is normal, but A n  anlnznl 
is  n e c e s s n ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  a dog is not Items not related hyponymousiy do not satisfy 
this definition : 

A cat is necessarily a dog (abnormal) 
A dog is necessarily a cat (abnormal) 

3 See Lyons (1977: ~ 9 3 ) ~  

4 This point is further elaborated in 6 2 

5 ,  See Hoenigswald (1965 : 191-6) 

6 This is not strictly a lexical item, but it will serve to illustrate the point (the 
semantic relationship is not restricted to single lexical units) 

7 This term, too, originated with Lyons (1963 : 59-61). 
8 Defined in this way, incompatibility includes all varieties of oppositeness How- 

ever, in this book opposites will be treated independently (chapters 9-1 I )  

and, unless otherwise indicated, zn~ompatzbtlzty ivill normally be used to refer 
to contrasts which are not inherently binary (see I I ,  6 for inherent and con- 
tingent binarity) 

9 Fox rneronyms, see chapter 7; far converses, see 10 6 

ro Not related to Lyor~s'spurt~al.syizo~z,ywz,y (1981 : 50-5), 

1 1, See Lyons (197'7 : 299) 

Syntagmatic lexical relations have been discussed by Continental (especially German) 
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structural semanticists under the heading of 'lexical solidarities' (see es 
(1967, 1968, 1 ~ 7 6 ) )  Anglophone linguists typically speak of 'selection 
(see, for instance, Leech (1974: 141-6) and Lehrer (1974: 54)) SeIectio 
first introduced by Chomsky (1965) for purely syntactic purposes, 
to much theoretical discussion: for a comprehensice overview see Kastov 

12 For the semantic significance of register see 1 2  2 

I 3 I t  is specifically 'expressive' and 'e~oked'  meaning M hose svntag 
is not controlled b? grammar. These notions are discussed in Iz 

14 See also Allerton (19'79: ch 6) For s).ntactic control of sernan 
see also Katz and F'odor ( ~ 9 6 3 )  

15 Cf the discussion of depundenc~ relations in lLiatthews ( 1 9 8 ~  : 
thews speaks of the 'controller' of a construction ) 

16, For sjntactic arguments concerning the dependent nature of th 
Rlatthews (x981: 100-5) 

1'7,  Set nlatrhews on 'Complementation and modification' (1981 : 147- 
18 For latent elements, see hlatthews (1981 : 125) These are identi 

Xllcrton calls 'contextuaIl\r deIcted' elements (19 75)  Latent elements 
which arc not overtl? present in an utterancc, but which neccs 
into its interpretation Consider, first, Yohw 2s leadiirg I t  is ob\liou 
is reading SOR.IETI[ING, but it is not necessary for the hcarer to 
construe the missing information from contextual clues - it can be Ic 
fied Indeed, the speaker might not eben knom what it is that john 
The  direct object of rend  in yohiz I S  I I Y I C ~ I I I S .  is described b~ 411erton 
undergone 'indefinite deletion' Now consider ,yohi? 7s u a t c h z ~ l g ,  

4gain, John must be watching- S ~ M E T I I I N G ,  but in this case the 
expected to identify the specific targct of John's obser\,ationai acti 
hiatthews, the direct object of xatc/? is latent; for .Illexton, it has 
contextual deletion Contextuallv and indefinitel! deleted element 
be distinguished using a icrsion of the ident i t~ tcst: in Yohi7 I S  ieu& 
s o  E S  R111, therc is no implication that they are reading the same thin 
is characteristic of indefinite deletion; j?)i, l?~z r s  uatchzilg, a?rd.so r s  Ihll, 
is normal onlt if John and Bill are hatching the same thing- this is char 
of contextual deletion ( H k  our criteria, z~crrch in filhir 1 5  z ~ o t t  hrlrg - in 
with all definite expressions - beha\ es as if  it nere infinite11 ambiguo 
shall not pursue the implications of this here, except to point uut that am 
of this sort is not to be taken as el-idence of thc cxistcnce of an infinite 
of distinct senses ) 

19 These are called 'determining' and 'determined' elements in Ii. 
(1980b) 

2 0  There is nou an cxtensile technical literature on picsupposition, The i 
reader might consult, in the first place, Kcmpson (19'73) and Le~insc 
ch 4) Fur  examples of the use of presuppositions to account for le 
occurrence restrictions, see Biern isch ( I  q lob) ,  Lakoff (1971 ), Fillmore 
The  expression pr-esripposc~cf 1n~nr7rt1q is used here in a pre-theoretics 
(ci Ltons (197'7: 599)) to re fa  to senlantic traits (i e presuppositions) 
arc, as it \\ere, taken for granted in the usc of an exprcssion o r  wor 
not actuall\ asserted, denied, qucstioncd, or ivhatclcr, in the uttlt 
which the\ appear Particular presuppositions can bc regularlv and cha 
tical11 associated \\ith specific lexical items - hence their interest to 
instance, the l e rb  Ole presupposes that the referent of its grammatical 
is (or mas) l i \  ing Thus It ciieti, Ihd  ~t OZP? and It rficiiz't r/lcj all pres 
that ~t refcrs to an organism of some sort; that is to sal , someonc ea~esdr  
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a conversation in which any of these sentences occurred would be able 
to conclude with some confidence that it (barring metaphorical usage) referred 
to an organism, It  is this constancl of inferability, irtespectite of whether 
the sentence containing dle functions as a statement or question, etc , that 

the trait "animate" to count as a presupposition of die 
cf Kastovsky (rg80b: 89) 
For this use of en~npsz~latu see Lyons (19.77: 262) Gruber (19'76) speaks 
of 'lexical incorporation' 
~ f ,  Weinreich's 'transfer features' (1966: 459) 
Speakel. must be interpreted here as "person who is speaking". 
1 imagine these coinages will be transparent enough: phrloi7!,nr is based on 
the Greek phzlos ("friend, lover"); xenon\wz is from uetzos ("stranger, 
foreigner") ; tautofzztnz is intended to evoke tautolox~+ Strictlv speaking, these 
relationships do not hold between lexical itcms as such, but between lexical 
roots (in a particular sense) standing in a particular structural-semantic rela- 
tionship So, we not only have ?he clogs balked, but also the bar.king dogs 
and tlze bujkzn# of the tit~gs, ctc In these, the underlying structural-semantic 
relationship between c i o ~ ~  and ba1.k is the same (This sort of relationship is 
sometimes referred to as a 'deep case' relationship (see Fillmore 1968, 1971, 
19'77) or a 'semantic rolc' relationship (cf Xllerton r982: 41-z),) I-lalliday 
(1966) refers to a set of rclatcd words manifesting a constant set of selectional 
restrictions (such as S ~ I - O I I ~ ,  stleitgth, stt 'o~~g!',  stielzgthe?? and aigur ,  aigu~nc~nt,  
in a st~.ofz,q a).gu?r7erzt, the st~e~zgth of t h ~  ulglrnle~tf, Ilc. urgltvd strvrrgl?, and 
I irs  ai;runze?zt was srieafftht~tteci) as a 'formal scatter' 
There may, of course, be no single lexical unit functioning in this wa! ; but 
there is always at least a tautonymous expression, 
Some of these, e g  pettr~l,  will gite rise to the ~a r i e t ?  of abnormalit! to which 
we gave the name ~l~lplababt l i t~ ' ,  but none will git e rise to  dissonancc 
It is perhaps arguable that "maturi t~"  should be brought into the specification 
Inappropriateness (and hencu collocational restrictions) can bc generalised to  
any case in which dissonancc can be cured bt replacing an elcmcnt h) a cogniti\ c 
synonym This topic is discusscd furmthcr in 12 2 ,  

The  distinction made here bctwecn selcctional restrictions and collocational 
restrictions is referrmcd t o  in Bicrwjsch (rg7oh:  of ) as one bctwecn general 
and idiosvncratic restrictions Kastoksk! (1c18ob: 77) speaks of inherent and 
contextual semantic featur es 
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5 . 1  Introductory 
This  chapter deals with the two most formally corn 

of lexical configuration, namely, hierarchies and proportional 
the case of hierarchies only general formal characteristics are d 
specific types of hierarchy are treated in some detail in chapter 6 (t 
hierarchies), chapter 7 (part-whole hierarchies) and chapte 
branching hierarchies). Proportional series are dealt with in m 
detail as they do not appear anywhere else in the book Other 
configurations, which will not, however, be discussed here at an 
are doublets (exemplified by pairs of opposites - see chapters 
I I ) ,  and clusters, which are groupings of lexical items charac 
a lack of structure (some groups of synonyms appear to be of th 
- see chapter I 2) ., 

5.2 Hierarchies 
A hierarchy, which need not consist of lexical items, 

of elements related to one another in a character,istic way. Two s 
types of hierarchy may be distinguished: those which branch, an 
which. because of the nature of their constitutive relations, are not 
of branching. T h e  two possibilities are illustrated diagrammatic 
5.1(a) and ~ ( b ) :  

A P 

Figure 5 r 
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tinguish between hierarchies of the br,anching type which 
anifestations happen not to have branches, and hierarchies 

branch. Only the latter may be termed non-branching. Sup- 
tanist working on the taxonomy of the (hypothetical) Peruvian 

family (Vesicaliaceae) discovered that it contained only one 
alia, and that the genus had but one species, 1' pe~uvzensi.~. 

y of this family would then not have any branches. But it 
t count as a non-branching hierarchy; branching can be regarded 

1 feature of a taxonomic hierarchy. 
es are further sub-classified by the relations which structure 

e is thus more than one kind of branching hierarchy, and more 
ind of non-branching hierarchy. (Within each type, hierarchies 

istinguished by the elements they contain.) T h e  most fundamental 
1 relation of any hierarchy- without it there would be no hierarchy 

what we shall call the relation of dominance.' This is the 
relation - the one which connects A to B and C, B to D and 
to F and G in ~ ( a ) ,  and P to Q, Q to R and R to S in ~ ( b ) ,  
ormed hierarchy, the relation of dominance is constant through- 

ructure. A branching hierarchy requires, in addition, a trelation 
nce; this is the 'horizontal' relation, which holds, for instance, 
and C, D and E, and F and G in I (a) .. T h e  relation of difference, 

be constant throughout a well-formed hierarchy .2 

inimum requirement for a hierarchy is a set of interrelated ele- 
ructured by a suitable relation acting as a relation of dominance. 
perties are essential for the relation of dominance of a hierarchy. 
must be asymmetric ; that is to say, it must have a directional 
r. Suppose it is known that a certain element A stands in a relation 
cond element B. If R is an asymmetric relation, then it necessarily 
that B does not stand in the relation R to A (the relation of B 
that case is the converse of R) .  For instance, if A is longer than 

L L  ' it follows that B cannot be longer than A ;  hence, - 1s longer 
is an asymmetric relation. A symmetric relation, on the other 

< < holds simultaneously in both directions; - is similar to -" is a 
tric relation, so if A is similar to B, then it necessarily follows 
is similar to A. The  second indispensable property for the relation 
inance of a hierarchy is the capacity, in principle at least, to form 
itely long chains of elements. We shall describe a relation which 
is property as ?catenary An example of a non-catenary relation 
husband of -" (it is also asymmetric): if A is the husband of B, 
B cannot, in turn, be the husband of a third person C. Compare 
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thls with the catenarv relation "- father of -", which gen 
of indefinite length: A is the father of B,  who is the fathe 
is the father of D ,  etc. T h e  relation of dominance of a h 
equally we11 be transitive or intransitive A relation is said 
tive if' the fact that it holds between two elements A and 
between B and some third element C, guarantees that ~t hol 
A and C T h e  relation ('- is longer than -" is thus transiti 
if A is longer than B, and B is longer than C,  we can be s 
is longer than C. In  the case of an intransitive relation, on the 
the fact that it held between A and B,  and between B and 
entail that it did not hold between A and C. For instance, ' 

the father of B, and B the father of C, then A could not be 
of C; the relation "- father of -" is thus in t ran~i t ive .~  

A set of elements interrelated by an asymmetric, catenary 
is a hierarchy if, and only i f ,  it possesses the following properties: 

(i) There is one and only one element which stands in t 
R to a11 the other members of the set (if R is transitiv 
which stands either in the relation R or some higher p 
of R to all the other members of the set (if R is intrans~t 

(The 'higher powers' of an intransitive relation arise when there a 
of elements each related to the next by the relation in questi 
if A is the father of B ,  B of C, and C of D, then A stands in t 
power' of the relation 'I- father of -" to D.) It  can easily be s 
A in I (a) and P in I (b) fulfil this requirement (assuming, of cours 
the lines in the diagrams symbolise the relation of dominance). 
avoid reference to transitivity by saying that there must be one a 
one element which stands in some power of R to all the other 
of the set. In  this case, 'some power of R' must be taken to inc 
first power of R,  i.e. R itself. T h e  unique initial element in a h 
will be called the 'origin'. 

(ii) If A and B are two elements of the set which both stand i 
some power of R to a third element of the set C,  then eith 
A stands in some power of R to B,  or B stands in some po 
of R to A. 

I n  other words, any three such elements in a hierarchy must be 
of being arranged to form a continuous chain: 

A-R"-B-R"-C or B-Rm-A-Rn-C 
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0, is automatically satisfied by any non-br anching hier archv ; 
t ,ignificance, however, is in respect of branching hierarchies, 

s that the branches do not converge Consider the structure 
fig. 5.2 

seen that B and C both stand in the relation of dominance 
either stands in that relation to the other; hence, the structure 

rarchy, according to our definitionm6 
ching hierarchy requires a relation of dominance with a very 
property, namely, that of being, as we shall say, tdifferentiable. 
ferentiable, a relation must be capable of being directed along 

clusive pathways in an indefinite number of successive stages. 
s all possible relations of dominance are differentiable Consider 

on "- larger than -". This can serve as the relation of dominance 
branching hiermarchy : rnotlatain :hillock :rnourzd. I t  cannot, how- 
as the relation of dominance of a branching hierarchy, as it is 

e sort which can be successively differentiated,. Suppose we have 
elements A, B and C, such that A is larger than 8 and C, the 
ir being of equal sizes. We can picture their relationships in a 
looks like the beginning of a branching hierarchy: 

.t suppose we now attempt to extend the hierarchy and add a fourth 
under B . It immediately becomes clear that the apparent branch- 



In  this case it is possible to add a fourth element D to the 

such that B, but not C, initiated D:  

T h e  relation "- initiated -" is thus differentlable, and can, p 
is appropriately directed, form the relation of dominance of a 
hierar 

B '  C 

/li\ 

/3 

C 

D '  

:wise have no members in c o m m o n  for example, the 

An example of a differentiable relation with lexical significa 
relation of dominance of a taxonomic (i. e. classificatory) hier arc 
lexical items in a taxonomy may be thought of as corresponding t 
of things in the extra-linguistic world. Suppose we start off with t 
of animals. This  can be divided into a number of sub-classes whx 
no members in common, such as dogs, horses, elephants, and so 
of these sub-classes can then be further subdivided into sub-su 
which like 
dogs into spaniels, alsatians, poodles, and so o n  This process 
reaeated. at least in arinciale. indefinitelv. without converpence (i.e 

1 L 1 ,  2 '  0 \ 

out producing classes that have members in common). Another diff 
able relation with lexical relevance is the relation between an enti 
its parts,. For example, the human body divides into the trunk, t 
the arms and the Iegs; these parts are disjunct in the sense that 
not overlap. Each part is in principle divisible into smaller disjunct 
and successive repetition of this process produces a branching hier 
I t  is perhaps no accident that these two branching hierarchies, w 

the only types of any general lexical significance, have relations of 
ance which are not merely differentiable, but which in some se 
inherently differentiated. There cannot be a taxonomy without diffe 
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T h e  element E, since there are no nodes intervening bet 
should technically form par't of level z, as in 5.3(b). In  thi 
all hierarchies have determinate levels. 

I t  may well happen, however, that the users of a hierarc 
of a lexical hierarchy the speakers of the language) have posit 
concerning which items belong together at a given level; an 
tions may conflict with the level assignations according to techn 
In other words, structures like that shown in 5.3(a) may 
be felt by speakers to be 'correct'. For instance, many speak 
feel that the sub-classification of garden birds into sparro 
thrushes, blackbirds, etc. is comparable not with the divisio 
into dogs, cats, sheep, and so on, but with the sub-classifica 
into spaniels, poodles, alsatians, and the like. This makes n 
sense, of course, but it has a certain psychological validity, 
significance to most members of our society of the differ.cn 
say, a thrush and a blackbird is roughly comparable to th 
collie and a spaniel, If the classification of living creatures is 
in this way, there will inevitably be a conflict with technic 
levels. Where there are definite intuitions about which elem 
at a given level, we may speak of +substantive levels. In  an ideal 
technical and substantive levels would be congruent; howeve 
of conflict between the two (which is, of course, possible only 
of a branching hierarchy), primacy should be given to substanti 

In  this section we have been considering the properties of h 
in general, All the characteristics outlined apply in principle to t 
chies which fall within the scope of lexical semantics, that is to 
which are composed of lexical items, and those structuring re1 
relations of sense holding between those lexical items. The vari 
of lexical hierarchy also, however, have many specific properties, 
form the subject matter of chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

,j. 3 Proportional series 
T h e  simplest proportional series consists of a single 'c 

has four elements : 

A 3 

I 
C 

1 
D 

The relations between the elements must be such that from a 
of the elements the fourth can be uniquely determined. T h e  confi 
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is to C as B is to D 
is to A as D is to B 

ential propor tionalities are, of course, numerical : 

6 

alogues of these are common. One example is 

stallion 
ram 

lexical items in a proportionaj series in this wav is justified 
wing recurrences of semantic contrast : 

mare (It's a -) = stallion (It's a -) 

,e is to s tallzon as ewe 
Stallzon is to maye as yam is to ewe. 
Maye is to ewe as sta1lioi.z is to ram. 
Ewe is to maye as ram is to stallzon. 

hat the tollowing conhguration does not constitute a proportional 
cording to the above definition: 

a n ~ l e  f suit 
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Second, it is not the case that from any three elements 
be uniquely predicted. T h e  identity of X can be unique 
in ra and b, but not in c or d :  

I a Apple is to fiuit as dog is to XF. 
b Apple is to dog as fruit is to A .. 
c Fmz t is to apple as arzemal is to A ,, 
d Fruit is to artimal as apple is to A-, 

In  the sense that apple has the same relationship to fmit 
animal (i.e, '- is an immediate taxonym of -' - see cha 
meaning of taxo~zym), that relation is of the sort known as ' 
A relation is many-to-one if several elements can stand in 
to some other element, but for each of these there is only 
to which they can stand in that relation. Such relations occur i 
but for a proportional series all the structuring rmelations mus 
one', that is to say, each relation must be such that for any e 
is just one other element to which it can stand in that relatio 
the first element can stand in that relation to the second. T h  
specific one-to-one relation between apple and fruit, but it is no 
that is to say, there is no animal that has a unique position a 
animals analogous to the position of apples among different so 
T o  constitute even a minimum cell of a proportional series, t 
one-to-one relations are necessary. 

Any basic cell is in principle extendible along one or both 
A propormtional series which can be extended along both axes simu 

COW - bull calf 

fa) (b )  

Figure 5 4 

Some propormtional series, however, can only be extended along 
at a time; if an attempt is made to extend them along both ax 
taneously, unfillable structure points are created. Proportional 



together : 
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mare - filly - ewe - cow 

stallion - colt - ram - bull 



I n  the case of patrelzt, doctor and cie12tis t ,  the necessary r.elatio 
tionality cannot be found: DOCTOR I S  to PATIEL\ T as DE 
PATIE..\''T is perhaps a satisfactory proportion, but DOC 
DE.\'TISTa.s R4TlEA\T~s  to PATIEL\ T most certainly is not. T 
for ambiguity is stronger if the separate occurrence of a lexi 
a proportional series is established in different proportional 

Iamb hill lake 

coci - calf hlIlock pond 

Series (b) is consistent in a nrav in which (a) is n o t  This is be 
relation between nzou?ztaz~z and hzll is the same as that between 
hzllock, and hlllock and t~zound, with the result that the following pr 
ality holds: nrou~2taztz is to hzll as lake is top012d In fig 5 6(a), 
the holse : sheep relation is not identical to the sheep : t o u  relation; t 
given the following three elements of a proportion: hone : sheep : : 
the fourth element is not uniquelv determined. Consistency of t - - 

in proportional series is somewhat uncommon, 
All extended proportional series can be broken down into a I 

of linear series of cells, as in figs. 5.6 and 5.,7, and this is the 
which we shall study t h e m  T h e  vast majoritv of series involve tw 
of contrast: one type is found in onlv a limited number of lexical 
the other tvpe recurs much more freely For instance, onlv a h 
of lexical pairs manifest the hone : sheep contrast: 



lamb 

igure 5 '7 

talIlolr contrast, on the other hand, recurs in dozens of pairs. 
elv restricted contrasts are invariably carried bv open set ele- 
freel\: recurring contrasts may be carried bv open set items 
stnl/zo?t), but the members of a pair of lexical items manifesting 

last frequently share the same open set element ( i e  the root), 
t being signalled by one or more closed set elements) i .  e ,  affixes) : 

stallion - mare sheep - Iamb 

1' loness duck #- ducklitw 

usher - usherette pig piglet 

dopt the convention of rmepresenting the relativelv recurrent 
between horizontally adjacent lexical items in a series (e ,g,,  
b above), and the relatively restricted contrasts between verti- 
ent items (e.,g. sheep : duck above) 
re two lexical relations specificallv associated with proportional 

ut before these can be discussed, another lexical relation must 
uced, which, although it figures prominentlv in lexical proport- 
ies, is not in principle restricted thereto. This relation will be 
donyrny. It  is based on the notion of semantic encapsulation, 

lves the incorporation of the meaning of one lexical item in the 
of another T h e  term whose meaning is included in this way 
lled the tendonyrn, and the containing term will be called the 
, Some examples of endonymous pairs are as follows (the endo- 
en first) : animal : hoz..se, horse : mare, horse : stable, harzd :fi~zge?,, 
e, foot : kick,, Notice that the relationship between superordinate 

nym, and in certain instances between holonyrn and meronym, 

1 cases of endonymv, . ,, The essential defining characteristic of 
on is its capacity to give rise to pleonasm. T h e  but-test provides 

ient way of illustrating this; all the sentences in 2 are pleonastic ; 

. It's a horse, but it's an animal. 

. It's a finger, but it's part of a hand. 

. It's a glove, but it's for covering the hand, 

. It's a stable, but it's for horses. 

. He kicked me, but with his foot. 
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There may sometimes be problems in deciding which mem 
is the endonvm and which the exonym, although in most ca 
trust our. intuitions. If the terms are hyponymously related, the 
ordinate is the automatic choice for endonym; being less speci 
it is therefore less complex semantically. T h e  same is proba 
the holonym in a pair related meronvmously. Take the case 0 
finger, Although the relationship is canonical in both directions 
cal finger is a part of a hand, and a canonical hand has fing 
is in one sense the less specific and hence less complex term 
which carries less semantic information. Very often the quest 
decided by the relative adequacy of definitions. For instance, 
for lodging horses" is an adequate definition of stable (or at 1 
the right lines) ; but while "a stable-dwelling animal" might serve t 
horse, it is not an adequate definition.. (There is, in fact, no 
definition of 'natural kind' terms like horse - see chapter 6 - 
term of an endonymous pair is a natural kind term, and the ot 
nominal kind te 
nym,.) A similar 

:rm, then the natural 
,. argument applies to 

kind 
gloze 

term is 
and ha 

omatica 
"an itel 



nz and drake, between stable, byr,e and sly, between toe alld 
between shoe and gloce. Lexical items related in this way will 
tanalogues. Analogues may be defined as exonyms related 

1 ways to different endonyms (the parallelism in this case must 
ppropriate tests of proportionality). 

econd lexical relation associated with a proportional series is in- - - 

f some significance, but it is harder to pin down satisfactorily, 

(hand) - finger- palm (prison) - warder - convict 

ing to our definitions, toe : fingey, sole :palm, lecturer : warder and 
t : convict are all pairs of analogous exonyms. However, the relation 
n, for instance, finger and palm,  and between lecturer and student 
significant. These are not simply co-exonyms: the former pair also 
der the superordinate concept "part of hand", and the second pair 
he suwerordinate conceDt " ~ e r s o n s  canonicallv relevant to the func- 

allel ways to their common endonym, Items related in this way 
e called tlexical siblings: co-partonyms like hand and palm and 
ponyms like sow and boar are sub-types of siblings. There is very 
no superordinate lexical item for a set of siblings, so the groupings 
represent tend to be passed over when taxonomic structures are 

ied. 
proportional series, then, may consist of parallel strings of endonyms 
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and analogous exonyms, as in fig. 5.9(a), or parallel strings 
as in fig. s.g(b) : 

consist of siblings; that is to say, the sibling relationshiD i 
with the recurrent contrast, and the analogue relationship 
tricted contrast. This  is a frequent, but not a necessary, cor 
the following series, the analogue relationship is associated wi 
tricted contrast: 

analogues 
n 

I 7 

rather than siblings - if the latter diagnosis were adopted, a regula 
tion between siblinghood and recurrent contrast would be ma1 
After all, they are both exonyms of kill However, m u ~ d e ~  and 
are also exonyms of two distinct endonyms, namely, cnnze andpun 
and since their relation with these (i ,e.  taxonymy- see chapter 6) is 
than their common relation with k1Z1 ( i  e. mere hyponymy), it tak 
dence. 

The  range of imperfect relations outlined in chapter 4 applies to 
tional series and their associated lexical relations. For instance, th 
ing series illustrates congruence mismatch:  
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W- 

- PUPP' 

f the primary congruence relations, nothing more can be said 
between, say, lzon and cub other than that they 

tibles (not all cubs are lions, and not all lions are cubs). This  
informative. I t  is mote illuminating to say that cub is a super- 
lion, fox, etc., a super-analogue of calf and pztpp,y, and a super - 
olze.ss, z'zxen, etc. I t  would not be correct to repeat the item 

h relevant structure point of the above series, because it is not 
s, at least not in the way that requires us to recognise more 

T h e  univocality (i.e. non-ambiguity) of cub 

by the normality of: 
The  vixen and the lioness are playing with their. respective 

The  lioness is playing with her cubs; the vixen, on the other 
hand, is washing hers ., 

items, like watch, which displays the property 
ey. I t  was pointed out earlier (chapter 4, note 18) that watch 

when no explicit direct object is present, as though it meant 
", where X must be recovered from the context by the hearer. 

milar : it behaves, when no animal species is explicitly mentioned, 
h it meant "X-cub", with X being contextually recoverable. This  

say, without preamble : 

? I saw three cubs this morning. 
is when what one has seen are a fox cub, a 

ome significance are proportional series based on a 'to some extent' 
rtionalit~. (A distinction may be drawn between tstrict and tlax 
rtional series.) Some of the series already illustrated mav more 
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properly be said to belong to this category. Generally speaking, 
proportional series, we shall insist on the requirement that in e 
any item must be uniquely predictable from the remaining th, 
even though the exact recurrence of the semantic contrasts is 
as in 

university :student : :prison :convict : : hospital :patient 

T h e  parallelism here, although not perfect, nonetheless gives i 
information concerning the semantic relations between the lexica 
More subtle non-equivalence can be found. Informants unhesi 
assent to the validity of the proportion man : woman : : boy :$TI.  I 
be recognised, however, that the equivalence of contrast is not p 
it is perfectly normal to refer to first year female undergraduates as 
it is not normal to refer to first year male undergraduates as 'boys'.9 

T h e  sex-contrast in proportional series gives rise to a rather tric 
blem. Consider the following set: 

horse - stallion - mare 

I 
lion' 

I 
lion2 

I 
lioness 

T h e  problem concerns the identity of the stem in Iro~zess (and s 
forms) : is it Zror~~+ess, or irorz2+es~s (or even horzZ+ess)? T h e  answe 
give to this question will affect our deswiption of the semantics o 
affix. If the affix sirnplv means "f etnale", and its meaning is compou 
with that of the stem in the wav that "red" and "hat" are co 
to g i ~ e  the meaning of red h a t ,  then the stem of Ilor~ess must be 
otherwise the combination would be odd. However, this is not the 
possible meaning for the affix: it could mean something like "fe 
counterpart of", in which case iro?zz would be a more appropriate s 
Words referring to humans at first seem to provide an answer to the p 
Consider, for example, pr*~~zce :p~~nzces.r , duke : duclzes.~ , and waiter : 

~ . e s , s .  In these cases there is no general term for the 'species', correspond 
to hoi,:se and sheep, onIv morphologicallv simple terms denoting males, 
affixed terms denoting females,. The  most parsimonious analvsis w 
therefore seem to be that -ess means "female counterpart of", and t 
lrorzess is l~or~~+es,s .  However, we have not tapped all available sour 
of evidence. Suppose we were given the task of devising affixed w 

to replace simple terms referring to female animals, such as ewe and 712 

\Vhich would be the most acceptable (or least unacceptable) replaceme 
r2arn-es s and stalZron-ess, or .sheep-ess and koi..s-ems s ? My intuitions 
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in favour of the latter. If this evidence is accepted, then it follows 
, means "female", and prefers to attach itself to a 'species' term. 
case, the correct analysis of lzoness would appear to be lion~+e.s.s. 
would then have to recognise two senses of prince: prince1, which 

the 'species', and appears only in the context of a following -ess, 
which refers to the male of the species. However, there is 

re evidence, and a third possible analysis. T h e  names of some 
are formed by pre-fixing she- to the name of the species: 

r ,  she-wolf. T h e  preference of she- for the name of the species 
n by the greater acceptability of she-pig and she-horse, compared 
-boar and she-stallion, which are slightly paradoxical. This prefer - 
o applies in the case of terms referring to humans: she-chz1dl0 

be a better replacement for gzrl than .she-boy, and she-monarch a 
replacement for queen than she-kzng. What happens, then, if we 
produce a pre-fixed term to replace p n n ~ e ~ s ~ s  and duchess? My in- 
s are that she-prince and .she-duke are mildly paradoxical, like .she-bo,y 
e-boar. Now if przncess were really composed of prirsce~+es.s, as 
t analysis suggested, it would be reasonable to expect this general 

of pnace to be available for prefixation by she-  Since it is apparently 
vailable, we are led to the conclusion that there is no general sense 
'nce, distinct from that of the free form. All these facts can be accom- 
ated, however, if we postulate two senses of -e#s.s : -essl, which means 
ale", and appears in Ezoness, tzgres s and leopardess, and -e.ss2, which 

ns "female counterpart of", and appears inpnnces s and duchess 
roportional series in which the recurrent contrast involves lexical items 

onging to different syntactic categories (quasi-ser ies) are numerous, 
of some importance. l2  T h e  most interesting of these from our point 

iew are those in which the relations of quasi-endonymy and paronymy . , 

a part. As we shall see, quasi-series of this type throw up some quite 
ky problems; but we shall begin with the most straightjorward cases, 
ely, those in which there is a recurrent, overt morphological relation- 

ip which parallels the semantic relation of endonymy: 
- .  

ad1 2' 2 

white whiten 

black blacken 

red redden 
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I n  these instances, the meaning of the verb encapsulates the 
the adjective; this is demonstrated by the fact that defining b 
terms of black is noticeably simpler and more direct than the rever 

blacken = "turn black" 
black = "colour of something which has blackened" 

T h e  relationship between one word and another belonging to a d 
syntactic category and produced from the first by some process of d 
will be called paronymy; the derivationallv primitive item will 
the base, and the derived form the paronym Generally speakin 
there is good evidence to the contrary, it will be assumed that s 
complexity parallels derivational complexity, and that in a norm 
of base and paronym, the base is an endonym of the paronym. 
particularly clear when the derivational process is affixation, sinc 
is then usually little doubt as to the direction of derivation. Since 
paronymy and endonymy, for us, are relations not between lexe 
such, but between what we call 'lexical units' (i.e, single senses asso 
with lexical forms), it is important to identify the relevant senses 1 

given relationship, Consider the following : 

adj, z! t 

long Iengt hen 

I 
wide 

I 
widen 

I 
deep 

I 
deepen 

In  these it is not the most usual sense of the adjective which is encapsu 
in the verb : to widen something is not to make it wide (necessarily), 
to make it wider than it was, which could still be relatively narrow. 
sense of wide which is encapsulated in wzden is thus not the one w 
appear,s in It's wide, but the one which appears in How wide i s  it? 
in the comparative form wider (for a detailed discussion on this and rela 
points see chapter I I )  .. 

It is possible to describe the relationship between base and parony 
or more strictly, between free base and base-in-paronym, in terms of co 
gruence variants. Consider the items in fig. 5 ,  ro. They illustrate a co 
gruent relationship : an znflatnr, for instance, is designed for inflatin 
neither more nor Iess; the recurrent semantic modification brought abo 
by the derivational process represents a plausible semantic load for 
affix. These items, which represent the commonest pattern of relations 
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inflator 

I 
cooker 

I 
heater 

I 
fer tiliser 

a reference point Consider now chopper. (in the sense of "small 
d (in the sense of "rambler"). In  both of these it can 
d that what is encapsulated is something more specific than the 
the verb base. A chopper is certainly designed for chopping, 

, onions or parsley; not everyone who can walk is 
(in the relevant sense). In  a pair like wnte and writer ("one 

es books"), the noun encapsulates a sense of wtzte more specific 
most frequent one, but that more specific sense can also be carried 
ree base, as i n ,  John zvrites for a liz'tttg, so there is no need to 

te non-congruence T h e  case of walker is perhaps debatable, but 
be argued that although a more specific sense of walk appears 

walking (as in to go walking, or to be out walkzng) and in walk(n ), 
, there is no comparable specific interpretation of 

ple verb walk, as in John walks ?low or ~FIaqar)' is walkrltg. If this 
then walker is a hypo-paronym of walk. T h e  case of chopper is 

clearer: there is no evidence of two senses of chop in chop wood 
since cmhopper is restricted to the former, it must 

ypo-paronym of chop. A similar example (although not belonging 
above series) is mzller, which is related to only one type of mill 

for instance, a cotton mill). Possible examples of super-paronyrny, 
the meaning associated with the base in its encapsulated form is 
rdinate to the meaning of the free base, are joiner (who does more 

mere joining), and potter (not all of whose products can be appropri- 
). I t  is even possible to include in this scheme cases 

conduct and conductor (of a bus) where there is no obvious semantic 
tion between base and paronym. T h e  relation between free base and 
e-in-paronym could be viewed as incompatibility, and included as a 

ruence variant ('hetero-paronymy'). (This variant is not applicable 
ost lexical relations.) 
owever, there is another (not necessarily incompatible) way of dealing 

h paronymous relations - one which establishes an analogy with the 
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literal/idiomatic distinction T h e  existence of a proportional 
like that illustrated in fig 5,1o may be taken as evidence of t 
of a derivational semantic rule - a recur rent association of a m 
process and a particular semantic change. All cases which fall 
a rule may be thought of as regular: interpreting a derived f 
type is analogous to the semantic construal of a transparent se 
The cat sat on the mat.  All cases where the semantic nature of t 
form is not what would be predicted from the rule (unless, 
they fall under a different rule) are analogous to idioms. We 
the term paron,ym for the semantically regular formations; se 
idiosyncratic derived forms will be called ?false paronyms. 13 ~ h ,  
of false paronyms includes super-paronyms, hypo-paronyms a 
par onyms ; l 4  it also includes instances where semantic camp] 
not follow morphological complexity (as is arguably the case 
instance, beauty : beautzful) . 

In  principle, the foregoing account of paronymous relations ap 
to zero-derived paronyrns, i .e. those with no affix or other 
of category change (stress pattern, for instance), like comb (n.) : 
hammer ( n . )  : hammer ( v ) ,  and saw (n.  ) : saw ( v )  l 5  However 
some cases of zero-derivation present special problems in that 
co~rlplexity does not always seem to follow derivatiorral compl 
is convenient to bring into the discussion at this point pairs of lexic 

which display the same semantic relationship as, for instance, inj? 
~nj?ator, but which have no formal reelationship; examples of suc 
are : dig : spade, sweep : broom, shoot :gun,  write : p e n ,  steer : ~ u d d e  
be argued with a degree of plausibility that the verb in these c 
the endonynl and the instrumental noun the exonym. T h e  basis 
view is the relative independence of the sense of the verb, and the 
dependence of the sense of the noun on that of the verb Take t 
of dig and spade. One can characterise the action of digging without 
ing the notion of a spade, but one cannot satisfactorily characterise a 
without invoking the notion of digging This pattern of dependence r 
itself also in the relations between mutual definitions: A spade i s  a 
ment for diggzng is both more direct and more accurate than 
to u,re a spade in the functzon for whzch 2t wa,s de,szgned. T h e  relati 
between dig and spade may be contrasted with the to some extent si 
but nonetheless distinct, relationship between dnoe and vehicle (a1 
and btcycle, and sazl and boat). Here the dependency relation is 
reversed. What counts as driving cannot be described without ment 
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icles are not designed to serve an independent and pre-existing 
,iX,ing - rather, driving is whatever is necessary to get a vehicle 

vehicles change, so does the nature of driving, Compare 
to operate a aehzcle, which captures the essence of dure ,  

le i.s sonzethzng one n'rz~tes, which misses the essence of cehz~le 
return now to the zero-derived examples introduced in the 
aragraph. I t  appears that the relationship between verb and 
e case of comb, hana7rze~ and .saw (and lnanv others) is virtually 
that between dzg and .spade, witness the intuitively satisfactory 

he proportions dig : spade : : comb (v. ) : conzb (n ) and dzg : conzb 
: conzb (n.) ., If the argument concerning dzg and spade is cor- 

means that comb (v, ) is an endonvm of corn6 (n , . ) ,  and the result 
isable, in principle, to the other examples. This is not at all 
ic in cases like rattle (v.) and ~ a t t l e  ( n . )  , stamp (v. ) and .stamp 

hoist (v. ) and hoz st (n .) , where lexicographers, lexicologists and 
all agree that the noun is derived from the verb. But there is 

ial embarrassment: the aforementioned autharities also agree that 
se of comb, ha~nnzer, saw, 21-on and brush the noun is primary, 
istorically, and the verb secondary. An isolated instance would 

rnbarrassing - we should simply say that it was a case of false 
y. But what we seem to have is a quasi-series, consisting of related 
d nouns, in which the nouns are most satisfactorily defined in 
the verbs (i.e. the verbs are semantically more basic), while the 

1 evidence indicates that the verbs are derived from the nouns, 
s possible that our semantic principle - that semantic primitivity 

go hand in hand with morphological simplicity - is wrong; or 
be no more than a general tendency, But it is an intuitively plausible 
le, and there are other possible explanations of our apparent 
y. One is that zero-derivations are not under the same semantic 
ints as overt morphological derivations: it is perhaps significant that 

overt derivations in the proportional series we are considering 
e : rnflator, etc. ) are semantically 'regular'. Another possibility is 
lstorical evidence is not an infallible guide to current relationships : 
s comb (n . )  should be considered to be synchronically (i.e.. in the 
t state of the language) derived from comb (v.),16 If it is accepted 
erivation has a semantic dimension, then it must also be accepted 

some cases - especially those where the stabilising influence of 
morphological form is absent - a semantic shift may change the 
ve direction of derivation. 
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Notes 

What are here called lexical configurations are often referred to as le 
word fields Field theorists tend to \jiea whole configurations as ling 
for us, however, lexical configurations are merely b~-products,  as it were, 
sense relations For details of lexical field theory see Trier ( 1 9 ~ ~ ) ,  Get 
Lehrer ( rg 74: ch. 21, hjliller and ,Johnson-Laird (196 7: 23 7-6'71, Coser.iu 
zeier (1981 and 1983) 

I See Bunge (1969) 
2 Cf Stebbing (1952: 109) on the necessit) for a constant fu 

cizz*~.szo~zzs in classification 

3 liiller and Johnson-Laird (1976: 240) state that the relation 0 

in a hierarch\ must bc aslmrnetric and transrtil c* The\ are c 
as as\mmctrx is concerned, but transitil it\ is not ntcessarl 

4 For an elementar! treatment of the logic of relations see Tarski 

4) 
5 This definition is a conflation of two separate definitions - Bunge' 

of an intransitive hierarch\ (1969 : 5 ) ,  and ban 1 alen's definition of 
hierarch\. ( I  964 : 408) 

6. Ct Bever and Rosenbaum (1971 : 593-5) on 'non-con1 ergence' 

'7 See, for instance, I<av (1971 : 877) 

The  existence of proportional series such as nzau : wonzan : : ctnlllon : nlalp is s 

cited as ekidence for the autonom) and discretencss of traits like "horse", " 
"malc" and "female", within a componential theor) of meaning (see, for 
E-Ijelmslex (1961) and Lamb ( 1 9 6 ~ ) )  It  is undeniable that some traits, espec 
which recurrently differentiate pairs of lexical items, seem to have a high 
of autonomy ~nithin the meaning of a word than others I t  must be borne 
howe.\.er, that the areas of the kocabu1ar)i which can be illuminatingl~ treat 
way (i e those where the items fall into con1 incing proportional series) are s 
restricted Few componentialists would limit themselves to components whi 
established through proportional series. 

8 The  two types of contrast discussed here correspond to two types of 
component distinguished by certain componentialists Coseriu ( I  

Pottier (1974) make a distinction between semes and classernes: 
function in a range of lexical fields, and ha\ e a tendenc~ to be granlmat 
the forrner are usuall~ distinctice in a single lexical field, and are ICX 
but onI) rar elv grammaticalised (Coser iu and Pottier perhaps ove 
difference between semes and classcmes: the distinction is not at all c 
and there is no reason to suppose that a radicall; different t)pe of 
is ink ol\ ed ) 

9 Cf L\ons (197'71 334) 
10 C'hlkci is not quite right here: ?loulzg pel sot1 nould be better sernantica 

there is no suitable lexical item \I:ith a little good mill, however, 
the argument can still go through 

11 There is no need to postulate two meanings of -err in, for instance, 
("consort of prince") and plzncc2ss ("daughter of king", etc ) SUC 

do not seem to be ambiguous: 'Ihrrr pr.zt7ccsses attendc~d the teceptzo!? 
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be prfectlp normal if the three happened to be Princess Anne, the Princess 
of Wales and Princess kIichaet of Kent 
This is not intended to be a comprehensive account of the semantics of deriva- 
tion :A great deal of information concerning English word-formation can be 

found in Bauer (1983) 
pal-o~~~~nzz~ is a traditional term: our use of it is more restricted than the tra- 

\ye have not distinguished h j  po-, super- and heter.0-idioms, but there is no 
o b ~  ious reason whp we should not do so. 

, Zero-deri~ ation is sometimes called conversion 
There are some cases of instrumental nouns and rcIated ~ e r b s  of identical 
form where historical indications and current semantic relations are not in 
conflict - historically the derivation is from noun to \erb,  and semanticallv 
the verb clear Iy incorporates the meaning of the noun : 

(to) gun 
(to) knife 
(to) broom 

These nould not, thcrefurc, belong to thc same proportio~lal series as 
(jig : rpnci~ : : to?rr6 (a  ) : coi~rb (n j 
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6. I Hyponymy and incompatibility 
Consider the following. f r a ~ m e n t  of a taxonnmir hierg 

creature 

animal bird fish 

dog elephant robineagle cod trout ant 

spaniel alsatian 

I t  seems fairly clear intuitively that two sense relations are esse 
this configuration : daughter -nodes must be h yponyms of their res 
mother-nodes (dog :animal, znsec t : ci-eature, cod :fish) ; and siste 
must be incompatibles (cat:dog, robzn:eugEe, bz~d:fish). Let us 
that this is at least ideally so. We may now ask whether these two pr'op 
are not only necessary, but also sufficient, to charactcrise a tax0 
hierarchy - do they guarantee that any hierarchy which possesse 
will be a well-formed taxonomy? T h e  answer is that they do not. Co 
the following fragment of a hierarchy: 

animal 

/ 1 
sheep horse 

/ \ 
ewe ram 

/ \  
mare stallion 

In  this, sister-nodes are strict incompatibles, and daughters are strict h 
nyms of mothers. Yet it is not a well-formed taxonomy. Intuitively, 
would say that the principle of differentiation has not been held const 
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n of anima1.s into sheep and horse.s is a different sort of division 
of sheep into ewes and rams  We must therefore inquire into 

e of the division which gives rise to well-formed taxonomies. 
orth noting, too, that there is no inherent connection between 
y and incompatibility: two hyponyms of the same superordinate 

incompatibles : 

book 

/ \ 
novel paper back 

be more satisfying if we were able to characterise a taxonomy 
of a relation of dominance and a principle of differ entiation which 

.2 Taxonymy 
I t  will be argued in this section that the key to a taxonomic 

hierarchy is a sense relation which will be called t taxonymy This 
e regarded as a sub-species of hyponymy: the taxonyms of a lexical 
re a sub-set of its hyponyms. Taxonymy (or more precisely, its 
se) is the relation of dominance of a taxonomy: the corresponding 
ntal relation - the relation between sister-nodes - will simply be 
d TCO-taxonymy, to underline the intimate connection between the 

seful diagnostic frame for taxonymy is : 

An A is a kznd/type of Y 

is a taxonym of Y, the result is normal : 

ra. A spaniel is a kind of dog. 
b. A rose is a type of flower. 
c., A mango is a kind of fruit,, 

each of the examples in I ,  X is a hyponym of Y .  However, not all 
ponyrns give a normal result in this frame: 

2a. 7 A kitten is a type of cat. 
b. ? A queen is a type of monarch4 
c. 7 A spinster is a kind of woman. 
d .  ? A waiter is a kind of man 

fortunately, the expression kztzd of is not univocal, and it is necessary 
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to be able to recognise those senses which are irrelevant for th 

of taxonymy. . , There are three of these. T h e  first is illustrated in 

3 .  He was wearing a kind of flattened, three-sided turba 
don't know exactly what it was. 

This is a signal that the speaker is referring to something unf 
which he has no readv label, and is offering an approximate d 
It  is reducible phonologically to /kanav/ (/a/ is the unstressed 
the first syllable of about).. Taxonyms do not yield normal sent 
the frame when this reading is operative: 

4 ? A dog is a , . . /kanav/ . , . animal. 

T h e  second irrelevant sense of krnd of typically carries a fallin 
intonation pattern; it indicates doubt as to the appropriateness of t 
dication which follows : 

5 ,  I suppose a parish priest is a kind of social worker, 

This sense, too, gives an odd result with taxonyms: 

6. ? A dog is a kind of animal. 

T h e  third irrelevant sense of kind of occurs in, for instance, l$h 
of per..so?z I s  she? and That kznd of pewon rzevel. p ~ ? ~ s  t z z s  bills. Q 
of the form 141'hat kznd o f .  , ? are ambiguous. Someone asking 
of tree r s  that? is most probably requesting a taxonym: It's a honz 
(rather than, say, It'.s one that likes aczd sozl). On the other hand, so 
who asks I.i.hat kznd of type are ,you thnkzng of Puttzzzg zrr the corn 
the gal-den? might well be satisfied with an answer like One that 
a Rood show of sprzng blo.ssom. Likewise, \{,hat kz~zd of pe):son I S  s 

unlikely to be a request for a taxonym ( i f ,  indeed, there are any tax0 
of pel-son); something like Rellable and eficzent is more probably the 
of answer expected. Notice, however, that Cl hat kznds of ? is a req 

for taxonyms : 

7 ,  A:  What kinds of animals did you see at the zoo? 

B :  (i) ? Big ones, little ones, . . ., 

(ii) Lions, tigers, monkeys, zebras, , , . 

T h e  diagnostic frames for co-taxonymy which show most clearly t 
close relationship with taxonymy are: 

A r z  LLzs a krrzd of 1; and a Z zs  another. kznd o f  1 .  
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rs a kirtd/t,)pe of I ; arzd so is a Z 

is a type of animal, and so is an aardvark, 

pies given so far have been living things IVhile these mar 
be the paradigm instances of taxonyms, the relation is readilv 

orlg artefacts: 

,4n ocarina is a kind of musical instrument. 
a car is a tvpe of vehicle,. 

enerally seem to show hierarchical structuring to a more limited 
an nouns; however, just as hyponymy is quite common among 
&tion paralleling nominal taxonymy occurs, too. It  is recognised 
s of the test frame A'-r?tg zs  a wa)! of E'-zrzg,, This discriminates 
erb hyponyms in a way closely parallel to the wav A' i s  a kr~rd 

s with nouns. Thus, although ntur"dez. and st?arrgZe are both hvpo- 

T o  murder someone is necessarily to kill him. 
T o  strangle somconc is necessarily to kill him. 

pazzgle is normal in the test frame: 

? Iblurdering is a way of killing 
Strangling is a way of killing,. 

ise, trace1 and walk are both hyponyms of n z o t ~ ,  but onl) walk 
onym. By this test, then, the taxonyms of ktll would be such verbs 
tzgle, gamtte, hazlg, drow~r, etc..; and the taxonyms of mote (in 

"locomote"), would be walk, ruit , crawl, P J ~ ,  hop, .swim, 
at although murder is not a taxonym of kzll, it is a taxonym 

mit a cvzme, along with rob, rape, a.s.sault, defraud, etc, I t  is also 
y of note that the nouns corresponding to these verbs satisfy the 
ame for noun taxonyms, which provides confirmation that the diag- 

c frame for verbs does indeed select taxonyms: 

~ u r d e r . / r a ~ e / f r a u d  is a type of crime. 

taxonymy is one thing; describing its essential nature is 
re difficult task. I t  is not easy to discover. invariable semantic 

rties which differentiate all taxonyms from other hyponyms. How- 
there are two or three lines of approach which seem to throw some 

139 
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light on the matter  First of all, we can observe a strong correlati 
taxonvms and what are called natural kind terms, and be 
taxonvmic h v p o n ~ m s  and nominal kind terms. l 

One of the ways in which natural kind terms differ from no 
terms is that the latter correspond in a fairly precise wav to aria 

tions containing a superordinate with a modifier Thus,  in ge 
replacement of, say, stallzo~r by llzale ho?:se vields a logically 
sentence:' I saw a stallzo~z entails and is entailed by I saw a 

T h e  same relation exists between klttetz and~loufzg c a t ,  spizzstel* an 
?,zed wotlzan, e t c  In  the case of a nominal kind hyponym, ther 
nature of its greater specificity is clear: we can picture the hv 
encapsulating a svntagmatic modification of its superordinate. Nat 
terms, however., are different, and the nature of the greater s 
of a natural kind term relative to its superordinate remains some 
scure. Consider the relation between horse and a~zznzal We know t 
is a hvponvm of arlimal, but there is no modification of aniln 
will vield an expression equivalent to hol;.se in the wav that nz 
is equivalent to s tallzon. ( I t  is no good saving that eguzne ammal i 
lent to horse : equzlze is totally parmasitic on horse - it means "xme 
or pertaining to horses)' - so equzne animal is not a genuine 
of the meaning of hoise), Similarly, while one can say that a m 
a stallion differ. in respect of sex, there is no comparable wav of ex 
the difference between, say, a horse and a cow. Intuitively on 
be inclined to say that horses and cows differed in an indeterm 
large number of ways; in the same way, in order to give an a 
which matched the average person's knowledge, of what sort of an 
a horse was, would require an encyclopaedic description of indeter 
size and complexitv. (Dictionaries often do not attempt definitions o 
terms, but merely give a few distinguishing features, like the h 
a camel. I t  is important to realise that a set of features adequate to i 
an object does not amount to a full description of that object.) Incid 
this aspect of the meaning of natural kind terms throws some lip, 
the problem of the semantic status of cyan- in cl;anbe~):y, etc. We 
that a cranberry is a kind of berry, so the form of .the word sets 
expectation that the prefix should carry the traits of meaning whic 
tinguish the species from the genus (using these terms loosely). But 
c ranberq ,  raspberry, etc. are natur,al kind terms, their relations with 
superordinates can only be described encyclopaedically, and there 
conceptually autonomous portion of meaning parallel to "male 
"young" for the prefixes to carr8y. 

140 
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\ ~ ~ a y  in which natural kind terms differ from nominal kind terms 
former show certain resemblances to proper names in the way 
,fer. In  particular, they share with proper names the property 
igid designators ' This  means that referents would not lose 

lement to their current labels whatever changes in our perception 
ature were to come about, An illustration will make this clear. 
that all cats were discovered one day to be not animals at all, 
y sophisticated self-replicating robots, introduced to earth mil- 
ears ago by visitors from outside our galaxy Would this discovery 
0 exclaim 'Aha! Cats do not exist!'? Or would we not continue 
e referents 'cats', and say that cats were not what we took them 
urely the latter is the case; this is part of what is meant by a 

signator. By way of contrast, consider another eventuality. Sup- 
ere discovered that there were no genuine male horses, onlypar theno- 
females, and that what we previously took to be stallions, 
, despite strongly suggestive activities with mares, had nothing 

to do with the conception of foals, but were really animals 
er species (discoveries of this nature are by no means unknown 

gy). Confronted with these facts, would we exclaim 'Aha! Stallions 
t what we took them to be!'? Or would we not say 'So stallions 
xist, after all'? I t  seems clear in this case, that if there were no 
orses, then there could not be any stallions either, because that 
stallion means. In  other. wor,ds, stallion (and this is true of nominal 
general) is not a rigid designator .' 

roperty which distinguishes natural kind terms from nominal 
rms is their capacity for use with a 'type' reading. One may sag, 
ance, pointing to a dog, perhaps a collie, 'that dog makes an excellent 
dog', meaning "that breed of dog"; similarly, 'that horse makes 
-rate hunter.' may be said indicating a particular horse, but with 

f horse as the intended interpretation. However, this usage, 
ost speakers, is not possible with nominal kind terms. Thus  thzs 

makes an excellent sheep-dog can only refer to one particular animal, 
nnot be interpreted to mean "bitches of this br'eed". 

e characteristics of natural kind terms are not only to be found in 
mes of natural species and naturally occurring substances, but also 

ite the term natural) ,  amongst names of artefacts, such as violin, 
edral, Z o ~ y , ~  etc. T h e  meaning of violin, for example, cannot be estab- 
d by dictionary definition: it is not equivalent to any expr'ession of 

A- musical znstrument. One can make as good an argument 
at for cat  that violin is a rigid designator. 
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I t  is more difficult to verify the relation between taxonymy 
kinds in respect of verbs. One reason is that it is not clear that t 
of natural kind can be applied to vermbs. Verbs such as walk, era 
and see, hear,  taste, etc., can probably be argued with some 
to be rigid designators : radical changes in our perception of the 
tal nature of the processes and actions they refer to would n 
to abandon them as labels.. Perthaps this is sufficient justification f 

ing them as natural kind terms. If so, then many verb taxonyms a 
kind terms. But a number of these verbs seem to be analytically 
rwzm = "move through water using bodily appendages"; see = 
through the eyes". I t  is possible that these glosses merely pr ov 

catory features, rather than true equivalents; however, this 
seems more difficult to establish in the case of verbs, 

I t  seems, then, that the notion of a natural kind term, is, at 
least, intimately associated with the notion of a taxonym. Su 
make a stronger claim, and say that a taxonym must be a natu 
term. What evidence can be ranged against such a claim? (Let us 
for present purposes, that verbs like those discussed in the previo 
graph are, in fact, natural kind terms.)  Consider first the f 

taxonymv : 

(hair -cofour) 

, I \ 
blonde red-head brunette 

(Ther 

What 
all tht 
exist, 
(The  

ash-blonde strawberrv-blonde 

e is no superor dinate lor this set; womarl will not serve: 

? ,4 blonde is a kind of woman.) 

is needed is a term which focusses on hair-colour in the 
: other terms d o  I t  is, of course, unlikely that such a ter 
since at that level of specificity no particular colour is de 
lack of a most inclusive term here is presumably not unl 

the lack of an origin in the colour-adjective and shape-adjective h 
chies.,) T h e  point about this hierarchy is that all the constituent 
are nominal kind terms, yet they are satisfactor? taxonvms and co- 
n v m s  At first sight this seems to call into question the close associ 
between taxonymy and natural kinds. However, the association c 
maintained : all the terms are cognitively synonymous with parap 
of the form woman-gzrl wrth A-coloured hair.' This means that the t 
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ely in respect of their X-traits That  this is so is confirmed 
hat a proportional series can be constiucted : 

se X-traits - "fair", "red", "dark" - they turn 
raf kind variety. In  other words, the hierarchy depends 

sts of the natural kind sort, in spite of being made up  of nominal 

, more serious counter-evidence to the claim that taxo- 
st be natural kind terms, Consider the taxonymy ., ., of c?znze: bur- 

ul.,&~, theft, fiaud, etc. Each of these is established bv precise 
, and is thus a nominal kind term par excellence. None of them 
designator If we discovered a loophole in the law (or received 

velation) which meant that killing other people was sanctioned 
circumstances, we would be obliged to say not that murder was 

t to what we thought, but that murder did not exist as a crime, 
case, the connection between taxonyms and natural kinds cannot 
d by the strategy used for terms referring to ladies' hair-colours. 
the true essence of taxonymy lies elsewhere? 

her possible approach to the characterisation of taxonymy is in 
of the good category principfe. Perhaps what we are doing when 

rordinate category in a taxonomic fashion is to create 
t we possibly can; that is, we create categories 

sible degree of resemblance between co-members, 
aximum possible distinctiveness from members of 

r categories). T h e  taxonyms of X, on this 
would then be those lexical items which denote the best categories 

ted by X could be divided into. Certainly, if we 
ing to sub-divide the class of animals, we could hardlv do better 

horses, giraffes, elephants, mice, e t c  We can go further and suggest 
the reason the division of sheep into rams and ewes, and of horses 
mares and stallions, is taxonomically anomalous is that it is not the 

which produces the best categories: it may be surmised that the rams 
ewes of a given breed of sheep will resemble one another more strongly 
, say, rams of two different breeds. But this argument has a drawback. 
pose there existed a species of birds with very marked sex-differentia- 
in a large number of salient aspects: appearance, behaviour, culinary 
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value, etc.  Now suppose this species came in several varieties (li 
fowl). J t  is far from inconceivable that in such a species ma 
varieties should resemble one another more, over a wide range 
istics, than the male and the female of the saine variety. In su 
stances, the good category principle would lead to the avian 
of s tallzon and mare for that species of bird. ( I t  is not unknown f 
to mistakenly classify as two different species males and femal 
later turn out to be a single species.) Yet such a division of our hy 
category would be taxonomically incorrect. I t  is clear, th 
taxonomist must, on occasions at least, ignore the good catego 
in that case, what principle does he follow? 

I t  is possible that we have been looking in the wrong dir 
answer - or rather,, looking for the wrong kind of answer. The 
names of natural species provide the central examples of natural kin 
they are also paradigm instances of the good category princ 
perhaps when we taxonomise some other field, there are no in 
principles to be applied which inevitably lead to unique taxonomi 
haps we merely seek to create the closest analogues we can to 
species. Exactly how close we get will of course depend on th 
of the categorv being sub-divided.' In  sub-dividing a biological 
(e ,g ,  a species into varieties) one would expect biological criteria 
dominate,, That  could be why a taxonomic sub-division of a species 
consist of a single sex., T o  be maximally like a species, a s 
variety would at least have to be capable of reproducing itself. In  
semantic areas, we simply do the best we can, mimicking natural 
by, for instance, creating where possible sub-classes that require en 
paedic character isation, in preference to classes that can be charact 
by means of a couple of clear-cut semantic traits This would be a 
mistic conclusion for semantic theory - but it is one that sho 
missed too hastiIy ,. 

We have up to now assumed that a taxonym must necessarily be a 
nym. I t  would certainly be a pity to have to relinquish the close assoc 

between taxonymy and hyponymy ., . However, if we are to maintai 
particular connection, there are a few awkward facts to exp 
the taxonyms of kill, S t ~ a f z ~ l e ,  dt,own, hang, e t c  are und 
nyms; but shoot, for instance, is not (? To shoot someone 
to kzN hznz) vet it belongs naturally with the rest: 

Strangling, drowning, hanging, shooting and stabbing are 
ways of killing. 
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.aw a line after hanging merely to save the relationship 
wever., it will be remembered that expression-schemata 

iagnostic of hvponymy, such as As and other kj, also admitted 
my. It  seems that our diagnostic frames for taxonymv 'leak' 
, way, and we therefore need to recognise para-taxonyrny as 

relation. In this way the close relationship with hyponymy is 
: strict taxonyms must be strict hyponyms; para-taxonyms must 

n,  no attempt has been made to treat taxonymy . . and 
ymy independently. This would, in fact, be impossible: unlike 

ompatibility, taxonymv and co-taxonymy are concep- 
eparable. This  is another way of saying that taxonymy is an inher- 

ferentiated relation. 

.3 Characteristics of natural taxonomies 
Taxonomic lexical hierarchies (taxonomies) have been exten- 

tudied in a wide range of languages by anthropological linguists and 
era1 characteristics of natural taxonomies emerge from 

tudies.. One is that they typically have no more than five levels, 
quently have fewer. These levels are commonly labelled as follows: 

unique beginner (plant 

(bush) 

(rose) 

(hybrid tea) 

(Peace) 

11 be noticed that the labels have a strong biological orientation. This 
cause ethnolinguists have been mainly interested in the way human 
munities classify living things. There is no doubt, however, that lexical 
nomies occur throughout the lexicon.. Of the level labels in common 
, only lz fe- fo~n is totally unsuited for use with non-biological taxono- 
s; the simple term kind has been suggested as an alternative9 T h e  
itation to a maximum of five levels is a characteristic of 'natural' or 

taxonomies - those with widespread use throughout a speech corn- 
nity - which may be expected to exhibit general linguistic and cognitive 
straints. There also exist various specialist (e.,g. technical or scientific) 
nornies, which are, in general, more closely attuned to current scientific 



the needs of the discipIine or craft whit 

ply to them. 

>, >, ,.:<.;' ,..- T h e  most significant level of a taxonomy from the poin 
, . I,. . . 
,' the speakers of a language is undoubtedly the generic level. 

level of the ordinarv everyday names for things and creature 
carrzntzort, apple, car, chzi~.~h,  clip, e t c  l 0  Items at this level are 
likely to be morphologically simple, and to be 'original' in the 
they are not borrowed by metaphorical extension from othe 
areas, l1  Tlzis is also the level at which the greatest number 
likely to occur, although it is obvious that if every generic 
taxonomv had several specifics, then the number of items would 
at the specific level. T h e  point is, however, that most branches of 
hierarchies terminate at the generic level. I tems which occur. 
and varietal levels are particularly likely to be morphologic 
and compound words are frequent 

I t  was suggested in chapter 5 that in an ideal hierarchy all 
have nodes at each level; in this respect natural taxonomies often 
of the ideal. Consider the taxonomic systems of those speakers 
for whom the names of birds like blackbz~d, robzn and star1 
the same taxonomic level as collze, spaszzel and al.satz0~2; their ta 
must either be structured as in fig,. 6.1, or as in fig. 6.2. In  ei 

creature 

animal 

robin blackbird starlin 

Figure 6 I 
creature 

animal 

collie spaniel robin blackbird starling 

Figure 6 2 
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together as taxonyms of a non-existent superordinate may not 
diately apparent. Consider the class of movable items one buy 
ing into a new house: furnzture (chaivs, tables, beds, etc. 
(refrigerator, televzsion, washzng-machine, etc.), carpets, 
Once again there is no label for this overall category. Nor is th 
diagnostic frame. But the use of ez'e~ything in Of cou?:se, we 

euerythz,rg when we bought ozrr first house beds, carpets, 
is suggestive (it means "everything in a category we both k 
but I can't name"). These categories with no names, but for 
tence therme is definite evidence, are called c~vert  categories: 
frequently occur at the higher levels of a hierarchy. 

We have so far treated all taxonyms of a superordinate as if 
of equal status But in some respects they are not: speakers rega 
items as being 'better' examples of a category than others. For 
I I ~ ,  Iza and 13a are generally judged to be more normal than 
and 13b: 

I Ia,.  An apple is a better example of a fruit than an olive. 
b .  ? An olive is a better example of a fruit than an apple. 

12a A car makes a better vehicle than a tractor. 

b .  ? A tractor makes a better vehicle than a car 
13a  A pigeon is a better example of a bird than an ostrich. 

b .  ? An ostrich is a better example of a bird than a pigeon. 

Those examples which emerge from such tests as the best exa 
their categories are called the prototypical members of the cate 
Many categories have a somewhat problematical peripheral region. 
is no real problem about, for instance, ostyzch, which, although 
different from the prototypical bird, is nonetheless indubitably a 
But consider, for example, the status of shoes with respect to the 
ordinate clothes, We can, with a clear conscience, tell a customs off? 
we are carrying 'nothing but clothes' if our suitcase contains tr 
jackets, shirts, underwear, socks and several pairs of shoes. But 
it would not be normal - in fact it would be downright misleadi 
say of a shoe-box with only a pair of shoes in it that it contained cl 
or to say that a shoe-shop sold clothes,,14 T h e  same would be tru 
me, of the relation between 4andal.s and shoes: I would expect t 
sandals in a shoe-shop, and I would not feel I had been misled if I 
a pair of sandals in what had been described to me as a bag of 
On the other hand, I would feel that the full truth had not been 
if the bag turned out to contain nothing but sandals A similar re1 
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een mlel- and tool: I would hesitate to describe a ruler as a 

str,unaent, perhaps?), but I would expect a set of carpentry 
ude one. Even covert categories can have peripheral categories. 

to speak of 'wearing' a perfume, and a complete answer to 
n 'What was she wearing?' could well include a mention of 
n the other hand, in answer to a policeman's inquiry 'bI7as 

caring anything when you entered the room, sir?' one would 
d, in the interests of honesty, to answer in the negative if the 

uestion had been naked but fragrant at the t ime (One might 
re what to answer. if she had been wearing only a watch, or 

pectacles; the distinction peripheral/non-peripheral is not a sharp 

ot uncommon for a lexeme to include lexical units functioning 
than one level of taxonomic specificity. Consider the following 

. A hand has five fingers,. 

, T h e  thumb and two fingers were missing from the hand, 

a. The  meal consisted of meat, potatoes and two vegetables, 
. You must eat plentj of potatoes and other vegetables. 

a. An ape is a tailless monkey,, 
, Apes are mostly larger than monkeys. 

lexical units of a lexeme with different levels of specificity often 
in their freedom of occurrence; usually only one of the items is 
to occur in a neutral context, the other (s) requiring a greater or 
degree of contextual pressure.16 For instance, I've huvt my finger 
normally be taken to exclude the thumb, even though there is no 
the (linguistic) context of finger, 
are now in a position to distinguish two distinct kinds of 'gap' in 

archy. First, there are those which represent covert categories sup- 
d by intuition and by linguistic evidence, and which therefore ought 
represented in the tree-diagram of the hierarchy (perhaps by the 

01 6). Secondly, there are gaps where there is no evidence for the 
nce of a node at all (the gaps in figs 6 .  I and 6.2. are of this nature) . 
asi-relations are relativeIy common in taxonomic hierarchies. We have 
y encountered (in chapter 4) the use of co lou~ as quasi-superordinate 
set of colour adjectives (red, green, etc.,), and .shape as quasi-super- 

ate of the set of adjectives denoting geometrical shapes (round, triangu- 
etc.). In  taxonomies consisting, at the lower levels, of ordinary count 
s, items at higher levels are quite often mass nouns (contracting 
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singular concor~d with a verb : The cutleuy/crockery is all heye) : 

cutlery 

I \  
knife spoon fork plate cup saucer 

or less frequently collective nouns (contracting plural concord wi 
The woodwznd/bra8ss are all here) : 

7YY 
bassoon oboe flute t tu  

I t  is perhaps worth while at this point introducing a minor termino 
refinement. We have so far regarded quasi-relations as possessing 
of symmetry: if X is a quasi-R of Y, then Y is a quasi-R of X 
is when there are no grounds for distinguishing the statuses of 
Y. But in a taxonomic hierarchy th 
'normal' syntactic class for the membe 
ining the items at the generic level 
which all the generic, specific and varietal items are count noun 
the kind terms are mass nouns. In  s 
to discriminate between the count 
quasi-relationship. In  the case, for instance, of cutlery and knlfe it 
be better to call cutlery a quasi-superordinate of knzfe, but not t 
knzfe a quasi-taxonym, since it is a perfectly regular taxonym - it 
superordinate which is out of line. 
appears that quasi-super ordinates are far more frequent than 
taxonyms. There is thus a parallel with covert categor ies, which are als 
f rmequent as superor dinates; covert categories are different, howeve 
that they can only be established by superordination - that is to sa 
is only the behaviour of a set of taxonyms which can point to the existe 
of a covert category. 

Co-taxonyms are expected to be incompatibles; that is to say, 
taxonomic categories are not expected to overlap. With nouns this is in 
ably the case, but it is possible to fi 
verbs. Take,  for instance, the ver 
answer to the question I \  hat ways of rookltzg are there?, one is li 
to receive among the answers fk~lz~~~e, 6 ,  roast~~zg,  bakr~z~q, boil 
sleamz,tg. Most of these are mutuallv incompatible, as one would exp 
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d chzcken is also a roast chicken. 
ht, of course, indicate that broil and roost are synonyms; in the 
stance, however, this is not the case, since not every roast chicken 
ed chicken (for instance, if it is roasted in an oven). Another 

roa.st, in which case they should 
ear as co-taxongms in the hierarchy. This would be supported 
ormality of To broil a chzcken is nece.s.sarily to roast i t .  However, 
arent normality of Bmilzng is one wa,y of cookzng and roastzng 

ponym of roast (cf . ? A dog is 
d of anzmal and a spanzel i.s another). T h e  simuitaneous evidence 

ggests that roast has two senses, 
being superordinate to roast2 and brozl. If this were the case, the 

r as follows (only a fragment 

cook 

roastL boil f r ?  bake 

is way the principle of incompatible co-taxonyms would be preserved. 
rtunately, this picture does not represent the facts, either: a brozled 
, for instance, cannot be described as a roast steak - it is only when 

le carcasses are brotled that they also count as roasted So, although 
atibles, brozl is not a hyponym, but a compatible, 

a s t l  Another example of overlapping co-taxonyms is to be found 
ng the verbs of locomotion for living creatures: 

mi,,\ swim fl! 

run walk crawl hop jump 

overt category in this hierarchy: 
rbs denoting locomotion on land 

t the argument is not affected if ? t l ? t ,  walk, and so on are considered 
e at the same taxonomic level as swuz andfly). Once again, co-taxonvms 
by and large, incompatibles, but, for instance, crawl and zcalk would 
be distinct for a mouse, a fly, or a lizard (although, of course, they 
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would be distinct for a human being); and possibly lump an 
not be distinct for a frog or a kangaroo. 

What does this mean for our account of taxonymy? I t  ap 
a property of ~redicat ive terms such as verbs and adjectiv 
meanings are context-dependent to a much greater extent t - 
nouns; their meanings are, in fact, dependent in various 

of closely associated nouns. There is therefore an extra measure 
minacy about the meaning of a verb or adjective out of con 
perhaps not surprising, therefore, that hierarchies composed of 
verbs should fail to display the rigid semantic structuring show 
archies composed of nouns  However, as soon as the predicati 
tied down to a particular subject noun phrxe ,  its meaning beco 
determinate, and the expected strict hierarchical properties 
Thus,  in answer to the question In  w h a t  wa,ys c a n  a f ly  nzove? 
not be normal to reply It call f l y ,  crawl  or w a l k :  one must g 
of properly incompatible co-taxonyms It  follows that the only w 
the cooking verbs to behave in a strict hierarchical fashion is to 
to a particular noun phrase (or set of noun phrases referring, po 
to a linguistically relevant category or its members) : I a a t  wa,ys 
of cooktng a chicken? 

I n  6.,2 tax~riymy - .  is presented as an inherently differentiated r 

that is, one which guarantees divergent branching. It might a 
follow from this that we should never encounter structures like 

where C is a taxonym of both A and B ,  which are not synony 
is one a taxonym of the other. Actually, such cases do occur, alt 
they are not very frequent. They are, however, compatible with tax 
being inherently differentiated, provided that A and B can be sho 
belong to different taxonomies. That  is to say, taxonomies may be all 
to intersect without compromising the principle of non-cover gent br 
ing. T h e  following is an example of intersecting taxonomies: 

building 

///\\? 
office-block cinema pub church svnagogue mosque sh 
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not occur with an inherently differentiated r'elatiorl of domi- 
nvergent branching in the same taxonomy. That  is to say, 

the most inclusive term of the taxonomy, and construct 
f rom the top downwards, using a frame such as The types 

etc. then no convergence should occur. 

over-specification, under-specification and the generic 

One of the linguistic variables under our control as speakers 
the semantic specificity of expressions. We can invest 

sion with a very light semantic load : 

We found a THING in the attic, 

n pack in a lot of meaning: 

We found a SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SILVER SNUFF-BOX in the 

er, if we wish to communicate effectively, we must submit to certain 
ints on the choice of level of specificitv in particular situations 

stance, a ref erring expression must contain enough information for 
dressee to be able to identify the intended referent.ls T h e  amount 
rmation (and hence, in general, the degree of specificity) that is 

ed will vary from situation to situation. One can easily imagine a 
ion where, in order to obtain a particular book, one merely has to 
ease give me that book, In, say, a library, or a bookshop, however, 

could well be inadequate, and something more specific like Please 
me the F~ench-Sornalz dictzona y at the end of the .second .shelf f~om 

might be required, T h e  need to refer successfully thus sets a lower 
to the level of specificity of a referring expression. Other consider- 

s govern the level of specificitv of non-referring- expressions For 
ting membership of a category to some referent already 

A:  What's that? 
B :  It's an X. 

principal aim of B's answer would normally be to tell A something 
at he did not already know. So, for instance, if A and B were walking 
und the monkey-house at a zoo, then neither I t ' s  an anzlnnl nor It's 

onke,): would be likely to constitute a satisfactory answer to A's question. 
course, matters are complicated considerably if, for instance, the 
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speaker is deliberately attempting to be droll; for the sake 
we shall confine our attention to situations of optimum banali 
too, the situation sets a clear lower limit to level of specificity,, 

For the two types of expression discussed above, there is a f u  

determined lower limit to specificitv There is, however, no 
functionally determined upper bound to specificity, and the sp 
a certain amount of freedom in this respect. Generally speakin 
in special circumstances which will be detailed in a moment, over 
tion throws into relief anv semantic traits over and above the basic 
ally prescribed minimum: 

17. I was attacked by that huge black alsation he keeps in hi 
gar den ,. 

1 8  I want that gold-plated quartz analogue watch you are 

It  is not being suggested that there are no constraints on overspecifi 
a person who consistently overspecifies runs a grave risk of bein 
a pedant and b o r e  But the constraints are of a vaguer sort, and the p 
for inf r ingement more peripheral. 

There are two ways of increasing the specificity of an expressio 
first is to add syntagmatic modifiers: the book, the ~ e d  book, the t 
z;ed book, the tattered red book 011 the table 212 the tzall, etc. The  
way of increasing specificity, and the one which more direc 
us, is to replace one or more lexical items in an expression b 
(including, of course, taxonyms) : It's a n  anzmal, It's a monkey, 
co1obu.s. T h e  second method is usually preferred if suitable lexica 
exist (indeed, if the required extra specificity is of the taxonymi 
then there is no choice) ,. 

We have seen that overspecification may be deliberately used f 
semantic effects. According to what has been said so far, however, t 
appears to be no comparable role for underspecification, at least not w 
the framework of functional adeq uacy. As it happens, under specific 
for special communicative effect is possible, due to certain characteri 
of lexical items belonging to the generic level of a taxonomic hierar 
We have already described these as being the 'normal, everyday na 
for things'. What this means can be made more precise: provided 
basic functional requirements are met, a generic term produce 
unmarked utterance (the rest of the sentence permitting) even when, f 
the strict functional point of view, it represents an overspecification. 
instance, I'm going to take the dog for a walk would constitute a ne 
statement of intention even in circumstances where animal would c 
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ormation tor successful reference, as when spoken, say, by a 
aye only one domestic animal . i n  o\ erspecif~ ing generic 

ot the character istic effects of o~ crspecification obserx - 

are tnro noteworth! consequences of this peculiar property of 
erms, T h e  first is that a generic term can never be used as a 
verspecification: either it is neutral, or it is functionall\ an under- 

tion. T h e  second consequence is that in a context where a generic 
ies Inore information than is strictlv necessary for successful refer- 

of producing a marked, but functionallv 
ing a superordinate of the generic term. 

nstance, the person with one pet can sav, without fear of referential 
wn, I411 G I I Z R  to fake the artl?t?al fol- n walk. But this is no longer 
- to produce a neutral utterance, the speaker must use riocq,, T h e  
f avoiding the generic term in this m7av is often to add negative 

that to account fulIv for the semantic contribution of 
lexical items to certain utterances in certain situations we need 

tion in a taxonomic h ierarch  relative to the generic 
his is an inherent property of lexical items, and is not predictable 

Taxonomic classification has been \iidel\ studied (see the references for 6 ~ j ,  but to 
the best of rn! knowledge the conceptual distinction bet\\ een h\ ponl rllr and tasoni rn\ 
was first explicit]? madc in Cruse (19 75) 

I .1 detailed discussion of nominal and natural kinds can be found in P~llman 
(1983 : ch 6) The expression ~zotrtzrral krrrtf is from Schnartz (1979, 1980) 

2 This is perhaps too strong: some ma\ feel that a gelding is a male horse, 
but is not a stallion (I  am not sure about a 'regular' gelding, but I feel that 
a stallion that had lost his male attributes in an accident liould still be a stallion 
- althobgh a non-canonical one ) For the distinction being made here it is 
probabl~ sufficient to think of e q u i ~  alence in terms of canonical traits, rather 
than insisting on criteria1 c q u i ~  alence 

3 For rigid designators see Kr ipkc ( I  9.72) 

4 I g-i~ e here m\ oix n intuitions on thc matter Ho\ve\ er , I find that in an a\ crage 
class of students, about a third will h a ~ e  intuitions corresponding to mine, 
a third will feel strong11 that there is no difference betncen Izor.se and stallroli 
- i e  thev arc both rigid designators - while the remaining third will be unable 
to make up their minds 

per sorz zcith .\-cololr)ed hnr) ; these terms are used 
predominantl\ of female persons, but probabl? riot necessaril? 
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7, For principles and theories of categorisation see Rosch (1973 
8llenis (19.75), R O S C ~  et a1 (19)76), Fbsch (1978) For critical 
Rosch's ideas see Pulrnan (1983 : ch 4) 

8 B! we here I mean "we human beings" These statements must 
metaphorically : I am not suggesting that individual per sons consc 
taxonomies in this way 

For discussion of folk taxonomies by anthropological linguists see Berl 
and Raven (1973), Brown at al (19)76), Berlin (19'78), Hunn (1983)~ R 
See also Pulrnan ( 1 ~ 8 3  : ch 4) I have taken a number of examples f t  om Rh 

9 Rhodes (1985) 
ro  Cf Brown (1958) 
11, See the characterisation of basic vocabular)~ items in Berlin and 

5-'7 
12,  I am assuming that tznzepzece (which in any event is somewhat 

not cover, for instance, sundials. 

I 3 See the references in note .7 above 

14 Rohdenburg (1985) describes this situation by saying that, 
capable of 'inclusive' reference to shoes, but not 'exclusite' reference. 

15 From Rohdenburg (1985) 
I 6 Although markedness is usually discussed only in connection with bi 

trasts, it is arguable that these examples exemplify the same, or a 
closely similar, phenomenon Many of the points made in chapter I I co 
mar ked and unmar kcd terms are applicable here, too 

I 7 See Lehrer (19'74) for a detailed study of cooking terms 

The topics of this section arc discussed in greater detail in Cruse (1977) 

I 8 Cf GI ice's 'Maxim of Quantity' (1975 : 45-6). 



I Introductory: parts and pieces 
T h e  second major type of branching lexical hierarchy is the 

ole tvpe, which we shall call meronomies i t  was suggested in 

6 that perhaps the classification of living things serves as a model 
natural language classifications. In  a s~milar way, it is possible that 
lly the division of the human body into parts served as a prototype 

part-whole hierarchies : 

Od\\ arm 

/ I \  
forearm hand 

le: 
/ \  

palm finger 

it may well be that nowadays the structliral make-up of a complex 
e significant prototype Be that as ~t 

y, there is no doubt of the central importance of fully integrated and 
hesive physical objects, with well-differentiated parts, in the concepts 
"part" and "whole". We shall accordingly, at least to begin with, 

nfine our attention to these. I n  this section we shall take an informal 
k at some of the characteristics of parts and wholes. Let us first consider 

me of the differences between the notion of "piece" and the notion 

Suppose someone were to take a hacksaw and cut, say, a typewriter 
to a number of arbitrary portions. While these portions could properly 

e referred to as pieces of the typewriter, they would not normally be 
id to be parts of the typewriter,; reducing a complex artefact to its parts 
onfusingly called 'taking it to pieces') normally requires the undoing 
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of screws and other means of attachment T h e  contrast bet 
and pieces is potentially operative even with highly integrated 
as animal bodies: there is a clear difference between such 
to pieces, and one carefully dissected into its parts, 

Any potential piece is spatially included within its whole (o 
once the potentiality is actualised, and the potential piece become 
it is no longer included within its whole). But this is not su 
qualify a particular quantity oi pr,eviously included substance for 
piece. First, the notion of a piece presupposes the notion 
stability - one cannot have a piece of steam, for  instance Second, 
must be spatially continuous; that is to say, it must be possible, 
in principle, to move from any point within a piece to any othe 
within the same piece, without being forced at any time to traverse 
not belonging to the ~ i e c e ,  or. to cross empty space. 

< < , 1 T h e  relation -piece of - is transitive, asvmmetric and ca 
further more, it is inher entlv differentiated.. T h e  sawing operation 
be carried out on the resulting pieces of the typewriter, and the p 
repeated, in principle, indefinitely; and at no point could a 
said to be a piece of two different pre-existing pieces, except whe 
of those two pieces resulted from the cutting up of the other. The  re 
is thus capable of generating a well-formed, branching hierarchy, w 
nodes are separated in time (the claimed pieces of the True  Cros 
genuine, would constitute such a hierarchv). I t  is not, however, cap 
of giving rise to a lexical hierarchy, because there is no reason, 
one be imposed in an ad hoc fashion, why an arbitrary div 
whole should vield pieces in any way analogous to the pie 
from a similarly arbitrary division of another whole of the same ty 
Such constraints as there are on what constitutes a piece allow 
dual whole to be partitioned in a different way. Pieces, thcrefore, do 
fall into sub-classes with sufficient constancy of attributes to qualify 
lexical labels. 

We have seen that sawn-off bits of a typewriter do not constitute, exce 
accidentally, parts of the typewriter. What, then, are the characteristi 
of parts, and how do they differ from pieces? Still thinking 
instances of the part-whole relation, we can say, first of all, that part 
share with pieces the clzaracteristics of topoIogica1 stability and spatia 
continuity; both also have a determinate topological relationship with thei 
wholes, and with their sister parts. 

Turning now to differences, it seems that a typical part is distinguishe 
from a piece by three main characteristics: autonomy, non-arbitrary boun 
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determinate function with respect to the whole,. Take first the 
autonomy. Something described as 'a piece of an X' must once 
ed an integral constituent of a properly constituted X ;  a piece 

%Triter must once have been incorporated in an actual typewriter 
ct replica of such a piece would not itself count as a piece of 

ewriter,, This is not true, in principle, of a part, except contingently, 
for instance, the parts of the human body (and even that may 
ne day!). Thus ,  the items in a display cabinet labelled 'The par'ts 
writer' need never have belonged to the same, or, indeed, any, 

ypewriter; furthermore, exact copies of them would count equally 
parts. (Notice that this means that part is not a hyponyrn of piece.) 
second characteristic feature of parts is that their boundaries are 
ed. A part is normally delimited from its sister parts by a (relative) 
inuity of some sort. I t  is therefore often possible to point to the 

of an assembled whole (the notion of pointing to the pieces of an 
ral whole is somewhat nonsensical) T h e  extreme case is when a part 

~ l e t e l y  detachable, like the wheel of a car. Less extreme, but still 
cases might involve the mobility of a comparatively rigid portion 

ve to another more-or -less rigid portion. For instance, several parts 
e human body are delimited by joints: the thzgh by hzp and knee, 
he foreann b y  elbow and wrist. Or a relatively extended region may 

onnected to another relatively extended region by a narrow 'bridge', 
atter forming a boundary between par8ts: such is the case with leaf 
ranch or twzg. In this case, the bridge region is considered to form 

of the leaf, per haps because in deciduous plants it falls with the leaf - 
in autumn. (An interesting question is why the elements of a jigsaw 

uld be called pieces, rather than parts. I t  is perhaps because the divisions 
e totally unmotivated with respect to the picture that thev go to make 

The third characteristic feature of parts is the possession of a definite 
nction relative to their wholes; obvious examples are: eye for seeing, 
ake for stopping, handle for carmrying, spout for pouring. Function can 
metimes delimit a part when there is no obvious discontinuity, as with 
e tzp of the tongue. 
So far we have been discussing the nature and characteristics of parts, 

heir relations with wholes, and their distinction from pieces. We must 
w turn to a consideration of the lexical items used to designate parts 
d wholes, and the semantic relations between them T h e  semantic rela- 
n between a lexical item denoting a part and that denoting the corres- 

ponding whole will be termed meronymy; we shall give the name 
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tco-rneronyrny to the relation between lexical items desig 
parts.. Although there is an intimate connection between an ext 
part-whole hierarchy and the corresponding lexical hierarch 
are nonetheless distinct, and must not be confused. In  man 
two hierarchies are not isomor~phous. T h e  human body mere 
instance, has only one node for a m  and one for leg; but the carr 
extra-linguistic part-whole hierarchy has two nodes for each. l t i s  
to distinguish, therefore, between two different sorts of lexical hi 
consisting of lexical items referring to parts. There is first of 
meronomy, whose structure is determined by purely linguisti 
and there is what might be called a +labelled part-whole h 
which is formally identical to the corresponding extra-linguistic h 
Our concern will for the most part be with true rneronomies. 

7.2 Defining meronyrny 
Meronymv . ," is subject to a greater number of complicat 

tors than taxonomic relations are; instead of there being a sing] 
distinguished relation, there is in reality a numerous family of mor 
similar relations,, In  this section we shall deal with what may be r. 

as the central, or ideal, meronymic relationship, and the compl 
which arise from the factors of optionality and necessity, lack 
gruence, and froin the existence of sense spectra. This  will enab 
define a fairly cohesive core group of relations. A number of more 
relatives of meronymv will be discussed in 7. ,5 

We shall begin by considering a definition of mer onvmv . , which is un 
edly too restrictive, in that it excludes some intuitivelv clear exa 
of the part-whole relation, but which characterises what we sha 
to  be the central variety of the lexical relation: 

X is a meronym of Y if and only if sentences of the form 4 I.' has AS/ 
and r l ~ ~  A t s  a part of a I .  are normal when the noun phrases an A ,  a 
interpreted gener icall? 

Virtually all word pairs which one would wish to recognise as havin 
meronymic relation will normal sentences in the test-frameA 1 
Xs/a,z x.: 

A hand has fingers.. 
A piano has a keyboard. 
A car has wheels. 
A saw has teeth. 
A book has pages.. 
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however., the frame is too generous, as it accepts any character- 
tes, and not only par8ts : 

A wife has a husband. 
A sound has a pitch and a volume,, 

,ible that have is ambiguous, but this is extremely difficult to 
ate convincingly.) T h e  second frame, An X i s  a part of a Y, 

A huge bank balance is a part of his attractiveness to women., 
Changing nappies/diapers is part of being a mother ., 

onyms, however, will satisfy both frames : 

? A husband is a part of a wife. 
? A volume is a part of a sound, 
? His attrmactiveness to women has a bank balance. 
? Being a mother has changing nappies. 
A hand has fingers 
A finger is a part of a hand. 

gh the two-part test gives a fair guarantee of a meronymic relation- 
word  airs which satisfv it. it excludes intuitivelv clear cases of 

ra. ? A handle is a part of a bag. 
b.. ? A bag has a handle,. 

2a. A sepal is a part of a flower. 
b. ? A flower has sepals.. 

3a. ? A root is a part of a word, 
b, ? Aword hasaroot .  

st-frame which does not leak, and which accepts all the above cases, 

The parts oja Yz,zclude,s t h e X . / ~ s ,  the Z/ZS, etc ,  
T h e  parts of a flower include the sepals, the petals, . . . 
T h e  parts of a word include the root, . . . 
The  parts of a door include the handle, the lock, . ,, 

ese examples are also normal in the X and other parts of a I..) We 
1 take it that this test establishes a significant family of relations, and 
hall examine three factors which govern the different results obtained - 

th it and with the stricter two-part test, 
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T h e  first of these factors is the optionalit? or. necessity of the r 
T h e  reason ~b is odd while A hami h a s  fi?zger,s is normal is that 
is an option for a door, whereas f i ? ~ g e r  are necessary to a ha 
notion of necessity appropriate here is not the logical necessity whit 
fests itself in entailment. I t  is not logically necessary for a human 
for instance, to have two ears; after Van Gogh had cut off on 
ears, he still had a body, and the detached ear was still an ear. 
bodv was thenceforward defective (and so, in a sense, was the 
shall speak in such cases of canonical necessity, and describe e 
canonical rneronym of body, and body as a canonical holonym 0 

A truly optional relationship, like that between doo? and handle, 
termed facultative: handle is thus a facuitative meronvm of door, 
facultativity and canonicity may be either unilateral or bilateral; this 
rise to the following variant relations between a meronym X and a hol 
Y:  

I .  X is a canonical meronym of Y ;  Y is a canonical hol 
of X 

11. X is a canonical rneronym of Y ;  Y is a facultative holo 
of X 

111. X is a facultative meronym of Y; Y is a canonical holo 
of X 

I V .  X is a facultative meronym of Y;  Y is a facultative holony 
of X 

It  is variant I which is selected by the stricter of the two tests for meron 
given earlier. I t  is exemplified by finger and hand; finger may th 
described as a bilaterally canonical meronym of hand. Variant 11 i 
rarest of the four. Convincing examples are hard to find, but the 
of relationship envisaged here is something like that between a lichen 
either its algal or fungal component. A lichen is a symbiotic a 
between a fungus and an alga, and requires both; but the two co 
are each capable of living as free organisms in their own right, and t 
association to form a lichen is thus optional. We may therefore say 
fungu,s is a unilaterally canonical meronym of hchen, and kchen is a unil 
ally facultative holonym of fungu,s (I have made the simplifying assump 
that any fungus can associate with any alga: this is not, in fact, the ca 
Variant 111 is also fairly rare in its strictest form, although it is more corn 
between items which ar8e not congruent (see below),. I t  is exe 
leader and newspaper: it is open to any newspaper to have, or n 
have, a leader, but leader (in the relevant sense) only occurs as pa 
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,papel., .\ ewspape~- is therefore a unilaterally canonical holonvm of 

, a  Variant IV ,  a bilaterallv facultative relation, is the weakest of the 
nd perhaps only marginally deserves to be considered a lexical relation 

Take the relationship between u?zzrei,sity and ntuseuln : anv univer- 
free in principle to have a museum, and any museum could in 

stand as an autonomous whole in its own right. Neither a univer- 
ithout a museum, nor a museum that is not part of a universit~,  

e considered defective. T h e  onlv motivation for recognising a sense 
n between urzzcevsit,y and rnusezlin would be to account for the nor- 

ty of sentences such as The museum 1 s  a part of the zr,rzr3ei,slrjt and 
unioe~:sit,y has a museum in their non-generic interpretation (but not, 
ust be emphasised, ? A mz~seuin is a par? of a uizzeenitg). T h e  case 
ecognising a lexical relation would be stronger if we insisted on an 
cted relationship, at least in one direction. Such is not the case with 
eusitj) and rnu,seum, but it is armguably the case with u?rieei-sit). and 

It's a university, but it doesn't have a medical school. 
It 's a medical school, but it isn't part of a university. 

ould perhaps be more appropriate to describe rnedzcal school as a 
-rneronym of unzverstty (it will be recalled that para-relations are 
ed on expectation rather than necessitv) . 

he second factor which prevents pairs of lexical items passing the 
meronvmy is mis-match in respect of congruence. Of the 

r congruence relations, disjunction is not applicable to meronvmv, but 
other three are. Our discussion so far has presumed full congruence. 
are therefore concerned here with inclusion and overlap. Inclusion 
manifest itself in one of two ways. First, the meronym mav be more 

era1 than the holonvm, in that without ambiguity it stands in the same 
tion to at least one other holonym. An example of this is tzar1 and 
. A toe has a nazl is normal, but A nazl I S  a pnit of a toe is not, because 
ail might equally be a finger-nail: ilnrl is thus more general than toe. 
llowing the convention established in chapter 4, therefore, we may sav 
t nazl is a super-meronym of toe, which entails that toe is a hvpo-holonvm 
all. (Taking account of the matters discussed in the previous paragraph, 

uller specification of the relation between toe and izatl would be that 
1 is a bilaterally canonical super-meronym of toe.) Super-meronyms 
quite common; other examples are page : book and wtck : ca~zdle. T h e  

econd possibility is for the holonym to be the more inclusive term in 
mis-matched pair. This  relationship can manifest itself in one of two 
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ways which we shall not distinguish terminologically. Take t 
.sepal and flower. At first sight this may appear to be a case of 
a flower may or may not have sepals, However, this is not 
for particular flowers, in the way that any man may choose to 
not to have, a beard: for a given species of flower, sepals are eithe 
cally present, or canonically absent. Thus,  flower is more 
sepal, and covers cases which have sepals, and those which do no 
as we have already seen, a sepal is necessarily a part of a flower, 
therefore describe flower as a bilaterally canonical super-hol 
In  the other variety of super-holonyrn, some members of the 

wholes have one sort of part, while others have a different part in a s 

ally analogous position; this is exemplified by body in relation t 
and vagzrza. A possible example of a non-congruent pair involving a f 
tive relation is beard and face: a beard is an option onlv 
(i.e, men's), but a face is necessary to a beard, so beard is a unil 
facultative hvpo-meronym offace, andface a unilaterally canoni 
holonym of beard (It is possible, however,, that b e a d  is more acc 
described as an attachment of f a t e  - see next section. ) Strictly sp 
lzchen is a unilaterallv facultative hvpo-holonym of fingzcs, s 
fungi enter into a symbiotic relation with an alga T h e  other t 
congruent relationship applicable to mer onyrny is the over 1 
Consider the relation between stalk and leaf; not all leaves have s 

and flowers, as well as Zeaves, mav have stalks. Stalk must therefo 
described as a semi-meronym of leaf (of the bilaterally canonical varie 

A third factor which interferes with the stricter test for 
the existence of sense-spectra with local senses. Take the exam 
ha~zdle. T o  some extent, handle behaves like a super-meronvm of, 
door, since the halzdles c?f' door.s n~zd dmzuel:s is normal. But 
only because the local senses are close to one another. If the argu 
in chapter 3 is correct, there is no superordinate meaning for all 
of handle. It would therefore be more accurate to describe ha?zdle 
local meronvm of duo?. ( ~ ' U O I *  and the local sense of tra~zdie are congrue 
We shall recognise super-relations only when there is a true superordi 
meaning, Relations involving local senses may, of course, 
dimension of necessitv; so, for instance, h n ~ ~ d l e  is a canoni 
n?;m of spool?, but a facultative local meronkm of dool., since there i 
spoon without a handle, but handle-less doors are quite common.' 
indicate that a homeless door-handle is non-canonical, and t 
to locate the local sense of handle, door can be described as a canon1 
locating holonyrn of hcr~?dle ) 
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ore tvpe of part-whole relation remains to be considered under 
nt heading. I t  is exemplified by the relation between black and 
at is peculiar about this relation is that a blade may constitute 

art of a leaf (if the leaf has a stalk) or the entire leaf ( i f  the leaf 
ut a stalk). We shall call this relationship tholo-meronymy: blade 

erefore be described as holo-meronym of the holonvm leaf 14010- 
mv must not be confused with the relation between a fungus and 

n, where a fungus may either exist independentlv, or as part of 
; or with the relation between a museum, which may constitute 

onornous whole, and, sav, a universitv of which it may form part,, 
oint is that a fungus cannot, on its own, constitute a lichen, nor 

useum, on its own, constitute a university; whereas a blade can, 
wn, constitute the whole of a leaf . Z  

Aspects of transitivity: integral parts and attachments 
Hyponymy is an unproblematically transitive relation : it f 01- 

om the fact that a spaniel is necessarily a dog, and a dog necessarily 
imal, that a spaniel is necessarily an animal. Taxonymy . . is less clear, 

t seems better to treat it as intransitive: it seems misleading to describe 
aniel as a tvpe of animal  Meronymv is more complicated, as in most 

6 6 er respects. Notice, first, that the relation -piece of-" is, like 
onyrny, straightforwardly transitive: a piece of a piece of the True  
ss is still a piece of the T r u e  Cross, and will be confidently expected 
he faithful to have the same miraculous properties. T h e  complications, 
ther words, are strictly a property of parts. 
here are two causes of 'failure' of the transitivity of the part-whole 
tion, which may in some instances be simultaneously operative T h e  
t involves the notion of ?functional domain. Consider the sentences 

4and 5:  

4a. T h e  jacket has sleeves. 
b.  T h e  sleeves have cuffs,. 
c. T h e  jacket has cuffs., 

ga. T h e  house has a door. 
b .  T h e  door has a handle. 
c .  ? T h e  house has a handle. 

hy is 4(c) a valid conclusion from 4(a) and 4(b), while 5(c) is not a 
lid conclusion from 5(a) and 5(b)?? (Sentence 5(c) is also odd, but this 
not the problem: normality and logical validity are two different things. 
he reason 5(c) is odd is that ordinary houses do not usually have handles. 
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The doll's home has a handle, for instance, is relatively nor 
still not a valid conclusion from The doll's house has a doof- an 
has a handle.) The  answer involves two facts about handle. 

As we have already noted, a part typically has a more or less de 
function with respect to some whole T h e  more inclusive eleme 
which the part functions may be termed its functional dam 
instance, a typical function of a handle is to enable something to 
by hand; the functional domain of such a handle is whatever mok 
appropriate manual force is applied to it. A functional domain 
restricted or genermalised. T h e  functional domain of a handle, for i 
is typically restricted, A door-handle, say, serves to open and close 
but although the door may be part of something larger, like a 
the door-handle does not have any direct function with respect t 
T h e  functional meaning of harzdle, in other words, does not trans 
nodes higher up  the hierarchy than the one immediately dominat 
Handle may be contrasted in this respect with cuff, which has a gene 
functional domain. T h e  difference is that the function of a cuff is 
a decorative one, which it fulfils equally with respect to s1eez.e andja 
In  other words, the functional aspects of the meaning of cuff are effect 
transitive. 

T h e  second significant fact about handlt. is that its functional do 
is established only with reference to specific contexts. Many parts 
their functional domains encapsulated within their meanings. We 
that stamen.s function with respect to flowers, and firrg;er:s with re 
to hands; specifying the domain in such cases gives rise to redunda 
? flower-s tamen, ? hand_fi?zger, etc. Handle, however, since it forms 
of a sense-spectrum, has a multitude of different possible functi 
domains. In any actual occurrence, the domain is fixed bv the conte 
as part of the local sense. I n  particular., in an expression of the form 
A' hams a hazzdle, X will be taken as the functional domain of hnlzcile 
least in the absence of a more powerful indication). Hence, hnndl 
The hou.se has a handle can ordy with great difficulty (if at all) be ta 
to refer to the door-handle, but must be interpreted as referring to a hous 
handle. I t  will be appreciated that this in itself would not cause a breakdo 
in transitivity were it not for the fact that the functional donlain of  ha^ 
is restricted,. If the door of a house incorporated, say, a bronze reli 
by Ghiberti, like the doors of the Baptistery in Florence, it would 
much less odd to say Th2.s house Izas a b?onze ~..elzef 6))  Ghzbertr Notic 
too, that the functional domain can also be indicated by Y in an expressi 
of the form the Y-handle ; in an expression of the form The A- has a 
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the more intimate connection between Y and handle  ill result 
ng taken as the functional domain of handle. This has the effect, 
e ,  of liberating X from the functional aspects of handle, so that 
e has door-handles (or better still, The house has porcelain d o o ~ -  

) is relatilely nor ma1 , ,  
sitivitv failures are also caused by a special type of part which 

11 term an tatta~hrnent.~ Attachments have two defining characteris- 
it must be normal to describe them as being attached to some 

ntity (which we shall call the tstock) : 

A hand is attached to an arm, 

T h e  handle is attached to the door. 
T h e  ears are attached to the head. 

refer to integral parts ( i e .  those which are not attachments) 

? T h e  palm is attached to the hand,, 
? T h e  handle is attached to the spoon,, 

ether handle is an attachment or. not depends on its local sense in 
ontexts)  Secondly, attachments must satisfy our criteria for. 

A hand is a part of an arm. 
An arm has a hand, 
T h e  parts of the arm are : the upper arm, the elbow, the 

forearm, the wrist and the hand 

e wholeness of an entity is destroved if an integral part is missing, 
t this is not necessariiv true if the missing part is an attachment: 

A: Did vou find the whole arm? 
B:  (i) Yes,but thehandwasmissing.  

(ii) ? Yes, but the forearm was missing. 

ent is, however, tvpically an integral part of the overall whole, 
that, for instance, a human body cannot be described as complete if 

e hands are missing, nor can the hands be described as being attached 

There is a difference between integral parts and attachments with regard 
to certain aspects of transitivity.. Certain predicates, if applied to an integral 
part of something, necessar ilv appiv also to the whole: 
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I touched her elbow entails I touched her arm 
The table-leg was damaged entails The table was damage 
There were ~ Z L ~ S  012 ~ Z S  f i~zge~s entails There were burns 

hzs hands 

When such predicates are applied to an attachment, however, th 
not necessarily apply to the whole, although with one exception th 
not excluded : 

His arm was unhurt, but there were burns on his hand. 
T h e  door was clean, but the handle was contaminated. 

T h e  exception is that a part of an attachment does not count as a 
of the stock; hence filzge? , for instance, does not count as part of a?m : 

? An arm has fingers. 
? A finger is a part of an arm. 

T h e  part relation is transitive, however, where integral parts are concer 
in other words, if X is an integral part of I.', then a part of X will 
count as a part of Y. This  can be illustrated with knee-cap, klze 
leg Since ktzee is an integral part of leg ( ?  The knee i s  attached t 
leg), k~zee-cap, which is a part of ktzee, counts also as a part of leg: 

A knee-cap is a part of a leg, 
A leg has a knee-cap. 

7 -4 Characteristics of meronomies 
A well-f or med par t-whole hierarchy should consist of elem 

of the same general type. I t  is not immediately clear how to articu 
this notion precisely, but it is easv to  see that some such concept is nec 
ary If one element in a merononly denotes a cohesive physical o 
for instance, then all the other items in the set must too (for inst 
the zoelght of a body does not figure among its parts); if one item r 
to a geographical area, so must all the others (hence \Vestminster A 
is not a part of London); if one item is an abstract noun, all the o 
must be as well - and so on. This principle helps to explain why t 
are numerous limited meronomies, instead of just one, with utZz'2jet 

its most inclusive element, and some sort of sub-atomic particle or par 
at the lower bound Consider the most familiar sort of meronymy 
one with body as its origin \Vhv does the hierarchv go no higher 
per haps famzl~~, then populatzon, tel restrznl bzomas s ,  . ? MJhat qua 

body to be considered a WHOLE? Part of the answer is that bod). is 
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inclusive entity encompassing finger, leg, head, etc. that is of the 
priate type. Going from body to famzly , for instance, would mean 

hange from a cohesive physical object to an entity with no physical 
esiveness whatsoever, constituted by a set of invisible relationships. 
ilies do have parts, of course, but these are persons, not bodies 
e have seen that a well-formed taxonomic hierarchy must preserve 

nstant principle of differentiation throughout This feature has a rnero- 
ic parallel Consider the ways of dividing the human body. We can 

er divide it into parts such as trunk, head, Zzmbs, etc , or we can 
validly divide it in quite another way, into skeleton, muscles, 

es, blood vessels, etc. Parts of the first type have a greater degree 
p t i a l  cohesiveness, and presumably, also, perceptual salience (when 
ed from the outside, at any rate). They will be called ?segmental 

rts; as we traverse a whole along its major spatial axes, we typically 
ounter the segmental parts sequentially, Parts of the second type have 

greater functional unity, a greater consistency of internal constitution, 
t they are spatially inter-penetrating, running along the major axes of 
e body. These will be termed ?systemic parts Each of these principles 
division is as valid as the other, but it seeins that ordinary language 

a preference for segmental parts Many wholes can be partitioned 
ays parallel to the human body. A house, for instance, may be divided 
lzewzg-?poem, dznzng-room, kztchen, hall, bedrooms, cella?, loft, etc. 

mental parts) ; or b?rckwof k ,  loznel-y, plastemuo~k, plumbzng, wmng, 
(systemic parts - notice that these are quasi-meronyms of house, 

ause they are mass nouns, whereas house is a count noun) T h e  case 
ou.se (and other buildings) is further complicated by the fact that the 

ental parts can be seen either in terms of spaces (e g ,  rooms), or 
rms of the structural elements which define those spaces (for instance, 
walls, floors and cezlzngs are also parts of a house), Whatever type 
ivision is adopted for a particular hierarchy, it must remain constant 
ughout the structure. One must not, for instance, if one is partitioning 

body, on reaching finger go on to bo~ze, muscle and Heme - even though 
ers can be so divided - as this would not preserve constancy. (There 
other reasons, of course, for not going beyondfinges : the lexical items 
lable (bone, e tc . )  refer to parts which are not confined to the finger 
presumbly there do exist scientific names for these particular bones, 
cles, etc. ; these, however, would not do, either ) 
he relation of meronymy is not an ideal guarantor of a well-formed 
archy, unlike taxonymy. It  is, of course, differentiable, but unlike 
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That  is to say, convergence cannot be ruled out unless certain restr; 
are placed on the participants in a hierarchv. T h e  trouble arises 
the existence of super - and hypo-r elations, in particular super -mer 
like ~zazl: 

bod\ 

arm 1% 

I 
hand 

I 
foot 

I 
finger 

I 
toe 

\ ------- 
nail 

In  the corresponding extra-linguistic hierarchy there is, of course, no 
vergence, because the finger-nails and the toe-nails are different p 
but the same lexical item is used to refer to them, so the lexical hierar 
does converge. (Convergence due to sense-spectra can be avoided by ins 
ing that the elements in the hierarchy be local senses; this escape-r 
is not available, however, for genuine super-meronyms ) T o  secure a 
formed hierarchy we would h a w  to confine the elements to congr 
pairs - every meronym should be congruent with its holonym. Do' 
this, however, would exclude many normal part names; it would s 
better to accept that meronomies may not be perfect hierarchies. 
phenomenon of non-congruent relations also allows meronolnies to i 
sect A striking case of this is provided by the male and female hu 
body meronomies. Strictly speaking, there are two separate merono 
for males and females, which intersect heavily - they even share the 
inclusive element body It  is noteworthy that intersection between p 
whole hierarchies is by and large a purely lexical phenomenon: a 
sharing of parts between extra-linguist~c wholes seems rare, except a 
abnormality, as in Siamese twins. 

Mer onomies typically have rather weakly developed substantive lev 
T h e  properties which give rise to equi-level intuitions seem usual1 
be analogous (or homologous) structure or function, and perhaps 
size-range. In  the human body-meronomy, for instance, where leve 
relatively well-developed, the homologies between a n  and leg giv 
to the feeling that not only a m  and leg, but also hand and foot, 
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1. and toe are equi-level. ( In  English this is reinforced bv the existence 
he term I z~zb ,  which covers aitlt and leg; many languages designate 
toes by an expression which is the equivalent of foot-Ji~zgei*.s - apparentlv 
e, though, refer to the fingers as 'hand-toes', presumablv because of 

svchological primacy of the hand. )' There are, however, no homo- 
es between the head and the arm, for instance, so that intuitions as 
~hether, say, the ear-lobes and the fingers are at the same hierarchical 
I are, to sa? the least, uncertain.. 
he existence of gaps (i.e. covert categories) was noted for taxonomic 

rarchie~:  it was most frequently either the origin or one or more kind 
s which were found to be missing In the case of meronomies, the 

t inclusive term is never covert: there are no meronomies of unnamed 
&s One type of covert part does however occur reiativelv frequentlv: 
re often is no separate name for the major, essential functional part, 
ciallv of artefacts Take the example of spoolz A spoon has a tzn~ldle, 
what do we call the other part, which corresponds to the blade of 

jIzfe? Informants when questioned about this usuallv search for a while, 
n either say, 'But that rs the spoon,' or suggest something like bowl 
t this, while fairly apt, is obviously an ad hoc creation - there simply 
o everyday name Another example is fork, This also has a handle, 
again there is no name for the rest. I t  might be suggested that the 

tzgs constitute the rest; but this is not quite right - the part of a fork 
luding the handle bears some resemblance to a hand, and the prongs 
analogous to fingers, but there is no name for the fork analogue of 
d. Or take a teapot, whose parts are handle, spout and l2d - but what 
ut the bit in the middle which holds the tea? Again, informants tend 
say, 'But that IS  the teapot ' Sometimes bod11 is suggested. This is 
eresting; presumably the analogy is with bod11 in the sense of ''trunk", 

hattdle, spozrt, etc, being seen as analogues of limbs. In  a not dissimilar 
tion, body has developed two distinct senses, as in Tjze body of a 
was found zn the shed and There were b u ~  ~ 2 s  ozz his awns arid legs, 
one on hzs body. (That this is true ambiguity is shown by the interpre- 
ity of The body found zn the woods h a d  tatoos all ozw the bodjl, and 
eugmatic nature of ? The body fozrnd ]TI the woods h a d  tattoos all 
zt, but h a d  none on the urns or legs ; compare these with the relative 

nterpretability of ? The humn~t  a t w  fotrtzd rn the woods had  tattoos 
over the arm,  and the non-zeugmatic nature of The arm fourzd t n  the 
ds had  tattoos a N  ooer it, but h a d  none of the hatzd.) One wonders 

y a similar development has not occurred with teapot, fork, spoon and, 
eed, a m  ., 
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7 5 Close relatives of the part-whole relation 
Up to now we have been more or less concentratin 

central instances of part and whole, which we have taken to be well- 
tiated parts of clearly individuated and cohesive phvsical objects ( 
with these restrictions a considerable number of variations ha 
observed) In  realitv, however, these central instances of the re1 
only imperfectly distinguishable from other members of a cluster 0 

similar relations; the central instances, in other words, shade off im 
tibiy into less central and ultimately peripheral instances. The  wh 
is extremely diffuse and complex. An attempt will be made in this 
to isolate the main dimensions of variation, and to identify the mo 
near-relatives of the core part-whole relation. 

A number of dimensions of variation can be identified which c 
with centrality and peripherality in part-like relations. One such di 
is concreteness : bodies, trees, cars and teapots are concrete, but 
also speak of parts of non-concrete entities such as events, actio 
cesses, states, and abstract nominal notions like adolescence and c 
A second dimension of variation is the degree of differentiation a 

parts: the parts of a body, or car ,  are highly differentiated; the par 
members) of a team mav or may not be clearly differentiated, but in 
will be less so than the parts of a body; thc parts of a unit of 
such as hour, metre, or pound are not differentiated at all, A third 
sion of variation is structural integration: the mernbe~s of a team a 
integrated than the stones in a heup, or the books in a hbrary, 
less so than the parts of a body. Degree of integration, we may 
correlates with centrality. T h e  fourth factor we shall consider is 
the items in a relationship are count nouns or mass nouns; this pr8es 
reff ects degree of individuation. In  almost all the part-whole pa 
have discussed up to now, both meronym and holonym have been 
nouns.. But there are part-like relations where one or both terms are 
nouns : The car 2,s par t  s tee1 (whole = count, part = mass) ; Sand co 
ofgrc2in.s (whole = mass, part = count) ; Mzlk i s  an zrzgredzent of cu 
(whole = mass, part = mass). 

We shall begin our survey of meronyrn-like relations by looking at 
tions between non-concr ete entities. Quite close to concrete parts are 
situated within the boundaries of other places, such as France : E 
These are often well-differentiated, and can give rise to well-f 
branching hierarchies : 



Met O ? Z O Z ~ Z E ~  s 

Europe 

Unrted Kingdom 

B r ~ t t a n ~  Xua~ergne Burgundy 

Cantal Pu\  de Dome Hlg-hland Strathe/\ de 

display some of the typical contextual properties of parts: 

France is a part of Europe 
T h e  parts of Europe are : France, Belgium, Holland, etc, 

? Europe has France, Belgium, etc. 

m the point of view of lexical semantics, parts such as these are of 
significance, because they are really pieces, in our terminology, rather 

n parts with properties which can be generalised to delimit parts of 
er wholes of the same type. They are accordingly designated by proper 
ns rather than common nouns. There are, however, cases which more 

rt-whole pattern - perhaps they should 
cluded in this category. T h e  relation between capztal and country 

A capital is a part of a country, 
A country has a capital 

ewise, a city or town has a centre, and possibly also a red-lzght dzstrrct, 
so forth (CapztaE can be more precisely characterised as a super- 

onym of country, as empzres, prooznces and states (of the U.S. A ) 
have capitals; centre on the other hand, is a local meronym.) 
ntities with a temporal structure may also have parts. Most of these 
into the category of event nouns, which may be recognised by the 
that they occur normally in the frame The X + (be) = (tzme exp~es-  

T h e  concert was yesterday 
T h e  next performance is at 7 30. 

ically orcur, take place, coznczde, can be cancelled, post- 
ed, delayed and brought fonuard, Many event nouns are clearly derived 
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from verbs : performance, arrival,  killing, inztzation ; others are n 
da)!, Chnstnza.~, concert, match, ceremon,y . Verbs which give rise 
nouns refer typically to either activities (broadly, things that one 
or processes (roughly, changes of state that 'happen to' people or t 
Activities may be further sub-divided into accomplishment 
which, like cough, kktck, hop, typically receive an iterative inter 
in the frame H e  started X--ing) ; actions (verbs which are not inte 
iteratively in He s t a ~ t e d  LY-zng, but are not normal in He almos 
He started pla,ying the ozolin, ? H e  almosst played the violzn) ; and a 
ments (verbs which resemble actions but which are normal in He 
x - e d :  He has ahnost l e a ~ n t  to pla,y the viohn) .6 Any entity wh 
a differentiated temporal structure ( i . e  at least a beginning, a 
and an end) may have segmental or systemic (parallel) parts, the f 

being the more usual. In the case of nouns derived from process, 
ment, or accomplishment verbs, it may be more normal to refe 
parts (if they are segmental) as stages or phases. Actions, whi 
no temporal structure, can only have systemic parts. T h e  followin 
plif y some of the possibilities ; f i r  st ,  segmental parts : 

T h e  most popular part of the show is the strip-tease. 
The parts of the show are: the strip-tease, . . . 
T h e  show has a str ip-tease, 
T h e  run-up, the delivery, and the follow-through are par 

phases/stages of the action of bowling. 
T h e  phases of the action of bowling are: the run-up, . . . 
? T h e  action of bowling has a run-up, . .. . 

second, systemic parts: 

T h e  most extraordinary part of the show was the decor. 
! T h e  parts of the show are : the decor, , 

Learning to control oneself is a part of growing up. 
? T h e  parts of growing up are : learning to contr ol onesel 
Bowing is the most difficult part of playing the violin,, 
? T h e  parts of playing the violin are: bowing, fingering, ,, 

Abstract objects which are realised as a temporal sequence, such as 
s,ymphony, play, or ballet , often have clear (usually segmental) par 
symphony, for instance, usually has nzovement s , some of which have d 
entiated labels : slow moveme??t, sc,he~zo, firzak (these are strictly s 
meronyms, since they also potentially have concel-to and sonata as 
holonvms) ; rnooeme~ft.s themselves may have distinguished parts: inti 
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exposition, development, recapztulation, c o d a  Pla,ys and operas are 
ally divided into acts and scenes, and poems are often divided into 
as. Different acts, scenes and stanzas are normally distinguished by 
cr's, rather than names. T h e  fact that major musical forms often 

parts presumably testifies to the tighter formal constraints 
er which composers typically work. 

n-temporal states and qualities may be described as having parts: 

Being slim is part of being fit. 
Self-control is part of maturity. 

these are very peripheral and do not display other typical contextual 
acteristics of parts : 

? Maturity has self-control. 
? The parts of maturity are: self-control, . . ., 

n more peripheral are what might be called features of events, states, 
These can be referred to as parts, but they axe characterised by a 
discrepancy, and are more normally called features : 

Christmas pudding is a part (featur'e) of Christmas. 
Changing nappies/diapers is a part (feature) of being a 

mother. 
Rebelliousness is a part (feature) of adolescence. 

nits of measure and their sub-units constitute a special class of abstract 
-wholes, one of whose characteristics is a total lack of differentiation. 
y do not strictly belong in this chapter as they give rise only to non- 
ching hierarmchies; they are more fully discussed in the next chapter', 
are mentioned here purely for the sake of completeness, 
ntities such as groups, classes and collections stand in relations which 
mble meronymy with their constituent elements. These entities are 
ntially collectivities, in that their ultimate parts are elements which 
selves, under another aspect, are independent wholes of the more 

c sort. They are less structurally integrated than tvpical physical 
cts, and their parts are often less differentiated, too. We shall begin 

what will be termed the +group-member relation Groups seem 
e largely restricted to associations of human beings ; examples are : 

e ,  team, cabzzzet, conzmzttee, famzly , o?che.stra, lur:y, squad, audzelzce, 
Most groups have no specific lexical items to designate their members; 

W,  however, do : tnbe : tnbermn,~ , 1u1:y :juror / j ~ , : ~ ~ ~ a n ,  senate : .qe~zato~,. 
e distinguishing characteristics of group nouns in English are, first, 
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that in the singular they can contract singular or plural concor'd 
verb: 

T h e  tribe/jury/team/family . . is1ar.e under investigation. 

and, second, they occur normally in the plural : 

Of all the tribes/juries/families I have known, this one is t 
oddest. 

They designate groupings which have a purpose or function: the mem 
are not associated merely because they share certain attributes. Mem 
of groups display some of the properties of parts: 

A juror is a part of the , jury.. , 

A jury has jur~ors, 

but not all : 

? Thepartsof  a . jury . are the jurors. 

More distantly related to partonymy is a relation which we shal 
the tclass-member relation, It  is exemplified by such pairs a s p  
ar ia t  : worker, clergy : bzshop, aristocrac,y : duke, etc. What we shall 
a +class is an assemblage of humans justified more by the possessio 
common attributes than a common purpose; a class is thus less organic 
cohesive than a group, and its members less like true parts : 

A bishop is a part of the clergy. 
? T h e  clergy has bishops,. 
? T h e  parts of the clergy are: the bishops, the archbishops 

Class nouns are generally uncomfortable with the plural inflection: p 
aria t.s, c1ergze.s , a~i.stoc~aczes, and prefer plur a1 concord with a verb 
clergy we?e (was?) uunhapp,y wzth the decision. 

Yet another relation involving a collectivity is the tcollection-m 
relation. Collections are typically inanimate : heap, fore-st, wardyo 
the sense of "collection of clothes"), 1zbyal:y (in the sense of "colle 
of books"), T h e  members of collections are not normally lexical1 
tinguished ( I  know of no example in English) : the relation from me 
to collection (tree : fo7~e.s t , book : Izbra~y , stone : heap) is therefore fac 
tive. T h e  converse relation is sometimes necessary, as in foremst: t7.t. 

library : book; but the relation between ,stone and heap, for instan 
bilaterally facultative. Collection nouns occur readily in the plural 
when singular cannot contract plural concord with the verb: 

*His library are in excellent condition. 
*The forest have been felled. 
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erms referring to gr80ups of animals seem to be poised between group 
d collection. My intuitions are that The herd are  grazing is slightly 
d, but that The (wolf) pack have succeeded zn cornering the stag is 
t, perhaps because of the hint of human-like cooperation. 
There is a family of relations involved with what things are made of, 
e part-like component being a mass noun denoting a substance or 
aterial. In  cases where the whole is also a mass noun, we may speak 
constituents or ingredients. T h e  distinction between these two is basi- 
lly that the ingredients of X are the substances that one starts out with 
en one prepares X,  whereas the constituents of X are the substances 
ich enter into the final composition of X. The  ingredients and consti- 
nts of X may, or may not, be the same. If they are the same, zngredient 

ore likely to be used if X is something to eat or. drink; otherwise 
stituent is more likely. I t  is just as likely, however, that they are not 

e same - the constituents may arise by natural processes in the course 
manufacture, and ingredients may lose their identity through chemical 
ctions and the like, Thus,  although alcohol is a constituent of wine, 

is not an ingredient, because it is not used in the prmeparation, but arises 
urally as a result of fermentation. Ingredient-hood is sometimes lexically 
rked, although rather rarely; for example, short'e?zz~zg has a necessary 
redient relation to pastry,  In  cases where the whole is a count noun, 

ave the tobject-material relation, as in tumbler :gla,s.s Notice that 
not normal to describe glass either as an ingredient or a constituent 
e tumbler, It appears that in general, for A, B a~ld C are zngredfents 

' to be normal, X must be a mass noun,, However, this restriction 
not apply to A,  B a n d  C aye iizgredtents forlfot. maklng,'i. 

inally, some mention should be made of substances which on close 
ination turn out to consist of discrete 'particles'. There may well 

names for the particles, in which case we have the ?substance-particle 
tion, which holds between a mass noun 'whole' and a count noun 
t' : sand/,salt : grafn, snow :flake, ram : drop, e t c  Generally speaking, 
may say of a grain of sand, or salt, 'This is sand/salt,' and of a snow- 

e, 'This is snow,' and so on, This  is typical of the substance-particle 
tion. An apparent exception is cloth : thread - one cannot say of a 
le thread 'This is cloth.' 

7.6 Meronornies and taxonomies 
In this section, the principal resemblances and differences 

ween rneronomies and taxonomies will be briefly surveyed. 
here is a fundamental difference between the two in the way that 
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the17 relate to extra-linguistic facts. T h e  terms of both types of hi 
denote classes of entities. The  classes denoted by the terms in a tax 
form a hierarchy which is more or less isornorphous with the corrmesp 
lexical hierarchv. However, the classes denoted bv the elements of 
onomy - toes, fingers, legs, heads, etc. - ar'e not hierarchically r 
that is to say, the hierarchical structuring of a meronomv does not or 
in a hierarchv of classes. I t  is rather the wav the individual parts 
individual whole (e.g. Ar thur"~  body) are related which generates t 
armchical structuring that forms the basis of a meronomy A mer 
thus has closer links with concrete reality than a taxonomy. The  
denoted by the terms of a meronomy are formed by associating t 
analogous parts (e.g. Arthur's nose, Tom's nose, Mary's nose, e 
isomorphous wholes (e.g. Arthur's body, Tom's body, etc.). The 
ence between the two types of hierarchy can be expressed by sayin 
corresponding to a taxonomic hierarchy there is a hierarchy of c 
whereas corresponding to a part-whole hierarchy there is a class 
archies. 

There are other, less fundamental, differences between meronoml 
taxonomies, which perhaps find their explanation in the more basic 
ence. For instance, there seems to be a greater profusion of varian 
near-relatives in the case of the part-whole relation: rneronymy m 
considered a less well-defined relation than taxonymy. A meron 
also less well-structured in that it does not often display clear lev 
it is typically less cohesive due to the frequency of super- and hy 
tions. On the other hand, the identity of the most inclusive item is 
more clearly established for a meronomy, and is never covert. T 
tures are presumably causally related in some way to the fact that a 
nomy is more intimately tied to concrete physical reality than a taxon 
is, 

I t  would be wrong, however, to underplay the conceptual ele 
part-whole relations and in the relation between meronym and holon 
these are not MERELY patent properties of physical objects. Take 
instance, the question of whether a part is facultative or not. We c 
decide this simply by examining examples of a particular type of 
to see whether they all possess the part in question. I t  is just as 
a lexical question as to whether, for instance, A + B is designated 
same lexical item as A alone. If it is, then B can be described as a facul 
part of A ; but if A + B is lexically distinguished from A, either as a 
nym or as an incompatible, then B is no longer facultative. For exa 
suppose we observe that certain chairs are virtually identical to other c 
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pt for the possession of arms. If the lexical item amzchazu did not 
t ,  we should say that arm was a facultative meronym of chazr ; however, 
, the term armchazr does exist, there is a designated sub-class of thazr 

hich a m  is a necessary meronym, so a m  must be described not 
facultative meronym, but as a hypo-meronym of c h a ~ i , . ~  Or take the 
of hamburger and cheeseburger: a cheeseburger is just a hamburger 
cheese in it, but there is no optionality, because the addition of cheese 
ges the hamburger into something else, and for that something else 
se is a necessity. Likewise, the question of whether a finger can be 
to be part of an arm cannot be settled by examining human bodies 
is a linguistic question. Super-rneronymy and hypo-meronyrnv are 
*usly matters of lexical semantics rather than properties of objects. 

the question of which bits of a whole to differentiate lexically is 
s a conceptual matter than the question of which bundles of attributes 

ignify with a class label. 
lthough there are differences between meronomies and taxonomies, 
p h a p s  the similarities between them which are the more striking. 

th involve a kind of sub-division, a species of inclusion between the 
ity undergoing division and the results of the division, and a type of 
lusion between the results of the division. Any taxonomy can be thought 
n part-whole terms (although the converse is not true) : a class can 
ooked on as a whole whose parts are its sub-classes. Corresponding 
ach of the common nouns constituting a typical taxonomy, there exists 
roper noun labelling the class as an individual. Thus alongside dog 
cat we have the speczes Dog and the speczes Cat, Now although a 
nfinch, for instance, is a finch, we cannot say ? The speczes Greertjtzch 

genus Fznch. On the other hand, we can say The genus Fznch col.zszsts 
e speczes Greerzjnch, , , , e tc , ,  but not ? A finch corzszsts of a green- 

h ,  . . . , or even ? Fznches constst ofgmenfinches, . . . A taxonomy can 
is way be transformed into a meronomy, demonstrating, surely, that 

e is an intimate connection between the two. Could it be that they 
e alternative manifestations of a single underlying principle? Up to a 
int, this is plausible: in both cases, sub-division is carried out in such 

y as to create elements in which two parameters are maximised, namely, 
rnal cohesiveness and external distinctiveness In the case of classes, 

hesiveness consists in degree of resemblance between members; in parts, 
esiveness is to be interpreted as physical integrity. Distinctness in 

asses means unshared attributes; in parts it means unconnectedness. 
is dual principle works quite well for both meronymy and taxonymy, 
expresses in a satisfying way the close connection between the two. 
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In the anthropological literature these lexical structures are usually 
tonomies (see, for instance, Brown (1976) and Anderson ( 1 ~ 7 8 ) )  
a meronomv is a lexical hierarchv whose relation of dominance is 
relation of meronymy (cf taxonomy and taxony-my) 

I am assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that blade (of leaf), bla 
paddle, etc ) and blade (of knife, etc ) are distinct lexical units It i 
however, that these three senses are merely local senses on a sing] 
spectr urn 

This question is posed in Lyons (1977: 3 1  3 )  The  answer given i 
(19.79a: 30-2) is not quite correct 
Attachments are discussed in Brown (1976: 407) - though not un 
name - and'crusr ( I  g7r)a: 33-5) : both come to the same ~onclusion co 
the involvement of attachments in the apparent lack of transitivity in t 
of" relation A different view is presented in Chaffin and fiinston (198 

See Brown ( I  976 : 408-9) 

number of the varieties of part-whole relation discussed in this sectio 
on Chaffin and Hermann (1984) and Chaffin and Winston (1984) 

These distinctions were introduced by Vendler (1967) See also Dowty 

The  part-whole relation does not figure at all in the work of Continent 
tural semanticists such as Coseriu and Geckeier Lutzeier (private corn 
tion) does not consider it to have any relevance to lexical semantic 
would also appear to be the opinion of Dahl (1979), 
J Lyons (personal communication) informs me that armchairs do not n 
ily have arms, but that fauteuzls do However, the Concise Oxford Dictz 
defines armchazr as being "with side supports"; this corresponds t 
intuitions, 



8 
Non-branching hierarchies 

8.1 Introductory 
Up to now the discussion of lexical hierarchies has centred 

e branching variety. T h e  present chapter will be devoted to the non- 
hing variety These fall into two major sub-types. First, there are 

e which are closely bound up with branching hierarchies - they can, 
act, be regarded as secondary derivations from them. Second, there 
uite a large family of independent non-branching hierarchies, not de- 
d from or connected in any way with branching hierarchies, which 
e from non-differentiable relations of dominance. We shall begin with 
-branching hierarchies derived from branching ones. 

8 ,. 2 From branching to non-branching 
A branching hierarchy can only serve as the basis for a non- 

ching hierarchy if it has well-defined levels. As an illustration we 
1 take a hierarchy from the system of grammatical description known 
agmemicsel It is not necessary to understand (or agree with) all the 
retical assumptions behind the hierarchy - it is chosen because it is 

1% hen we arrived, the old farmer opened the gate 

/ 
M'hen we arrived 

\ 
the old farmer opened the gate 

/ I  \ 
When we arrived 

/ 
the old farmer 

I 
opened 

\ 
the gate 

I I  I 
When we arrived 

/ I  \ 
the old farmer 

I / \ 
opened the gate 

I I / \  I I / \  / \  I I 
\%'hen we arrive -ed the old farm -er open -ed the gate 

Figure 8 r 
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one of the few hiermarchies of the part-whole type which has cle 
throughout. As with all part-whole hierarmchies, we begin with 
- in this case a sentence - which can undermgo successive divis 
parts.2 I t  will be noticed, that, for instance, we occurs at three 
levels. Actually, within this system, it is not the same theoretics 
which recurs - only the phonetic/graphic realisation is the sa 
first occurrence (from the top) is a noun phrase, the second a wo 
the last a morpheme. T h e  possibility of such 'anomalies' is a conse 
of the relation of holo-meronymy, which occurs frequently in \ill 
structures: a morpheme is capable of constituting a whole word, 
word is capable of constituting the whole of a phrase 

Sentences are not like human bodies: when well-formed thev 
all have to contain the same inventory of parts. Some are more co 
than others, and consist of a larger number of parts. However, the mu1 
cation of parts is not haphazard, but is subject to certain constr,ain 
the absence of which it would not be possible to label the parts. C 
structural points in a sentence may be filled either by a single grgmm 
element, or by a more complex sequence which has identical 
relations with the rest of the sentence. For. example, ,John, which occ 
the subject position in John saw Bzll, may be replaced by the old 
similarly, old in the old man can be replaced by very tall, and s 
This  possibility of orderly expansion is part of what is meant when 
structure of a sentence is described as hierarchical. It also allows u 
find homologies between the structures of very different sentences, 
to recognise structural parts with stable functions that can be labe 
with common nouns. Some of the labels for the parts of the sent 
analysed in fig. 8,  r are, according to the tagmemic system of gramma 
description, as shown in f ig  8.2,  

sentence 

nucleus 

/ I \  / I \ 
c ~ ~ h n r r l i n a t n r  q l lh i~c t  ~redicate  subject predicate object 

/ I 
deter miner modifier head verb determiner head 

core affix base affix 
Figure 8 2 
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, hierarchy illustrated in fig.. 8 2 ,  it will be noticed that, for instance, 
~t and pl-edzc'ute fall under both nzrzygzn and nucleus, and modifier 
ad arme modified by both .subject and object, What we have, theref ore, 
a meronomy, but something more like a labelled part-whole hier- 
It is not possible to construct a true meronomy from the set of 

refer'ring to parts of sentences, partly because there is so much 
r-meronymy T h e  hierarchy in fig. 8 . 2  has another peculiarity. T h e  
m of grammatical description from which the terms were taken oper- 
in terms of 'structural slots' and 'fillers' of those slots: a sentence, 
xarnple, has a margza slot and a nucleus slot, each of which must 
lied by a clause; a clause, in turn,  has a subject slot, an object slot 
a predzcate slot (among others), the first two of which are filled by 

phrases, and the last by a verb phrase. Strictl~r speaking (within 
system), it is the fillers which have parts; fig. 8.2, however, consists 

t labels. So, for instance, .subject, predicate and object are not 'parts 
the nucZeu.s; more correctly, the clause which fills the nucleus slot 
parts which fill the clause slots subject, predzcute and object. Be that 

it may, we still have a branching lexical hierarchy with well-defined 
els, isornorphous with the part-whole hierarchy represented in fig. 8. I ,  

ich allows the derivation of a non-branching hierarchy. The  simplest 
of deriving a non-branching hierarchy from a branching one is to 
ide labels for the levels. Corresponding to the hierarchies in figs. 

and 8 2, then, is the following non-branching hierarchy: 

sentence level 

I 
clause level 

I 
phrase level 

I 
word level 

I 
morpheme level 

otice that these labels have some resemblance to proper nouns in so 
r as they denote unique (abstract) entities, rather than classes of entities; 
ey differ from typical proper nouns, however, in that there is a statable 
and recurrent - semantic relation between adjacent items (albeit a fairly 
mplex one).? This  method of producing a non-branching hierarchv is 
ailable for all branching hierarchies with levels. A botanical taxonom\, 
r instance, yields the following: 
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pea flower 

/ 
yetc\ ie \ 

tufted vetch bush ketch hop trefoil lessex trefoil 

For garden flowers, this would extend downwards to Variety a 

higher up  the hierarchy we find Order, Phylum and kingdom, 
names for the levels available within a particular system of classi 

Another way of deriving a non-branching hierarchy from a 
one is to suppress differentiation and provide a single superord 
each level for all the items at that level (The best we can do 
lines in a body meronomy is to describe fingers and toes as d 
arms and legs as lzmbs.) Corresponding to the levels in figs. 8, 
then, we also have the following series of common nouns: 

sentence 

I 
clause 

I 
phrase 

I 
word 

I 
mor p heme 

All the items at phrase level are phrases; those at word level ar 
and so on. (Actually, this is not quite true, even in the examp 
when is not a phrase, although within this system it occurs at phra 
But we shall ignore the complications introduced by 'atypical m 
between levels ) I n  this latest version of a non-branching gram 
hierarchy, there is a simple sense relation between the terms, 
rneronymy without differentiation of meronvms: a sentence co 
one or more clauses, a clause of one or more ph~ases, a phrns 
or more uolds and a word of one or more morphemes (With rno 
we reach the end of the line: we do not say that a morpheme 
of sound segments (phonemes), because that would introduce a type 
sistency, as phonemes are not grammatical units.) 

There is one type of hierarchy for which this method of de 
non-branching string does not work, and that is a taxonomy. The 
for this is not difficult to grasp For each level of a hierarchy, 
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ed of which all items at that level are hyponyms, but of which 
s at any other level are hyponyms. For example, for the following 

a term X is needed such that it's a vetch and it's a trefoil 

t $  an A', but It's a bush vetch and It's a hop trefoil do not entail 

peaflower 

/' \ / \ 
bush vetch tufted vetch hop trefoil lesser trefoil 

sly there can be no term having the properties of X,  because of 
nsitive nature of the relation of hyponymy: since hop trefoil is a 
rn of trefoil, anything which is superordinate to the latter is also 

sarily superordinate to the former. How, in that case, do we obtain 
ies of common nounsfnmzZy, genus, .speciems, etc, (as in Fzve species 

zbs PYOW zn our parden)? T h e  answer is that they are not directly 

onomy must be transformed into a kind of meronomy, by re-inter- 
classes as individuals,, So, instead, for instance, of having the 

on nounpeaflower, which can refer. to individual members of a class, 
lace it with the Peaflower Famdy,  which designates the whole class 
as a single entity; in the same way, vetch is replaced by the Gelrus 
and so on. Once this transformation is carried out, it is possible 

gn a superordinate to the items at a given level which is unique 
se items: there is thus a level of farnilzes (including the Peaflower 
, the Buttercup Family, the Daisy FamilyY4 etc.), a level of genera, 
of speczes, etc,. T h e  sense relation between adjacent members of 
ulting lexical string is again meronymy without differentiation: a 
consists of genera, agenus consists of specze.~, and so on. 
possible to derive a non-branching lexica1 hierarchy from a branch- 
ra-linguistic hierarchy, even when no branching lexical hierarchy 

ponds to it.. There are two main reasons why there may be no lexical 
corresponding to the nodes of the branching extra-linguistic hier- 
. T h e  first is that there may be no motivation for differentiation: 
tity may be divided into identical parts, each of which is further 
d into a number of identical parts. This  is generally the case, although 
are exceptions, with units of measure. A metre, for example, is 

ed into a hundred centimet~es, each of which is further divided into 
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ten mzlhn2etl-e.s ; there mould seem to be little motivation for giving 
names to each of the hundred centimetres of a metre It is an 
question whv separate names should be given to the davs of 
and the months of the year (in some languages years are also 
but not to the metres in a kilometre, or the pence in a pound.5 
there are two systems for designating davs: one uses a movable re 
point which is constantly updated as we move through time Cve 
today, tol.tzo~?pooul) ;6 the other indicates fixed points like mileston 
a repeating pattern of numbers) along a road (Sunday, .%Iolo,z~lay, etc. 

T h e  second reason why there should be no lexical items corresp 
to the nodes of a branching extra-linguistic hierarchy is that the el 
which occupy them do not qualify for lexification, If the elerne 
individuals, for instance, and not classes, then they only qualify for 

name labels., This is the case with a military hierarchy. T h e  rela 
dominance in the extra-linguistic hierarchv is "- directly cornman 
any individual in the armed forces who is neither at the highest 
the lowest rank both directly commands a number of other in 
and is himself, together with others, under the direct command of so 
at the next higher rank. T h e  individuals who constitute the 
do not each have distinctive common noun labcis; thev arc sepa 
designated only as, for instance, Corporal X, Sergeant Y,  Major 2. 
ever, the levels of the hierarchy - i.e, the military ranks - A R  

and the names form a non-branching hierarchy: . . .,, colonel, lieute 
colonel, major, captain, .  .. . There are, in fact, two parallel sets of 
(not phonetically distinct), similar to those observed in the case 
grammatical hierarchy. Members of the rank-naming set have some 
noun-like characteristics (He was promoted to the rank of major/ 
the other set consists of common nouns (cf,, There were three gen 
a n d  four colonels on the committee), each of which designates 
which all the individuals at a particular level in the hierarchy be 
(It  would not be strictly correct to describe the common noun ma] 
a superordinate of all the elements of the hier'archy at that level, be 
the elements are individuals, not classes, T h e  relation between 
and major is not the same as that between a l ~ a t i a n  and dog, but is pa 
to that between Fzdo and dog, That  is to say, MajoriL. designates a me 
of the class of majors, not a sub-class; only in the latter case wou 
be proper to speak of hyponyrn and superordinate.) 

I t  is interesting to speculate on how a set of terms could b 
for military personnel which formed a branching hierar'chy. I t  seem 

. . .  
there are only two possibilities Either we impose a taxonomic stru 
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ive different labels to different K I N D  s of soldier, so that, for instance, 
fantrv captain and an artlllerv captaln would be designated differently. 
,e could label the individuals concerned according to the P A R r s  of 

armr over which thev had command This apparent limitation of possl- 
highlights the fundamental importance of rneronvmic and taxonvmic 
ns A further point of interest IS that there would appear to be 

se correspondence between the two hierarchies thus created ; that 
say, there is a close relation between the most natural K ~ N D S  of 

ier and the most natural P A R T .  s of the army: 

? 4 colonel IS a kind of soldier. 
An infantrvman is a kind of soldier 
! T h e  main parts of the army are the officers and the men. 
T h e  main parts of the army are: the infantrv, the artillery, etc 

can be taken as reinforcement of the idea mooted at the end of chapter 
at a single principle rnlght underlie both rneronornies and taxonomies. 

8 3 Chains, helices and cycles 
There are many sets of lexical items which form non-branching 

archies according to our criteria, but which bear no relation whatsoever 
ierarchies of the branching sort All that is needed for a non-branching 
rchy is a principle of ordering which will enable the terms of the 
o be arranged in a unique sequential order with a first item and a 
item (i e .  not in a circle) Since the ordering principle must be consis- 
throughout the hierarchy, this means that we need a relation that 

symmetric and catenary ' However, to be lexically significant, such 
ering must be in some sense inherent in the meanings of the items 
the ordered set, or, at least, inherent in the meanings of some of the 

bers of the set; sets belonging to types to be discussed in this section 
d~splay only partially inherent ordering. The  difference between 

erent and non-inherent ordering of lexical items may be illustrated 
eans of the following two sets: 

(i) mound, hzllock, 12211, mou?ztar~r 
(ii) mouse, dog, holse, elephant 

h of these sets can be unambiguously ordered in terms of size : 

(i) A mountain is bigger than a hill. 
A hill is bigger than a hillock. 
A hillock is bigger than a mound 
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(ii) An elephant is bigger than a horse 
A horse is bigger than a dog. 
A dog is bigger than a mouse. 

However, only set (i) is inherently ordered T h e  difference betw 
two types of ordering shows u p  if we attribute different orderi 
respect to size : 

Ia We saw a dwarf elephant which was smaller than a horse 
b There was a pigmy horse barely the size of a dog. 
c .  T h e  story concerned a race of giant mice bigger than do 

These sentences suffer from little more than a mild dose of improba 
Contrast this with the paradoxical nature of 2a and b: 

za, ? Behind the house is a dwarf mountain, smaller than a hi 
b .  ? Behind the house is a giant hillock, the size of a mounta 

There are two important semantic differences between the items 
(i) and the items in set (ii) T h e  first is that the semantic trait of "r 
size" is criteria1 in set (i),  but only expected in set (ii). This can be 
lished as follows : 

It's a mountazn entalls It's bzgge? than a hzll 
It's an elephant does not entail it 's bzggpr than a horse 
It's an elephant, but it's bigger than a horse 
(expressive paradox with pleonastic colour) 
It's an elephant, but it's no bigger than a horse. 
(normal sentence, but odd elephant, if fully grown) 

T h e  second difference between the two sets lies in the semantic rela 
among the respective members. T h e  members of set (ii) contract th 
of multi-dimensional contrasts with one another (and with other 
level animal names) which are characteristic of natural kind terms. 
is no special foregrounding of size traits, so that in 3, for insta 
is not obvious or necessary that reference is being made to the 
sizes of John and Bill: 

3 .  John is like an elephant; Bill is like a horse. 

T h e  members of set (i) also contract multi-dimensional contrast 
only with items outside the set, such as plazn, lake, nver,  etc. With 
other, however, they display another mode of contrast: they cont 
uni-dimensional contrast in respect of size. The size traits of the me 
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( i )  are thus foregroundad This  is why the most likely interpretation 
, that John is bigger than Bill: 

4. John is like a mountain; Bill is like a hill 

he items in set (i) do not merely form an ordered sequence; they 
represent (or, more preciselv, encapsulate) degrees of a graded prop- 
namely, size. However, in many cases of ordered sequences of lexical 

s, there is no salient property X such that, of two adjacent elements 
sequence, one must be 'more X' than the other; in such cases one 
merely say that one occurs further along in the sequence than the 

(since the ordering relation needs to be asymmetric, it is always 
ble to specify a direction) Thus,  for instance, in the sequence 
a y ,  Monday, Tuesday, Itkdnesday, . . there is no property X such 
Tuesday is 'more X' than L+fotzday: the most that one can say is 

esduy comes later in the sequence than Monday. I n  the rest of 
ection, we shall be looking at sequences of this sort: the majority 

sets of coordinate parts. Sequences based on degrees of a scaled prop- 
, like those in set (i) above, will be discussed in 8 .4  

a sense, all distinguished parts of a normal object are ordered - 
all have a unique place within the whole. But the only orderings 

re relevant to non-branching hierarchies are those in which parts 
rung out in linear sequence on either a spatial or a temporal axis. 
e are two principal modes of organisation of such sequences: they 
exhibit pure linear ordering, in which case they will be termed 

ins; or they may have a hybrid linear/cyclical ordering which we 
1 call helical T h e  following are examples of lexical chains : 

shoulder, upper arm, elbow, forearm, wrist, hand 
source, upper reaches, lower reaches, mouth/estuary 
introduction, exposition, development, recapitulation, coda 
birth, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, old age, death 

ice that the spatial examples do not have to form a straight line - 
ique sequential ordering is all that is required. None of the sets con- 
red so far are pure chains, since the constituent lexical items also encode 
rmation as to the nature of the whole whose parts are denoted. An 

ple of a pure chain would be begznnzng, mzddle, end  
he sets of lexical items which will be termed ?helices are a sub-type 
hain. They show the typical characteristics of chains, with a first item, 
t item, and a unique ordering in between : 
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Sunday is the first day of the week. 
Monday comes immediatelv after Sunday. 

< 8  . . 
Friday comes immediately after Thursday , 
Saturday is the last day of the week, 

4 L However, the relation - stands immediatelv between - and 
organises these terms into an apparently cyclical structure : 

Monday stands immediately between Sunday and Tuesda 
Tuesday stands immediately between Monday and 

Wednesday 
*, 8 ,  ,, 

Sunday stands immediately between Saturday and Monday 
Monday stands immediately between Sunday and Tuesday. 

T h e  same relation organises the colours of the spectrum into a cir 
too. But there is a difference. T h e  colour-terms red, orange, yellow, g 

blue, pujple form what is perhaps the only truly cyclically organised 
in the language : 

red 

/ \ 
orange purple 

I 
yellow 

I 
blue 

.\ / 
green 

This set does not constitute a hierarchy: the structuring relation do 
not have the necessary directional properties. There is no top, and no 
bottom; there is no unique item related in the relevant way to all the 
other items in the set However, the names of the days of the week do 
not really for m a circle In  the sequence Sunday ,  wond day , .. S a t u ~ d a y  , 
Sunday, the first and last items do not refer to the same day: in the 
course of each circuit, time moves forward one week, T h e  combination 
of linearity and cyclicity may be taken as the defining characteristic of 
a helix. 

T h e  links of a helical chain typicalIv refer to periods of time: 

spring spring morning morning 

/ 
winter 

\ / 
summer night 

\ 

autumn evening 



e incidence of helical ordering in time expressions is perhaps a reflecti 
he human propensity for imposing a rhythmical structure on the flow 
me, and arises from the same deep impulse as music and dance. (There 
of course, natural models for recurrent patterns of temporal change 

for example, the diurnal, lunar and seasonal rhythms.) The  constituent 
s of helical chains may have precise boundaries (M0lzda.y :Tuesday, 

tze :July) or vague boundaries (afternoon : evenivzg, autulnlz : winter). 
one of the segmentation found in helical chains seems to be wholly un- 
otivated, although the repeat period may be: the day, the lunar month 
d the year are 'natural' periods, but the week and the twelve-year cycle 
Chinese year names are arbitrary. Many cases show a combination of 
turalness and arbitrariness: the day is a natural permiod related to the 
tation of the earth about its axis, but the location of the point where 
e day passes into the next is arbitrarily imposed ., 
Each of the sets of lexical items we have so far discussed in this section, 

hether they are linear or helical chains, has an overall expected ordering; 
ut not all the constituent lexical items of the sets have ordering information 
ncoded as critical parts of their meaning. Consider the parts of the arm: 
he hand is canonically at the end of the arm furthest away from the point 
f attachment to the b o d y  But if, because of some developmental anomaly, 
hand were to appear attached, say, to the middle of the upper arm, 

t would still be referred to as a hand; this is presumably because the 
entral traits of hand are concerned with form and function rather than 
ith relative position If, on the other hand, we were to attempt to describe 
malformation of the arm by saying that the elbow was where the wrist 

should be, and vice versa, this would be judged anomalous, because elbozc 
and wrI.st have, as critical traits of their meaning, information concerning 
position relative to upper arm and forearm, and forearm and hand, respect- 
ively, We would be more likely to say that the elbow resembled a wrist 
and the wrist an elbow. Inherent ordering seems to be typical of names 
of joints. In  the case of the parts of a musical movement in classical sonata 
form, we have again a mixture of inherent and contingent ordering. 
Although it might be unexpected, and even artistically incongruous, the 
development could precede the exposition. Both of these are characterised 
by the nature of the musical material they contain. But the recapitulation 
could neither precede nor immediately follow the exposition, since in 
the former case it would not be a repetition, and in the latter case it 
would be MERELY a repetition; the coda cannot come anywhere but the 
end, nor the introduction anywhere but the beginning. T h e  majoritv of 
terms in helical chains are inherently ordered,. Inherent ordering is 
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definitely the rule in sets with a significant conventional componen 
instance, The govenment has decided to interchange Monda~! and 
can only be understood to refer to a decision to change the mea 
of the words h.londu,y and Friday - otherwise'the sentence is paradoxl 
With 'natural' sets, the facts are less clear. In  some cases there i 
doubt. For example, the oddness of The effect of the close appma 
the comet was that afternoo?zs imtnedzate(~1 followed tzzgi5t.s atzd pye 
mornings is not due simply to physical implausibility: a major reas 
the sense of anomaly is that whatever changes were brought abo 
the approach of the comet, we would still apply the term r n o ~ ~ z i n ~  
period of light immediatelv following night, because that is what it 
I am less certain about the names of the seasons in English,, I t  
to me that although In that c.ozd?atr)l, autu??z?z pas.se.s straight z ~ t o  su 

may , , jolt our expectations, it is noneiheless interpretable as indicating 
a temperate season in which leaf-fall occurs is followed by a hot sea 
If this were true, it would imply that az~tu~?z?z was characterised 
bv what happened in it than by relative position, On the other 
it is normal in English to use azttunz?~ to refer to the mild season foil 
summer in the Eastern Mediterranean, even though it closelv rese 
our spring, and indeed is called in Turkish sonbnhal, - literally "la 
second) spring". This would indicate that position was more imp 
than climate or characteristic events. 

8.4 Ranks, grades and degrees 
In  a number of ordered sets the constituent Iexical units 

to different values of some variable underlying property There a 

distinct types of underlying scale: those which vary continuous1 
those which varv in discrete jumps,. Lexical units which operate on a 
tinuous scale will be called trank-terms Such terms, not surpris 
do not lend themselves to grading. Terms which operate over a conti 
scale may be gradable or non-gradable; the non-gradable ones will be 
tdegree-terms and the gr adable ones +grade-terms. 

T h e  level terms associated with a militarv hierarchy (coincide 
called ranks in everyday language) are good examples of ranks. The  vari 
property underlying these is also normally called rank: in respect of r 
a colonel is higher. than a major.. This property does not vary continuo 
no major outranks any other major, nor is it normal to say: 

? John is only ,, . just a major - Bill is nearly a lieutenant-cola 

(This sentence might be interpretable in a situation where a steady pr 
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on through the ranks was expected. I t  would mean that John had only 
t become a major, and that Bill was about to become a lieutenant-colonel. 
e continuously varying property, therefore, would be time, not rank.) 
bably the most important set of ranks is the set of natural integers. 
e property of numerosity, like military rank, increases by discrete 
ps: no sets of X items outnumbers any other set of X items. Witness 
the oddness of ? There a re  only pus t twelve students zn our group, 

UU?-S there a re  ?zearZy thzrteen ,, Sets of number names combine features 
ets of measure terms (which are discussed below) and of helical chains. 
English we have two sets of terms resembling helical chains, which 
continuously re-cycled, one inside the other, so to speak, as higher 

d higher numbers are named. These are the 'units' - one, two, three, 
r ,  , . . nrne, and the 'tens'- twenty, thirty, f o r ~ l ,  . . . ninety. In  addition 
these helix-like sets, there is a set rese~nblitlg measure terms : hundred, 

ousand, mzllzon, bzll~on, etc,. (which form in principle, but not in practice, 
endless series) .' There are many sets of lexical items which encapsulate 
mbers, especially units: they are all ranks, too: 

first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,. . . 
- half, third, quarter, fifth, sixth,. , , 

- twins, triplets, quadruplets, quintuplets, sextuplets,. , 

monadic, diadic, triadic, tetradic, pentadic,. . . 
- - triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon,, , 

single, double, triple, quadruple, quintuple, sextupIe,. , , 

urning now to lexical units operating over a continuously varying scale, 
find, as we have already noted, two types, namely, degree-terms (non- 
dable) and grade-terms (gradable). Let us first see how degree-terms 
be distinguished from rank-ter ms An example of a set of degree-ter ms 

rovided by the terms used in examination assessments:fazl, pass, credzt, 
znctzon (There are different variants, but they are str yctur ally alike 
s is used here in the sense in which it is incompatible with credzt 
dzstznc tzon, ) T h e  difference between this set and a typical set of rank- 
s is that whereas one major, for instance, cannot outrank another, 

pasas can be of higher academic merit than another Hence it is perfectly 
ma1 to say: Yohn lust scraped a pass, but Bzll nearly gut a credzt 

mber of sets of degree-terms represent a temporal sequence : an 
ple of this is baby, chzld, adolescent, adult (I  am assuming that there 

sense of chzld which is incompatible with baby, my evidence being 
normality of bab2es a n d  chzld~en) ; another example is the set of words 
oting stages in the life of a salmon - p a w ,  smolt, grrlse, kelt The  
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terms in sets like these will not, however, be regarded as de 
merely because they constitute a time sequence; there must a1 
propertv which increases continuouslv with time, such as m 
in the sets just cited). I n  the absence of such a property, items in t 
sequenced sets are mermely partitions of a period of time - i,e. 
rank-terms. A rather awkward and marginal case is egl~,  catetpi//a 
li,s, butte~fly., I t  is difficult to think of a propertv that a chrysalis 
to a higher degree than a caterpillar, and that a caterpillar also 
to a higher degree than an egg,. Yet it would presumably be i 
to regard them as anything other than degree-terms. 

Although it could be argued that some types of measure unit, par 
those of distance and time, have a connection with a branching par 
hierarchy with no differentiation of parts, we shall relate them to 
mensional continuous scale, and categorise them as degree-terms 
differ, however, from other types of degree-term in that whereas the 
in a set usually represent a more or less linear progression 
values of the underlying property, measure terms typically increase 
trically (again, more or less). So, for instance, whereas one, two, 
four ; ,lIo~tda,y, Tue,sdaj,, Ilednesday , Tlzursda,y ;full, pas s , credit, d 
t ~ o ~ z  ; and baby, child, adolescent, adult  all represent either equal or r 
equal intervals along their respective scales, second, mznute, hour 
nzillzrnetre , centzmetre, nzetre, kzlomet~e ; ounce, pound, stone, hulz 
zcezght, ton ; and hultdred, thousand, millzon, bz111on increase geomet 
(again roughly), 

Grade-terms differ from degree-terms in that they are gradable (alt 
the outermost items in a set may resist grading to a variable extent). 
are therefore mostly adjectives. T h e  following are examples of sets of 
terms : 

freezing, (cold), cool, warm, (hot), scorching 
atrocious, (bad), indifferent, average, fair, (good), excelle 
minuscule, tiny, (small), (big), huge, gigantic 

(items in parentheses are not strictly incompatibles of their neighb 

but cover regions of the scale not covered by other terms). T h e  bound 
between grade-terms are typically somewhat vague, but the vaguene 
less marked when the ter rns are explicitly contrasted with one another. 

There exist degree-terms that might appear to encapsulate grades, 
which, if they do, have some puzzling properties. Consider the set 

mound hillock hill mountain 
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varli along the dimensions of size, so one might expect them to 
me demonstrable relation to sets of grade-terms such as tiill!, s n ~ ~ l l ,  
zdg~Re. One might surmise, for instance, that ~izoulltau7 meant (verv 

.) "huge earth-protuberance", hrll "large earth-protuberance", 
<'small ear th-pr otuber ance", and mozrrld "tiny ear th-pr otuber ance". 

losses for mountarlz and hill are not without plausibility; those for 
and mound, however, are deficient in an important respect. T h e  
ize adjectives is polarised, and large and huge 'face in the opposite 

ion from' tzn,y and small. This  shows up  when thev are intensified 
e discussion of antonyms in chapter 9). The  supposed encapsula- 
however, are not polarised. If one were told that X was 'more of 
ntain' than Y, one could presumablv conclude that X was larger 
; the same conclusion would be drawn from A X  1 s  more of a htll 

This is in line with the suggested glosses for hill and nrorrirtairz. 
ever, it is much less clear what conclusion could be drawn from ,I. 
1.e of a hzllock thazr k and z.s more of a rnouzzd thmz I It  is certainly 
at X is smaller than Y :  my intuitions are uncertain, but I feel that 

d d  be most likely to infer. that X was larger than I' in both cases., 
ice that from A. 2.s mow of  a dwmf than I" and 14 2s more of a gzatzt 
B it would be normal to conclude that X was smaller than k , and 

rger than B Clear cases of polarised encapsulations do, therefore, 
r . )  Perhaps more plausible candidates for encapsulation in the earth- 
berance set are 

moderately large, fairly large, very large, extremely large 

for these, however, the evidence is not strong, and it is perhaps 
ng to look for any determinate lexical items or expressions that are 

I For an introduction to tagmemics see Cook (1978)~ This example is used here 
purely as an illustration of a well-developed hierarchical structure, without 
commitment as to its truth, or ialue as a grammatical description 

2 T h e  divisions made here do not correspond precisely to those that would appear 
in a typical IC-analysis 

3 Cook gives these level names capital letters 

4. The  botanical family-names Buttsrctrp F n r r t z h *  and h r s , ? ,  Farnrl~, are named 
after their best-known genera. The name I)eclpowet Fanti113 is slightly different, 
because there is no Genus Peaflower While the semantic motivation of the 
name Buttelclip Fan~t!~*  can be explained as "the familv which includes the 
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Genus Buttercup", the parallel explanation of Peaflower 
whose members h a ~ e  flowers resembling those of the Genu 
at least when writing for la) men, often refer to genera and sp 

Plants such as Early Purple Orchid and Bluebell , a 
Fitter, Fitter, and Blame\ (19'74: 3 x 0) 

Tfie names of common flowers, such as butfevc.zcp, dain*, dan 
etc occur much more frequent11 as common nouns than a 
and can probabl\ be considered to be primarily common no 
between Bl~iebeli and bitreOel1 parallels that between the tw 

c?f Haitlepool The  difference is that .llzddleton is pr.imarilv 
and secondaril) a common noun (Notice that surnames lend t 
readily to transformation into common nouns than do forename 
Of course, in the cultures in which the names arise, davs, mo 
be functionall\ distinct, in that chatactelistic acti~ities, obserxv 
on ma\ be prescribed for thcm But there is no logical reaso 
the fifth mile of a journej should not be consecrated to Jupiter, a 

to Venus, or whatever 
Elements such as f o d a ~  , ~ O T ~ Z O I ~ O Z L ,  k e l p ,  I ~ P J P ,  f h z ~ ,  that, now, 
he,  .she, etc , which serve to Iocatc mhat is being referred to in s 

relati\ c to the time and place of utterance, are known as deicti 
and the phenomenon in general is known as deixis For an clemc 
rnent of deixis, see Lvons (1981: 228-35) For more detailed disc 
Lyons (1977: ch 15) and Lekinson (1983: ch 2)  

Sec definition of tnte?rtr?ll on p I I 3 

l,yons (1977: 289), following Lehrer (I 9'74: 29), distinguishes, amon 
sets of incompatibles, between 'ranks', whose members are non-grada 
'scales', whose members are gradable The members of Lyons's ranks 
fore, may for us be either rank-terms or degree-terms, according to th  
of their underlying scale, 
The  highest number with a singlc-word namc to date is a googolp 
second highest is a googol (the mathematician who coined these terms is 
to have asked his nine-month-old bab! for a suitable name) A googol is 
as follows: 

I 0,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0~~,000,000, 

000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, 

000,000,000,000 
A googolplex is written as I followed by a googol zeroes, This is an ext 
large number 



9 
Opposites I : complementaries 
and antonyms 

Oppositeness 
Of all the relations of sense that semanticists propose, that of 

ness is probably the most readily apprehended by ordinarv 
. Indeed, I£ my children are typical, the basic notion is well within 

sp of three-year-olds. It is also perhaps the only sense relat~on 
ve terminological recognition in or dinar y language ; most languages 

have a non-learned term for it: Arabic : 'aksz ; Chinese: tao-fan ; 
: contyazre ; German: gegensatx ; Hungarian : ellenttit; Turkish: 

sites possess a unique fascination, and exhibit properties which 
ppear paradoxical. 'l'ake, for instance, the simultaneous closeness, 
istance from one another, of opposites. The  meanings of a patr of 
ites are felt intuitively to be maximally separated. Indeed, there is 
espread idea that the power of uniting or reconciling opposites is 
ical one, an attribute of the Deity, or a property of states of mind 

ght about by profound meditation, and so on. T h e  closeness of oppo- 
on the other hand, manifests itself, for instance, in the fact that 
embers of a pair have almost identical distributions, that is to say, 

similar possibilities of normal and abnormal occurrence. It is also 
ted in the frequency of speech errors in which the intended word 

bstituted by its opposite. Philosophers and others from Heraclitus 
ung have noted the tendency of things to slip into their opposite states; 
many have remarked on the thin dividing line between love and hate, 

ius and madness, etc. T h e  paradox of simultaneous difference and 
ilar ity is partly resolved by the fact that opposites typically differ along 

one dimension of meaning: in respect of all other features they are 
tical, hence their semantic closeness; along the dimension of difference, 

ey occupy opposing poles, hence the feeling of difference. 
In spite of the robustness of the ordinary speaker's intuitions concerning 
posites, the overall class is not a well-defined one, and its adequate 
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characterisation is far from easy. One can distinguish, however, ce 
or prmototypical, instances, judged by infor'mants to be good examp 
the category : good : bad, large : small, true :false, top : bottom, etc. 
more or less peripheral examples, judged as less good, or about 
status as opposites there is not a perfect consensus, such as command. 
mother :father, town : countty , clergy : lazty , etc. (Even tea : coffe 
ga,s : electticzty are felt by some speakers to have a degree of opposite 
but only in situations where they represent a two-wav choice.) I 
make some attempt in a later chapter to specify the characteristics 
distinguish the good from the less good examples of the catego 

Within the somewhat indeterminate general class of opposites t 
a small number of relatively well-defined sub-types (concerning 
the intuitions of ordinary speakers are par~adoxically uncertain) with 1 

esting and systematic properties I t  is these which will occupy 
our attention in this and the two following chapters. There will 
however, a large number of opposites about which little will b 
because they apparently do not lend themselves to significant gene 
tions, nor do they display interesting recurrent patterning. For ins 
most of our distinguished sub-types serve as bases for morpholo 
derived forms. Generally speaking, the lexical derivatives of a pair o 
sites are themselves opposites, sometimes with interesting prope 
their own right (e,,g. lengthen and s h o ~ t e ~ z  from long and short), b 
often they display no interesting properties that are not related in an o 
way to those of the base forms. Another class of opposites abou 
little systematic can be said are impure opposites, that is to sa 
which encapsulate, or include within their meaning, a more ele 
opposition., For instance, grant : dwarf can be said to encapsulate t 
sition between large and small (but this opposition does not exha 
meaning) ; likewise, shout and ~Izzsper encapsulate loud and .soft, 
and praise encapsulate good and bad, and s talactzte and .sta 
and down As far as can be ascertained at present, these are idios 
and unpredictable in both their occurrence and their prmoperties. 

We shall now turn to the description of the basic types of lexical o 
beginning with complementaries. 

9,2 Complementaries 
Of all the varieties of opposites, complementarity i 

the simplest conceptually. T h e  essence of a pair of compleme 
that between them they exhaustivelv divide some conceptual dom 
two mutually exclusive compartments, so that what does not fa1 
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he compartments must necessarily fall into the other. There is no 
man's-land', no neutral ground, no possibility of a third term lying 
een them. Examples of complementaries are : true :false, dead : alzoe, 

1 :shut, hzt : M Z . S S  (a target), pa,ss :fail (an examination) ., 
e can recognise complementaries by the fact that if we deny that one 
applies to some situation, we effectively commit ourselves to the 

licability of the other term; and if we assert one term, we implicitly 
the other ,, T h u s  John 2,s not dead entails and is entailed by ,yoha 

lioe; and The door isn't open entails and is entailed by The door 2s 
t.2 Complementarity can also be diagnosed by the anomalous nature 
sentence denying both terms: 

? T h e  door is neither open nor shut. 
? T h e  hamster was neither dead nor alive,, 
? T h e  statement that John has blue eyes is neither true nor 

false. 

sites which are not complementaries do not yield anomaly under 
circumstances : 

Her exam results were neither good nor bad. 
T h e  temperature was neither rising nor falling. 

e relation of sense holding between the members of a pair of comple- 
ries is not weakened, or called into question, by the existence of 
ons where it is difficult to decide which term is appropriate: the 
n between dead and alzze, for instance, is not at all affected bv 
-legal uncertainty as to what constitutes the point of death. Such 
tial indeterminacy afflicts all words, without exception T h e  point 

complementaries is that, once a decision has been reached regarding 
rm, in all relevant circumstances, a decision has effectively been 

garding the other term, too. 
e a pair of complementaries bisects a particular conceptual domain, 
eculiar properties manifest themselves only within that domain., 

cases, it is possible to define a domain within which two words 
omplementar y relationship independentlv, as it were, of the words 
ves For instance, we could say, given that we are talking about 
s of the species Lzon, that a particular animal must in normal 
tances be either a lzon or a lzoness ; therefore, within this domain, 
ioness are complementaries However, we shall not define comple- 
s in this way, For us, the limits of the relevant domain ~7ilI be 
e normal presuppositions of use of the words themselves If 
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someone says: 'What's in this box is not alive', we have a rmight to 
that the box contains something that was once alive. Likewise, if 
says: 'John did not succeed in entering the building,' it would b 
to infer that John had been trying to enter the building. Hen 
and alive are complementaries, because, within the domain the 
selves define, i.e,, organisms, denial of one term entails the ass 
the other. Similarly, within the domain defined by succeed: fail, 
that of attempting to do something, not succeeding is equivalent t 
This is not the case, however, with lion and 2iones.s. It  is not a 
inference from i t  says on thi,s cage that the arzi?naZ is a izoness, 
i s  obviousZy wrong that the cage contains a lion. That is to say, lie 
are complementaries only within a domain which is imposed, as 
extrinsically. We shall say merely that lzon : liones.s encapsulate th 
mentary opposition between male arid female. The  latter are tru 
mentaries by our definition, because in ordinary cir,cumstances 
would take it for granted that No, z t ' s  not a female referred to 
thing, and given this restriction of domain, would confidently c 
that the referent of it was male, 

I t  must be remembered that language is designed neither b 
logicians, and while definitions of sense relations in terms of logica 
ties such as entailment are convenient, they are also partially mis 
as a picture of the way natural language functions,, This is because 
rnentarity (for. instance) is to some extent a matter of degree. T 
cases that would satisfy the most fastidious of logicians: for inst 
someone is doing something, he can either contime doing it, 
doing it, and this would seem to exhaust the possibilities that are 
able in any circumstances. But with many terms, a proviso 'in all 
cir.curnstances' seems necessary before the inferences which establi 
plementarity can be accepted as valid. This  is perhaps true, for e 
of dead and aliz'e; could one not say of ghosts, or better still, v 
that they existed in a state which was neither death nor life? Si 
the existence of her,maphrodites and animals of totally indetermi 
weakens the relationship between mule and female. An even wea 
tionship would hold between terms which required the provis 
speaking': it is probably the case that if someone is not lefr-han 
generally speaking, we can conclude that he is nght-halzded. 
in other words, a continuum between contradiction (e.g. This P 
z s  t m e  :This pr-opo.szttopz z.s false) and contrarietv (e.g, John is t 
2,s s h o ~ t )  The intermediate points along this continuum are occ 
cases for which intermediate values are to a greater or lesser degr 
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d, or difficult to conceive of .  There is no clear cut-off point along 
ontinuurn. Our tests give clear-cut r'esults only for pairs near one 

his continuum,, 
rnplernentaries are, generally speaking, either verbs or adjectives. It 

nvenient to consider the two types separately. An interesting feature 
abal complementaries, which distinguishes them from the adjectival 
is that the domain within which the complementarity operates is 

expressible by a single lexical item, which itself contracts distinctive 
ns of oppositeness with one of the members of the complementary 
onsider the pair obe,y : disobe,y . T h e  relation of complementarity 
n these manifests itself only in the context of a successfully transmit- 

omrnand: if there is no command, or if the command is directed 
here, or if it has not been heard or understood, or if the issuer of 
mmand has no r,ight to demand obedience, then it is not proper 
k of obeying and d i~obey ing , ,~  T h e  verb command therefore sets 

cene for the complementarity of obqy and d2sobe.y to appear. Most 
kers feel that there is a relation of oppositeness (not, of course, comple- 

ity) between command and obey. Interestingly, when asked for 
posite of command, most will reply with obey, but when asked 
opposite of obe,y, the invariabIe response is dzsobey, presumably 

e obey : dzsobey are 'better7 opposites than command : obey. There 
r types of opposite whose character istic relations can hold between 
ical item which expresses the necessary presupposition for a pair 
plementaries, and one of the members of the complementary pair. 
four are: reversives, interactives, satisfactives and counteractives. 
us first consider how reversivity and complementarity interlock in 
ting lexical tr,iplets.. Take the set be born : lzve : dze. T h e  outer pair, 

rn and die are reversives (these are discussed in detail in the next 
er.; for the time being they may be character~ised as denoting "change 
osite directions" - in the present instance, "entering life" and "leav- 

e") ; live and die are complementaries: H e  shall not live! is equivalent 
shall dze.!, and He shall not die,' to He .shall live,' For all complemen- 
of this group, the basic opposition is between "continuance of a 
and "change to an alternative state". Other triplets with more or 
alogous relationships (although there are differences of detail which 
11 not go into) are : start : keep on : stop, learn : remember :forget, 

e : sta,y : leave, earn : save : spend, 
opposites that are here termed tinteractives have a 'stimulus-re- 
' type of relationship: the verb expressing the precondition for corn- 
tarity denotes an action which has as its goal the elicitation of the 
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response denoted by its interactive opposite, which, in turn, is 
the terms of the complementar) pair An example of a set of lexica 
related in this way is conznzatzd : u b q  : di.~obe,j~. In the context of 
mand, obqy and dzsobey are complementaries, while co?nnzand an 
representing 'stimulus' and 'response', are interactives The  folio 
further examples of such triplets: request :grant : refuse, invite : 
turn ~ O W I Z ,  gwet : acknowledge : .snub, tempt : yzeld : reszst .. 

T h e  term tsatisfactive is given to what is probably a rather wea 
of oppositeness in which one term denotes an attempt to do som 
and the other denotes successful performance, satisfactives are in 
with some hesitation, largely on the grounds that they participate 
with complementaries, in triplets which are verv similar to thos 
contain interactives. Exampies of satisfactives are: try : succeed, se 

compete : wzn, and aim : hit. Not everyone feels these to be opposit 
some do, and there is undoubtedly a binary relation of some sort b 
the members of a pair.. With the exception of seek :f ind, all the in 
quoted form triplets : t q i  : sucreed : f a l l ,  compete : win : lose, aim : h 

As a final example of lexical triplets involving complementaries, 
the following cases: attack : defend: submzt, charge : wfute : admr 
(in football) : save : let in, punch :pal):y : take .. The  first and seco 
of each triplet represent a new type of opposite. The first term 
an aggressive action, and the second denotes measures to neut 
We shall call this type of opposition kounteractive,. Notice 
members of the complementary pair represent an active and 
response to the original action or, perhaps more revealingly, coun 
and lack of counteraction. (I t  is perhaps worth noting in pass 
in many cases there is a verb expressing a less direct, but more d 
response to an initial aggressive action: attack : counter.-attack, 
coun~er-ptlnch, charge : coun tey-rha~ge, etc. These dynamic 
actives seem never to be expressed by distinct lexical roots in 
but only by pre-fixation with counter-. I t  is not clear why thi 
be so; intuitively, it does not seem fortuitous.) 

I t  has been claimed that complementary adjectives are not 
gradable;4 that is to say, they are odd in the comparative or s 
degree, or when modified by intensifiers such as extremely, mo 
or slzghtly . This  is true, to a greater or lesser degree, of many 
complementaries in English: ? extremely true, ? fairly dead, 
shut, ? more marned than most, ? rnoderateZy female, etc. BU 
true that very often one member of a pair lends itself more 
grading than the other. Thus  dead is less gradable than alive : 
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? vey)] dead, ? model-ntely dead, ? deadel, than before 
cery alice,  noder rat el^^ alice, more alzre thatt before 

,shut is less gradable than open : 

(tight shut), ? slzghtly shut, ?nzodrratel~~ .shut, ? nzore shut than 
be fo?e 

wzde open, .sl~ghtiy open, modetately wel l ,  mot-e optz than 
before 

re is also, however, a class of what at first sight appear to be more 
s fully gradable complementary adjectives: clean : dirty and safe : 
yous will serve as examples : 

mode~ateZy clean, .sqery cleatz, fhwly ciea~z, cleane?, 
slzghtly d ir ty ,  quzte dzrty, fairZy dzrt,y, dz~tzer 
moderately .safe, very .safe, fniriy safe, safer 
slzghtly dungemus, qutte da~zgerous , fazrZy da~gevous , 

more da~2gerou.s 

such as these have not been generally recognised as ~ornplementaries,~ 
ps because the usual tests give slightly equivocal results. Consider 
air clean : d2rt.y: many speakers reject the entailments in I and do 
d 2 anomalous : 

r . It's not clean entails and is entailed by It's dirty 
2. It's neither clean nor dirty .6 

ms that the bald statement It's dzrt,y is reserved for distinctly dirty 
and would not be appropriate for only very slightly dirty things. 
x ,  a strmengthening of the test pr.oduces clear results which diff eren- 

ese apparently gr adable complementaries from antonyms such as 
d short: It's not clean entails and is entailed by It's at least sZzghtZy 
nd 3 is paradoxical for everyone: 

3 .  ? It's neither clean, nor even slightly dirty. 

results may be contrasted with those obtained for l o ~ g  and short: 
Zorzg does not entail It's at Zea,s t slightly short, and 4 is not para- 

. It's not long, nor is it even a little bit short. 

omplernentaries of this type are: accurate : Inaccurate, pure : 
satisfactory : un~atisfactoyy , smooth : rough, drunk : sober, 
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straight : bent, honest : dzshonest , f ~ e s h  : .stale, well : unwell. These 
sites have a number. of puzzling properties which make them diffic 
classify and describe. T h e  position that will be taken here is tha 
are, in fact, two senses of (for example) tlean : clean1, which app 
contexts such as It's clean, and which has a complementary relatio 
d2~ty;  and clean2, which appears in HOW dean 2,s it? and It? cleane 
and which has an antonyrnic relation to d z ~ t y  (Antonyms are dis 
in detail below.,) 

9.3 Antonyms 
Examples of antonyms have already been introduced, 

definition, for purposes of comparison. T h e  term will be used 
book with the restricted sense defined by Lyons," rather than w' 
other most frequentlv encountered sense as a cover term for. all 
of lexical opposite,. Antonymy . . is exemplified by such pairs as long 
fast : .sZozc, ea.s,y : dzficult, good : bad, hot : cold. Antonyms share the f 
ing characteristics :8 

(i) they are fully gradable (most are adjectives; a few are ver 

(ii) members of a pair denote degrees of some variable prope 
such as length, speed, weight, accur,acy, etc,, 

(iii) when more strongly intensified, the members of a pair 
as it were, in opposite directions along the scale represen 
degrees of the relevant variable property Thus,  very hea 
and very ligJE t ,  for instance, are rnor e widely separated o 
scale of weight thanfairly heavy and fairly light. 

(iv) the terms of a pair do not strictly bisect a domain: there 
a range of values of the variable property, lying between 
covered by the opposed terms, which cannot be proper1 
referred to by either te rm,  As a result, a statement cont 
one member of an antonym pair stands in a relation of 
contrariety with the parallel statement containing the 0th 
term, Thus,  It's long and It's short are contrary, not 
contradictory, statements.. 

Furthermore, It's neither long nor .short is not paradoxical, sinc 
is a region on the scale of length which exactly fits this description. 

Many properties can be conceptualised in terms of "more" and 
thus creating a scale. We can think of such a scale as having an 
or zero (corresponding to the absence of the scaled property), and 
ing more or less indefinitely in the direction of "mor'e of" the pr 
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f a pair of antonyms associated with such a scale, one will, as it were, 
d towards zero, while the other will tend in the contrary direction 
e terms of an antonymous pair are symmetrically disposed around a 
tral region of the scale, which will'be called the ?pivotal region, and 

Ich cannot be referred to by either member of the pair In the majority 
cases, the pivotal region is not designated linguistically by any lexical 

(tepzd and lukewamz, referring to the pivotal region between hot 
cold, are exceptional). 
he scale on which a pair of antonyms operate is, however, not quite 

straightforward as the preceding remarks imply. In  fact, to picture 
\N a typical pair of antonyms work we need to refer to two scales - 
absolute scale, which covers all possible values of the scaled property 
m zero to infinity, and a relative scale, which is movabie relative to 

absolute scale, and whose values are directly relatable to the terms 
the antonymous pair, Take the example of long: short. These terms 
not be assigned to any constant length, or even to a range of lengths: 
vafues (on the absolute scafe) that they denote vary with every referent 

ich they are applied. Compare a long/short noer and long/short eye- 

he way a pair of antonyms operates can be represented diagrammati- 
ly as shown in fig, 9 I .  T h e  vertical dimension in this diagram is not 

ificant: it has the purpose, simply, of permitting the representation 

"stationar V" 
I I moving" + 4 

absolute scale 
lc 

0 (SPEED) 

Figure g I 
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of an important property of slow. The value of slow, although it 
towards' zero speed, never actually reaches it, but approaches it, as 
rnaticians say, asymptotically. This  is not a physical fact, but a ling 
one: we cannot say completely slow when we mean "stationaryH. 
behaviour of slow is typical of that of 'zero-oriented' members of ant 
pairs; thus, we cannot say conzpletely cheap when we mean "ft 

charge", nor completely short when we mean "having zero length". 
I t  has been said that antonyms, even when not explicitly cornpa 

in form, are always to be interpreted c~mpara t ive ly .~  That  is to say, e 
sions like it's long or That5  a long one are to be understood to 
"longer than X", where X is some implicit reference point on the 
of length. ( I t  would be more accurate to say "longer to a surpri 
significant degree than X", since the amount of excess length w 
needed to qualify a referent as lorzg is different for different ref 
and depends on inherent variability.) This  is a species of definit 
just as an addressee on hearing Gzve m e  the book must identify the part 
book being demanded, so must someone hearming isn't he tull? id 
the particular reference point intended by the speaker # .  The  most fre 
reference point is some sort of average value within a class But the 
must also, of course, identify the relevant class. A tall man ente 
room is likely to refer to someone taller than the average adult male 
Isn't he tall?, however, may mean "tall for his age, family, class at 
tribe, or profession" ( e g .  if he is a jockey), or "taller than the 1as 
the speaker saw him", etc, 

9 .4  Sub-classes of antonyms 
Antonyms can be divided into three (possibly four) sub 

I shall delimit the types initially on the basis of the relationship b 
the semantic properties of those lexical units of the adjective lexernes 
appear in sentences of the form It's A ,  and the semantic pr80pert 
the lexical units which appear in corresponding comparative 
(although, as we shall see, there are other correlated differences). 
are basically two possible relationships, one involving what we sha 
tpseudo-comparatives, and the other ttrue comparatives. Con 
first, the relation between the occurrences of heavy in 5 and 6: 

5.. This  box is heavy, 
6, This  box is heavier than that one. 

Notice that a preceding assertion that the box is lzght yields odd 
the case of 5 ,  but not with 6: 
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7 .  ? This  box is light, but it's heavy. 
8. This box is light, but it's heavier than that one. 

other words, heavzer does not mean "heavy to a greater degree", but 
of greater weight". We shall therefore describe heavzer as the pseudo- 
rnparative of heavy (in, e .  g , i t ' s  heavy). (Evidence will be offered below 
at two distinct, but related, senses of heavy are involved here - heazizer 
the true comparative of one, and the pseudo-comparative of the other.) 
*sider, now, the relation between the occurrences of hot in 9 and 10: 

9. It's hot today. 
10, It's hotter today than yesterday. 

receding assertion that the weather is cold produces oddness in both 

11. ? It's cold today, but it's hot 
12 ? It's cold today, but it's hotter than yesterday 

eems that hotter DOES mean "hot to a greater degree". We shall therefore 
cribe hotter as the true comparative of hot, and it will be argued that 
and 12 contain the SAME sense of hot 

e are now in a position to  define the three groups of antonyms: 

up I : there is a pseudo-comparative corresponding to each member 

It's short, but it's longer than the other one 
It's long, but it's shorter than the other one. 
e.g heavy : lzght, f a s t :  slow, hzgh : low, deep : sha2lou!, 

wzde : narrow, thzck : t h ~ n  , dz& ult : easy 

oup 11: there is a pseudo-comparative corresponding to one member 
pair, but the other member has a true comparative. 

John's a dull lad, but he's cleverer than Bill 
? Bill's a clever lad, but he's duller than John. 
e.g ,good : bad, pretty : plaln, kznd : cruel, polzte : rude 

up EII:  both members of a pair have true comparatives. 

? It's hot, but it's colder than yesterday. 
? It's cold, but it's hotter than yesterday 
e g. rzzce : nasty, sweet : SOUP, proudof: ashamed of, happlt : sad 

oup 11 has a sub-group consisting of those hybrid opposites like clean : 
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dirty and safe : dangerous, which in the positive degree behave like c 
mentaries., I n  respect of their graded uses, however, there is no 
that they belong to Group 11: 

? It's still clean, but it's dirtier than before, 
It's still dirty, but it's cleaner than before,, 

Accordingly, two sub-groups will be distinguished. It would be 
to have names for these antonym types. We shall thermeforme call t 
Group I tpolar antonyms, those in Group 11 tovetlapping ant 
and those in Group III  tequipollent antonyms. Group I I ( ~ ) ,  a s 

of overlapping antonyms, will be termed tprivative antonyms. 10 

T h e  three groups that have been established also displa 
with respect to certain other properties. First, members of the three 
differ in respect of the sort of properties they typically refer to. 
(Group I) antonyms (e.g. long: short) are typically evaluati 
and objectively descriptive. I n  the majorit). of cases, the underlying 
property can be measured in conventional units, such as inche 
or miles per hour. Overlapping (Group 11) antonyms all have an eva 
polarity as part of their meaning: one term is commendatory (eeg 

pretty, pobte, kzlzd, clean, .saf~, honest) and the other is depreca 
bad, plain,  rude, cruel, dzrty , danger-om, d~~shonest). What distin 
privative antonyms in this respect is not entirely clear: it may 
they characteristically refer to situations where the desirable stat 
the presence of some valued property than the absence of an und 
one, such as dirt or danger, AH equipollent (Group 111) antony 
are not many of them - refer to distinctly subjective sensations or e 
(e. g, hot : cold, happ,y : sad), or evaluations based on subjective rea 
rather than on 'objective' standards (e.,g.. nice : nasty, 
unpleasant). 

Second, the three groups differ in respect of the possibility of f 
\ 

questions on the pattern of How A- 2s  tt?, with the main (nuclear 
of the sentence on h (all antonyms occur normally in how-questio 
the stress on how or IS ) ;  and they differ too, with regard to th 
nature of the questions thus formed.. Consider the question Ho 
2,s zt? Just  as A- I S  heavier tharz E7 tells us nothing about the ac 
of X or Y, the questioner here expresses no presumption or exp 
concerning the weight of the questioned i tem Such expressions 
described as ?impartial (in this case, impartial with respect to the c 
between It's heazy and It 's  12ght) .. On the other hand, How h 
It's hotter than befow both carry a presupposition that hot, rat 
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propriate description of the questioned item." These 
lessions will be described as tcommitted (Notice that although How 

heavy is it? is committed.) T h e  characterisa- 
of the three groups in respect of How X is it? questions (which will 

referred to as how-questions) is as follows: 

Only one member of a pair yields a normal how-question 
(cf . How long 2.s it? but ? HOW s h o ~ t  i s  ~ t ? )  , and this question 

f a pair yield normal how-questions, but one 
term yields an impartial question (e.g. How good 2,s i t?), 
and the other term yields a committed question (e.g. How 

ipollent : Both terms of a pair yield normal how-questions, and both 
questions are committed (How hot 2,s zt?, How cold i,s zt?). 

worth noting that quantified comparatives of the form twzce ns/ha(f 
show the same patterning as how-questions in respect of normality 

his is a convenient point to raise the matter of distinctions of lexica1 
within lexemes. Consider the occurrences of the form Zorzg in 13, 

74. This one is longer than that one. 
How long is i t? 

nits long- occur in these sentences? T h e  follow- 
vidence is relevant. First of all, 16 is zeugmatic. This suggests that 

ich appears in I ,s is different from that which appears 
't long (and presumably also in 1,3) : 

16, A : H o w l o n g i s i t ?  
B : ? I t  isn't. 

if B's answer in 17 can be taken as equivalent to 
parative, it is not odd in the way that would be expected if I; and 

ntained different senses : 

17. A:  How long is this one? 
B : More so than the last one, but still a bit short, 

A:  What is the length of this one? 
B :  Greater than that of the last one, but still short.) 
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On this evidence, then, it would seem that 14 and 15 contain 
the same sense of lofzg, and 13 a different one, This is confi 
suggestion of zeugma in 18, which indicates a distinction bet 
14: 

18. A:  Is this one long? 
B:  ? No -more so than the last one, though. 

The lorzg in twice n.s l o ~ g  is harder to test, but it seems reas0 
assume that it is the same as that in 14 and 15. Similar consi 
lead to the conclusion that .short in I t :  short and It's .short 
distinct senses; likewise clea~s in It's clean is different from 
cleaner and How clean z.s i t?  The  two senses of long (like 
heavy,  wzde, fast, clean, etc.) are, of course, systematically re1 
their respective units are to be assigned to the same lexerne. No 
in 19, 20 and 21 there is no need to postulate different lexical 

19, It's hot. 
20. It's hotter than yesterday, 
zr . How hot is it? 

Many of the differences between the groups can be given an i 
satisfying explanation if we assume that for overlapping and eq 
antonym pairs (but not polars) the properties denoted by eac 
members of a pair are conceived as being quasi-autonomo 
say, whereas SHORTNESS, for example, is no more and no less 
absence of LENGTH, GOODNESS and BADNESS, CLEVERNESS and D 

and HOTNESS and COLDNESS are to some extent independ 
At a more abstract level, of course, there is a common underlying 
property for both members of a pair (otherwise they would not 
sites) : MERIT for good : had, TEMPERATURE for hot :cold, etc, But 
superficial level, the properties have a certain independence. We 
say that whereas a single scale underlies a pair of polar antony 
are two scales underlying a pair of over4apping or equipollent a 
This already offers a natural explanation for certain of 
between polar antonyms, on the one hand, and overlapping 
antonyms on the other. It is reasonable to assume that the nor 
twice/half as A- and How X 1,s it? depends on the existence o 
of x-NESS. Short, slow and .shaZlow, for example, are odd in thes 
because there is no scale of SHORTNESS, SLOWNESS, or' SHALLOW 

speaker is, of course, free to create an ad hoc scale: How slow is it?, 
not fully normal, is by no means uninterpretable.) 
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he relationship between the senses associated with a pair of polar anto- 
s can be portrayed diagrammatically as shown in fig, 9 2 .  We need 
to be able to picture overlapping and equipollent antonvrns in a wav 

A How long2 ? - 
B longer 2 e 

shorter" + 

short' long1 
L I 

L?- - - - - - - - 2 - -  - - - - - 7 

+ 
LENGTH 

Figure g 2 

h will account naturally for their differences. Consider, first, the equi- 
t type, represented by hot : cold. Since nothing that is colder can 

t ,  and nothing hotter can be cold, then if we assume that each term 
ricted to its own scale it appears that nothing can fall simultaneously 
e two scales; or, to put it another way, there is no overlap between 

cales of COLDNESS and HOTNESS. T h e  relationship between the scales 
herefore be represented as shown in fig. 9.3. 

How cold . , How hot . . . . 

+- {w;:er ? } -+ e------ [ kzyr ? } -m- 

1- 
COLDNESS HOTNESS 

1, e 
TEMPERATURE 

Figure 9 .j 

ere is an important difference between the hot :cold contrast and the 
hort contrast: the difference between hot and cold is in a sense abso- 
ather than relative. The distinction is based neither on an average 
a norm, but ultimately on a difference of sensation quality. However, 

the distinction between hot and cold is absolute, once we are 
r other of the scales a principle of relativity applies. The tempera- 
uired for a dav to qualify as hot is much lower than that required 
en, which in turn is lower than that required of a furnace. 
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Let us now consider how wnnn and cool fit into the picture. T 
are somewhat complex. First, the normality of all the following sen 
suggests that each of the terms operates on its own scale : 

How hot is it? X is twice as hot as Y. 
How warm is i t? X is twice as warm as Y.  
How cool is it? Z is twice as coo1 as Y ,  
How cold is i t? X is twice as cold as Y. 

How cool is zt? and twzce as cool are the least normal of these expr 
but even here the oddness is not of the same order as that of 
as .short ( I t  is interesting to note that hotness, warmness and c 
- but not coolness - are physiologically distinct sensations.) If we a 

the linguistic evidence for the existence of 
is as shown in fig. 9.4. 

cool 
(COOLNESS) * 

colii 

1 
(COLDNESS) 

Figure 9 4 

This arrangement, however, fails to account for the peculiar distr 
of cooler and warmer. T h e  problem is that cooler can be used 
temperature provided that it does not f 
wanner can be used of any temperature that does not fall within t 
of hot. Thus  we can speak of one hot furnace being cooler than a 
and of the temperature at the North Pole as being wattner than 
the sur,face of the moon,, I t  is almost as if there were two differen 
terms cool: cool1, which had its own scale, and denoted a moderate 
of coldness, and cool2, which acted as a polar antonym of hot; si 
there might be a x a n '  with its own scale, and a warn2,  whic 
polar antonym of cold. This  would yield a picture like that show 
9 . 5  In  this way the observed range of cooler could be explaine 

cooli 

(COOLNESS) L--------) (WA 
0 

cold ztarm2 m 
(COLDNESS) 

Figure 9.5 
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bined ranges of cooler1 and c o o l e ~ ~  and, similarly, mlrtatzs mutam~dzr 
h warmer. An obvious difficultv with this proposal is that there do 
, at first sight, appear to be any normal uses of coolZ and wa?m2 to 

note, respectively, 'relatively cool on the hot scale' and 'relatively wamz 
the cold scale' A day on which the temperature is 'mildly hot' is 
a?wz day, and by no stretch of the imagination a cool day. There 

occur, however, in special circumstances, uses of cool and wal-nz which 
closely to what one would expect from cool2 and wamz2: 

Place the mixture in a cool oven. 
This  substance burns with a cool flame. 
Put it in the warm part of the refrigerator. 

ouen and a flame can perhaps be regarded as inherentlv hot, and a 
el ator as inherently cold : under these circumstances, wal rn and cool 

ave like polar antonyms of cold and hot If the above analysis is correct, 
n we have four opposite pairs : hot : cold, warn2 : cool1 hot : cool2, and 
: warn2 This account sheds some light on the properties of, and rela- 

between, cold, cool, warm and hot, but it cannot be denied that 
y problems remain, and it could be that a rather different sort of 
el is required from the one we have been using. - 

the case of ~verlapping antonyms, exemplified by good : bad, things 
are bad may nonetheless be Better ; whatever is good, however (for 
ajority of speakers), cannot be normally qualified as worse Thus  

cale of BADNESS must overlap the scale of MERIT (over which good2 
ates), but not extend into the region on the MERIT scale covered by 
1. T h e  relationships between the terms associated with the scale of 

can therefore be pictured as shown in fig, 9.6 

A - 1 How good2 
better ? I  - 

4 good' - L, C 

M E R I T  

-{:;se How b a d ,  ?I- 
4 I 

BADNESS 

Figure 9 6 



could be two completely overlapping scales, as shown in fig. 
predicted properties of such a group would be : 

a. both terms of a pair would have pseudo-cornpar,ative 
b. both terms would yield impartial questions 

c. both terms would be normal and imparmtial in quantifie 
comparatives 

L 
X-NESS 

4 I 

Y-NESS 

Figure 9 7  

There are no fully convincing examples of this type of oppl 
English, although the pair hard :soft (as applied, for instance, 
or butter) is difficult to classify, and might be a candidate. 

9.5 lnheren tness 
It  has been argued that the scale of MERIT on which 

that something bad can be described as being better than somethin 
is even worse. However, this general statement needs qualifica 
refinement, in view of cases like 22 : 

2za. Bill's accident was worse than John's. 
b. ? John's accident was better than Bill's. 

It appears that, after all, not every bad thing can be normally d 
as better than something else, even when that something else is qu 
as worse. The  following is a selection of lexical items which do not 
normally with better : headache, depressron, fazlure, debt, famme, 
storm, earthquake, flood. They are all nouns whose referents may 
to be 'inherently bad'. Apparently better will collocate normally on 
nouns which can collocate normally with good. A related pecul' 
inherently bad nouns is that they cannot be questioned with HO 
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bad was the drought?, on the other hand, is perfectly normal. The  
r'estriction is the easier to motivate. In  asking How X is it?, one 

,&ely saying: "Place it for me on the scale of X-NESS.," In the 
f floods and other inherently bad things we have a theormetical choice 
es t ion~:  How good ins zt? and How bad is zt?, i ,  e .  "Place it for me 
e scale of GOODNESS" or "Place it for me on the scale of BADNESS." 

sing the wider scale car,ries an implication that one is prepared for 
swer anywhere along it;  that is to say, one signals a readiness to 
t that the item might be good.. This  is, of course, nonsense in the 
f inherently bad items, so it is more normal, for these, to choose 
rower' scale. T h e  restriction of better to referents that are not inher- 
ad is less obvious in its motivation, but the rationale is presumably 

uliar collocational behaviour with inherent nouns is confined to over- 
g antonyms, and is a consequence of a restricted sub-scale over- 
g a wider sub-scale, thus presenting the speaker with a choice of 
when a referent falls within the region of overlap. In  principle, 

erlapping antonvms are capable of displaying the effects of inherent- 

4a, ,John's torturing of the cat was crueller than Bill's. 
b. ? Bill's torturing of the cat was kinder than john's, 
c ? How kind was John's torturing of the cat? 

j a .  Cedric's insult was ruder than Crispin's, 
b ? Crispin's insult was more polite than Cedric's., 
c, ? How polite was Cedric's insult,, 

most or all of the lexical items we have so far examined it could 
bly be claimed that the 'inherent badness' was an inalienable feature 
ir meaning. However, this is not a necessary condition for the effects 

herentness to manifest themselves. What matters is simply that the 
er, at the time of utterance, should feel that a certain whole class 
erents should be 'a bad thing', rather than a class that has good 
d members. Consider the sentence: 

This year's strike was better than last year's 

entence would hardlv occur during a conversation between managing 
ors, to whom all strikes are evil, but could very well occur in a 

rsation between shop stewards. On the other hand, Thrs year,'s . s t~ ike  
o y s e  than last ,year's would be more likely in a managerial discussion ; 
ht also be uttered by a union official, but would have the opposite 
retation, i.e, that percentage support was down this vear. 
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Polar antonyms exhibit no inherentness effects comparable to 
overlapping type. Thus, although pygmies are inherently short, t 
be described quite normally as taller : 

26. The  pygmies on this island are taller than those on the 
mainland. 

In  the case of equipollent antonyms, while it is odd to describe an inhe 
cold referent (such as an iceberg) as hotter than something else, it 
necessary to invoke inherentness as an explanation, since it is odd t 
cribe any cold thing as hotter 

Another type of interaction between an antonym operating on a rest 
sub-scale and inherentness of qualified noun can be observed w 
and 28 are compared : 

27. John's headache is bad. 
28. John's exam marks are bad. 

In 27, bad does not mean "bad rather than good", as it does 
but rather "more than averagely bad" (cf also n sweet mamnlu 
pared with a sweet wtne, a hot five compared with n hot day). 
to say, with an inherently bad noun, bad acts like one member 
antonymous pair whose total domain is the scale of BADNESS (its 
might be something like slzght). With respect to this scale, How 
your headache? has some claim to being regarded as an impartial qu 
Surprisingly, it does not appear that 27 and 28 contain differen 
of bad, since most speakers apparently do not find 29 zeugmatic: 

29. When harvests are bad, so are farmers' debts 

The different interpretations of bad with hamest and acczdent mu 
be attributed to contextual modulation. 

9 6 Implicit superlatives 
Some scales, besides having a pair of gradable lexica 

that are implicitly comparative (i.e, normal antonyms), also have 
items which are better characterised as implicit superlatives. An o 
example of this is the scale of SIZE, which is associated not o 
the antonym pair large: stnull, but also with huge: ttny and en 
mtrzute, which are confined to the negative and positive extreme 
scale. Implicit superlatives can be recognised by a number of dis 
properties, First, they are, generally speaking, resistant to 
although to varying degrees : 
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? ve y huge, ? fazrly huge, ? Thzs ofle 2s huger 
?rather mznute, ? very mznute, ? Thzs one zs mznuter 
? slzghtly enornous, ?pretty tzny 

and, they can be modified by unstressed absolutely : 

absolutely huge, absolutely enormous, absolutely nzznute 

antonyms sound very odd when spoken like this : 

? absolutely large, ? absolutely small 

d ,  although they cannot be lexically or morphofogically graded, they 
be prosodically graded, that is to say by means of stress and intona- 
,I4 Thus,  the 'hugeness' of something can be indicated by the pitch 
e of the falling tone on huge in It's h2ge' According to these criteria, 
ollowing are further examples of implicit superlatives : 

beautzful: ugly, bmllzant : stupzd, spotless :filthy, scorchzng: 
fieexzng 

ere two terms on one part of a scale differ in intensitv, but not 
larity (i.e. if they move in the same direction when intensified), 
are two possibilities for their relationship: either, as in the cases 
escribed, one term is an implicit comparative and the other is an 

icit superlative; or one term may be an implicit comparative and the 
r an implicit attenuative. T h e  latter possibility is exemplified by hot : 

and  old: cool. T h e  more basic pair, hot and cold, are at the same 
he 'outer' pair ; wann and cool represent a weakening of this contrast. 
nd cold do not display the characteristic features of superlatives: 

olutely hot, ?absolutely cold 

9.7 Stative verbs 
There is a group of verbal opposites which share a great many 

cteristics with equipollent antonyms such as hot : cold. Consider lzke : 
e :  they represent psychological states (cf. happy : sad) ; they are fuliv 
ble (I quite lzke it,  I hke her enormously); and there is a neutral 
etween the opposing poles (I nezther lzke no1 dzslzke her - she leaves 
ally zndzferelzt). T h e  relation between the terms can be modelled, 

hat between hot and cold, as two non-overlapping scales pointing 
rds in opposite directions : 

I - 
dislike like 
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As this model predicts, both terms are committed in the verbal e 
to a comparative : 

? 1 like her, but I dislike her more than Susan. 
? I dislike her, but I like her more than Mary. 

Other examples of this type are: de.spzse : adr~zil,e and app?oce : dis 
similar in structural relations, but different in that the experienc 
direct object, ar eplease : dzspZeu.se. l 5  

A further resemblance between verbs of this group and a 
opposites is that they include what appear to be underlving super 
analogous to huge : t z q  and sco?,chztz~: f ieezz~g,  Loce and hate 
be of this type. First, they are not so fully gradable as like and disli 

I quzte lzke hen?, I dzslzke et, a little 
? I quzte love hzm, ? I hate hznz, a lzttle 

Second, they are modifiable by unstressed ab.solu teljt : 

1 absoluteEy love 2t1, I absolutely hate ztl 

? 1 ab.solute like zt', I absolutely dzslzke zt.1 

Finally, love and hate, in contrast to kke and dishke, can be pro 
intensified. 

T h e  scales of HOTNESS and COLDNESS can be seen to be close1 
because they both measure degrees of TEMPERATURE. That  is to 
can identify a more abstract scale which unites the two proper 
tuitively, the same ought to be true of lzke and desEike and the other 
verbal opposites; but it is a curious fact that there is no independe 
dence for it. There is no neutral way, for instance, of asking what so 
degree of liking or disliking for something is, analogous to M:?Z 
temperature? We can say How do you feel about LWury?, but this 
too general, and could refer to any emotional colour. It is not imme 
obvious whether this is a significant or a fortuitous lack. 

9.3 Contrastive aspects 
At present, available infor mation concerning the existe 

membership of sub-classes of antonyms in other languages than E 
is unfortunately too fragmentary to enable firm contrastive generalis 
to be made,. However, thew is enough to justify a few tentative sugge 

We have seen that oppositions between gradable adjectives can be 
fied into four fairly distinct types: polar antonyms (e.,g. long: short) 
lapping antonyms (e.g. good : bad and clean : dirty, with the 
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lifving the sub-group of privative antonyms), and equipollent anto- 
s ( e . g  hot : cold) ; we have also seen that in English, group membership 
s to be correlated with certain types of meaning: polar antonvms are 
&vely descriptike, o~er lapping  antonyms are evaluative, and equi- 
ent antonyms refer to sensations, emotions and subjective reactions. 

preIiminarv observation is that the nearest translation equi~al rn ts  
nother language of a pair of English antonyms will not necessarilv 

ong to the same structural group as the English pair  For instance, 
,d and fivid in French do not, like their English equivalents hot and 
, belong to the equipollent type, but to the polar tvpe: speakers of 
ch I have consulted find the following sentences quite normal: 

I1 fait chaud, mais il fait plus froid qu'hier, 
I1 fait froid, mais il f ait plus chaud qu'hier ,. 

German pair gut : rchZecht also appear to be polar antonvms, unlike 
r English counterparts, which are of the overlapping type '" (It  is worth 
ng that for a minority of English speakers, too, good and bad are 
r. antonyms: for them, John's performance was excellent, but ~t =a.s 
e thaiz Bzll's is perfectly normal l 7  However, like the majority group, 
judge How good 2.s your headache? to be odd. For such speakers, 

e apparently has two senses, (i) a pseudo-comparative of bad, which 
be applied to things that are not inherently bad, and (ii) a true c o n -  
tive of bad, restricted to inherentlv bad things. They find the following 
ence zeugmatic, since for them the worse which can qualify a good 
f exam marks cannot simultaneousIy qualify a headache, although 

exeme woue  collocates normally with either of these singly: 

ohn's headache was worse than Bill's perhaps explains why his exam marks 
oo, although they were, in fact, very good. 

he majority of English speakers this sentence is abnormal for. different 
ns, but it IS not zeugmatic,,) T h e  Egyptian Arabic equivalents of 
and bad, on the other hand, are privative antonyms. l8 

oking at the three antonym groups, one might suggest that antonyms 
e equipollent tvpe (hot: coldj are, in a sense, the most 'subjective', 

the polar type (bag  : .short) the most 'objective', with the overlapping 
ty (good: bad) occupying an intermediate position. T o  put it another 
polar antonyms are the most highly conceptualised and distanced 
the raw psycho-*physical facts, while equipollent antonyms are the 
'primitive', being the most closely modelled on the psycho-physical 
(for instance, heat and cold are physiologically distinct sensations; 
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linguistically, hot and cold operate on their own distinct scales). 
basis, one might hazard a tentative suggestion. Presumably all la 
will have adjectives, and very probably pairs of opposites, denotin 
of such properties as length, temperature, beauty, merit, plea 
and so on. But perhaps in some languages the meanings of relati 
tives are in general more highly conceptualised than in others 
respect, English, with some equipollent antonyms and substantial 
of overlapping antonyms, is relatively 'subjective'. In  contrast, 
nian seems to be highly conceptualised, since all antonyms are a 
of the polar type.19 French is perhaps intermediate between En 
Macedonian : polar and overlapping antonyms (including privat 
cer tainly present, but an infor ma1 questioning of informants h 
to unearth any convincing examples of equipollent antonyms. It  
that if a language has only one type of antonym, there is a strong lik 
that they will be polars; if there are two types, they will resem 
polar and over lapping antonyms ; equipollents will only be rep 
if the other two are also present,. Further research is needed bef 
hypothesis can be confirmed or disconfirmed. 

Notes 

9 , r  For opposites in general see Ogden (1932)~ hlartin (1976)~ Lyons (1977: 
Geckeler (1980), harczvck (1981) 

I T h e  term complementary is from Lyons (1968: 460-2) As far 
I have adopted Lyons's terminology 

9.2 

2 It must be borne in mind that, in judging the logical relation bet 
i s  not dead and rohn i s  alzre, it is necessary to assume (i)  that the 
presuppositions of both statements are satisfied - i e there exists an a 
person named John, (ii)  the statements both refer to the same pe 
(iii) that the predicate is predicable of the subject - The table is 
for instance, does not entail The table z.s alzve 

3 The  conditions for the successful performance of a speech act are 
felicity conditions See Austin ( I  962 : chs 2 ,  3 and 4) and Levin 
229-35 and 238-40) 

4. See Lyons (1968: 462) 
5 See, however, Cruse (1980) 
6,  This  must not, of course, be interpreted as a metalinguistic state 

instance, as It's nezther 'clean ' no?, 'dirty' 

9.3 Antonyms have received a good deal of attention from linguists: see, in ad 
the works cited under 9. I ,  Sapir (1944)~ DuchaCek (1965)~ Bierwisch (1967 
(1968: 46.3-7), Pohl(1970)~ Ljung (1974)~ van Overbeke (1975)~ Cruse (1976), 
(1977)~ Cruse (1980)~ Lehrer and Lehrer (1982), Lehrer (1985) 
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7 
8 

9 

This sec 

See Lyons ( r 968 : 463-4) 
For a more formal definition see Lehrer and Lehrer (1982) 
See Sapir (1944) 

:tion is based largely on Cruse (1976) and (1980) See also Lehrer (1985) 

For the p r i~a t i i  e nature of Group I I ( ~ )  anton?ms see Kastoisky (1982) The  
terms pr.ze atzz e and equzfiollent were first introduced by Trubctskoy (1969: 
.74-7) to designate t lpes of phonological opposition, along with a third term, 
padual ,  uhich we hale  not made use of The  three types of opposition marr 
be briefl) cllaracterised as follox.vs ,2 pri\,ati\,e opposition is one between two 
terms, one of which possesses a distinctive feature that the other one lacks 
T h e  phonemes/p/ and/b/ in English ma) be said to manifest a pricatibe opposi- 
tion, the feature uhich is respecti~el! present and absent being that of voicing 
L) ons (19.7.7 : '$79) gi\ es uanznzutcJ : z??a?.rrmate as an example of a pr ivatic e oppo- 
sition, on the grounds that the terms denote, respecti1 el), presence and absence 
of life However, it is the referents of the terms which have, or do not hake, 
life; it is Iess eas? to show that the prixatikeness applies to the senses of the 
lexical items Coseriu (1975: 40) concehes of privativeness in terms of the 
presence or absence of specific semantic traits So, for instance, fur him, albus : 
ca??dzdus ( L  ) manifest a pribative opposition, since the) differ in respect of 
the presence or absence of the trait "Iuminositi."; the opposition betleeen 
ciurnil.ret and wilai'trnset. (Fr ) is likewise pricatice, the trait which is respectively 
absent and present being "\,olontk" An equipollent opposition is one between 
two terms each of which carries a positive differentiating feature The phonemes 
/t/ and /s/ in English can be seen as manifesting an equipollent opposition, 
the former possessing the featute 'stop', and the latter the feature 'fricative', 
Lvons's example of an cquipollent opposition is male :female; Coseriu gives 
the colour terms yellow, / e d ,  etc Gradual oppositions are those where the 
contrast between the terms of the opposition lies in their possessing different 
values of a single property Distinctions of vowel height are often held to 
be examples of this type Coseriu's examples of gradual oppositions are taide : 
chaud, g? a?zd : hnoitrre, seconde : ~nznute : heure : ~ U I ,  etc 
These presuppositions of hotte?, coldei, etc would appear to be what Grice 
(19875: 44) calls conventional implicatur~es (See also Letinson (1983: 

127-32) 
Some speakers accept JJox shult z s  ~ t ?  in restricted contexts: it is invariably 
committed 
Most speakers appear to find half as shol-t (etc.) more difficult to construe 
than twzce as sholt (etc ) ;  for a few, they would appear to be synonymous 
(Halfas lo?zg and twzce as lowg are, of course, fully normal for all speakers ) 

Cf Bolinger (1972: 281-8) 

Notice that dzslzke is not equiealent to a logical negation of like (Confusingly, 
I do not lzke htm has an interpretation equivalent to I dzslzke him: to obtain 
an unequivocal logical negation one must say It's not true that 1 lzke htm ) 
Negative prefixes on gradable adjectives (such as happy) and stative verbs 
(such as lzke, approve) tend not to produce contradictory opposites (i e .  comple- 
mentaries), but contrary opposites (i  e antonyms), (This does not apply to 
adjectives like clean which denote the absence of an undesirable property ) 
See Z i m m e ~  ( I  964). 
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9.8 

16. This was first pointed out to me by 1%' Haas, whose first languag 
I have since had ample confirmation from German-speaking stu 
are often reluctant to accept that English is different. 
From mv questioning of many classes of students I would estimate t 
10 per cent use zcor.se in this way (It is possible that the fact t 
is not morphologically related to bad has something to do with this ) 

18 Zikri (19.79) 
19. Marsh-Stefanowska (1981) 
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Opposites 11 : directional . . 
oppositions 

10. I Directional opposites 
Underlying many lexical opposites there is a type of opposition 

h we shall call ?directional. I t  can be seen in its purest form in 
veryday notion of contrary motion (i.e. motion in opposite directions). 
is relatively easy to define, in the simplest case: two bodies A and 

oving in straight lines at speeds S( I )  and S(2), respectively, are moving 
posite directions if the speed of A relative to B is equal to the sum 
I )  and S(2). We shall take this as the most primitive manifestation 
e directional opposition. As we shall see, no pair of lexical opposites 
sses pure linear contrary motion - not even such a pair as ascend: de- 
, However, many opposites clearly owe their oppositeness to the 
hat they encapsulate the basic directional opposition, or represent 
ceptual transfor mation or metaphorical extension of it. These form 
bject matter of the present chapter. 

0.2 Directions 
A direction, in the simplest case, defines a potential path for 

y moving in a straight line; a pair of lexical items denoting opposite 
ctions indicate potential paths, which, if followed by two moving 
es, would rmesult in their moving in opposite dir'ections, as defined 

. Although there are no lexical pairs denoting pur8e contrary motion, 
are pairs which in their most basic senses denote pure opposite direc- 
. They are all adverbs or prepositions : novth : south, up : down, f o ~ -  

: backwards are examples. 
y direction from a base point must be established either with respect 
me second reference point, or by reference to the orientation or 
n of some entity. For instance, from any point on the earth's surface, 
mav be defined as the direction in which a body must travel in 
to reach the North Pole by the shortest route; or maybe it is the 

tion indicated by the Pole Star.; south can be defined in relation to 
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the South Pole, or simply as the opposite direction to north. 
west can be established by reference to the points on the horizo 
the sun respective1 y rises and sets. Towards X and away from X are 
directions defined in relation to a variable second reference point. 

Up and down can also be defined with respect to a second re 
point (i.e. awyy from and t o ~ a r d ~ s  the centre of the earth) , but it i 
psychologically more plausible to define them in terms of the 
of motion of freely falling bodies (or, better still, the directio 
force that must be applied to prevent them falling; this would give c 
prmimacy to up) . , I  @.stream and downstream, too, can be define 
a second reference point (e.g. "towards source"/"away from so 
But this does not make any connection with the basic sense of 
down. I t  seems equally likely that a relationship is felt between the 
of dropped objects and the floating downstream of objects place 
river; in other words, the direction of the tractive force of th 
seen as analogous to the pull of gravity. There ar8e two rotational 
clockwi.se and anticlockwz.se, which today are presumably est 
reference to the direction in which the hands of a clock move; bu 
primitively - perhaps under different names (e3,g. wzther:shins fo 
clockw~se)~ - these directions are defined by the apparent move 
the sun in the sky. 

Forwads and  backward.^, for objects with inherent orientatio 
people, or cars), can be seen either as the direction of normal 
or the direction the object 'faces'.. For objects without inherent orie 
like tables and footballs, fo?wards and backwards (in their spatial in 
tation) are interpreted relative to the speaker, or some other 
is the current source of spatial coot dinates for the discourse."arado 
at least for (non-orientated) objects in front of a reference pers 
is both stationary and not viewed as potentially moving, f ~ ? ~ a ~ u ' s  

movement towards him - that is, the direction which, if foll 
reference person himself, would count as backwards, (This is p 
because an equivalent reduction in distance could be achieved by the 
ence person moving forwards, ) 

There are many complex details of usage of direction wo 
would be inappropriate to go into here; the present concern is 
to establish a category of lexical opposites ' 

I O , ~  Antipodals 
Building on the notion of oppositeness of direction, a c 

of tantipodal opposites can be defined, in which one term rep 
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in one direction along some salient axis, while the other term 
otes the corresponding extreme in the other direction. For instance, 
e go up as far as we can while remaining within the confines of some 
tial entity, we reach its top, and in the other direction the lower limit 

bottom; xenzth and nadzr represent a related contrast, not usually 
ed to the extremes of a coherent physical object - more often to 

highest and lowest points of a range of values of some more abstract 
perty, such as the political fortunes of a dynasty. Pairs of opposites 
apsulating the notion of upward and downward extremities are com- 
n: cellar : attzc , souvce : mouth, peak : foot (of mountain), head : toe. The  
e notion extended analogically , yields , maximum : minzmum, full : 
ty; even Keats's emperor and clown (Ode to a Nightingale) owes 
ething to  this, being the zenith and nad2r, respectively, of social rank 
ourt. Not dissimilar are always : never., all : none and black : white ; 

y certainly represent opposite extremes along notional axes, but perhaps 
association with up and dozvn is less strong. The directions fonuards 
backwards, within a coherent spatial entity, yield fkont and back, 

ich are encapsulated in tip : tazl (for animals). F o ~ w a r d s  and backwards 
he temporal dimension give start :fi~zish, begznnrng : end; the latter, 
apsulated, appears in cradle : g r a m  T h e  directions zn and out yield 
antipodals mzddle/cent~e : edge/penphe?y/czrcumference, etc. 
nce again, example and finer detail could be multiplied indefinitely; 
ever, there seems little of a systematic nature to say. 

r 0.4 Counterparts 
Any deviation or irregularity in an otherwise uniforn~ surface 

shape has a counterpart in which essential defining directions are 
rsed. Thus ,  for instance, a mound projects out of the earth's surface; 

corresponding shape projecting znto the earth is a depresszon. Similarly, 
ave bulge : cons tl~ctzon (in a tube or pipe), rdge  : glYoove, hzll : .c:alle,y, 
: dent, and the related adjectives comex : concace. Extended, the 

n of counterpart can generate, for instance, lull : .spurt (in activity). 
ay be that the male :female opposition partakes of this notion, the 
1 organs being seen as counterparts. (The  use of male and female 

lation to electrical plugs and such-like would support this: the sexual 
osition, is, however, one of those like heaven :hell, ,yrn : yang, which 
ot satisfactorily reduce to any specific simpler opposition, but embody 
mber of different elementary notions. j Such oppositions frequently 

e profound cultur a1 significance ..) 
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1 0 5  Reversives 
One of the most interesting classes of directional opposit 

sists of those pairs of verbs n'hich denote motion or change in op 
directions, \Ye shall call these ireversives. Purelp spatial instances- 
mablv the simplest, conceptually - are not very numerous: the basic 
of r-r se :fall, a,scerzd : descerrd, adz arzce : retreat and erzter- : leare are e 
ples In the majority of cases, it is necessary to interpret the not 
opposite direction somewhat abstractly, or in an extended sense, 

There are two main ways of character ising 'opposite direction' for 
sive verb pairs, T h e  first applies to those verbs which refer to 
between two determinate states: let us symbolise these as state 
state B. T h e  reversivity of the verb pair resides in the fact that one m 
denotes a change from A to B ,  while its reversive partner denotes a 
from B to A. Consider, as examples of this type, appear : rlisappear, t 
tze and elzter: leave. For. the first pair, the relevant states are A: 
visible" and B : "being invisible". Appear (in the appropriate sense) 
"change from being invisible to being visible", and clzsappear " 
from being visible to being invisible". For tie and untie, the re 
states are "being tied" and "being untied"; for enter and lea 
relevant states are locational: "being inside something" and "bein 
something". T h e  latter two pairs illustrate an important feature of r 
opposites, namely, that the processes or actions through which the c 
of state come about do not need to be precisely reversed for the tw 
of a pair. T h e  action of untying a shoe-lace is not the literal rev 
the action of t y i ~ z g  it (such as one might see on a film run back 
usually one unties a shoe-lace merely by pulling the ends of th 
What is important is that the appropriate states should come abou 
wise, entedng and leawtrzg do not necessarily involve motion in o 
directions in the simple spatial sense: a train entering and subse 
leaving a station may do so by travelling in the same direction f 
T h e  essential thing is that the train should change from being 
the station to being inside, for enter, and from being inside to being o 
forb leave. This characterisation applies to a large number of r 
pairs, of which the following is a selection: pack : unpack, lock: 
screw : unscrew, dress : undre,ss, mount : dtsrnount, embark : dise 
cover : uncozey, 

T h e  second charmacterisation of opposite direction involves not a 
but relative, states. Reversive verbs of this type denote changes b 
states defined merely as having a par'ticular relationship to one a 
Suppose we have a pair of verbs of this type, a and b,  whose 
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[ation is R One member of the pair, let us say a ,  will denote a change 
ch that the initial state stands in the relation R to the final state, while 

5 reversive partner, b,  will denote a change such that the final state stands 
the relation R to the initial state, An example of such a pair is Ierzgttze~z : 
ortetz. For something to have undergone a process of le~zgtheizz?zg, it 
enough that its final state should be longer than its initial state ("be 

nger than" represents R for this pair), whereas for shot-trrz the initial 
ate must be longer than the final state. Absolute lengths are irrelevant 
r. both verbs. Other examples of this tvpe are: xiden : nanou:, accelerate : 

celerate, heat : cool, ascend: descend, .str,engtherz : weaken, zmpl-ore : 

is necessary for members of a pair of reversives to be related 
one another in one of the ways described above, the relationships as 

e not quite sufficient to define a pair of reversives. I t  is necess- 
y to stipulate in addition that thev should differ only in respect of 
ectionality. Otherwise, abbreviate, for instance, would qualify as the 
posite of lerlgthen, although no native speaker, I imagine, would accept 

pposites. Abbreo~ate fails, however, to satisfy the more strin- 
t criteria, because its meaning differs from that of lerzgtherz in more 

just directionalitv: it is also more contextually restricted. 
ntactically, the most elementary type of reversive opposites are 

verbs whose grammatical subjects denote entities which 
rgo changes of state: appear : dzsnppear, enter : leave, rise :fall are 
is sort. A sizeable proportion of what must be considered rmeversive 

osites, however, have a causative meaning : their grammatical subject 
n agent, and it is the (referent of the) direct object which undergoes 
reversible change of state : raise : lower, lock : unlock, pack : utzpark, 
belong to this category. Some lexeme pairs exemplify both types: 

lengthened/shortewe her sklrt , The days b g a ~ l  to leng-then/shorte~l 
widezz : narrow, lightel-2 : darken, etc.). T h e  two grammatically dis- 
occurrences of le~z,gthen/shorterz in the above sentences are, by our 

ria, different Iexical units, but the recur,rent nature of the relationship 
Ies us to assign them to the same lexeme. Some pairs appear in only 

grammatical functions, but there exists a parallel pair fulfill- 
function, as with rise : fall and raise: lower. There remain 

verbs which have only one of the two functions and are without 
a1 counterparts in the other function; such is the case with appear : dis- 
ar - there is no pair meaning "cause to appear" and "cause to disap- 
. It  is not clear whether this variation follows any systematic pattern: 

mpression is one of idiosyncracy. 
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Reversives may also be classified in another way, into two grou 
we shall call tindependent reversives and trestitutives T h e  la 
is the smaller, and consists of pairs one of whose members ne 
denotes the restitution of a former state Examples are: damage 
remoce : teplace, stop : resume, kzll: resulrect. One can 1.enzoz.e 

to a place where it has never been before, but one cannot replace i 
it has never been; bringing a statue to life does not constitute re 
unless it was previously alive, but a person does not have to 
dead on an earlier occasion before he can be kzlled In  restitutiv 
fore, there is one dependent and one independent term, and the de 
of the dependent term is of a logical, rather than a pragmatic 
In  the case of independent reversives, there is no necessity for 
state of either verb to be a recurrence of a former state. Thu  
which nanFows does not have to be returning to a former state 
narrow, after a temporary interlude of wzdenzng; nor when it wi 
it necessarily regain a previous state of being wzde. 

Although independent reversives are logically independent in t 
ner described, there may be a greater or lesser pragmatic ex 
for one of the terms, that a previous state is being restored. 
for example, fill and empty  On  the basis of their everyday e 
with bottles, boxes, pockets, and so forth, most people probably 
an act of enzptyzng must normally be preceded by an (at least 
act of filhng, and that the transition to emptzness is a return to an 
condition; they are unlikely, however, to feel the same about 
is, by and large, true: artefacts are usually manufactured emp 
filled. But, and this is especially true of natural objects, empty 
result in a new state. A coconut, or a skull, can be eznptzed of its c 
without at any time having either undergone a process of fillz 
empty before. This  is because container and contents develop 
neously, and thus, when the container first comes into being, 
In  some cases, the pragmatic expectation of the prior existenc 
of the denoted states is very strong, but the dependence is sti 
logical one. An example is lock : unlock. Surely a door which 
unlocks is returning to a former state? Normally, yes ; but it is not in 
able that a very sophisticated rnanuf actur ing procedure should 
say, a cupboard, complete with door in the locked state, so tha 
action performed on it is unlockzrzg. Likewise, one can just abou 
someone being born in a howdah, on the back of an elephant, a 
to dzsmount before he can inount for the first time. Reversiv 

whose terms is morphologically marked, such as lock :unlock, d 
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nit : dzsnzoufzt, belong to the independent group, as do those 
h ,  like lengthen and shorten, are derivationally related to adjectival 

ng property of independent reversives is their behaviour 
unstressed agazlz. Consider the following sentences : 

T h e  engine started, then stopped again. 
I filled it with water, then emptied it again., 
T h e  road widened, then narrowed again. 
We mounted, then dismounted again. 

of these sentences has an interpretation in which the action or process 
ted by the second verb may be occurring for the first time, in spite 
e fact that it is modified by agazn (this interpretation is impossible 
airz is stressed) W h a t  apparently justifies the presence of again is 

of a former state, even though this has no overt linguistic 
ssion. This  means that agazn is able to take as its scope only part 
meaning of the verb that it modifies. It appears that this is a peculiar 

cteristic of verbs which denote a transition from an initial to a final 
. it is the final state which can be isolated, and can act as the scope 

verbs may be termed treversible,  since, although they 
ot, in fact, possess a reversive partner, they potentially do. Notice 
though a r,eturn to a lifeless state can be inferred from both I and 

ly I has a 'first-time' interpretation: 

I Dr Frankenstein brought the monster to life, then killed it 

2.  Dr Frankenstein brought the monster to life, then strangled 

me reason, the adverbial component7 of the meaning of strangle 
ts agazn from taking the resultant state as its scope (as does, indeed, 

d adverbial: Dr Frankenstezn brought the monster to 
n killed zt wzth hi,s scalpel again does not have a 'first-time' interpre- 

can use this peculiarity of reversives to formulate a test: a pair 
pendent reversive opposites X and Y should be capable of occurring 
lly in both the following frames, with a 'first-time' interpretation 
verb modified by agazn : 

He X-ed (it), then Y-ed (it) again. 
He Y-ed (it), then X-ed (it) again. 
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A number of independent reversives are either morphologica 
from adjectival opposites : lengthen : ,shorten, fill : empty, darke 
widen : nayrow, clean : dzrty, etc., or ar'e semantically related to 
or adjectival opposites in a way identical to these, but without any 
logical rmelationship : accelerate : decelerate &.st : slow), zncrease : 
(much : little), etc. Properties of the derived reversives can frequ 
correlated with properties of the underlying adjectives. For ins 
the under'lying adjectives are non-gradable complementaries A a 
meanings of the respective derived reversives are "make or bee 
and "make or become B". If,  on the other hand, the underlying ad 
are gradable, then the semantic properties of the derived ver 
according to which antonym group the adjective pair, belongs t 
pair of antonyms X and Y ,  the derived reversives mean "make or 
X-er", and "make or become Y-er"'. T h e  sense which appears 
comparative form, in such cases, is the one which underlies the 
verb. So, for instance, lengthen and shorten, like longer and sh 
not restricted in their application to long and short things, res 
nor. need the resultant states be long or .short. On the other 
as only bad things can be worse, only bad things can worsen. Det 
seems to be related to poor rather than bad: its sense is deriv 
that of poor in poorer, which, unlike worse, is a pseudo-comparativ 

? T h e  weather was fine at firmst, then it got worse. 
T h e  weather was fine at first, then it got poorer. 
? The  weather was fine at first, then it wormsened, 
The weather was fine at first, then it deteriorated. 
? John's toothache got power . 
,John's toothache got worse. 
? John's toothache deteriorated. 
John's toothache worsened. 

In  the case of verbs derived from privative antonyms, one of the 
of a pair comprises two lexical units, corresponding to two lexi 
of the underlying adjective lexeme. The verb clean, for instance, 
senses, one derived from the sense of clean (adj.) which partici 
a complementary opposition with dzrty, as in I've cleaned tt (i. 
made it clean'"), and the other derived frmom cleanz, as in I've 
to clealz it a lzttle ("I've managed to make it a little cleaner"). 

Although many reversive pairs are related to adjectival oppo 
is important to emphasise that their basic opposition does not re  
that of the adjectival opposition, That  is to say, it is perfectly P 
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,inciple to have a pair of reversives related to a pair of adjectives 
are not themselves opposites. Suppose there existed a lexical item 
, meaning "to change from bIue to green", and another one grue, 

aning "to change from green to blue". These would be reversives, 
though blue and y e e n  are not opposites. T h e  pair condense : evapor- 
re of this type: they can be glossed "change fr,om gas to liquid" 
"change from liquid to gas", respectively Gas and hguid are not 
sites. T h e  essential opposition underlying all reversives is not, in 

, derived from any other opposite type: as we have seen, it is an exten- 
of the elementary notion of movement in contrary directions. 

I 0.6 Relational opposites : converses 
An important class of opposites consists of those pairs which 

ess a relationship between two entities by specifying the direction 
ne relative to the other along some axis. Once again the paradigm 

es are spatial. Clearly, for two objects A and B at different locations 
direction of A relative to B is the exact opposite of the direction of 
lative to A. We can therefore express the relationship between A and 
two logically equivalent ways, taking either A or B as the reference 

t .  Thus,  if A is higher than B,  we can either say A i s  above B or 
below A.  Similarly, if 4 is further forward than B, then we can say 

er A z.s zn fioizt of I3 or. B I S  behind A.. This notion is easily extended 
e temporal axis: if time T(I)  comes earlier than time T(2), this may 
xpressed either as ?'(I) zs before T(2) or T(2) zs after T(z). Pairs 
bove : beloaw, mf,-ont of:  behznd and befo~e : after are called converses; 
may be diagnosed, for the time being at least, by the fact that when 

member of a pair is substituted for the other in a sentence the new 
nce can be made logically equivalent to the original one by inter- 
ging two of the noun phrase arguments. 
though converseness has been presented as fundamentally a spatial 
n, the relation, like reversiveness (which was also claimed to be basic- 
patial), is not confined to the spatial domain. However, non-spatial 
erses can usually be interpreted as analogical or metaphorical exten- 
of spatial notions Consider the pair ancestor : descendant: A I S  an 

stor of B is logic all^ equivalent to B i s  a de.scefzdant of A It  is easy 
nceive of a 'line of descent' such that an azzcestor of A is aboce 
d a descerzda~zt is below. In this case, the spatial connection is clear 

gh, and is well-established in ordinary speech : The propert,y passed 
fionz father to S O H .  A less obvious extension of the basic notion 

be seen in husband: w$e (A I S  a/ the wlfe of B entails and is entailed 
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bv B is althe hu,sbami of A )  Even here, it is not too difficu 
of hltsbaud and xzfe as facing one another, as it were, along t 
axis. Other examples of this t! pe are: ~naste? : se~caut ,  plpd 
guest : host, teachef : pz@il. 

tionship between two entities (at least). This of course, exclud 
tive verbs, and most adjectives in the positive degree. Transit 
are capable of expressing a converse relationship unaided: A pl 
B fo/lozed A; noun converses, at least in English, require the 

and an expression of the possessive relationship: A i s  BJs ma 
A',$ s e l ~ a n t .  T h e  comparative forms of polar antonyms express 
relationship, a fact which can be used to diagnose the category: 
than B entails and is entailed by B 2,s shortet- than A."t 0 

happens that a pair of lexical converses can be paraphrased 
of the comparative forms of a pair of antonyms: for instance,Xi,s 
low 1 and X i s  hlghe?-/lower tlzatz I .  are equivalent. I t  is also wo 
that the active and 'full' passive forms of transitive verbs (i. 
which the agent is expressed, as in The chzvzpulaxees aye fed 

stand in a converse relationship;Vurthermore, certain pairs of 1 
verses can be paraphrased using onlv a contrast of voice : Mond 
Tuesda,y , Tuc..sday I S  qftel; illorzday ; ~VIoadqy precedes Tuesda, 
zs p~eceded b,y iVlond~~~y. 

Nouns belonging to pairs which express a converse relatio 
infrequently display a dual semantic nature. One of the terms 
(rarelv, if ever, it appears, both) not only expresses the relations 
also possesses descriptive meaning which is to some extent inde 
of it. Doctor and patzent illustrate this point. One can be a docto 
on the strength of one's qualifications, before one has entered int 
tionship with any patients. I t  does not seem that in this case we ar' 
with two distinct senses, since 7 is not zeugmatic : 

to be hers, 

T h e  meaning of patzelzt is purelv relational: there is no way one ca 
- 

as a patient in the absence of anyone dispensing treatment. Si 
a young hawk is a pl-edator even before he has hunted and capt 
pre), ; moreover, predatol:~ of ten have morphological and behavio 
acteristics - they are biologically adapted for their role. I t  is dif 
see pe,y in this light: prey, like patzent, has a purely relational 
As in the case of docto?,, there is no evidence that predatoy is amb 
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ider now, however, the pairparent : child. Again, we have one purely 
rial term: parent. One cannot be a parent merely because one has 
acity to produce children; for parenthood, children are indispens- 
ild, on the other hand, has a dual nature, like doctor, being both 

rial and descriptive : 

She was a child when her parents died. 

5 .  All their children are now grown up. 

is case, however, the evidence is that chzld, unlike doctor, is ambig- 
~f the sense chzld has in 5 were to occur in 4, the sentence would 
tologous; and if that in 4 were manifested in 5 ,  the result would 

aradox. T h e  zeugmatic nature of 6 confirms the diagnosis: 

6. A:  Arethereanychi ldrenofthemarr iage? 
B:  ? No, they ar8e all grown up. 

1o7 Indirect converses 
So far we have been dealing exclusively with two-place predi- 

(that is, elements which express a relation between two other ele- 
s), and converseness has been diagnosed by means of the permutation 
X and Y are converses if any sentence in which X expresses a relation 
een two noun phrases N1 and NZ is logically equivalent to the sentence 
h results when (i)  N1 and NZ are interchanged and (ii) X is replaced 
, but is not equivalent to the sentences which result when operations 
d (ii) are carried out singly. (The rider is necessary to prevent symmet- 
two-place synonyms from appearing to qualify as converses, since, 
stance, A ~esemb1e.s B is equivalent to B i s  sinzzlar to A,)  This test 
haracter ises as converses certain thr ee-place, and even four -place, 

essions. Sentences 7 and 8, for example, are logically equivalent, as 

7.  Miriam gave a snuff-box to Arthur. 
8 .  Arthur received a snuff-box from Miriam. 

9. Harry sold the sarcophagus to the Emir. 
KO. T h e  Emir bought the sarcophagus from Harry 

ver , there is a difference between the kind of converseness illustrated 
tences 7-10 and that which we observed with two-place expressions 
as aboce : below and pwcede :follow. Consider give and recezve. 
ugh these are, in a sense, three-place expressions, it can nonetheless 

gued that each expresses a central binary relation, the third element 
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being more peripheral. This is because the svntax of these verbs pro 
two central valencr slots, namely, those of subject and direct object 
a more peripheral slot for indirect object. T h e  relative peripheral 
the indirect object"' is indicated, for instance, bv the fact that it is n 
obligatory, unlike the direct object \I hen me examine gzce and fp  

in the light of this, we notice that, in 7 and 8, for instance, the ce 
binarv relation expressed bv glzse is between Jlzrram and the s n  
In other words, gzce and lecelze are not converses of the strictes 
T h e  true converse of gzze would express the relation between the snz 
and .llz?,ra~rz; there is no such verb, however, tn English. Converse pa 
in which the interchangeable noun phrases both occupy central val 
slots (like follow :prfecede) will be called tdirect converses; thos 
gzce : tecelz'e, ahe r  e a central and peripheral noun phrase are inter chan 
will be called tindirect converses. " 

T h e  manifold interconnections among lexical items expressing a th 
wav relationship between nominals can be described with referen 
figure ro I T h e  typical tri-valent verb relates two animate nominals 
an agent (labelled 'agentive' in the figure), frequently a donor of s 
sort (but can also, as with take, be an acquisitor) ; one affected b 
action of the agent (labelled 'dative' in the figure), who is freque 
beneficiary, or recipient (but can also, as with take, be a relinquis 
and a third, normally inanimate (labelled 'objective') , which is transf 
from one of the animate participants to the other. R( r ) ,  R(2) and 
represent potential lexical items expressing each of the three possible 
ponent binary relations, with the nominals involved in these occu 

objective 

agentive ( (Y) dativ 

R(3) 

Figure T O  I 
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bject and direct object positions; R( I ) ' ,  R(2)' and R(3)' represent, re- 
ectively, their strict converses, For instance, one such set would be 
e (R( I ) ) ,  1-ecezce (R(2)) ,  and p~esent  ( R ( j ) ) ,  the latter expressing a 
ect relationship between the two animate nominals: AIJti*zam pt-esented 
t h t ~  wzth a snqf-box l 2  None of these verbs (and this is typical) has 
rue converse. Other. examples of such sets are ( i )  take (R(I ) ) ,  t.eli?tgur slz / 
e up /yzeZd (R(2)) and dzspo.s.se.ss (R(3)) : 

John took the book from Bill,  
Bill relinquished the book to John. 
,John dispossessed Bill of the book. 

these verbs are not perfectly matched semantically, but they do express 
oughly the right relationships) ; ( i i )  teach (R(I )), len,n/studv (R(2)) and 

ruct (R(3)) : 

Arthur teaches French to Miriam 
Miriam learns French fromjstudies French under Arthur. 
Arthur instructs Miriam in French. 

nd (iii) beyzreath (R(I ) ) ,  zulzerzt (R(2)) - in this case R(3) is missing 
X, Y and Z in figure 10 r represent nouns capable of participating in 
e expressior! of the same tripartite relationships as the verbs R ( I ) ,  R(2) 

d R(3) With nouns, it is the genitive construction which expresses 
central binary relation: for instance, in Althur I S  the donor of the book- 

lectzo~r to the school, z s  the donor of indicates the relation between~-irthur 
d the book-collec tzou, while the school occupies a relatively peripheral 
sition. Many nouns of this sort, like donor, are angled towards one 
the other participants, and cannot express the binary relation with the 
rd: *Arthur I S  the doliror of the school cannot refer to Arthur's gift of 
oks (notice the benefactor is differently angled: Arthur r s  the school's 
efactor would be appropriate in the situation envisaged, but not *lL thur 

he book-collectzon's benefactor). Other nouns, like grft, are neutral with 
pect to the other two participants, and can express a binary relation 
th either: John's gzft to Bzll, Bzll's gzft from yoh~i .  T h e  angled nouns 
y be designated according to the participant towards which they are 
ented; so donor, for instance, would be labelled X(Z), and reczpzent 
Z) (iVznam 2s the reczpzent ofthe necklace from Arthur, but not *iLlznatn 
he reczpzent of Af thur  in respect of the necklace). Another set of nouns 

mists of bequest (Z(X)),  znhentance (Z(Y)),  hezr (Y ( X ) )  and ~nhentor 
(2) ) .  Curiously, there is no realisation of X in this set. T h e  justification 

the indicated orientations is as follows: given the truth of j%hn 
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bequeathed the sculpture to 8211, it follows that the sculpture is 1, 
bequest, but not Bill's bequest; however, the sculpture is Bill's, and 
John's, i?zhenta?zce; likewise, Bill is John's hew, but not the sculpt 
heir; he is, on the other hand, the sculpture's, and not John's, inhe 
In the 'teaching' set of items, teacher is neutral with respect to Y 
2 :  Mark's teachel', teacher of needlework ; student is likewise ~ n 0 r . i ~ ~  
John's student, student of French ; pupzl, however, is X-oriented : ,yo 
pupil, but *pupil of French. 

T h e  conditions for direct and indirect converseness between lexical i 
expressing three-way relationships can now be spelled out. First, 
there is no theoretical prohibition, a direct converse relationship bet 
three-piace verbs seems to be rare. Strict converseness does occasion 
occur, however, between nouns such as gzft : donor and znheritor : inh 
tance, which are angled towards one another (or,  more precisely, are 
oriented other than towards one another - they may be neutral): 

The book was John's gift 
' 0 

0 

,'<, 
/ \ 

John was the book's donor. 

The picture is Arthur's inheritance, 
' 0/ 
,>\, ,' 'r 

Arthur is the picture's inheritor.. 

For indirect converseness it is necessary to have either a centri 
arrangement, or. a centrifugal o n e  This  can best be explained with r 
ence to fig. I o ,  I ,. A centripetal arrangement has two terms oriented to 

the same third, such as R ( I )  and R ( 2 ) ,  or X(Z) and Y(Z), all of 
converge, so to speak, on Z,  T h e  verbal type is exemplified by lend : bo 

John lent the book to Bill. - - ))* 
* */------ 

C (  
-* - 

Bill borrowed the book from John, 

Other examples are : gice : receive, bequeath : inhent , teach : learn. 
nominal type is exemplified by donor : recipient : 

The duke was the donor of the picture of the college. -------- C # - I -  - 
# ---- - - 

-,------ ------ 
The college was the recipient of the picture from the duke. 
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A centrifugal arrangement of relationships occurs when two terms point 
twards' from a common centre, like K ( I )  and R(3) ,  which point 
twards from X, or like Z(X) and Z(Y),  which typically represent diver- 

ent ormientations of terms denoting the inanimate participant,. T h e  former. 
ase is illustrated by teach : zlz.struct: 

John taught French to Bill '. \' 
/ \ 

/ ' 
John instructed Bill in French 

nd the latter case by beque,s t : znhetztance : 

T h e  house was ,]ohn's bequest to Bill. -- / /  
--:= 

/ /  
-- 

/ 
\ 

'\ 

T h e  house was Bill's inheritance from John 

Notice that both the above pairs satisfy the permutation test.) 
Similar, though more complex, principles for indirect converseness oper- 

te in what is perhaps the only four-term set in English (see fig. 10.2). 

\ :21 

is much 
relevant 

R( I )  

cost 

(X> R(6) (X) 
- .  

erbs. Notice that the extra nominal, W,  is inanimate, and is transferred 
the opposite direction from Z. There is no lexical item in English to 

alise R(3), which relates X and Y ;  the reason there are two items to 
lise R(6) is that there are two candidates for the indirect object slot, 

ely, X and Y: cost takes X as its indirect object (The book cost John 
, while fetch takes Y (The book fetchedBzllL5). Once again, the absence 
irect converses will be noted (although, as before, they can be found 
ng nouns belonging to the set, purchase and bu,yer being examples: 

fetch 

R(6) (Y) (Y) 

pay\ R(4) t v /,';;e 

(VT) 

Figure 10 z 

he full range of possible lexical items and their orientations 
o complex to illustrate: fig. 10.2 contains only the principal 

1 1 fetch - . d . . - - . \ 
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The book was ,rohn's purchase, John was the book's buyer). There 
however, a plethora of indirect converses. With respect to the outer ter 
(buy, sell, pay ,  cha~ge) ,  the criteria of centrifugal and centripetal ori 
tations appear to give correct predictions : 

Centripetal : sell : buy X sold Z to Y for W 
-* \ 0 

0 7.- 
0 -. 

Y bought Z from X for W 

charge : p a y  X paid Y W for Z '. ..' 

/ HV\, 

Y charged% W for Z 

Centrifugal : sell : charge Y sold X Z for W 
\ . I  

7 ~ .  
Y charged X W for 

X bought Z from Y for W 
\ 
\ / 

bR 

A/ 
\ 

X paid W;O Y for Z 

(Buy is an odd man out syntactically: it is the only one which can 
have one of the animate nominals in immediate post-verb position. T 
is why pay had to be put into a slightly unusual sentence to make t 

permutation of W and Z clear ) Complications arise, however, when 
attempt is made to compute the indirect converse relations along t 

diagonals of fig. 10 2,  i e between Z and W (and, presumably, betwe 
X and Y, too, although this cannot be tested in English). Consider co 
and pay,  which, according to the diagram, are centripetally related t 

W; yet there is no way they can be displayed as indirect c~n\~erses .  
appears that in four-term sets indirect converses must not only show co 
vergent or divergent orientation of the basic binary relation, but rn 
also be identically related to the fourth term, not involved in t 
centr ifugal/centr ipetal arrangement. This condition happens to be f ulfille 
for sell: Buy and charge :pay:  sell and buy ,  for instance, both convergi 
on 2,  are identically related to W .. For cost and pay ,  however, the strict 
condition is not fulfilled, since although both converge on W, cost h 
X as its indirect object, and pay has Y. Cost and charge, on the 0th 
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hand, do fulfil the more stringent conditions: 

Y charged X W for Z 
-\ 

-\ +--/ , "= 
/, - % 

\ 

Z cost X W ( f  r.om Y) 

(Co,st is unfortunately not an ideal candidate here, but there is nothing 
better in English to illustrate the point: although it undoubtedly belongs 
to the set, it is basically a three-place verb, and is not entirely happy 
when the fourth term is expressed. Allowing for three-place items in the 
set adds, of course, a further complication to the total picture, and multi- 
plies yet again the theoretically possible number of lexical items in the 
set .) 

We have so far been looking at direct and indirect converses in the 
context of a study of opposites. We must now re-examine the relevance 
of these relations to oppositeness. While there is little doubt that among 
converses of both types arme to be found several intuitively satisfactory 
opposites (above : below, husband : wge and bu,y : .sell, for instance), there 
arBe also many that either, like glft: donor, are rather feebly opposed, or 
they are not opposites at all, like charge : cost. T h e  question must be raised, 
therefore, of whether direct converseness or indirect converseness is 
in itself to be considered a genuine type of oppositeness. T h e  case for 
direct converseness, though not overwhelming, is better than that for in- 
direct convermseness, All two-place converses appear. to be convincing oppo- 
sites; as it happens, they are all direct converses, too. On  the other hand, 
three- and four-place dir'ect converses are felt to be relatively weakly 
opposed; so much so that someone asked for the opposite of donor, for 
instance, will in all probability offer something like thzef, or possibly 
reczpzent, rather than the direct conver8se gqt. T h e  case for considering 
indirect converseness to be a type of oppositeness, however, is very weak. 
This is because for all those indirect converses that are also convincing 
opposites, an altermnative explanation exists for their oppositeness. Take 
lend and borrow: for lend, there is movement of the 'thing lent' (which 
is one of the terms in each of the basic binary relations expressed by 
the two verbs) away from the subject, towards the direct object; for borrow, 
these directions are reversed. There is thus a salient element of reversivity 
in the opposition between this pair, which is enough to account for their 
oppositeness. There is no such rmeversivity in the relation between buy 
and pay ,  for instance, which are also indirect converses (except that momy 
and merchandise move in opposite directions, but this aspect of meaning 
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can be given of the oppositeness of buy : sell, bequeath : znherit, 
cezve, etc. 

10.8 Congruence variants and pseudo.-opposites 
In  our discussion of the various types of lexical oppo 

have taken for granted so far that we are dealing with canonical r 
that is to say, relations that are context-independent (unlike pseu 
tions), and that hold between participants that are congruent in 
of the relationship in question. In  this secti 
are non-canonical in one or both of these respects. (We do not 
here the 'quality' of the relation as such - this is discussed in I I .7.) 

Of the two types of congruence variant - the 'hypo-/super 
the 'semi-' type - only the former seems to be at all frequent 
opposites.13 T h e  following are examples of two (or more) hypo-o 
standing jointly in a particular relation of opposition to a super-op 

patient 

I \  
doctor dentist etc 

/hi\ 
thick fat 

Patzent and zszc tzn~ are super -converses of their respective partne 
thrn and old are super-antonyms of theirs. ( In  Japanese, there 
of verbs meaning "to put on (an article of clothing)", each verb 
to a particular type of clothing;'' these verbs stand jointly in a 
of reversivity with a single verb meaning "to take off (an article 
ing)".) I t  will be noticed that two different r 

hypo-opposites are illustrated. Doctor. and 
raps t ,  are incompatibles; thzck and fat,  and young and new, on t 
hand, differ much less radicallv - they differ, in fact, only in res 
collocational restrictions, and are therefore co 
to our criteria (see I 2.2).  l 6  

Given a pair of lexical opposites X and Y, we may say that any h 
of X is a hypo-opposite of Y. l i  For many opposite pairs, there is a 
hyponym of Y which is a hypo-opposite of X. Thus,  in the case of bt 
huge, which is a hyponyrn of bzg, is a hypo-antonym of l t t t le;  si 
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y is a hypo-antonym of big. In  some cases there is a lack of symmetry 
the two sides of the opposition. Most fr'equently, there is no super- 
inate of the hypo-opposites which is congruent with the super-opposite, 
no hypongms of the super,-opposite to parallel the specific terms on 
other side of the opposition. A comparison of sets (i) and (ii) below 

1 make this point clear.: 

hyponym X Y hy ponym 

(i) huge big little tiny 

(ii) doctor - patient - 

dentist 

tice that in (ii) there is no conceptual difficulty concerning the meanings 
xical items to fill the gaps - the absence of these items is, to some 
t at least, f o r t u i t o ~ s . ~ ~  Some cases of asymmetry are more strongly 
ated than that of (ii). Take the case of lengthen :shorten: shortelz 

bbrevzate as a hyponym, but there is no parallel hyponyrn of lengthen. 
difficult, but not impossible, to conceive of such a hyponym - it 

d have to mean something like "lengthen a word for typographical 
enience". Since there is no process in our culture for such a word 
esignate, its non-existence is no surprise. A perhaps more radically 

ated instance of asymmetry is provided by the reversive pair kill: 
ect. Kill has strangle, drown and garotte amongst its hyponyms. 

e are hypo-opposites of resurrect, but it is far from clear that they 
e considered to be hypo-reversives. We have already seen (in I O , , ~ )  

rangle, etc. do not behave like revermsible verbs. I t  must be doubted 
er the existence of hyponyms of resurrect with the same differentiat- 

aits as strarzgle, drown, e t c  is even conceivable. 
e fact that f a t  and thrck are hypo-antonyms of thzn, new and young 
, and short (of people) and low (of buildings) of tall has scarcelv 

emantic significance in context: they normally modify specific nouns 
ther implicit or explicit), and in their behaviour are virtually indis- 
ishable from congruent antonyms. Similarly, doctor and paizen t , and 
t and patzent, behave, in context, like congruent converses. Of 

e,  f a t  and thick are cognitive synonyms, so there is no reason to 
ct a great difference. This  is not true, however, of dentist and doctor,, 
it might be anticipated that patzent would not always function as 
gruent converse would,, What makes, e.g., dentist and patzent more 
ongruent converses is the fact that patzent, like cub and watch (v,) ,  
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displays the property of latency. That  is, even when no converse 
is explicitlv mentioned, patierlt is always interpreted as "patient 
where X is contextually definite and intended to be recovered bu the 
In  this way, any use of patietzt is functionally tied to a particular 
of 'medical practitioner', so in most contexts its potentiallv greate 
alitv is not apparent (the same is true of z ic t i~n) .  We may say t 
most contexts, fat and thin, docto? and patient, etc. are ?pseudo 
gruent. 

Cases of pseudo-oppositeness occasionally occur which paralle 

pseudo-synonymy . , of horse and mare in That - has just given 
a foal. Consider the following line from Baudelaire's f f ) ~ m n e  2 la 
a poem in which binary oppositions play an important role : 

Sors-tu du gouffre noir ou descends-tu des astres? 

There is presumably no way out of a g o u f ~ e  now except upwards, so 
in this context is functionally a reversive opposite of de,scendre. Si 
black and white are pseudo-complementaries in i n  the game of 
between Ar thu~ and Miriam, it was not a white pzece that was acci 
knocked of the board. 

Notes 

I See Lyons (1977: 691) 
2 ,  I,l,?the? shz?ts (widd(~?..shz?ts) is a Scots dialect word meaning "in a 

contrary to the apparent course of the sun" (etymology: RiIiddlc High G 
w1'de?. "against", sin "dir cction") 

3 Ftyn.uards and buck ward,^ also have a temporal sense: we move forw 
the future; we cannot go backwards in time. (Apparently in some 
it is the future, invisible and unknown, which lies 'behind') The use 
wards and backwavds in relation to movable future events parallels the 
use: fo~zcards means "towards the speaker" ( i e  earlier in time), and 
wu7d.s means "away from the speaker", 

4, More detailed discussion can be found in Lyons (1977: 690-703). 

10.3 The term antzpodal is borrowed from Lyons (1977: 282) ; I have given it 
different definition. 

10.4 

5 ,  For instance, heaven :hell could be said to embody the oppositions up : 
good : bad, 612s s : torment , etc, 

10.5 This section is based largely on Cruse (19179b) 

6 I believe this fact was first noted by McCawIey, but I have been una 
discover on what occasion. 

, , 



The meaning of rt~a?rgle contains the traits "kill" and "b) squeezing the 
windpipe" The  latter has a semantic function relatice to the former analogous 
to the adterbial function of 611 squeezi~lg lzts xirza'pipe in johrz killed Bill b>* 
squeezlizg his zutidpzpe. 

The relationship between, for instance, .'i i s  hotte) that? I and I 1.s toldet 
tharzX is slight]) mare tricky The  position is taken in rz 2 that presuppositions 
do not affect truth conditions In the interests of consistenc-j , therefor.e, we 
should say that these two sentences are mutually entailing 
The converseness of, e .g  , feed and be fed b! is not, of course, lexical in 
origin, but grammatical, since both are manifestations of the same lexical unit 
The  converse relation between, e g . ,  shol tet and lotlge? is partl? lexical and 
partly grammatical in origin. 

. the indirect object stands in a looser relationship' RIatthews (1981 :128) 
The way in which the distinction between direct and indirect con\er.ses is 
made here is heavily dependent on the facts of English grammar 
Present differs from gilqe and r . e t e i ~ e  in that the peripheral noun phrase is 
not omissible 

I have a hunch that this is not fortuitous. 
In  so far as a doctor may be without patients, it could be argued that doctor 
and patzetft are semi-converses. If only criteria1 traits are taken into consider- 
ation, then this is undoubtedly true However, there is something imperfect 
about a doctor with no patients - almost like a dog with no tail: in other 
words, patient could be held to be a canonical converse of doctot. In dealing 
with some sense relations it seems more illuminating to take account of canonical 
as well as criter ial traits, 
See Backhouse (1981) 
Although Backhouse does not explicitly say so, my impression is that the "put 
on" verbs are cognitive synonyms 
Notice that this does not necessarily work in the same wav for superordinates 
of X: for instance, nzove, a superordinate of t.i.se, is no sort of an opposite 
of fall. 
It is perhaps not entirelv fortuitous that in the case of docto? and patient, 
etc,., and victinz and nrrtzdet-er, etc , the finer lexical differentiation is on the 
side of the active participants 
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I I .  I Impartiality 
The occurrences of thzck in I and 2 are of the t 

was described in chapter 4 as impartial with respect to the contras 
thzck and thzn in cz: thzn branch and a thzck branch : 

r ,  How thick is it? 
2, Mine is thicker than yours. 

To  these we may add 3 : 

3 .  Its thickness is one centimetre. 

The uses of hot in 4 and 5, on the other hand, were described as c 
with respect to the contrast between hot and cold: 

4. How hot is it? 

5. This one is hotter than that one. 

It is now necessary to distinguish two degrees, or modes, of i 
these will be referred to as ?strong impartiality and tweak imp 
Sentences r ,  2 and 3 illustrate strong impartiality. This involv 
tinct senses: the sense of thick in I ,  2 and 3 is not the sam 
It's thick (see chapter 4 for the arguments on which this co 
based). Although the two lexical units thzck are distinct, their 
is a systematic one, and they therefore must be assigned to the sa 
Strong impartiality appears only in connection with gradable o 
i.e. antonyms, and is associated with the existence of a scale wh' 
all possible values of the variable property denoted by the m 
a pair. Corresponding to strong impartiality, we have strong c 
ness. A strongly committed use of a term presupposes the ap 
of that term in a simple predication in the positive degree. 
4 and 5, for instance, both presuppose, or take for granted, 
of It's hot. 
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"like strong impartiality, which is not restricted to any particular sen- 
e t~Tpe, weak impartiality occurs only in 'yes-no' questions. I t  does 
depend on the existence of two senses, I n  English, weak impartialitv 
ears typically with non-gradable complementaries such as dead: ahce, 
plied : single, etc. Compare the two questions in 6 and 7 : 

6. Is he married? (or not?) 

7 ,  Is he single? (or not?) 

r some speakers, the difference is more striking if or tzot? is appended 
he question.) Question 6 is distinctly the more 'open-mindedJ; it 
resses no expectations concerning, or interest in, a particular response. 

the alternative that would be used by a totally disinterested person, 
as a collector of information for official statistics. Question 7, in 

rast, is 'loaded', and requires more specific contextuai justification. 
same open-mindedness characterises Are your pawnts alzve (or not)? 
Is ,John rn (or not)? as against Are ,your parents dead? and Is ,Yohn 

n answering I ,  if the object in question is thzn, it is not necessary 
the answerer to dissociate himself from the term used in the question 
fact, it is abnormal to do so: 

8., A:  How thick is i t? 
B : (ij Fairly thin. 

(ii) ? I t  isn't, it's thin. 

is because the lexical unit thrck in the question is not the one which 
adicts It's thzn. In  answering 6, however, since it contains the same 
married as in He:s mavzed, a reply to the effect that the person 
red to is a bachelor normally requires the answerer to deny the state- 
implied by the question : 

9. A :  Ishemarr ied? 
B: No, he's single. 

eak impartiality, although characteristic of non-gradable adjectives 
nglish, is not universally restricted to these. In  French, for instance, 
e is no way of asking a strongly impartial question on the pattern 

w long i s  zt? One may say Quelle est la longueur de ta j upe  (which 
ongly impartial), but in everyday French one is at least equally likely 
ar. Elle est longue, ta j u p e  This  is weakly impartial: it contains the 
sense of longue as Elle est longue, and although it anticipates no 
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particular response, if the skirt in question happens to be courte, th 
ment implied by the question must normally be denied : 

10. A: Elle est longue, ta nouvelle jupe? 
B : Non, elle est courte. 

Questions like 1 s  he szngle?, IS Y O ~ F L  out?, Elie est cou~te,  ta j 
weakly committed. They do not presuppose the nature of the rep 
they express a particular attitude to the corresponding implied stat 
often an expectation of its truth. 

A striking feature of the impartiality phenomena is that when 
they are asymmetrically disposed with respect to the basic oppos 
Thus  the lexeme long has a lexical unit which appears in how-qu 
the comparative longer, and the nominalisation length; the lexem 
also includes among its lexical units one which has an impartial 
but, for reasons which are at present still mysterious, this only a 
in shorter. In  the case of polar antonym pairs (e. g.  long : shott) it is i 
bly the lexical unit which denotes a relatively high degree of the und 
graded property (e.g. long, deep, hzgh, fa.s t,  heary , s t l-o~g, etc.) 
is co-lexemic with the most widely distributed impartial unit .. Overla 
antonyms (e.g. good: bad) are more complex - they will be discus 
greater detail below; there are no impartial occurrences of equi 
antonyms (e.g, hot : cold). 

I I .z Polarity 
Many opposite pairs are formally asymmetrical, in th 

member bears a negative affix, while the other has no correspondin 
mark: happ,y : urz/zapp,y, lzke : dzslzke, etc, For a very few, in Englis 
members have a for ma1 mark: zncrease : decrease, accelerate : dec 
(in some languages, this is the more usual pattern). In  the case 
formally asymmetrical pairs, we may confidently speak of the 'p 
and 'negative' terms of the opposition. Even with the doubly marke 
there is a strong intuition of polarity: accekrate and increase, for in 
are felt to be positive, and decelerate and decwnse are felt to be ne 
T h e  results of 'morphological experiments' reinforce this intuitio 
try to form opposite pairs conforming to the usual morphological 
we find that members of doubly marked pairs differ markedly 
plausibility as morphologically simple, positive terms: a~celeva 
accelerate are far more acceptable as opposites than decelerate : ci2~ 
ate ,  and zlzcrease : dz.sznc~,~ase are better than decrease : dz.sdecwas 

T h e  morphologically simple term in many of the asymmetric 
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an alternative partner which is also morphologically simple. The two 
ternative~ are always close in meaning; sometimes they are almost identi- 
1: unma~rzed : szngle, untrue :false ; sometimes there are differentiating 
antes: unsafe : dange~ous,  unclean : drl ty, unkznd: cruel, unhappy : sad. 
seems reasonable to assume that dzf ty, false, and so on have the same 

r t  of relation to their partners as u?wlean and untrue; that is to say, 
e may regard them as being 'covertly' negative - i e. negative in meaning, 
t without an overt negative affix. 
polarity can also be assigned fairly plausibly to most members of antonym 
irs. For instance, relative to the scale over which lorzg and sholt operate, 
'S lozzg which is the positive term, as it represents a higher value: to 
ke a short thing long one must add, not subtract, units of length. Bud 

arguably negative, and good positive, with regard to the scale of merit: 
dlzess is not strictly the mere absence of merit - it is a positive property 
its own right - but it is directionally identical to what a sholt-type 
osite of good would be if it existed (there are some grounds for believing 
pool fits this description) , 
here is a close relationship between polarity and impartiality In pairs 

ich manifest both properties it is invariably the positive term which 
ther occurs itself in a weakly impartial question, or has a Iexemicallv 
lated strongly impartial unit. T h e  overall picture can be tidied up if 

extrapolate this relationship, and use facts concerning lmpartialitv as 
ect evidence for polarity For instance, the fact that aher, but not 
d, can be used in weakly impartial questions may be taken as evidence 

at it is the positive term of the opposition; that is to say, dead must 
conceived as meaning "not alive", rather than the c ~ n v e r s e . ~  (Deutl 

d alzce cannot, of course, be used as evidence for the relation between 
partiality and polarity.) 

I I 3 Linguistic polarity and natural polarity 
We have seen that there is an ~ntimate relationship between 

at we shall henceforth refer to as ?linguistic polarity and impartiality; 
t briefly, positive terms are associated with wider possibilities of im- 
rtial usage. But there is a profound question to be raised concerning 

way aspects of experience are coded lingu~sticallv Consider the matter 
he extent of things. Why don't we have a positive concept of, say, 
P A C r N E s s  - a scaled property of which rho? t things would have a relative 
ndance, and lollg things a relative lack? Or,  in the case of dead and 
e (assuming we are correct in identifying alrzle as the positive term), 

is the distinction coded this way, rather than in such a way that 
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dead emerged as the positive term? An examination of a rang 
suggests that severma1 competing factors are responsible for 
the type of linguistic coding which comes about, and sugg 
that these are arranged in a rank order of dominance, so that 
factors are in conflict it is the highest ranking one which predo 

Let us begin with the simplest cases. Certain oppositions 
to have a 'natural' polarity, in that in one of the states of a 
described some perceptually salient feature is present, and i 
state this property is absent. T h e  'absence' state is then a 'natur 
and its partner a natural positive, and one may postulate that in t 
of such cases the naturally negative state will be assigned a li 
negative label. Take the case of dead and a l z ~ e ~  Things whit 
possess many perceptually striking properties which dead t 
movement, responsiveness to stimuli, and so on. ' I t  is therefo 
that the state of being dead should have a linguistically neg 
and the state of being alzve a linguistically positive one. In t 
nzauied : ,smng/e/u~zmanied, the most obvious difference betwee 
man and a single one is that the former has a wife (and in all 
children, too), while the latter is without these4  T h e  designat 
state of matrimony by a linguistically positive term thus se 
motivated, As a final illustration, consider dr,e.s.s : und~pess. T 
states of these two verbs can most easily be designated as "w 
and "without clothes", and the position of the negative prefix 
explicable., If we had, instead, st?@ and u~zstnp, there would b 
plained discrepancy between natural polarity and linguistic pol 
certainly 'feel' most unnatural) 

Perceptual salience is also an important determinant of natur 
in the case of gradable concepts I t  is presumably more natu 
a scale of LENGTH rather than one of SHORTNESS, SPEED rather. t 
NESS, WEIGHT rather than LIGHTNESS, and so on, because these 
are more noteworthy, more attention-dr awing ,, They are also, pres 
in some sense conceptually simpler: to conceive of a material, 
abundance in terms of a lack requires an effort of abstraction, a 
complex transformation of elementary perceptual data. Not sur 
in the majority of gradable opposites, linguistic polarity is congr 
natural polarity. 

A different notion of natural polarity governs the class of rever 
sites. For these we need to define two concepts - 'normal a 
'normal process' - which represent naturallv positive ~ o l a r i t  
doing' of either of these is naturally negative. W e  have seen tha 
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valve transitions between two states. For each pair of verbs, what 
1 term an A-state and a B-state can be distinguished, whose charac- 
s are as follows: A-states require a relatively higher input of energy 

ing about, they typically require effort to maintain in being, and 
e typically more structured and mor8e constrained; B-states, on the 
and, require less energy to bring about (indeed, they may well 

ene spontaneously), they normally require no effort to maintain, 
hey are typically less structured and less constrained. In the most 

terms, B-states are energv-states which are more highly favoured 
physical universe : A-states are generally mor8e favoured by human 
, but require work to produce and maintain. Looked at from the 
of view of thermodynamics, A-states ar,e lower entropy states, and 
es are higher entropy states More specifically, trousers tend to fall 

if left to themselves, rather than to rise (that is to say, spontaneous 
sjng is more likely than spontaneous dre.ssing); screws tend to 

themselves, rather than to become tighter; suitcases tend to 
themselves; rooms and handbag contents to disar*range themselves, 

oelaces to become untied; a horse-rider who pays insufficient atten- 
ill find himself dismouvttrqq somewhat precipitately; a locked door 

of a more structured and more tightly constrained system than 
cked d o o r  Now although the physical universe is slowly running 
own - i.e, is seeking always to increase entropy - it is vital for 

n civilisation, and indeed for all life, to work against this tendenc), 
is therefore a deep sense in which a (human) action which reverses 
y is more normal than one which assists the universe in its slide 
aos. A normal process, on the other hand, simply represents the 
1 universe going about its normal business of increasing entropy,, 

ver, since all reversive pairs denote transitions between A-states and 
es, how do we tell which pairs involve natural actions and which 
1 processes? T h e  answer is that in each reversive pair there is a 

3 

elv dependent term (pragmatic rather than logical dependence is 
ost relevant here) and a relatively independent term. For a pair 
ing a normal action and its undoing, the change to an A-state is 
dependent one; for a pair denoting a natural process and its undoing, 

nge to a B-state is the independent one. Thus  one cannot, in general, 
unless one has previously dre,s,sed, but since one is born naked, 
become dressed without having previously been undr-essed. Like- 
is not normally possible to unpack a suitcase that has not been 

uslypacked, but it is easy to pack one that has never been unpacked. 
he other hand, for threads, enta~zglz?:l,ng normally precedes 
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disentn~~glz~zg, and ms tilzg precedes de-TUS ting. T h e  nullificati 
a normal action or a normal process is a naturally negative con 
is reflected in the fact that, virtually without exception, it receiv 
ticallv negative label. 

So far, we have onlv mentioned cases where natural polaritv a 

tic polarity are congruent. Although this is most frequentlv t 
is not always so. The most striking discrepancies are to be obs 
privative antonyms. Consider, for example, clearz and d i ~ ~ .  1 
that clean is a natural negative: it denotes the absence of dirt, 
is often an obvious physical substance which has to be remov 
process of cleaning. T h e  quantitv of dirt present is the natural 
property., Note also that x I is more natural than 12 : 

I r . Something is clean when there is no dirt present. 
12. ! Something is dirty when there is no cleanness presen 

There appears to be a tendency for natural scales to take as thei 
direction the direction of infinite extendability, and if there is an e 
for that to represent the negative end of the scale. So, for exa 
scale of length has a natural end-point at zero length, and extend 
nitely in the other direction In  this respect, too, clean is a natur'al n 
term, as it represents a kind of end-point. Note the parallelism 
13 and 14: 

I 3 ,, I'm half-way home. 
I'm nearly home. 
I'm home. 

14, It's half -clean. 
It's nearly clean, 
It's clean. 

But, linguistically, cleart is the positive term of the opposition. 
shown by the existence of unclean, and by the fact that it occurs 
strongly impartial How clean is zt? The pair safe : dangerous pr 
similar picture. Safety is the absence of danger: 

15. When something is safe, there is an absence of danger. 
16. ? When something is dangerous, there is an absence of sa 

Furthermore, safety has nothing like the attention-drawing quali 
danger, and is thus more likely to be perceived as the state in which 
thing salient is absent. Yet safe is the linguistically positive term, 
can carry a negative prefix (unsafe), and which has a strongly im 
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Hou: safe is zt An equally good case can be made that acarrat 
natural negative in the pair accurate : i~laccur,rrte. Accul-ate is a 

1 absence term, as it denotes the absence of error; it represents 
n the most natural scale, namely, that grading the magnitude of 
101. However, acclrrate, too, is linguistically positive. Is  there any 
&on for this lack of congruence between natural and linguistic polar- 
11 such cases have a property in common: naturally negative, but 
sticallg positive, terms are evaluatively positive, that is to say, they 

erms of commendation, and their partners are terms of criticism. 
is not the same as saying that the qualities they denote are more 

v valued than those denoted by their opposite partners. We may value 
iness more highly than sadness, but to describe someone as .sad is 
criticise him,. Nupp,y and sad, therefore, do not embody an evaluative 

ity, as this is to be understood here  However, to describe something 
meone as dirt,y, dmzgel-0u.s , impure, dishonest, znaccwate, etc. is 
icise, while to describe them as clean, safh, pure, honest, accurate, 
normally to commend.) I t  seems that evaluative polarity overrides 
1 polarity in the determination of linguistic polarity,' 

r account of the determinants of linguistic polarity is still incomplete. 
sider the pairs afrazd: unafrurd, sporlt : urzspoilt, pollrtted: tiizpollnted. 

ch of these pairs the linguistically negative term is evaluatively 
tive. Structurally, these pairs are similar to those discussed in the 

ragraph: they are complementaries, with one gradable and one non- 
le term. They differ from the former type in that the natural zero 

s linguistically negative, and the natural scale and the linguistic scale 
de. Do they have any property in common which might explain 

these cases evaluative polarity does not override natural polarity? 
possible approach to this question is to look for a factor which is 
,more powerful than evaluative polarity, and is capable of overriding 
here is a candidate for such a factor, For each of our 'anomalous' 
there is a peculiar restriction on the use of the linguistically negative 
which is not found with other opposites. They may be used only 

tuations where the applicability of the linguistically positive term is 
gly expected, or to be regarded as normal. For instance, one cannot 
nafraid simply to denote lack of fear: 

? I'm unafraid of breathing. 

-aid is apt only in situations where it would be entirely normal to 
aid. Parallel constraints apply to the use of unspoilt and u~2polZ~rted. 
ay therefore postulate that when the meanings of a pair of opposites 
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incorporate an explicit contrast of normality, the linguistical 
term is the one which embodies the notion of nortnality, whet 
an evaluative contrast is also present. 

1 I ,, 4 Logical polar i ty  
There exists another conception of polarity, whose r 

with the types of polarity so far discussed is sometimes illuminatin 
times puzzling,, f e shall call it tlogical polar i ty ,  since it can be 
bv means of a test based on an analogy with logical negation. I 
known that one negation cancels out another within its scope: for in 
the statement John i,s dead can be negated, giving ,yohn is not 
this, in turn,  is negated, we end up with It,s not true that Job 
dead,  which is logicallv equivalent to,yohn is dend This reversal of 
when negation is applied to itself frequently enables us to discove 
member of a pair of opposites is logically negative Consider the p 
false. It may appear to make little difference whether we co 
true should be understood to mean "not false", or. false "not true" 
of these would be adequate to account for the complementa 
between them. However, it is possible to find out which of these 
is, in fact, correct : 

It's true that it's true -- It's true 
It's false that it's false It's true 

Only in the case offalse do we get the reversal of polarity which is c 
istic of the negative term. T o  obtain full value from this test 
not demand too much logical rigour: many terms can be made 
a reversal of sorts, but only relatively few give a strict reversal 
value in the way that true and false do. It  can be taken as 
if there is merely a strengthening or intensification with one ter 
a weakening, often somewhat paradoxical in nature, with the other: 

He's a good example of a good person. 
He's a bad example of a bad person. (reversal) 

T h e  following are further examples of the test in operation: 

He succeeded in succeeding. 
He failed to fail. (reversal) 

Fail is the logically negative term. 

She obeyed my order to obey him. 
She disobeyed my order to disobey him. (reversal) 
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isobe,)' is the logicallv negative term. 

I love lo\ ing people 
I hate hating people (reversal) 

te is the logically negative term. 

I arn a friend of friendship 
I am an enemy of enmity. (reversal) 

estJ1 is the logically negative term 

I praise him for praising you. 
I criticise him for criticising you. (reversal) 

ticise is the logicallv negative term., 

A large measure of largeness. 
A small measure of smallness. (reversal) 

null is the logically negative term. 

It's long on length. 
It's short on shortness. (reversal) 

of"t is the logically negative term. 

It's heavy in respect of heaviness. 
It's light in respect of lightness. (reversal) 

ht is the logicallv negative term, 

Although some pairs remain refractory, with ingenuity this test can 
e applied to quite a wide range of opposites, even to some which at 
st sight seem unlikely candidates. Alarrled and szugle, for instance, look 
ther unpromising, but, when expressed in the following way, the inherent 
gativity of szngZe can be perceived : 

Mary is wedded to marriage. (i . e  'married to the state of being 
married') 

Mary is unwedded to spinsterhood (i.e. 'single with respect 
to the state of being single') 

r take dress : undres,s : They undressed hev of her state of undl-ess, though 
dubitably paradoxical, is nonetheless interpretable as meaning "They 
essed her ," and thus manifests a reversal that is not possible with dre.ss + 

For the majority of opposite pairs, linguistic polarity and logical polarity 
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are congruent, as indeed one might expect T h e  most inter'esti 
however, are those where the two types of polarity do not fall t 
In  certain cases the discrepancy is illuminating, and explicable. 
the case of easy and dtff~ul t . .  Linguistically, dzficult is the posit 
we speak of the degree of dzficulty of a task, and the question Haul 
u it? is strongly impartial. Yet there is little doubt that dzficult is 1 
negative : 

It's easy to make it easy. 
It's difficult to make it difficult. (reversal) 

However, in this case linguistic polarity is probably congruent wit 
polarity. I t  so happens that what is perceptually the most salient p 
is most easily conceptualised negatively. There is no doubt that 0 

encountered in the cour'se of performing a task are more notice& 
facilitations; we are hardly aware of the easy parts of doing som 
but the difficult parts loom large. T h e  easiest way of conceptuali 
property referred to by the pair d%ficult : easy, with a view to qua 
it, is to think in terms of the extent to which one cannot do some 
This is essentially a negative notion. Another example is near:  
is linguistically positive: we commonly describe things as not 
hardly ever as rtot rzeal;. (?tot in not far is semantically akin to a 
prefix) ; the graded scale is one of dz,stance, which is directionally id 
to far  ( i  e ,  greater distance equals further) ; the strongly impartial q 
is How far 2,s 2t? It  is easy, however, to show that far is logically nega 

X is near to everything near to Y. 
X is far from everything far from Y .  (reversal) 

Once again we must ask: why the discrepancy? T h e  most likely a 
again, seems to be that linguistic polarity is following natural p 
Greater spatial separation is perceptually more salient than lesser 
ation, just as long things are more noticeable than short things. 
since there is a natural end-point to the scale of distance at the rze 
whereas fur-ne.s.s extends indefinitely, near makes a more satisfactor 
tive term.. But the notion of distance, the most natural gradable prop 
is essentially a negative one: it is the degree of 'not-at-ness',, 

T h e  puzzling cases are those involving privative antonyms (e.g. c 
dzrty , accurate : znaccu~ate ,  etc, ) where, as we have seen, natural po 
is typically overruled by evaluative polarity. These fall into two g 
In  one group, exemplified by true :false, accurate : znaccurate, sa 
tory : un.satis~ucto~y, logical polarity agrees with linguistic polarity: 
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It's true that it's true. 
It's false that it's f a1 se. (reversal) 

An accurate guess at an accurate measur ement. 
An inaccurate guess at an inaccurate measurement (reversal) 

A satisfactory example of satisfactory work. 
An unsatisfactory example of unsatisfactory work. (reversal) 

all of these cases logical and linguistic polarity conflict with natural 
,*.ity: with regard to accurate : inacr urate, for example, one would 

pect the natural graded property to be 'distance from exactitude', i e. 
curacy In the other group, logical polaritv agrees with natural polarity, 
gainst linguistic polarity. This  group is exemplified by clearz : dzrt)., 
: dangerous, pure : inzpure T h e  linguistically positive term of each of 

se pairs yields the tell-tale reversal, indicating that it is logically negative: 

It's been cleaned of its cleanness 
It's safe from safety, 
It's been purified of its purity. 

e difference between these two groups with respect to the logical polarity 
inguistically positive terms no doubt reflects a difference in their seman- 
nature, but it is at present unclear what this underlving difference is. 

I I . 5  Neutralisation and semantic markedness 
T h e  term neutralisation refers to the non-appearance of a 

mantic contrast under certain circumstances, particularly when there 
some reason for remarking on its absence.' Many instances of the non- 
pearance of a semantic contrast are not at all newsworthy. For instance, 

e do not say that the contrast between "male" and "female" is neutralised 
book: at the very least, the term in which a particular contrast is said 
be neutralised must be a superordinate of each of the terms (real or 
pothetical) which realise, or would realise, the contrast But even this 
not enough to justify the use of the term neut?alzsatzo$z: we do  not 
rmally say, for instance, that the dog/cat contrast is neutralised in 
zmal. There would be no point in this, as it is the function of arrirrzal 
subsume a set of more specific terms: if the contrasts were still operative, 
would end up  with a duplicate set of specific terms. 

There are two types of situation in which it is customarv to speak of 
utralisation T h e  first arises when a number of elements (usually two) 
and jointly (but not singly) in a recognised relation to a single element. 
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So, for instance, the doctor /de?ztist contrast is neutralised in 
the i ? z ~ ~ ~ ~ d e ~ - e ? ~ / r r ~ z ~ ~ ~ e ?  contrast is neu tr alised in e i c f r n ~ .  The  ex 
differentiation on one side of the oppositiort justifies us in re 
as having been suppressed on the other side T h e  relations char 
of proportional series may also gi\-e rise to neutralisation, 
ewe/?am contrast may be said to be neutralised in lor??b, there be 
ovine parallels to coZt and filly 

T h e  other t)pe of situation in which it is normal to speak of neutra 
is when a lexical unit which participates in an opposition (or set of 

tions) has a co-lexemic superordinate: 

dog1 

/ \  
dog2 bitch 

The  strongly impartial occurrences of antonyms are a special case 
type of neutralisation: the contrast operative in it's loizg/lt 'c chor,t is 
lised in How h z g  z r  zt .  It is important to be clear what this 
loizg of How lortg z s  rt? is a superordinate both of lofzg- and sho1.t 
-: it therefore designates what they have in common, 
of LENGTH. This  scale has an inherent directionalitv, so that of 
lerzgth, although it incorporates the neutralised sense of lo?lg, 
"longer", rather than "shorter" The  inherent directionality of th 
cannot be neutralised. If one were to postulate a co-extensive s 
SHORTH, designated by the nominalisation .shor,th (pronounced like ei 
then shorth and l e ~ ~ g t h  would not be synonymous, even though each 
represent a neutralisation of the Itls l o i ~ ~ / l t ' s  slior*t distinction. I 
at first sight, of~?-4atet  leilgfiz and ofgr.eatel shol~th would see 
that verv distinction, What is neutralised, however, in both lerz 
in the hypothetical shorth is the "upper end of the scale"/"lo 
of the scale" contrast. This  line of argument leads inevitably to the c 

sion that in both lo~tgel and shorter the lorzg/.rhoi.t contrast is neutr 
again in spite of their clear oppositional difference of meaning. The 
ence in meaning between Z O P Z ~ W  and shor,ter., in turn, seems to in 
that .shorter. operates over a scale of SHORTH. But this conflicts wit 
evidence given earlier. ( e g .  the fact that How slzo~t 1 s  zt? and tw 
sho?t are committed) that there is no scale of SHORTH co-extensiv 
the scale of LENGTH. I t  is not at present clear how this conflict is 
resolved: perhaps our picture of polar antonyms operating over a 
scale is incorrect ; or perhaps shorter should be interpreted not 
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ater shorth" but - in spite of its morphological make-up - as "of lesser, 
th" (intuitively this is not totally implausible) ., 
eutr.alisation is used to distinguish the unmarked term out of a set 
ontrasting terms: the unmarked item is the one with a co-lexemic 
r-unit which is superordinate to the members of the contrasting set, 
he case of a binary contrast, the second term is described as marked.9 
for instance, animal is the unmarked member of the set which includes 
, fi.sh, i n ~ e ~ t ,  etc.; dog is the unmarked member, and bitch the marked 
ber, in the do,g/bztch contrast; and heazy is the unmarked, and lzght 

ked member, of the heav,y/lzght contrast.'* 
he impartial and committed units of an unmarked lexeme involved 
neutr alised contrast may differ consider ably in their frequency and 

ributional freedom I '  In the case of lzon, dog and duck it is the impartial 
s which have the greatest freedom of occurrence: they are the most 
]y to be operative in neutral contexts; and there is no restriction on 
g the superordinate unit to refer to a single member, or an unmixed 
p of members, of the marked category - dog(s), for instance, may 
sed to refer to a bitch or group of bitches. T h e  corresponding commit- 
units are virtually restricted to contexts in which there is an explicit 
mplicit contrast with the unmarked term (e g. Iprefer dogs to bltches, 

e lzon und lzones s watclzed the cubs playzrtg). In  many cases it is the 
artial units which are the more contextuaIly restricted, This is true 
OW and hen, for example T h e  impartial unit cow, for instance, occurs 

in the plural; furthermore, it is doubtful whether a group of animals 
sisting exclusively of bulls may properly be referred to as cows (similarly 

~ o c k  and hell), although such reference would be normal if the group 
tained both cows and bulls. T h e  impartial unit of the lexeme man 
Ten more restricted: it can only occur in generic usage -1Man i s  mortal, 

a le  mortal (a mixed group of men and women cannot properly be 
red to as men) 

I r .6 The nature of opposition 
Opposition is a special case of incompatibility. Long and shoft, 

instance, are incompatibles, since nothing can be at once long and 
,t (relative to the same reference point) ; but obviously their relationship 
ifferent from that between dog and cat We must non7 attempt to clarify 

e peculiar nature of opposites, and identify the characteristics which 
stinguish them from 'mere' incompatibles 

he first point to note is that not all lexical items are felt to have oppo- 
es Ask someone for the opposite of table, or gold, or trrangle, and 
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he will be unable to oblige Some lexical items, it seems, are inh 
non-opposable T h e  necessary absence of an opposite must b 
tinguished from an accidental absence A competent speaker of E 
may be unable to supply opposites for agzle, or deeaout, but this 
not be confused with his inabilitv to provide opposites for braw?z or wl 
In  the case of agzle and decozlt, the opposite concepts are easy e 
to grasp, but there happen to be no lexical items in English to ex 
them precisely. We mav legitirnatelv speak in such cases of a lexical 
agile and decout form ready-made positive terms operating on seal 
AGILITY and DEVOUTNESS, respectively, but the cot r esponding ne 
terms, expressing relative lack of these properties, are missing.'2 
that a ternr expressing a relative lack of some property, without a pa 
expressing a relative abundance, is inconceivable: if such a state of a 
happened to occur, speakers would merely re-conceptualise the sea 
that the existing lexical item became positive,, 

In seeking to explain non-opposability, one cannot simply say that op 
able notions belong to certain notional areas: both opposable and 
opposable terms may often be drawn from the same area. A good exa 
of this is provided bv colour t e rms  Here we find one exempla 
of opposites in black and whzte ; but red, blue, green, ,yellow, etc. 
no opposites. A similar picture is presented by adjectives referring to 
tional states: happy and sad are opposites, but angfy,  dz.sappo~lzted, zvis 
awed and amazed are more like red, ,yellow, etc. (it is presumabl 
accident that we speak of 'emotional colour') 

A quintessential property of true opposite pairs is an ineluctable 't 
ness' in the relationship. Black and whzte form an exclusive natural t 
some in a way in which no other pair of colour terms do. This bina 
of opposites must be specified carefully,.13 I t  is immediately obvious 
oppositeness cannot be completeIv accounted for by what might be ter 
'mere binarity', that is, a dichotomous division that might easi 
history forlowed a different course, have been multiple. I t  is not eno 
in other words, for some class to happen to have but two sub-class 
for terms denoting the latter to be thereby invested with the prop 
of oppositeness, except in a very weak sense. Thus  neither the divi 
of flowering plants into monocot,~)ledo?z.s and dico~yledons, nor of bu 
into double-deckers and stngle-deckers, yields anything but the feeb 
of oppositions. 

Some notion of an inherently binary contrast seems important for f 
fledged opposites. Such a contrast would presumably be so constitu 
that neither member of a pair of lexical items manifesting it could concei 
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ly have anv other partner than the other member. An inherently binary 
ontrast, in other words, would be one whose binaritv was logically necess- 
f y .  What sorts of contrast are inherentlu binarv in this sense? Manv rela- 

tions based on the idea of a uni-dimensional scale or axis are inherentlv 
binary, and it may be that all inherently binarv contrasts are describable 
in this way For instance, a uni-dimensional axis can never have more 

an two extremes, so top : bottottz , fiotzt : back and firll : evzpt,y (and all 
ntipodals) are inherently binary Likewise, there are only two possible 
rms which are equi-distant from such extremes (barring svnonyms), 

so that u,sual(y and r*arelp, for instance, which are equi-distant from alwa,ys 
and ileoer,, respectively, stand (in that respect at least1+) in an inherently 
binary relationship Terms which are symmetrically disposed about the 
mid-point of an axis are inherently binary: roo1 : walm, huge : ttrrzy, fast : 
slow. There are only two possible directions along a uni-dimensional axis: 
up : down, ri,se : faM. Terms which are recipr ocally inter-definable in par al- 

]el ways define a minimal axis, and form an inherently binary set: the 
fact that true is equivalent to not false, and f d s e  to not true renders their 
relationship inherently binary (along with that of all complementary pairs). 
It seems impossible to find 'good' pairs of opposites for which a strong 
case cannot be made out that they display inherent binaritQ. 

T h e  rlotion of inherent binarity enables us to account for the fact that 
black has an opposite, but yellow has not There is a uni-dimensional 
scale of neutral hue, whose extremes, black and whzte, constitute a naturally 
binary set. Yellow stands on no such scale, but belongs in a more complex 
colour space. One might postulate a scale of wave-length, but while this 
is objectively valid, it has no perceptual reality, since the extremes (within 
visible radiation) are red andpurple, which are closer to one another percep- 
tually than either is to such intermediate terms aspeett  or yellow Suppose, 
then, that we place the basic names of hues in a circle:15 

red 

n ~ i r n l ~  orange 

yellow 

green 

This shows the perceived relationships between the colours (as revealed, 
for instance, by the normality of the colour-terms in k lies betzceen Y 
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is arguablv the case with the seasons? Some hare argued that t 
for c ~ l o u r s , , ~ ~  But ir seems that in fact opposites are not constit 
this way, either with colours or seasons, hIost n a t i ~ e  speakers do 
that pulple : yellow, orange : bhre and glren : ?,ed are opposites. A 
opposition between sunzme?- and wr~zte~,, it needs no topological mo 
it is sufficiently accounted for by the fact that thev are the ho 
colde,st seasons, respectively; and spnnp and autunzn are, respec 
the beglrznilzg- and erzd of the growing season. I f ,  in a suitable cl 
a fifth season were introduced, say, a season of thaw, situated be 
wzntef. and sp"fzg, the geometrical justification of the opposition be 
summe?, and winter would be destroyed, but neither their binar v rel 
ship, nor their status as opposites, would be affected. 

There is still some essential element missing from our account of op 
tion - perhaps more than one. Although it is not possible to find 
opposite pairs that do not express an inherently binary contrast, it is 
sible to find pairs expressing inherentlv binary contrasts which are 
satisfactory opposites. Non-reversive pseudo-converses are a case in p 
other examples are the inherently binary sets generated by such definit 
as "one day removed from Saturday", arld "two months distant f 
Mar ch".. 

A clue to a possible essential ingredient of oppositeness comes f 

an examination of what other senses everyday non-technical terms for le 
cal opposites have. In  most languages such terms are used in other, rela 
senses; it may be that these embody deep intuitive insights into the natu 
of oppositeness. Three alternative senses are by far the most comm 
occurring either alone or in various combinations in different languag 
T h e  first is the static directional opposition exemplified in: 

He sits opposite me at table. 
We live on opposite sides of the river.. 

(Notice that in French the everyday word for lexical opposite, contra 
cannot be used in this sense.,) T h e  second is the dynamic directional oppos 
tion : 

They were travelling in the opposite direction. 

( In French one may speak of le sens contrazre.) T h e  third expresses th 
notion of antagonism, or confrontation. This  cannot be exemplified fro 
English, although the non-linguistic sense of oppo.sztion is not far off. In 
English, we would say H e ?  my opponent, rather than He's my opposite 
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again, oppotzer?t and m o s i t e  are, of course, etvrnologicallv re 

at all three related senses have in common is a directional oppositlo 
n the third type, since antagonists prototypically face each other). 
we say, then, that a directional opposition, perhaps in an extended 

se, underlies all opposites? Is  this the key to the notion of opposition? 
s surprising h o a  many opposite pairs can be seen to embodva directional 
osition. Obviouslv those treated in chapter 10 do. The same can be 
for antonyms: lolzg and s1rot.t denote lengths aboce and below average, 

pectively. The hvpothesis seems at first to run aground when we come 
complementaries, which, as we have seen, reduce to simple negation 
t ,  consider present and absen t  T h e  only possibility of change from 
er one of these is in the direction of the other: in a sense, therefore, 

y, too, 'face each other' from opposite ends of an axis. I t  could be 
t what is missing from mo?loco[y/e'on : d~cot).ledo~t and single-decket- : 
ble-decker. (also from pseudo-converses without a salient reversivitv) 

some form of directional opposition, rather than (or perhaps as well 
herent binar ity, 

The  suggestion so far is that a binary directional opposition is at the 
re of any pair of opposites It  could be argued, however, that the items 
bich are 'one day removed from Saturday', namely, Sunda,y and F?*ida)>, 

body a binary directional opposition, since one must travel in opposite 
irections along the time axis from Snturo'ay in order to reach  them^ 
ut these are not opposites. Why not? The  answer is perhaps that although 
e binary directional relation to Satutdaq~ can be inferred from the mean- 

ings of f i d a y  and Sunday,  their meanings in no way highlight a mutual 
orientation towards Saturda?'. This might be expressed by saying that 

e directional binarity in fittIa,y and Sunday is ?latent; for a pair to 
e felt to be opposites, it must be ?patent Another illustration of the 
fference between latent and patent directional binarity is provided bv 
e terms referring to boxers of different weight classes. Being a uni-dimen- 

sional scale, the scale of weight furnishes the possibility of several inher- 
ently binary contrasts of a directional sort, such as "top of the 
scale" :"bottom of the scale", and "next to top of the scale" : "next to 
bottom of the scale". These contrasts are realised by heav,y-weight: fly- - 
wezght and light heaqy-wezght : bantnm-wetght, respectively T h e  first of 
these pairs may be felt by some to be weakly opposite, but surely not 
the second pair : intuitions will depend on how easily the latent information 
can be activated. These terms are not defined relatively, bur in terms 
of actual weights. However, they could have been defined in such a way 
that the directional binar ity was made patent : maxi-weight : mint-wezght , 



n .7 What makes a 'good' opposition? 
It  was proposed in the previous section that a binary 

opposition must form part of the meaning of any pair of opposit 
more, that part of their meaning must be at least to some deg 
Presumably patency is a matter of degree, and the more patent 
opposition is, the better examples of the category of opposite 
lexical items will be Other factors contributing to the prototy 
a pair of opposites can be identified Three of these are wort 
out T h e  first is the ease with which a uni-dimensional scale can 
tualised, on which the opposed terms may be symmetrical1 
One of the reasons why work :play and town: ~ourzt?*y, for in 
relatively weak opposites is the difficulty of establishing what 
dimension or axis is. T h e  second factor is what might be terme 
of the opposition, that is, what proportion of the meanings of 
terms is exhausted by the underlying opposition: the greater this 
is, the stronger the felt opposition will be. This is why father a 

are weaker opposites than man and woman, which, in turn, 
than male and female; similarly, gzarzt and dwarf, and shout and 
are less strongly opposed than large and small, and loud and soft 
a good pair of opposites must be closely matched in respect of t 

propositional meaning: that is why, for instance, tubby and e 
are not fully satisfactory opposites, although they incorporate 
directional opposition. 

Notes 
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tion her interpretation of them This method of deciding on polarity would 
hare the extraordinary result that,yohn 1 s  b~eathing would have to be judged 
semantically negative, and Yohn I S  not Dleathir2g semantically positite! News- 
worthiness is not a reliable guide to polarity Our account also contradicts 
hlcCawlev (1972: 61) who claims that a1za.e cannot be defined as "not dead", 
and dead cannot be defined as "not alive", on the grounds that not everything 
which is not dead (e g a piece of chalk) is necessaril~ alive This line of 
argument would lead to the denial of the verv possibility of complementaritv, 
and would mean that, for instance, ufrtrue could not be considered to mean 
"not true" It. seems morc fruitful to admit that complementarit~ is always 
accompanied by presuppositions of predicability 

3 It  is presumably no accident that dead has a near-synon~m 11jele.s~ (This 
point may at first sight appear to be undermined by the existence of deadzless 
.Howe\er, deathless is not a synonym of alzze, but a h q o n y m ;  its lingusstic 
negativitv is predictable from the fact  that it is normal for libing things to 
die ) 

4 The  epithet wifeless would not be wholl) inappropriate for an unmarried man; 
there is no term ending- in -less which can bc applicd to a married man 

5 According to a resident of Peking interriewed on B B C 's \easnlglzt, there 
is a Chinese procerb nhich translates as: ll utc.1 descends, .Ifan usceizcls This 
expresses succinctlv the point I am tr!ing to make 

6 For the association between positite elaluation and the unmarked term of 
an opposition (for markedness see I I 5 )  see Zimmer (1964) a,nd Bouchcr and 
Osgood ( I 969) 

This section was inspired bv Giv6n ( 1 9 ~ 0 )  .+ 

7 This is sornei5hat raguc, but I cannot find a stronger charactcrisatiurl of the 
customar) use of the term 

8 Notice that shoith mould not be synon\rnous with sho~ trzess, cvhich is commit- 
ted 

9 There is a confusing 1 arletl of uses of the terms nzar ked and ~illinni k t . 0  L\ ons 
( I  9'7'7: 705-6) distinguishes three distinct t! pes of marking: formal mar king 
(determined by the presence or absence of a formal 'mark', often an 
affix - e g diess is unmarked, urrcii~ss is marked); distributional marking 
(the item with the greatest freedonl of occurrence is unmarked - c g Iroir 
is unmarked because, for instance, iirale bofz is normal uhilu nzale Iroizc~\s 
is not);  and semantic marking (the more specific term is marked) I t  should 
be noted that for Lyons it is lcxemes which are marked or unmarked; for 
us, it is primaril~ the lexical units mhich form the terms of a particular opposi- 
t i o ~ ~  which are marked o r  unmarked (lcxemcs, as the\ are conceiied here, 
do not, as such, hale  meanings) Howeier, i t  would be a natural extension 
of our primar!~ usage, ni th  little danger of significant confusion, to speak of 
marked and unmarked lcxemes The  markedness distinction is also sometimes 
applied to the specific and general units of the unmarked lexemes (L!ons 
comes close to this in calling E-lo'zc brg i s  i t ?  a marked question (1968: 466)) 
This is s u r e l ~  a different notion of markedness from the one nhich applies 
to the terms of an opposition, and seems likel) to lead to confusion 11 e shall 
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use the terms znzpartial and con~nzitted to describe, ~especti~y 
and specific lexical items of an unmarked lexeme: that is t 
describe, e g. , clog ("species") as impartial, and dog ("male 
committed with respect to the sex distinction 
A distinction should perhaps be made between cases where a 

contr-asting set of Iexical units has a superordinate co-lexemic 
anznzal in anzmal, b u d ,  fish, etc.), and cases of strict (exclu 
categories) and lax (including peripheral categories) units of 
z.egetable (including potato) and vegetable (contrasting with P 
clear that the notion of markedness is applicable to the latter case 
Lyons (19.77: 309) discusses this type of variation in terms of de 
tic markedness I am not sure that the notion of degree is ap 
conception of semantic markedness 

There are, of course, near-opposites, and possibly pseudo-up 
words F'or instance, clrdnzs,!' and heaz.19,foofeo' have a near-ant 
to agzle (clunrs~' is more general than aqzle, as it also sta 
to dexte~ous) For der-olit, me ha\ e thc possibilitv of ~n?pious, a 
context, lax (ml feeling is that the former is an equipollent 
and the latter an oterlapping pseudo-antonlm) There is a tvp 
opposite intermediate betueen those whose meanings are diffic 
of and those whose meanings are easy to conceil7c of but hap 
embodied in lexical items In this tlgpe the opposite meanings arc r 
tualisablc, but the lexicai items are generall) absent, which sugge 
is some motii ation for the absence Consider the words denoting 
lities, disorders and imperfections in hun~ari beings: hlztld, tJea 
bald, filgid, unpoterzt, d ~ ~ s l ~ u ~ c ,  ctc The\ are all opposed to lrornrn 
but thls is so that in man! contexts it cannot be said to f 
adequatel~ as an opposite, and a need is often felt for a more 
("normal in respect of X") : T / z p ) p  zcos a ~ ? Z Z X P C J  C Z L I C I Z P I Z C ~  of 
people 14 hat should be used to fill the gap? Seezng? - interpreta 
ward ; no~.vr?crl? - this seems \agucl\ offensi~ e to\~:ards blind pe 
people thernsel~es, and those who work with them, speak of site 
howeker, this docs not appear in an1 of the dictionaries I hall 
although xecofrd-srylztcd does ) 
Some linguists haie espoused a much more thorough-going binari 
it to a wide range of linguistic structures F'or binarism in semanti 
lar, see Pottier (19 74: 61ff) 
LJnfortunatel\ for our purposes 1rsl~al11. and tale11 are not ide 
because rar.elz. is gradable, while usrrcrll? is not 
These six terms represer~t ho\v the alerage English speaker would 
ably diaide the colour-spectrum (cf Ka? and 3IcDaniel (19878: 610 
E g Ogden (1932)  Iliodern research (cf Kav and hlcDanie1 (197 
that there is aph~~slologzcal opposition between green and red, and a1 
blue and !ellow For most speakers, hoaei er, this does not seem 
a lz17gii1 $tic opposition 



12. I Absolute synonyms and the scale of synonymity 
One variety of synonymy - cognitive ., synonymy - has alrmeady 

introduced, in chapter 4, as one of the basic congruence relations. 
chapter, a broader conception of the notion 3f synonymy is de- 

dl within which cognitive svnonymv takes its place as one type, or 
9 and the characteristics of all varieties of synonym are explored 
e detail .. 
us take as the starting point for our discussion two robust semantic 
ons. T h e  first is that certain pairs or groups of lexical items bear 
ial sort of semantic resemblance to one another.. I t  is customary 
items having this special similarity synonyms; however, the intuitive 

of synonyms is by no means exhausted by the notion of cognitive 
, as a glance at any dictionary of synonvms will confirm.,l For 

ce, the Lar ousse Sglttotqlrne,~ associates ~zonzade, fo~aztz and a~nbulant  
er in one article as svnonvms, but gives a distinct legal definition 
h which makes clear that they are in no wise cognitive synonvms. 

rlv, the Dzctzolln~,\~ .> of . E??gli.sh S>jiro~r,~+m.s gives kill as a synonym 
dei, (but, interestinglv, not vice versa), and stl-o~g as a synonvm 
erful: but again, cognitive svnonymv is demonstrably absent (an 
ntal killing is not murder, and a strong car is not necessarily a power- 

T). T h e  second intuition is that some pairs of synonyms are 'more 
nymous' than other pairs: settee and so& are more synonymous than 
nd kzck the bucket, which in turn are more svnonymous than bound at;)^ 

mztzer, breakei* and rollei,, or br.aziz~* and shrewd. (The items in 
of these pairs occur in close association in Hoget's Thesaurus; how- 

, intuition might suggest that with the last pair we are approaching - -- 
jerline between synonvmv . .. and 

. . . . -  
non-sv nonym 

A A 

.) These two 
- 

,t g , ttons seem to polnt to something like a scale of synonymity. But before 
into this, let us tr.v to obtain a clearer pictur of the overal 1 class 

nonyms. 
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There is unfortunately no neat way of charactwising 
shall attack the problem in two wavs; first, in terms of net 

blances and permissible differences, and, second, conte 
of diagnostic frames. First of all, it is obvious that svnony 
a significant degree of semantic overlap, as evidenced bv corn 
traits. So, for example, truthful and hotlr.st fall within our 
of synonyms, and have a relatively high semantic overlap, 
and purple, with virtually no traits in common, are about 
from synonymy as one can get However, it does not follow t 
semantic traits a pair of words share, the more syno 
Consider the following pairs: 

creature philosophy 
animal tree 

dog cat 
alsatian spaniel 

As we go down the list, the semantic overlap between th 
increases. But, intuitively, they do not become more synonym0 
and spaniel are simply not synonyms. No matter how fi 
sub-divide the classes, provided we end up with satisfactori 
sub-classes, we shall never reach synonymy. T h e  key to 
lies in the nature of the differentiating characteristics: synon 
not only manifest a high degree of semantic overlap, they must 
a low degree of implicit contrastiveness. A major function of a 
spaniel is to exclude certain other closely related items, such as 
collze, ctc. That  is to say, the traits which distinguish .spa~ziel fr 
members of what might be called its 'implicit contrast set 
highlighted. In  the case of spanzel, the other members of th 
set are co-taxonyms ; but this is not necessar,ily so in all cases - wit 
for example, it would seem that the implicit contrast is more, o 

as much, with mare as with, say, bull. Furtherrnor e, if the 
of a term like .spanzeE with respect to some referent is de 
not a spanzel), there is at least an expectation that some other 
of the implicit contrast set would be appropriate - in this case 
some other breed. Synonyms, however, are not like this. Althoug 
and honest do not have identical meanings, in saying,rohn is h 
difference with John i s  truthful is not being highlighted; nor, i 
,John zs not honest, is one implying that perhaps truthful would 
appropriate. Usually, denying one member of a pair of synonyms i 
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the other, too, unless there is some indication, either in the context, 
r instance, conveved prosodically, that attention must be paid to 
es,  In  the following examples, a simple answer 'No' to the question 
be inappropriate in the circumstances indicated: 

1. A: Does this aeroplane have a motor? 
B : N o  (odd if the aeroplane has an engine) 

2. A: Has my husband been executed? 
B:  No. (odd if A knows the man has been murdered) 

3< A: Would you say that the candidate was pretty? 
B: No. (odd if the candidate is good-looking, or even 

handsome) 

yms, then, are lexical items whose senses are identical in respect 
tral' semantic traits, but differ, if at all, only in respect of what 
y provisionally describe as 'minor' or 'peripheral' traits ; an attempt 
e made to characterise permissible differences between synonyms 
precisely in I 2 , 2  and I 2.3 ,, 
onyms also characteristically occur together in certain types of 
sion. For instance, a synonym is often employed as an explanation, 
ification, of the meaning of another word. T h e  relationship between 
o words is frequently signalled by something like that i.s to sa,)., 
rticular variety of OP : 

He was cashiered, that is to say, dismissed. 
This  is an ounce, or snow leopard. 

synonyms arme used contrastively, as they sometimes are, it is normal 
a1 the fact that it is the difference which must be attended to by 

such expression as more exactly , or or ?,ather. : 

He was murdered, or. rather executed. 
On the table there were a few grains or, more exactly, granules 

of the substance. 

ice that lexical items whose normal function is to contrast with one 
her do not co-occur norn~ally with these 'nuance signaller,sY : 

? Arthur's got himself a dog - or more exactly, a cat. 

ithin the class of synonyms, as we have already noted, some pairs 
ems are more synonymous than others, and this raises the possibility 
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of a scale of synon ymitv of some kind A scale needs at  least one we 
end-point; and if there is onlv one, it is more satisfactorv for it 
the origin, or zero point, on the scale With regard to degrees of 

rnity, it seems that the point of semantic identit17 - I ,  e absolute sy 
- can be established with some clarity (as we shall see in a m 
the notion of zero svnonvmit~-, on the other hand, is rather more 
For one thing, it is probably not a unitary concept: long: short an 
expenslzle would presumably both count as examples of zero 
rnitv, but for different reasons Furthermore, the dlvlding line 
svnonIrmr and non-svnonvmv is relatively vague in many cases. 
in the following series, for instance, does svnonvmv , , end: tap : t 
knock, rap : thwack, lap : bang, lap : thud? For these reasons it wo 

better to make absolute synonyrnv the zero point on our scale; t 
will therefore be one of semantic difference rather than one of syn 
(Given the fact that zero synonymity is not a unitary concept, 
the scale should be pictured as a series of concentric circles, w 
origin at the centre, rather than as a line ) 

According to the conception of word-meaning developed in th 
two lexical units would be absolute synonyms (i e ,  would have 
meanings) if and only if all their contextual relations (as char 
in chapter I )  were identical I t  would, of course, be quite impr 
to prove that two items were absolute synonyms by this definition, 
that would mean checking their relations in all conceivable con 
would also be theoretically impossible, if, as is probably the c 
number of possible contexts were infinite). However, the falsific 
a c l a m  of absolute synonymy is in principle very straightforwar 
a single discrepancy in the pattern of contextual relations constit 
ficient proof. I t  is convenient to conduct the search for absolute sy 
(or, more directly, the search for discrepancies between putati 
nyms) in terms of the least specific of contextual relations, namely, 
normality Furthermore, since it is inconceivable that two items 
be equinormal in all contexts and differ in respect of some other con 
relation, and since, for our purposes, what is not reflected in di 
contextual semantic relations is not meanlng, it follows that equin 
in all contexts is the same as identity of meaning 

Let us now examine an illustrative sample of possible candid 
absolute synonymy. The following will serve: begzn :commence, 
chew, hate : loathe, scandalous : outz.ageoms As it happens, none 
pairs satisfies the criteria - for each, discriminating contexts can b 
('+' indicates "more normal", and '- ' "less normal") : 
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4 a  Johnny, tell RIummy when Pla~school begins and she'll 
watch it with you., (+.) 

b , Johnny, tell hlummy when Plavschool commences and 
she'll watch it with vou.. (9 

,5a Arthur is always chewing gum. (*+ > 
b Arthur is alwavs munching gum, (-> 

6 a  I don't just hate him, I loathe him, (+> 
b.  I don't just loathe him, I hate him, (-1 

7 a  That  is a scandalous waste of monev. (+> 
b.  That  is an outrageous waste of money. (-1 

is important in applving the test to make sure that any differences of 
rnality have a semantic and not a syntactic origin. Since partial absolute 
onymy is perfectlv possible, only contexts in which both items are 
tactically normal should be used (in so far as this can be ascertained). 

r instance, the difference in normality between 8 and 9 should not be 
en as evidence for the non-synonymy of hzde and rotzcral: 

8, \$'here is he hiding? (normal) 

9. Where is he concealing? (odd) 

e fact that hlde and colz~eal are not absolute synonyms can be demon- 
ated using only contexts where each is equally at home syntactically: 

~ o a .  Johnny, where have you hidden Daddy's slippers? (+> 
b. Johnny, where have you concealed Daddy's slippers? (3 

e problems concerning near-11. and almost have already been discussed: 
t with these, too, without going beyond contexts where presumed svntac- 
differences are not operative, a purely semantic discrimination can be 

I ~ a .  He looks almost Chinese ( + I  
b. He looks nearly Chinese. (3 

~ z a ,  I t  was almost too horrible to look at. (+> 
b. I t  was nearly too horrible to look at. (-> 

normality difference between two word forms in a particular context 
not acceptable evidence against absolute synonymy if one of the word 
ms is part of an idiom, i.e. an opaque or translucent sequence, because 

at case it would not be a lexical item,. So, for instance, the normality 
rence between fbst and rapzd in John pulled a - one is not relevant 

rguments concerning the synonymity or otherwise of fast and rapid. 
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with testing: the normality difference between IRa and b, f 

is not relevant to the question of whether old and fomer i 
are absolute synonyms : 

13a. Arthur's most recent car is an old one., 

b. Arthurm's most recent car is a former one, 

Iqa. He had more responsibility in his old job. 

b ,  He had more responsibility in his former job. 

One thing becomes clear once we begin a serious quest f 

svnonyms, and that is that if they exist at all, they are extremely u 
Furthermore, it would seem reasonable to predict that if the .re 
were to occur, it would be unstable, There is no obvious moti 
the existence of absolute synonyms in a language, and one wo 
either that one of the items would fall into obsolescence, or that a 

in semantic function would develop. Students not infrequent 
sofa and .settee as absolute synonyms. It  seems that as these 
currently used, discriminating contexts are hard to find. But w 

a child, sofa was considered more 'elegant' than settee ; howe 
students have reported that for their parents settee was the mar 
term. In view of this lability, the current relationship would appe 
to persist., I t  seems probable, and many semanticists have 
that natural languages abhor absolute synonyms just as nature 
vacuum, 

Absolute synonymy, then, is the end-point of our inverse scale o 
rnity, Including this point, but extending some distance a10 
is a region which represents cognitive synonymy. Since there are s 
which are not cognitive synonyms (we shall call them plesio 
scale also extends beyond the limit of cognitive synonymy, ulti 
shade into non-synonymy.. . , Within each region of the scale, degree of 
mity varies continuously ., 

In the two sections which immediately follow, we shall exa 
sorts of semantic difference between two lexical items that are co 
with cognitive synonymy . , (section 2) , and with plesionymy (section 

I 2 , 2  Cognitive synonyms 
Cognitive synonymy was introduced briefly in chapte 

is obvious that, to be cognitive svnonyms, a pair of lexical items 
have certain semantic properties in common. However, as we saw 
previous section, very few pairs of cognitive synonyms are absolute 
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; it follows from this that in the majority of cases a lexical item 
in some respects at least, be different in meaning from any of its 

tive synonyms In  this section an attempt will be made to establish 
clearly and explicitly the nature both of the semantic propermties in 

# 

ct of which cognitive synonyms must be identical, and of those in 

ct of which they may differ. 
t us first make an important distinction between the two principal 
in which lexical meaning manifests itself. Consider the difference 
en 15a and b :  

Iga. I just felt a sudden sharp pain. 
b. Ouch! 

e is a sense in which the content of the message conveyed by these 
tterances is the same, or at least very similar; however, they differ 
way that the meaning is put across. We shall say that they differ 

pect of isemantic mode; the meaning in I ga is in the propositional 
, while the meaning in 15b is in the expressive mode. T h e  charac- 
cs of propositional meaning depend partly on the propositional atti- 
expressed by the sentence in which it operates - that is to say, on 
er it is a statement, question, command, exclamation, etc. In  a state- 
it is the presented meaning which determines the truth-conditions, 

er relative to a given state of affairs, or relative to other statements; 
ercises this role at least partly by controlling the referential properties 
ferr ing expressions in the sentence. T h e  role of propositional meaning 
or instance, questions, or commands, neither of which have truth- 
itions, is different, though related : in questions, propositional mean- 

determines the range of utterances which constitute truthful answers; 
rnmands, it determines the range of actions that count as compliance 
or obedience to the command,. Expressive meaning does not function 

his way. Notice that I ga has truth-conditions, whereas 15b has not. 
he risk of being thought presumptuous, one could challenge the veracity 
ga: That's a lie - I g a r e  ~ l o u  a dozdble dose of .\ocorazrz; it would 
e little sense to challenge I gb in this way Expressive meaning carried 

lexical item in a statement plays no role in determining its truth- 
ditions. So, for instance, 16a and b have identical truth-conditions: 

16a Arthur has lost the key,, 
b. Arthur has lost the blasted kev. 

wever, if blasted, which carries only expressive meaning, is replaced 
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infinite subtlety ., by . means of prosodic grading - i.e, by varying 
ness, starting pitch and pitch range of the intonation contour. (This 
enon has already been met in connection with superlatives i 
9 ; superlatives all seem to have a component of expressive meanin 
ability to prosodic grading appears to be a close correlate of e 

meaning, at least in English. Another characteristic distinguishi 
sive meaning from propositional meaning is that it is valid on 
utterer, at the time and place of utterance. This limitation it sha 
for instance, a smile, a frown, a gesture of impatience, or a d 
(all of which, as it happens, are also continuously gradable). The 
of language to transcend the immediate context of utterance (so 
refer red to as the capacitv for displacement), which enables 
about the pain 1 felt yesterday, or the pain Arthur will feel t 

in Australia, depends entirely on propositional meaning,. 
T h e  relevance to cognitive synonymy . , of the difference betwe 
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al and expressive meaning is simple : the inherent meaning of a lexical 
ay be made up  of either or both of these types of meaning; if 
ical items are cognitive synonyms, then they must be identical 
ct of propositional traits, but they may differ in respect of expressive 

, Let us now look briefly at the ways in which expressive meaning 
ests itself in language. 
r.e is a range of lexical items virtually all of whose meaning is expres- 
he most obvious of these are the so-called 'expletives', These can 

Go.sh.1 IVowl Hell's Bell's! Bother?Ace! I'll say./ 

y may have a grammatical role within the sentence, usually of some 
f adjectival or adverbial modifier : 

Get that damn dog off my seat. 
You can blooming well put  it back where vou got it. 

s from taboo areas lend themselves readily to expletive use: 

Holy shit! Ball.s.1 My arse! Pzss off Bugger me1 

few non-taboo expletives are historically merely euphemistic alter- 
of taboo items: e.g. Gosh (God), Heck (Hell), Gee whiz (Jesus), 
xpletives are not, however, the only sorts of lexical item whose 

ng is wholly of the expressed variety: consider alwugy, .stzll and 

20,. He has alreadv arrived. 
21. He is still here. 
22.. He  hasn't arrived yet, 

e of these carries any presented meaning, since 20, 21 and 22 are 
ally equivalent to 23, 24 and z j respectively : 

23. I-Ie has arrived. 
24. He is here, 
25. H e  has not arrived. 

rn this it follows that all three are cognitively , synonymous . with zero. 
oes not, of course, follow that they are meaningless: their meanings 
interact both with each other, and with the meanings of other items, 
roduce semantic oddity: 

3 He  is aheady still here. 
? Has he only just arrived already ? 
? He has already finished - though I expected him to finish 

earlier. 



:ssed meaning most character 

, ,  Has he arrived already? 
28. Is he still here? 

However, the meaning they express is not necessarily so 
Basically, what stzll, alrea& and yet express in 29, 3 0  
tation, or set of expectations, on the part of the s~eaker:4 

. We tried to contact him, 1: 
-- . n A .  

)ut  he had alr ead 

3 1. 'I'hat stretch oi l ~ n e  has not yet been electrifie 

These sentences can be used to make statements of relative 
ity. (The meaning carried by still, already and yet her 
in spite of not expressing what would normally be describe 
however, it does not appear to be prosodically gradable. Pr 
cation is apparently possible for these items only when the 

emotive 
z , z 

charge. ) 
Expressive traits and propositional traits may be simulta 

in the meaning of a lexical item. This  is true of words 
and mummy ; it is at least partly in respect of expressive 
these differ from father and mother (diminutive affixes often 
expressive function). He's my daddy can be challenged with 
but that impinges only on the propositional meaning (i. 
father"), and does not call into question the genuineness of t 
meaning. Other examples of words with 'mixed' meanings 
the sense of "hand"), mug (in the sense of "face") and bl 
sense of "weep"). 

I t  is possible that expressive meaning is even more importa 
been so far suggested; it is arguable that communication woul 
sible without it. Every communicative utterance must trans 
of its meaning an indication of intended propositional attitud 
this, an utterance would be communicatively dead - it waul 
a proposition 'entertained' by a logician. T h e  expression of pr 
attitude has the effect of ,  as it were, energising a proposition. Pro 
attitude mav be signalled bv a specific lexical item:5 



1 promise to be faithful. 
I warn you not togo,  

order : 

He is here. - - 
1s he here? 

e indicated prosodically. But whatever its bearer is, there are 
ns for believing that it is conveyed via the expressive mode. 

a simple question such as \l.hat 1,s .she weatirzg? T h e  
e sense of this shows a number of typical expressive character is- 
it is tied to the utterer and to the time and place of utterance. 

at interrogativit~ is not restricted to the expressive mode: in 
sked,yohn what Mary was wearing it appears as a propositional 
shed - furthermore, it is 'displaced'.) Second, it is prosodicaliv 
: Ili/'hat IS she zueanrzg? Finally, it cannot be directly challenged: 
ot reply to \\hat 2,s she wea?*ing? with Thai's mtrue  - it was 
bought it fo? her (meaning that the interrogativity is false, since 
ioner already knows the answer). I t  is significant, too, that expres- 
ning carried by lexical items in, say, a question, does not fall 
e scope of the interrogativity in the way that propositional meaning 
stion does, but interacts with it and modifies its quality,. For 
, the expressive meaning carried by already in Haze the,y arrived 

? is not part of what is being asked; what it does is change the 
of the interrogativity, so that Hace t h y  arrived already? is not 
e same kind of question as Have the,y aruized? 
lexical items have an expressive capacity which is not in evidence 

ontexts of use - unlike the examples considered so far - yet it 
ot seem satisfactory to regard them as ambiguous. Among such 
ts two types are distinguishable. First, these are those which, 
h capable of quite neutral employment, can also be invested with 

e expressive meaning, usually prosodically. For instance, bnby in 
b is emotively cool : 

a .  Mother and baby are progressing satisfactorily. 
b. T h e  baby was born prematurely. 

aby can be invested with tremendous emotion: 

33. Oh,  look - a baby! Isn't he adorable? 

ntrast, znfunt and neonate are incapable of expressive use, although 
propositional content is very close to that of baby. While it is perhaps 



not satisfactorv to sav that Dabji is inherentIv expressive, the difference 
between it and z9faut in respect of expressive potentiaI must be considered 
inherent, T h e  second type of element with latent expressive capacity is 
slightly different. Like those of the first type, such elements are capable 
of emotivelv neutral use; but whereas the former need to be charged with 
emotion prosodicallv, the latter are not so responsive to this, but seem 
to pick up expressive traits from the context, and, as it were, focus and 
amplifv them, Compare, first of all, 34a and b :  

34a. I want vou to go on taking these tablets, Miss Smith. 

b. I want you to continue taking these tablets, Miss Smith.. 

There is little difference between these other than perhaps in respect of 
evoked meaning due to difierence of register ; neither go oiz nor continue 
here carries a significant burden of expressive meaning. Compar e 34a and 
b, however, with . 35a , and b ,  and 36a and b :  

35a, H e  went on complaining about it for hours afterwards. 

b. He continued complaining about it for hours afterwards. 
36a, I can tell you, it went on for quite some time,, 

b .  I can tell you, it continued for quite some time., 

Again there is a register effect; but in addition, go on seems to amplify 
the expressiveness implicit in the utterances, while contznue, if anything, 
damps it down., As another example of the same phenomenon, consider 
zssue and put out (in the relevant senses). Sentences 37a and b differ 
only slightly, in the manner of 34a and b :  

3 7 a  We shall be putting out a detailed statement later today. 

b. We shall be issuing a detailed statement later today. 

but there is a much greater difference between 38a and b :  

$a. Public opinion has been seriously misled by the stream of lies 

and half-truths the management has been putting out over the 
Iast few months. 

b. Public opinion has been seriously misled by the stream of lies 

and half-truths the management has been issuing over the last 
few months. 

It seems that lexical items characteristic of informal style are more likely 
to be 'expressive amplifiers' than items belonging to more formal styles. 
There seems also to be a correlation between what might be termed 'lexical 
eccentricity' (i.e. idioms - including phrasal verbs, frozen metaphon, 
bound collocants like foot in foot the bzll, etc.) and expressiveness. 
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Lexical items differing onlv in respect of inherent expressive traits, 0s 

potential expressivity - jolZy and e7erjy, futhe? and daddy, rat  and pussy, 
infarzt and baby, go on and conti~zue - are cognitive synonyms. It  must 
be remembered that although emotion and attitude are tvpically conveyed 
via the expr,essive mode, this is not necessarily the case. One may convey 
one's sadness by saying I feel sad ;  this utilises the propositional channel 
and constitutes a statement which may be false. (It  is possible that this 
sentence is ambiguous between an expression of sadness and a description 
of one's emotional state. If so, my remarks applv only to the latter interpre- 
t a t i ~ n . ) ~  It is fairly common to find pairs of words whose meanings differ 
only in that they express different evaluative judgements on their desig- 
nated referents (or one expresses a judgement while the other is neutral): 
horre, nag; car, banger; a smavt aZec, a clecer chap; mean, careful with 
one's money, etc. These evaluative traits undoubtedly belong to the seman- 
tic area that is typical of the expressive channel, and some of the evaluative 
meaning may well be expressive. However, according to our criteria, none 
of the pairs of items just mentioned are cognitive synonyms, since they 
yield sentences with different truth-conditions It  follows that the evalua- 
tive traits must be at least partly propositional in nature: 

A: Arthur tried to sell me an old nag.. 
B : No, he didn't - it was a perfectly good horse. 
A : I hear Arthur's ver8y mean. 
B : No, he isn't - he's just careful with his money. 
A: Arthur'sasrnartalec. 
B : No, he isn't - but he is clever. 

Propositional and expressive meanings are the most important types 
of meaning in language, and we can think of them as what a speaker 
principally utilises and directly manipulates in order to convey his intended 
message. There are other aspects of the meanings of words, however,, 
whose primary sphere of operation is not the inter,face between speakers' 
intentions and language, but the interactions amongst linguistic items con- 
stituting a discourse. The  primar~y function of these semantic properties 
is not so much to encode message components directly (although they 
may do this secondarily) as to place restr,ictions on what Iinguistic items 
can occur together normally within the same sentence, or within the same 
discourmse. I n  normal utterances, these restrictions have the effect of adding 
informational redundancy to the message, and cohesiveness to the discourse 
(thereby facilitating the hearer's task of decoding) ; the restrictions can 
also, however, be deliberately flouted, giving rise to oddness, which may, 
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for instance, act as a signal that an utterance is not to be interpreted lit 
These semantic properties will be dealt with under two headings: ( 
supposed meaning and (ii) evoked meaning. Let us  begin with the 
posed meaning. 

T h e  expression presupposed meanzng is used here in a pre-th 
sense to refer to semantic traits which are, as it were, taken for 
in the use of an expression, or lexical item, but not actually as 
denied, questioned, or whatever, in the utterance in which the 
Particular presuppositions (i. e. presupposed traits) can be regularl 
characteristically associated with specific lexical items - hence their int 
to us For instance, the use of the verb drznk takes for granted the exi 
of an actual or potential 'sufferer' of the act of drinking, which 
property of being liquid. Thus ,  Arthur drank t t ,  Dtd Arthur 
Al thu~ dzdn't drink zt and Drrlzk t t ,  Arthur! in normal use all presu 
that zt refers to a liquid, that is to  say, someone eavesdropping on a co 
sation in which any of these sentences occurred would be able to con 
with some confidence that zt referred to some sort of liquid (bartin 
phor ical usage). I t  is this constancy of inferability, irrespective of w 
the sentence containing dnnk functions as an assertion, denial, or que 
etc . ,  that qualifies the trait "liquid" to count as a presupposition of d 

T h e  main effect of the presupposed semantic traits of a lexic 
is to place restrictions on its normal syntagmatic companions; we ther 
refer to such traits as semantic co-occurrence restrictions (these were 
duced in 4.12). It  is necessary to distinguish two types of semant 
occurrence restriction. First, there are those which are a logically ine 
able concomitant of the propositional traits of a lexical item. Cons1 
the verb dze; this imposes semantic constraints on the nature of its 
matical subject: 

Arthur died 
T h e  aspidistra died 
? T h e  spoon died 
? Arthur's exam results died 

T h e  only things that can without oddness be said to die are those 
are (a) organic, (b) alive (and possibly also (c) mortal: ? The angel 
T h e  semantic traits "organic", "alive" and "mortal" are logical pre 
sites of the meaning of dre - the notion of dying is inconceivable i 
absence. We shall refer to semantic co-occur r ence restrictions wh 
logically necessary as selectional restrictions Now consider the I 
item kzck the bucket, This  has the same selectional restrictions a 
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but it imposes further semantic requirements on its subject: 

Arthur kicked the bucket. 
(?)  T h e  hamster kicked the bucket. 
? T h e  aspidistra kicked the bucket. 

Unlike die, kzck the bucket (in its idiomatic sense) is fully normal only 
with a human subject. But this additional restriction does not arise logically 
out of the meaning of kick the bucket. T h e  propositional meaning of kick 
the bucket is not "die in a character'istically human way", but simply 
~ ~ d i ~ , , .  , the restriction to human subjects is semantically arbitrary.8 We 

shall call arbitrary co-occurrence restrictions of this type collocational 
restrictions, 

A logical relationship between collocational restrictions and cognitive 
synonymy will be established by definition: we shall define collocational 
restrictions as co-occurrence restrictions that are irrelevant to truth-con- 
ditions - that is to say, those in respect of which lexical items may differ 
and still be cognitive synonyms. This  is not entirely straightforward, as 
the diagnosis of cognitive synonymy where collocational differences are 
involved requires judgements concerning the truth-conditions of odd sen- 
tences. Consider how the following questions would normally be answered 
in the circumstances specified in brackets: 

3 9  Is  there something wrong with the engine of your lawn- 
mower ? 

(There is something wrong with the (electric) motor, ) 

40. Is Arthur the one with beer-foam on his moustache? 
(Arthur is the one with beer-froth on his moustache.,) 

41. Have you grilled the bread? 
(You have toasted the bread,)  

42. Has the aspidistra kicked the bucket? 
(The aspidistra has died.) 

e would be a pedant indeed who could answer these questions with 
n unequivocal 'No. ' T h e  only possible cooperative response would surely 
e either 'Yes,' or something like 'You can't say that, you have to say 
YZ - but the answer to your question is "yes".' On  the strength of 

ur reluctance to brand sentences like The lawn-mower etzgzne zs faulty 
s false (even though odd),  when it is true that the lawn-mower motor 

faulty, we shall classify elzprze and motof as cognitive synonyms; also, 
or parallel reasons, gnu and toast, froth and foatn, and kzck the bucket 
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Selectional restrictions, being logically necessary, are inseparable 
the propositional traits that presuppose them, and can therefore h 
be said to have a distinct function in an utterance (although thev 
the effect of contributing to informational redundancy). Collocation 
strictions, on the other hand, are not logically necessary, so it is legitl 
to ask what they bring to an utterance.. Generally speaking, they are 
primarily there to encode part of the message: in the majority of 0 

rences, presupposed traits (whether collocational or selectional) are du 
cated by propositional traits carried by the lexical items within their sc 
For instance, in My grandfather passed awa,y yesterday, passed a 
imposes collocational restrictions on its grammatical subject, requi 
to be human.. But passed away is not the primary carrier. of the 
"human": this role is performed by grandfather, of which "huma 
an inherent pr3opositional trait. Even in a sentence such as He pas 
away , , ye.sterda,y, it is not pas,sed awa,y which is the hearmer's prin 
indication that the subject is human; in most circumstances of u 
this sentence, the referent of he would be already known to the addre 
and the information derivable from passed awa,y that: 'he' was h 
would be, in that sense, redundant, We can observe the role of collocatio 
restrictions by comparing 43 and 44: 

43. My grandfather passed away yesterday, 
44. My grandfather died yesterday. 

(Die carries the same propositional traits aspns.s away, but lacks its coll 
tional restrictions..) Setting aside the difference of register between 
and pass away,  it can be seen that these two sentences have the s 
message-conveying potential. T h e  only difference between them is t 
43 displays the greater semantic cohesion, in that its subject is more pre 
able from the rest of the sentence,. Both selectional restrictions and coIl 
tional restrictions can be given a more active semiotic role.. Presuppo 
meaning can, for instance, be used to 'leak' information: 

A :  What's John going to give me for my birthday? 
B : I'm sworn to secrecy - but I advise you not to drink it all 

at once. 

O r  co-occurrence restrictions can be deliberately flouted for metaphor 
effect : 

Arthur's par rot's just passed away, 

Collocational restrictions vary in the degree to which they can be spe 
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fied in terms of required semantic traits. When fully specifiable, they may 
be described as tsysternatic collocational restrictions. In  most such 

ses (but not all), the restrictions behave as presuppositions of the select- 
g item. We have already met kick the bucket and pass away, which 

equire a human subject. Grzll and toast probably belong to this categor8y, 
00.  They denote the same action or process from the point of view of 
e agent, but differment patients are involved. Grilling is a method of 
oking, whereas toasting is not: things that get toasted are normally 
ready cooked, whereas items for grilling are raw. Hence our hypothetical 
vesdropper,, on hearing Are you gozlzg to grin them or fy them?, would 

e able to form some opinion concerning the likely nature of the referents 
f them. In  cases where most of a lexical item's collocants display certain 
mantic properties, so that its use sets up  an expectation of a certain 
pe of collocant, but there are exceptions to the general tendency, we 
ay speak of fsemi-systematic collocational restrictions. For instance, 
cu,stomer typically acquires something material in exchange for money; 
cbent, on the other. hand, typically receives a less tangible professional 
technical service,. Hence bakers, butchers, shoe-shops and newsagents 

ave customers, while architects, solicitors and advertising agencies have 
ients. But the people who use the services of a bank, surprisingly, can 

customers (The collocational restrictions of clzent are system- 

T h e  collocational ranges of some lexical items can only be described 
ermissible coIlocants. Such items will be described as having 
tic collocational restrictions As a possible set of cognitive 

nonyms which differ in respect of idiosyncratic collocational restrictions, 
nsider the following : 

unblemished spotless flawless immaculate impeccable 
- - + + + 
- - + - ? 
? ? + - - 
- - - - + 
- + - + - 

+ + ? + - 

? + - ? ? 

- - ? ? + 
- 7 ? + + 
- - - - + 

he judgements recorded above represent my own intuitions. I can discern 
o semantic motivation for the collocational patterns T h e  cognitive 
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synonyms umpire and ~eferee also exemplify idiosvncr,atic colloc 
preferences. T h e  collocational restrictions of items like urnppire and 
cannot, of course, give rise to presuppositions Indeed, it is deb 
whether idiosvncr atic r8estr ictions are a matter of semantics at a11.9 

Like presupposed meaning, what we shall call +evoked meanin 
marilY contributes to discourse cohesion, and only secondarily has a 
communicative role. Again like presupposed meaning, it does not 

the truth-value of containing sentences, and thus provides a further 
tial source of variation among cognitive synonyms. T h e  possibili 
evoked meaning is a consequence of the existence of different di 
and registers within a language. Let us first look at dialect. We sha 
concern ourselves with the intricacies of the notion of dialect: we 
take the simple view that dialects are varieties of a language that 
a high degree of mutual intelligibility, and are characteristic of distin 
able groups of users. Dialectal variation can be classified as geograp 
temporal, or social ; it must be borne in mind, however, that these di 
sions of variation are not rigidly separable, since, for instance, c 
regional variants may be more or. less restricted to older., or lower c 
speakers, As far as we are concerned, a word belonging to one di 
is relevant to the description of another dialect only to the exten 
it is reasonably familiar to speakers of the latter, and at the same 
recognised as being characteristic of speakers of the former. For exam 
the Scots words glen, loch, wee and &am are probably familiar to 
speakers of English outside Scotland and recognised as Scottish; o 
other hand, the word flesher (=butcher), which not infrequently 
up in discussions of synonymy, is of dubious relevance for a descri 
of standard English because of its unfamiliarity. For a different re 
a word like tartan is probably not relevant in this connection, ei 
although most speakers would doubtless associate it with Scotla 
things Scottish, it is a normal item of standard English, and is not p 
larly distinctive of speakers of Scottish English, 

There is no reason In principle why a lexical item in one dialect 
not be a virtually exact translation equivalent of a different lexical ' 

in another dialect: such equivalence may well be uncommon, but 
is no need to imagine any centrifugal tendency, as with absolute syno 
within one dialect. However, even if two particular items could be s 
to have exactly parallel sets of contextual relations in their respective ' 
dialects, they would still not be absolute synonyms in either one of 
dialects, but only cognitive synonyms. This  is because a displaced i 
has the power of evoking images and associations of its 'home' surrou 
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s, which can interact in complex ways with the new environment, and 
Is is sufficient to differentiate the 'foreign' item semantically from its 
ive synonym. 

Among dialectal synonyms, those of the geographical variety are perhaps 
minor significance. There is no shortage of examples - autuln~r :fall, 
: elecator , glen : calle)~, wee : smaN - but they do not loom large in the 
p i s t i c  experience of most speakers. Much more important (alas!) are 
nonyms drawn from different social dialects: the consequences of choice 
om among these, especially for anyone aspiring to move from one social 
ss to another, may go well bevond the relatively innocuous evocation 
geographical and cultural associations linked with geographical variants. 
ost language-user s are extremely sensitive to this dimension of vat iation. 
hen 1 was a boy, the room in the house where washing-up and cooking 
re done was called the scullery. As my father progressed in his profes- 
n, and his salary and social standing improved, this room became first 

e kztchen, and then the kztcherzette Concurrently, the settee became 
e sofa, servzettes metamorphosed into ~apkrrzs,  and one stopped going 
the lavatory (or, more commonly, the lae) and went to the torlet 

stead.1° Among certain social groups whose members identify themselves 
least partly by the use of a distinctive 'slang', the temporal dimension 
variation is as important as, and interacts with, the social dimension, 
that it is vital, if someone wishes to maintain his status in the group, 
t to use out-dated terminology Since slangs typically have a very rapid 
ical turnover, this criterion discriminates sharply between 'insiders' 
d 'outsiders'. However, longer term lexical changes, like the replacement 
mireles s by radzo, and s wimnzing-ba th by swinznzi~zg-pool, create dialectal 
nonyms (characteristic of dialects spoken by different generations) whose 
era11 significance is of the same order as that of geographical variants. 
Whereas dialects are language varieties associated with different charac- 
ristics of users (e. g. age, class and regional affiliation), registers are var- 
ies of language used by a single speaker, which are considered 
propriate to different occasions and situations of use. One analysis of 
gister, which will suffice for our purposes, distinguishes three interacting 
mensions of variation: field, mode and style.ll Fzeld refers to the topic 
field of discourse : there are lexical (and grammatical) characteristics 

, for instance, legal discourse, scientific discourse, advertising language, 
les talk, political speeches, football commentaries, cooking recipes, and 
on. Obviously some of the lexical differences among these fields of 

scourse are due to the fact that different referents constitute typical foci 
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cooking recipe than in a revivalist sermon; and no doubt sin, 
repent are more likelv in the latter. But it is by no means ra 
same referent to have different names on different occasions. ~f 
differ only in respect of the fields of discourse in which the 
appear, then they will be cognitive synonyms. So, for example, 
may be regarded as a field-specific synonym (most frequently e 
in legal and religious contexts) of one of the senses of majnag 
of being married"); wedlock overlaps with matrimony, but is 
more likely to be heard in church than in a court of law By way of 

boobs is used non-pejoratively in the dress-designing trade to refer 
in other circumstances might be called breasts (boobs is also u 
technically as a colloquialism not far removed semantically f 

whether this constitutes true ambiguity or not is an interesting que 
The  second dimension of register is mode, which is concern 

the manner of transmission of a linguistic message - whether, for in 
it is written, spoken, telegraphed, or whatever Again there are possi 
of synonymy, such as, for instance, about : concernzag : re; re is char 
tic not only of written languages as opposed to spoken languag 
more specifically, of business correspondence - that is to say, it is 
for field as well as mode. Field and mode variants resemble dialectal var 
in that they can be regarded as semantically neutral (in the relevant re 
when they occur in their normal contexts, but become alive with as 
tions (i.e. evoked meaning) when transported to alien environments 

Oh look! A neonate! Isn't he lovely? 
A neonate is just a new-born baby, but the word is redolent of the res 
laboratory and the clinic, and these associations jar with the general 
of the utterance. 

Style refers to language characteristics which mark different rela 
between the participants in a linguistic exchange. These may depen 
a number of factors - roles defined by the situation (e.g. interviewe 
interviewee), how familiar the participants are with each other, what th ' 

relative social positions are, whether they are mutually hostile, indiffe 
or friendly, and so on. T o  some extent, this may be regarded a 
formal-informal dimension; but, in reality, it is much more complex 
this. Style is of particular interest to us because it 'is this dimensi 
variation which spawns the most spectacular proliferation of cognitive 
nyms. The multiplication of synonyms is most marked in the case of w 
referring to areas of experience which have a high emotive signific 
such as (in our culture) death, sex, excretory functions, money, relig 
power relations, and so on. For referents in these areas we typically 
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ange of subtly differentiated terms, which allows an utterance to be 
ly tuned to its context: 

(a) kick the bucket, buy it,  snuff it ,  cop it,  pop of, peg out, expzre, 
pen,sh, dze, pass away,  decease, etc. 

(b) fuck, screw, shaft, bang, ball, lay, h a w  it off with, make, score 
with, bed, go to bed with, sleep with, make loue with, hace 
.sex with, have ilzte~course with, be intimate with, perfom 
c0itu.s with, etc, 

(c) piss , pee, pzddle , wee-wee , have a slash, speizd a penny, point 
Percy a t  the porcelnziz , pass wateT, urznate, etc. 

(d) arse-hcker, bootlicker, toady, yes-man, sycophant, etc., 

me of these items may be differentiated in respect of field as well as 
e - it is virtually impossible to  separate these two factors completely.) 
le variants are undoubtedly capable of carrying evoked meaning, but 

ey also differ in a more positive way. They are not semantically passive, 
ven in their most normma1 contexts; they actually, in a sense, express 
spects of situations, and can therefore help to create them. For instance, 

peaker can establish a relation of intimacy with a hearer merely by 
oosing one lexical item rather than another in the course of a conversa- 

. For this reason, at least some of the semantic properties of style 
iants are probably better treated as aspects of expressive meaning, rather 
n evoked meaning. 

~2 3 Plesionyrns 
tPlesionyrns are distinguished from cognitive synonyms by 

e fact that they yield sentences with different tr uth-conditions: two sen- 
nces which differ only in respect of plesionyms in parallel syntactic 
sitions are not mutually entailing, although if the lexical items are in 
hyponymous relation there may well be unilateral entailment. There 
always one member of a plesionymous pair which it is possible to assert, 
ithout par adox, while simultaneously denying the other mem bet : 

I t  wasn't foggy last Friday - just misty. 
You did not thrash us at badminton - but I admit you beat 

US. 

H e  is by no means fearless, but he's extremely brave 
I t  wasn't a tap I heard - more of a rap. 
She isn't pretty, but in her way she is quite handsome. 
He was not murdered, he was legally executed. 
T h e  loch where we were fishing is not a lake - it's open to 
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T h e  line between plesionymy . . and cognitive synonymy can be drawn 
some precision. However, the limits of plesionymy in the opposite dirmect 
along the scale of synonymity are more difficult to specify; as the sema 
distance between lexical items increases, plesionymy shades impercepti 
into non-synonymy. . . We shall rely on the discriminatory powers of 

exactly and more exactly, which match fairly well our intuitions as 
what is lexicographically appropriate, ATot exactly and more exactly se 
to be selectively tuned to differences of pr'esented meaning, as they 
not collocate normally with cognitive synonyms: 

? He kicked the bucket - or., more exactly, he died. 
A:  I s  that your daddy? 
B : ? Not exactly - it's my father. 

Cognitive synonyms apart, move exactly and not exactly collocate norma 
with pairs of lexical items whose semantic differences are relatively 
important : 

A: Was there a fog that day? 
B : Not exactly - more of a mist .. 
We stopped by the side of a lake - or., more exactly, a loch, 

since there was an opening to the sea. 
He was executed - murdered, more exactly. 

If, however., the differences exceed a certain level of significance, t 
the result is odd : 

? My father's a policeman - or., more exactly, a butcher.. 
? Our dog - or, more exactly, our cat - died yesterday. 
? We bought a mare - or, more exactly, a stallion. 

I t  should be noted that more exactZy is normally used to cancel a m 
semantic trait and introduce a correction; the two lexical items sho 
therefore be of the same level of specificity: 

? He was murdered - or, more exactly, he was killed. 
He was executed - or, more exactly, he was murdered,, 

If one of the lexical items is a hyponym of the other, only tzot exac 
will collocate normally, and then only if it qualifies the hyponym: 

A : Was he killed? 
B: ? Not exactly - he was murdered.. 
A :  Was he murdered? 
B : Not exactly - but he WAS killed. 
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I t  is rather difficult to give a principled account of plesionymy. , . The  
following proposals have obvious shortcomings, but it is hoped that they 
may at least help to clarify the problems. 

As a beginning, let us draw a distinction between tsubordinate seman- 
tic traits and tcapital traits. Subordinate traits are those which have 
a role within the meaning of a word analogous to  that of a modifier in 
a syntactic construction (e.,g. red in a red ha t ,  and quickly in ran guickZy ) ; 
capital traits are those which play a part analogous to that of the head 
in a construction (e.g. hat  in n red hat ,  and ran in ran quickly). Which 
traits of a lexical item are subordinate and which are capital can usually 
be determined by reference to the relative naturalness of paraphrases. For 
instance, stallion is cognitively synonymous with both male horse and 
equzne male,12 but there can be little disagreement as to which is the 
more natural; the indications are, therefore, that "male" is a subordinate 
semantic trait of .stallion. Similarly, rzag is more naturally glossed as 
"worthless horse" than "equine object of disr.espectM (or whatever); so 
"worthless" is a subordinate trait.. This  method of diagnosis would lead 
us to identify "walk" as the capital trait of stroll, "laugh" of gufiuzc, 
"wave" of breaker and roller, and "good-looking" of p ~ e t t y  and handsome. 
It seems reasonable to seek a connection between the relation of plesionymy 
and the status of differentiating traits: a pair of lexical items would seem, 
on the face of it, to be more likely to be plesionyms if they differ only 
in respect of subordinate traits. There may well be a tendency for this to be 
so, but there is no simple correlation. I t  seems that the relative saliency 
of subordinate and capital traits is quite variable, and it is not at present 
clear to what extent this variation is systematic (in the sense of being 
predictable from other semantic proper ties). T h e  pairs pretty : handssome, 
mare : s tallzon and nzurder : execute exemplify the sort of variation that 
can be observed. Consider first the pairpretty : handsome These exemplify 
the expected relation between the status of traits and synonymy, or the 
lack of i t :  that is to say, they are identical in respect of capital traits, 
differing only in respect of subordinate traits; and thev are plesionyms. 
The second pair, m a w  : ,stalliotz, resemble pretty: handsonze in that they 
are identical in respect of capital traits and different in respect of subordi- 
nate traits. However, unlike prett,y : lzarrdsorne, they are not plesionyms 
- in fact, they are more like opposites I t  appears that the subordinate 
traits in ma te :  stallzon have been, as it were, promoted to equal status 
(as far as determination of synonymy is concerned) with the capital traits. 
Notice, however, that this promotion is not accompanied by a simultaneous 
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have the same subordinate traits but different capital traits) are non-sj 
mous. h f u ~ d e r  and execute exemplify a third possibility. If the argu 
in chapter 6, that murder belongs to the taxonomy of crimes and e 
to the taxonomy of punishments, is correct, then this pair have th 
subordinate traits but different capital traits In this they resemb 
and stallion. Unlike the latter pair,, however, they are plesionyms 
suggests that not only have their subordinate traits been highlighte 
promoted, but their capital traits have been demoted, a suggestion 
is strengthened by the observation that nzurder : rape and execute : im 
- which have the same capital traits but different subordinate tr 
are non-synonymous Highlighted subor dinate traits together with 
grounded capital traits seem to be characteristic of items in taxono 
highlighted subor dinate traits without concomitant backgr oundi 
capital traits may be characteristic of impure opposites, or, since 
some :pretty could perhaps also be claimed to encapsulate the "m 
c < female" opposition, of impure opposites in which the pure oppos 
is not too deeply embedded. 

We have already noted that plesionymy shades gradually into 
synonymy; it would therefore be a step forward if we could identify s 
of variation of specific properties along which neighbouring lexical i 
would be plesionyms, and distant ones non-synonyms, wlth possib 
indeterminate zone in between. Examples of this state of affairs c 
found among lexical strings of the type discussed in chapter 8;  adj 
items in a string tend to be perceived as synonyms, (provided the 
not of opposite polarity), whereas non-ad jacent items are general1 
to be non-synonymous. For instance, fog and irzzst, and mzst and 
are plesionyms, but fog and haze are not; mound and htllock, h 
and htll, and hzll and rnouzztaz?~ are probably all plesionymous pair 
not so mound and mountazn, or even hzll and mound, or hzllock and 
tam; gzggle and laugh are plesionyms, but not gtggle and guffaw - 
so on. The  notion of 'semantic distance' can be tentatively extende 
items which vary in respect of more than one property (although the 
axes of variation there are, the more difficult it is to say precisely 
is meant by 'distance'). For instance, rap and tap are para-synony 
as are thud and thump, and possibly also rattle and clatter; howe 
tap and thump are too far apart for synonymy, as are thud and rat 
Another scale of variable semantic distance is the 'to some extent' sc 
certain lexical items, although strictly incompatibles, nonetheless ha 
certain type of resemblance: 



A professional footballer is to some extent an entertainer. 
A teacher is to some extent an actor..13 

Many items related in this way are too far apart semantically to count 
as plesionyms: 

? My brother is a priest - or, more exactly, a social worker . 
But if they are close enough, they qualify: 

My brother is a teacher - or, more exactly, a coach. 

I 2.4 Congruence relations and synonymy 
T h e  congruence relations described in chapter 4 are applicable 

with certain reservations - to both cognitive synonymy and plesionymy. 

he application to  plesionymy , . is the more straightforward, Since they 
iffer in respect of criterial traits, a pair of plesionyms must, strictly speak- 

ng, be incompatibles, compatibles, or. hyponym and superordinate. (Of 
our8se if they are criterially congruent, then they are no longer plesionyms, 

but cognitive synonyms.) Whatever the strict nature of the semantic con- 
trast, its communicative significance is diminished relative to what it would 
be if the contrasting items were not plesionyms; it therefore seems justifi- 
able to give congruence relations within synonymy special names. We shall 
therefore speak of tmicro-relations : 

micr o-incompatibility : roller : br~aker ,  execute : murder 
prz'est : pasto?,, cashier : uqfrock 
pretty : hand#some, orche,stra : baud 

micro-compatibility : review : article, letter : note 
brain,y : cunning 

micro- hyponymy : roller : waue execute : kill 
pretty : good-looking cashie~ : sack 
fearless : brave 

Congruence relations do not apply in precisely the same way to cognitive 
synonyms. Because cognitive synonyms have identical criterial traits , and 
hence identical logical properties, we cannot use entailment relations to 
define incompatibility, hyponymy, and so on. However, there undoubtedly 
do exist relations analogous to these. Take the case of cognitive synonyms 
which differ only i n  their ranges of normal collocation. We can define 
the (more specific) sense relation between the members of such a pair 
in terms of the relationship between their respective ranges of nor,mal 
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a relationship analogous to incompatibility; or they may overla 
engtne : motor), giving a relationship analogous to compatibility; 
range of normal collocation of one member may be included in 
the other ( e . g  1ir:ely : .spplitely), giving a relationship analogous to 
nymv. . ., Items with identical collocational ranges, provided there 
other differences, would, of course, be absolute svnonyms. Similar re 
ships can in principle be established for cognitive synonyms differ 
other respects. T o  bring out the parallelism with incompatibility, 
nymy, etc. ,  and at the same time to emphasise the relative insignifi 
of the differentiating traits, we may speak of Tnano-incornpati 
fnano-compatibles ,  tnano-hyponyms  and inano-superordina 

I t  was suggested in I z .  I that cognitive synonyms are 'more synon 
than plesionyms, which, in turn, are 'more synonymous' th 
synonyms. Among cognitive synonyms, full congruence, in gene1 
the closest relationship, followed by inclusion, then overlap, and, 
disjunction. Within plesiongmy a similar order of degree of syno 
applies, except that fully congruent items actually belong to the 
svnonymous larger category of cognitive synonyms. Within the who1 
of cognitive synonyms, or the whole class of plesionyms, the corre 
between degree of synonymity and congruence type is not perfect, b 
semantic traits differ in their differentiating power Within a gr 
items which are all synonyms of one another of the same type, ho 
the corr~elation is perfect. I t  sometimes happens, in a set of items cons 
of a superordinate and two or more mutually incompatible hypon 
that the superordinate is close enough to each of its hyponyms to be 
sidered a plesionyrn, but the hyponyms, because of their disjunct rela 
are too distant to be plesionyms of each other.. This appears to b 
case with horse : .stallton : mare. By our criteria, horse and.stallion are ple 
nyms, as are hol:se and mare,  whereas mart. and .sta(lzon, because o 
highlighted sex difference, are not. 

r 2.5 'Absolute', 'cognitive' and 'plesio-' relations outs ide 
synonymy 
T h e  categories of 'absolute', 'cognitive' and 'plesio-', w 

we have utilised for the description of different types of synonymy, 
in principle be extended to all lexical relations, although it appears t 
outside of synonymy, 'plesio-' relations are of little interest. Abso 
synonymy was shown to be a somewhat rare phenomenon; but whe 
there is reason to believe that absolute synonymy is in some sense unnatu 
and very probably unstable, there is no reason why a language sho 
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hor' absolute antonymy . . or absolute hyponvmv. a ., However, it is easier 
define absolute synonymy than it is to define other absolute relations. 

ny difference of meaning whatsoever disqualifies a pair of lexical items 
lorn being absolute synonyms; but a hyponvm and a superordinate, for 
nstance, or a pair of antonyms must obviously display some differences 
f meaning So we need to specify what differences of meaning are permis- 
ible for absolute relations, and what are impermissible. One way of doing 
his is to use cognitive svnonvmv as a model, and say that, for instance, 

is an absolute hyponym of Y if (i) X is a hvponym of 1 ,  and (ii) 
does not differ in meaning from Y in any of the ways that non-absolute 

ognit~ve synonyms may differ That  is to say, thev must not differ in 
espect of register or dialect (relatively unproblematical); they must not 
iff er in respect of expressive meaning (also relatively unpr oblematical) ; 
nd they must not differ collocationally. This last criterion is more difficult, 
ince items with different criterial traits will inevitabiy differ in their 
atterns of co-occurrence What is to be outlawed from absolute relations 

s a difference of co-occurrence not sanctioned by differences in criterial 
raits This  is easy to state, but in practice might present problems. None- 
heless, a pretty convincing case could probably be made for considering, 
ay, dog to be an absolute hvponym of arzlmal, and long an absolute 
ntonym of short. Generally speaking, if X is an absolute R of Y, then 
nything that is a cognitive synonym of X will be a cognitive R of Y. 
hus, for instance, clean and dzrty are absolute antonyms; muckjj is a 

ognitive synonym of dzrty, so clearz and mucky are cognitive antonyms. 
With synonymy, our survey of the systematic aspects of word-meanings 

omes to a conclusion: the majority of important topics have been at least 
ouched on, though a definitive account of any one of them, even at the 
escriptive level, still lies in the future, I t  should be borne in mind, how- 
uer, that the present investigation has been severely circumscribed by 
he search for structure and system in the vocabulary: a great deal that 
s important about the meanings of words - to lay users of language, at 
ny rate - is particular and idiosyncratic.. T h e  contextual approach 
mployed in this book is capable of yielding much valuable information 
bout the individual semantic properties of words - but that path has 
ot been purmsued here. 

Notes 

La synonymie est la relation skrnantique qui a fair couler le plus d'encre, relation que le 
sens commun estime claire, mais que les logiciens ne cessent de proclamer crucifiante 

Tutescu (1975 : 108) 
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I am using the term . s ~ 1 1 1 0 ~ ? ) ' ? 1 7 1 9  in something like its tradition 
linguistic semanticists mould restrict its use to !\hat is here 
synonym! 
I owe this definition to Haas Ljons (1981 : 50-1) proposes a differ 
tion of synon\ ms : 

(i) synonyms are f i r / / \*  ss nun! mous if ,  and u n l ~  i f ,  their. I 

identical ; 
(ii) s!non\ ms arc totail! s)non)mous i f ,  and on11 if, thev arc 

117 all corztexts ; 
{iii) S? nonvms are conzplrtrl~ s\ non) nlous if ,  and only i f ,  th 

ow all (~eler*atzt) cil)~zr~rslons of i~?enlzlrlp 

Lyons defines absolute s)non>ms as expressions that are fuIIv 
completcls . SF . nun! mous, and partial s\ non! ms as exprcssiuns u hic 
stand him correct l~)  satisfy at least one, but not all three, of the a 
He  also has a categon of near-s>non>nis, which are 'more or 1 
but not identical' in moaning, and insists strongl~ on the &$tinc 
near -synon\ my and partial s\ non! m) 

Presumabl? rtJc-'17tlcnl in ( i )  and ~ \ * ) z o i ~ \ ~ ~ l o z ~ s  in (ii) are to b 
in the sense of cornpletcl~ s,j3rzo)i\ t17ortc as in (iii) Although Lvon 
near-synon\m\ , ,  is not the same as partial s) nonjrnv, it should b 
by his definitions near-sj nonyms qualih as inconlplete svnon.irms, an 
as partial sknonvms (though, of course, the! represent onlv one varict 
tion (ii) appears, in practice, to make unacknowledged use of th 
normality: otherwise LI ons's statement (p 52)  that lcrlge 'cannr 
tuted for big in I O U  a ~ r  ~ncrkz~zg a big~111stake' is difficult to interpre 

The definition of absolute s\non)m! suggested here is effectiv 
different from a conflation of Lyons's (ii) and (iii), except that: 

(a) Lvons's definition (iii) leaves opcn the qucstion of how manv 
of meaning there are, and how to determine uhether two uwrds ar 
on any particular dimension The  Haasian definition does not re 
identification of dimensions of meaning, and points to a metho 
potential candidates fur absolute svnonyrnl w~hich relies on a sin 
intuition 

(b) Lyons's separation of total and complete s! nun\ " ,  mv is to all 
possibilith that t\vo words might be cornplctcl) synonvmuus, but 
identical distributions, due to differences in collocational restrictions 
it is not immediatels obvious, this is allonlcd for in the definitio 
here, since differences in normalit! not haxing a semantic origi 
discounted (see also note 9 below) (Lyons defines svnonymy i 
lexemes: his definition (i) is therefore not applicable to lexical units 
See, for instance, Sol1 (1966: 95) ,  Gauger (19 p), Baldinger (1980. 

42) 

I do not believe that s t l l l ,  ,let, all-cud! , e t c  necessarily introduce 
as strong as a presupposition (although a strong expectation may be 
in practice to distinguish from a presupposition) 
PT-omlse and zLarll in these sentences do more than signal ~ r o ~ o s i t i  
tudes: thev beIong to the class of perforrnati~e cerbs (see Austin ( I  



Searle (1969)), that is, verbs whose mere utterance (in appropriate circum- 
stances) can count as the carrying out of an act. 
I t  is also possible that I frel.sad is simuftaneouslv expressive and propositional, 
or it may even be indeterminate - i e something superordinate to both 
This account of possible differences between cognitive synonvms is not neces- 
sarily exhaustive I am not sure, for instance, whether I ought to have included 
Tzng up and telephone (v ), which differ only in respect of the possibility of 
contextual ver..suy indefinite deletion of the direct object (see Xllerton (1982: 
134-5)) In yohn I S  I . Z I Z ~ I I Z ~  up I I O Z L ,  the definite object is latent (contextuallv 
deleted), whereas in 1b1l can't .see ,Irlar:>* ~u.st  a t  tlze nzonzetzt, she's telephonirrg, 
the direct object can remain unidentified Nor am I sure about ruztable : app~n-  
pnate  and I zght : collect : 

He gave a suitable answer. 
? He gave the suitable answer 
He gave an appropriate answer 
He gave the appropriate answer 

? He gave a right answer 
He gave the right answer 
He gave a cot rect answer 
He gave the correct answer 

Perhaps this is a matter of grammatical, as opposed to semantic, collocational 
restrictions? (My attention was drawn to these examples bv Patrick Griffiths ) 
I have deliberately excluded lexical converses, though it has been suggested 
- Kastovsky (1981) - that they should be regarded as cognitive synonyms, 
differing only in thematic meaning (i e in respect of which participant's point 
of view is encoded) It is, of course, important to emphasise the equivalence 
of, for instance, yohn zs zrz front ofBill and 13211 zs behzndyohn ; but the difference 
between yohn zs zn front of Bzll a n d , p h n  is bchznd Bill is equally important, 
and it is this which has decided where our treatment of lexical converses should 
be located 
Cf Palmer (19 76 : 97),  
Nor, being non-systematic, are they syntactic; they are probably best simply 
described as lexical (cf Aller ton (1984)) The  existence of semantically arbi- 
trary collocational restrictions may at first sight seem to invalidate the definition 
given earlier of absolute synonymy. However, that definition specifies that 
absolute synonyms must be identical zn wspect of senzantzc normalztv in all 
contexts In I 2 it was stated that meaning expresses itself ultimately in patterns 
of association of open set elements It is true that flawless, say, collocates 
with a characteristic group of open set elements But the regularity of patterning 
goes no deeper than this, because the collocants of flawless have no aspects 
of further patterning with open set elements that (a) unite them into a group 
(i. e they form a group orz4.v in respect of collocability with fEaz~..kss), and 
(b) distinguish them from the collocants of unbkmzshed, zmpeccable, etc. This 
would not be the case if the patterns of coilocation were semantically motivated 
In principle, therefore, idiosyncratic collocational restrictions can be dis- 
counted in testing for absolute synonymy 
I t  is interesting that lavator?, according to Nancy Mitford ( I  956), is (or was) 
also the upper-class word It  is not uncommon for the upper and lower classes 
to be jointly distinguished, in terms of lexical usage, from the genteel middle 
classes 
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I See Halllday, McIntosh and Strevens (1964: 87-94) Hudson (Ig80: 
gests tenor instead of stvle, to avoid confusion with the everyday 
of stvle 

2. But see the remarks inch 6, note 2 onxeldzng 

3,  T h e  relationship in these sentences is unilateral : 

? A teacher is to some extent a parish priest 
? An entertainer is to some extent a footballer 
? 4n  actor is to some extent a teacher 

At present it is not clear what semantic properties are essential to 
of relation, nor what factors govern the directionalitv of the relatio 
some d~scussion see Lakoff (19 73) ) 
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accomplishments, I 74 
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activities, 1'74 
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ambiguous 7 general word forms, 5 1-2 
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analogues, lexical, I 2 5-6 
antagonism between senses, 61-6 
antipodals, 224-5, 242 
antonyms, anton\ m!, 204-20, 244-6,291; 

cognitia e 7 absolute t~ pcs, 291 ; 
cdntrasti\,e aspects of, 2 18-20; definition 
of, 204, 2 2  I ; equipollent t! pe, 208-1 4; 
gradabilitv of, 204; implicit compar atixrit\ 
of, 206; and implicit superlati\cs, 216-1 7 ;  

and inherentness, 214-16; over 
type, 208-14; pivotal region of 
scale, 205; polar type, 208-14; pr 
tvpe, 208-14; pseudo-comparative 
true comparatives, 206 ; in question 
208-14; semantic correlates of gr 
membership, 208, 2 I 8-20; and stat 
verbs, 217-18; sub-types of, 206-1 
underlying scale, 204-6 

arbitrary units of communication, 46 
asymmetric relations, I I 3 
asyntactic idioms, 38 
attachments, I 67-8, I 80 

backgrounding of semantic traits, 53 
base (and paron>m), I 30 
basic cocabularv items, I ~ G ,  156 
binar ism, 2 6 4  

binarity, inherent, 109, 25 7-62; contin 
258-9; latent el patent, 261 

binomials, itrecersible, 39-40, 47 
but-test, 1'7, 123 

canonical semantic traits, I 8-19, 124, 1 5  
capital semantic traits, 287-9 
categorisers, semantic, 32-4 
catenarv relations, I I 3 
chains, ~exical, r 8.7-92 ; cycles, 190; he 

I 89-9 2 

classemes, r 34 
class-member relation, 1.76 
closed proportional series, I 21 

closed set items, 3 ,  20 
cognitike 7 absolute and plesio-relations, 

290-1 
cogniti~ e anton1 ins, 29 I 
cognitia e h!pon\ ms, 291 
cognitik e svnon? my, 2 I ,  88, 1 I I ,  2 70-85, 
290, 29 3 ;  and collocational restrictions, 
279-82 ; and e\ aluatibe meaning, 277; a 
e\ oked meaning, 282-5 ; and cxpressi~ 
meaning, 2 71-,7; and nano-relations, 2 
and presupposed meaning, 2'78-82 



ollection-member. relation, 176 
ol]ocational restrictions, 48, 81, I 0'7; and 

cognitive synonymy, 27@2; 
idiosyncratic type, 28 I ; and informational 
redundancy, 280 ; semi-systematic type, 
28 r ; systematic type, 281 
llocational uniqueness and the recurrent 
contrast test, 29-32 
llocations, 29-32, 40-1, 48 ; bound t\ pe, 
41 ; and idioms, 4-1 ; semantic cohesion 

of, 40 
-meronymy, 159-60 
mmitedness, 209, 264 
rnparatices of anton! ms, 206; pst'udo- 
comparatives, 206; true comparatic es, 
206 
mpatibfes, compatibilit?, 92-3 ; 
contingent t~ pe, 93 ; strict type, 93 

complementar ies, complementarit! , 
198-204; and countcractic es, 202 ; 
degrees of complemcntarit~ , 200-1 ; and 
gradabilit~ , 202-4; and interactices, 
201-2; and presupposition, 262-3 ; 
pseudo-complementaries, 242 ; and 
rcversices, 201 ; and satisfactices, 202 

components (semantic), 22 ; and 
proportional set ies, I 34 

compositionalit~, 45 
congruence relations, 86-8 
congruence variants, 86-8, 95-6; congruent 

relations, 95; hkpo-relations, (45; in 
meron! ms, r 63-4; in opposites, 240-2 ; in 
proportional series, I 26-7; semi-relations, 
95; super-relations, 9s in ST no111 me , 
289-9 r 

congruent relations, 95 
consistency in proportiotial series, 122 

constituent, semantic, 24-32; disconti~luous 
type, 31 ; minimal t~ pc, 2 5-6; peripheral 
tvpes, 29-32 

context, extra-linguistic 7 linguistic, 1 

contextual approach, 1-2 I 

contextual modulation, 52-3 
contextual relations, I 6 
contextual selection, 52-3 
contcxtuall~ deleted elenients, I 10 

contillgent ordering it1 lexical chains, I 9 1-2 

contirluum of critcrialit1 , I 8-10 
cuntradictio~l, I 
contrarict~, I 5 
contrast (semantic), rccurrerit, I 5 
contrasti~c aspects of anton\ rn\ , 2 r 8-20 
con.ilentional implicature, 22 I 

cone ergence in meronornics, r 70 
conkerses, 231-40; and compatati~ us of 

anton1 ms, 243 ; corjgruence 1 ar  ialits of, 
95-6, 240-2, 243 : h~ po-con1 erses, 95, 
semi-con\ erscs, 247, super -con\ erses, 96, 

Subject index 

240; direct z indirect tqpes, 234; four- 
place types, 237-9; indirect types, 
233-40; as opposites, 239-40; threu-place 
tvpes, 23'7-9 

conversion, I 35 
'Cooperatiire Principle', 8 I 
corr.igibilit\, as tcst for s!ntactic dec iancc, 

2-3, 20 

co-taxonvmy, I 3'7, 145, I 5-2; and 
incompatibilitl (in taxonomies), r 50-2 

counteractic es, 202  

counterparts, 225 
covert categories, 148-9 
creativity, lexical, 50, 81 
creativitv, syntactic, 50 
criteria1 semantic traits, 16-1 8 
criterialitv as continuum, I 8-19 
crossed interpretation, 62, 63, 64, 68 
cvcles, lexical, 190 

data of semantics, 8-1 o 
dead metaphors, 41-5 ; and foreign Icar ners, 

44; and idioms, 41-5; and lexical forrns, 
'77; and translation, 42-4 

deep case, I I I 

degree-terms, I 92-5 
deictic elements, deixis, 196 
delimitation of lexical units; paradigmatic, 

$49-74; ST ntactic, 74-80; SL ntagmatic, 

2 3-48 
demotion of semantic traits, 52-3 
deril ational affixes, 77  
d e r i ~ e d  words, 7 7  
determining and deter mincd elements, I r o 
dei iance : nor malisation b\ contextual 

manipulation, 7-8; norn~alisation b\ 
substitution, 3-6; sctllantic -7 s\ titactic, 
1-8 

diagnostic fsamcs, I 3-14 
differentiable relations, r x 5-1 7 
direct criteria f o r  ambigui t~,  58-66, 82 
directional opposites, 223-43; antipodals, 

224-5; conccrses, 231-40; counter~arts ,  
225; directions, 223-4; restituti~es, 228; 
re ters i~cs ,  2 2 6 3 1  

directions, 22  3-4 
disaffinitl (semantic), r 6-1 8 
discontinuous semantic co~lstituc~lts, 11 
displacement , 2 7 2  

dissoriance (ser~lalltic), I 2, 2 I ,  I 00-0, I I I 

elicitors, phonetic, 1s 
encapsulation, I o j ,  I I r , I 23 
endocentric constructions, 10 + 
endonkms, endon1 m i ,  r 23 ,  I 24-11 

(passim) 
entailment, 14, I 5; mutual, I -5; unilateral, I _r 
entrap! and re\ ersic it! , 248-50 
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Subject itzdex 

equipollent antonyms, 208-1 4 
equipollent oppositions, 221 

establishment of senses, 68-(71; and 
ambiguity tests, 6 9 ~ 7 0  

evaluation and polar it?, 25 I 
evoked meaning, I 10, 282-5 ; and cognitibe 

svnonvmy , 282-5 ; and dialect, 282-3 ; 
and register., 283-5 

excluded semantic traits, I 6-18 
exclusi\~e reference, r 56 
exonym, 123, 124-33 (passinl) 
expected semantic traits, I 6-1 8 
expressive amplifiers, 2'76 
expressice meaning, 45, I 10, 2'71-7; and 

continuous gradabilit):, 272; and 
displacement, 272 ; and expleti\ es, 273 ; 
exptessi~ e amplifiers, 276; expressii e 
paradox, I 7; potentiall! expressit e items, 
275-6; r propositional meaning, 2'71-7; 
and prosodic grading, 2'72 

expressive mode, 2 '7  I 

expressive paradox, I 7 

facultatil e relations, 162, I 78-9 
f aise paron! mv, I 32 
features (of e ~ e n t s ,  states, e tc , ) ,  1'75 
features (semantic), 22 

felicit! conditions, 220 

field (register), 283-4 
field (semantic), 2 I 

folk-taxonomies, 1.45 
formal scatter, I I I 
frozen metaphors, see dead metaphors 
functional domain of parts, 165-6 
fitndunterztun~ die7 stortis, I 34 

gaps, lexical, 149, 1'71 ; in meronomies, 1'71 ; 
in taxonomies, I 49 

general (7- ambiguous) word forms, 51, 52 
general r idios~ ncratic restrictions, I r I 
generalit) 7 L agueness, 8 I 
generic lei el of taxonom! , I 46, I 3-5 
gradabilit! of anton? ms, 204; of 

complementaries, 202-4 
grade-terms, 192-5 
gradual oppositions, 22 I 

group-member relation, I 75-6 

head, semantic, I 03 
head, s) ntactic, 47 
head-complement constructions, 103 
head-modifier constructions, I 03 
hetero-paron1 my, I 3 I 
hierarchies, 1r2-18, 1-36-56, 157-81, 

181-95; branching z non-branching, 
I 12-1 3, 181-7; labelled part-whole tl.pe, 
160; lelels of, I 17-19, 181-7; 
meronomies, I 5 7-81 ; non-branching 

type, 1 8 1 9 5 ;  origin of, I 14; relatio 
difference of, I I 3 ; relation of domi 
of, I I 3 ; taxonomies, I 36-56 

highlighting of semantic traits, 53 
holo-meronvms, holo-meronymv, 165, I 

and 'grammatical hierarchies, 182 
holonvms, 162-5 ; facultative p. cano 

I 62 ; hypo-holonvm, I 6.3 ; locating 
holonym, 164; super-holonym, 1 6 ~  

homonvmous lexical form, 80 
hyponyms, hyponym), 21,88-92, 124, 

I 39, 29 I ; cognitive e absolute, 291 ; an 
direction of entailment, 88-91 ; and 
endonvmv, I 24; hvponvm and 
superdrdiiate, 88-9, r 09 ; and taxony 
137, '39 

h~ po-relations, 95, 131, 763, 240-2; 
-antonyms, 240-2 ; -halon) ms, I 63 ; 
-opposites, 240-2; -paronyms, I 31 ; 

iconic units of communication, 46 
identitv test for ambiguitv, 62,63,82 
idiomaticitv, 46 
idioms, 37-45, 46, 4'7, 132, 13s; asynta 

t! pe, 38 ; circularity of traditional 
definition of, 37 and collocations, 40- 
and dead metaphors, 41-5 ; and foreig 
learners, 44; and intensification, 47; 
modifiability of elements of, 38, 47; an 
par on! my, I 32; predictabilit? of 
properties of,  39, 47; syntactic restrict1 
of, 38; and translation, 42-4 

idiost ncr atic colIocationa1 restrictions, 2 

impartialit!, 208-14, 244-6, 247, 264; 
strong e weak t>pes, 244-6 

implicit super lati\ es, 2 16-17, 218 
impr obabilitv, I 3, 2 I ,  I I I 

inappropr iateness, 107, I r r 
inclusi\ e reference, I 56 
incompatibility, 2 I ,  93-5, 109, 150-2; an 

co-taxonymv, 150-2 ; and oppositeness 
I 09 

incongr uit) , I 0,7 
inconsistent? in proportional series, x 22 

independent reversi~ es, 228-30 
indicators, semantic, 32-4, 39; full type, 3 

39; partial tvpe, 34, 39 
indirect tests for ambiguitl, s4-6, 81 ; for 

generality, 5 7 
inflectional affixes, 7 7 
inherent binarit~ , 109, 2 5'7-62 
inherent 7 contextual semantic features, 

111 

inherent ordering in Iesical chains, 191-2 
inherentness and anton1 rnx , 2 r4-I 6 
integral parts, I 67-8 
interacti~ es, 201-2 



Subjec t zndex 

intersecting taxonomies, 152-3 
intransitive relations, I I 4 
intuitions as semantic data, 9-15 
irreversible binomials, 39-40, 47 

labelled part-whole hierarchies, 160 
latent binarity, 261 
latent elements, latencj , 104, I r o, r 27 
lax proportional set ies, I 27-8 
levels, hierarchical, I I 7-18, 145-56, I 70-1, 

181-7; of mcronomies, 1'70--I, 181-'7; 
substantke type, I 18; of taxonomies, 
145-56, 181-$7; technical t~ pe, I 18 

lexemes, 49-50, 80, 81, 83; finite 
enumerabilitx of, 49 ; and polysemy, 80 

lexical analogues, I 25-6 
lexical chains, I 8.7-92 ; helical tx pe, I 89-92 ; 

inherent P contingent ordering in, 191-2 
lexical configurations, I I 2-35 ; and lexical 

fields, I 34 
lexical creatikitv, 50 
lexical cycles, 190 
lexical fields, I 34 
lexical form, 77 
lexical hierarchies, I 36-95 ; meronomics, 

r 56-80; non-br'anching types, r 81-5; 
taxonomies, I 36-56 . - 

lexical relations, introduction to, 84-1 I I ; 
low-level tvpes, 84-6; paradigmatic 7. 

syntagmatic t! pcs, 86, I 06-9; 
svntagmatic types, 100-9, I I o 

lexical siblings, 125-6 
lexical solidarities, I r o 
lexical units, 23-48, 49-74, 74-80, 81, 83; 

and Kempson's lexcnlcs , 8 I ; 
paradigmatic delimitation of, 49-74; 
primark t j  pe, 79; re-definition of, 77; 
secondarv tx pc, *79; and sense, 49; and 
sense-spectr a, 8 3 ; s! rltagnlatic 
deIimitation of, 27'48; sl ntactic 
delimitation of, 74-80 

linguistic nzeaning, 2 I 

linguistic polar it\ , 246-7, 248-52, 254-5 ; 
and logical polarit!, 254-5; and natural 
polaritv, 248-52 

linkage, 52-3, 8 r 
local lner on\ ms, I 64 
local senses, 74, 79, 83 
locating holon~ ms, I 64 

marked term of opposition, 25.7, 26~-4 
'hXaxim of Quantitj ', I 56 
meaning P grammar, 1-8 

meaning postulates, 2 2  

meaning, t~ pes of : absolute, 2 J ; e i  oked, 
110, 282-5 ; expressixe, 45, I 10, 2.71-'7; 

linguistic, 21 ; pragmatic, 22 ;  

presupposed, 104-'7, I 10-1 I ; 

propositional, 45, 2)71-'7; semantic, 22 

meaning of a word, 15-20; and 
encyclopaedic facts, 19; and pragmatics, 
19 

measur e terms, units of measure, 185-6, 193 
mer onomies, I 57-79 ; convergence in, I ,70 ; 

gapsin, 171; lexels in, 170-1; land 
taxonomies, 1~77-9; t\ pe constancy in, 
I 68-9 

meronvrns, meron>rny, 95, 124, 160-5, 
167-8, I 72-7, 182; close relatives of,  
172-7: class-member relation, 1,76, 
collection-member relation, 1'76, e\ ent- 
feature relation, 1'75, group-member 
relation, I 75-6, PI occss (etc )-phase 
relation, 1'74, substance-particle relation, 
177 ; definitions of, I 60-5 ; and 
endonvmk . .. , I 24; facultatike 7 canonical 
types, 162 ; holu-meronyms, 165, 182; 
hypo-meronyrns, 164; local mer onyms, 
164; non-concrete meron!ms, 172-5 : 
events, 1'73-4, places, I 72-1; para- 
meronvms, 163; super-meronvms, 163; 
transitivitv of mcronyrny, I 67-8 

metaphor, 41-5, 48; dead metaphor, 41-5 
micro-relations, 289; -compatibility, 289; 

-hyponymx, 289; -incompatibilit~, , 289 
mode (register), 284 
mode (semantic), 2 7 r 
modulation by context, 52-3 
morpheme, 36,45 
mutual entailment, I 5 

nano-relations, 290; -compatibilit\, 290; 
-hyponvm!, 290; -incompatibilit\ , 290 

natural kind tcrms, 140-7, I 5 5 
neutralisation, 25 5-7 
nominal kind tcrms, 140-3, 155 
non-branching lexical hierarchies, 181-95 ; 

chains, helices and c! clcs, I 87312 ; 
derixation from branching tvpe, 181-7; 
ranks, grades and degrees, 192-5 

non-concergence in hierarchies, r 34 
non-interruptibilitv of wbrd, 36 
normalisation of deb iance, 3-8 ; b? 

contextual manipulation, 7-8 ; bv 
substitution, 3-6 

norrnalit~~ and polaritv, 2 5 1-2 

normalitv (semantic), I 1-1 2, 20 

object-material relation, r 77 
onomatopoeia, 34, 46 
opacitv, semantic, 39-40; degrccs of, 79-40 
open proportional series, 120 

open set items, 3 ,  20, 46 
oppositeness, opposition, 19 7-8, 25'7-62; 

and binaritx , 2 58-62 ; and directional 
opposition, 260-2 ; good opposites, 262 ; 
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oppositeness ( ~ o n t  ) 
and mere incompatibilit\, 257; opposable 
and non-.opposable notions, 258 

opposites, lexical, 19'7-264; anti~odals,  
224-5 ; antom ms, 204-20; 
complementaries, I 98-204; congr ucnct' 
T ariants, 240-2; converses, 23 1-40; 
counteracti~cs, 202 ; cuunterparts, 225; 
directional types, 22 3-43 ; directions, 
223-4; hypo-opposites, 240-2; 
interactit es, 201-2 ; pseudo-congruent 
opposites, 242 ; p ~ e u d o - o ~ ~ o ~ i t e ~ ,  240-2 ; 
restitutices, 228; reilcrsil es, 226-3 I ; 
satisfactives, 202; super-opposites, 240-2 

opposition, types of (Prague School), 2 2  I 

origin, of hierarch,  I 14 
01 erlapping antonvms, 208- 14 
ocer specification, 153-5 

paradigmatic delimitation of lexical units, 
49-'74 

pa~adox, I 7, 10'7; expressii c type, I 0 7  
para-relations, 99-100, 145, 163 ; 

-hvponvmv, , . 99, 145 : and para-taxonom, , 
145; -incompatibilitv, 99-100; 
-meronymy, x 63; -taxonymy, 145 

paronymic relations, 55 
paronvms, paronymy, 8 I ,  I 30-3 ; base and 

paronym, 130; false paronkms, 132; 
hctero-paronvmv, I 3 I ; hvpo-paronyms, 
131 ; super-paronvms, 1-31 ; zero-derived 
par onvms, I 3 2-3 

partial relations, 96-7 
partonomies, 180 
parts, 157-60, 158-~,  165-6, 16,~-8, 169; 

autonomy of, I 58-9 ; deter minate 
function of, I 59 ; functional domain of,  
I 65-6; integral parts z4 attachments, 
I 67-8 ; non-ar bit1 ar v boundaries of, 
158-9 ; 2' ,  pieces, 157-8; segmental tvpe, 
I 69 ; systemic type, I 69 

par t-whole hierarchy , labelled, I 60 
passive selection of senses, 69 
patent binarity, 261 
per ip her a1 categories, I 48-9 
philonyms, I 06 
phonaesthesia, 35, 46 
phonetic elicitors, ,35 
pieces 2. parts, 157-60 
pivotal region of antonym scale, 205 
pleonasm, 12, z r ,  100-9, 123 
plesionyms, 285-9; and micro-relations, 289 
polar antonyms, 208-14, 248 
polarity, 246-5 5 ,  262-3 ; and evaluation, 

2 5  I ,  26.3 ; linguistic polarity, 246-7; 
logical polarity, 252-5 ; naturd polarity, 
248-52; and normality, 25 1-2 ; and 
privative antonyms, 250-1 ; and 

re\ e r s i ~  cs, 248-50 
pol\ sem) , 80 
possible semantic traits, 16-18 
pragnlatic implication, 21 
~ r a ~ m a t i c  meaning, 19, 22 

presupposed meaning, pr csupposition, 
104-17, I 10-1 I ,  262-3, 278-82; and 
cognitice s! nonl m! , 2'78-82 ; and 
collocational restrictions, 2'79-8 I ; and 
complementarit~ , 262-3 ; and ~e lec t ion~l  
restrictions, 2.79-8 I 

pr imari lexical units, 79 
p r i ~  stile antonyms, 208-14, 250-1 ; polarity 

of, 250--1 
prikative opposition, 22 I 

processes, I 74 
productibe output as semantic data, 8-0 
product i~e selection of senses, 69 
promotion of semantic traits, 52-3 
proper nouns, 140, 183, 185, 186, 196 
proportional series, I I 8-35 ; and ambiguitv, 

8 ~ ,  12 1 ; cells in, I I 8 ; closed 7 open 
t~ pes, 120--I ; congrucncc mis-match in, 
126-7; consistent) 7 inconsistent!, in, 
122; quasi-series, 129-3 3 ; and semantic 
cornponents/features, 134; strict zq lax 
tcpes, 12'7-8 

propositional meaning, 45, 2 7 I-'7; ri 
expt essit e meaning, 2 71-7 

propositional mode, 2 71 
prototvpes, 22 

prototvpical features, 2 2  

prototypical taxonomic categories, 148-9 
pseudo-comparatix cs of anton? ms, 206 
pseudo-relations, 98-9, 240-2 ; 

-complementaries, 242; -opposites, 
240-2 ; -st non\ ms, 98-9,242 

pun test (xzeugma test) for arnbiguitv, 
61-2, 63-6 

quasi-proportional ser ius, I 29-3 j 

quasi-relations, 97, 149-50; in taxonomies, 
149-50 

quasi-syntactic ambiguit? , 67-8 
quasi-syntactic differences between partial 

synonyms, 97 

r ank-terms, 192-5 
recur rent semantic contrast , r 5 ,  26-9, 

29-32, 40-1 ; and collocational 
uniqueness, 29-32 ; and syntactical11 
determined elements, 29, 3 1-2 ; as test for 
semantic constituencv, 26-9, 40-1 

recursiveness of sense-creating rules, 81 
reduction (svntactic), 102 

register, I 00, I 10, 282-5 ; field, 283-4; 
mode, 284; stvle, 284-5 



relation of difference of hierarch1 , r I 7 
relation of dominance of hierarchi , I r 3, I 34 
relations, contextual, I 6 
relations, lexical, introduction to, 84-1 I I 

relations, logical, I I 3-1 6 
reproductil e distincti~ eness, 45 
reststutiles, 228 
re\ ersible etbs, 229 
reiersiles, 201,226-31,240-2, 248-50; and 

anton1 rn groups, 230; congruence 
~ar ian ts  of, 240--2; arid entrop3, 248-50; 
independent ts pe, 228-30; p l a r  it1 of,  
248-50 

rigid designators, 141-2, 155 
root, lexical, as basis for lesical semantics, 

46 

satisfacti~ es, 202 

scope ambiguit~ , 6.7-8 
secondarl lexical units, 79 
segmental parts, I 69 
selection of senses b! context, 5 2 ,  5 3 ,  69; 

passibe t\.pe, 69; producti~e t ~ p e ,  69 
selectional r.estrictions, 107 ,  I 10, I I I ,  278 
selector and selectee, I 04 
semarltic affinit~ and disaffinit! , I 6-1 8 
semantic categor isers, 32-4 
scma~ltic constituents, 24-32, 40; 

discontinuous t \  pe, 3 I ; nliliinial t~ pc, 25,) 
26; peripher a1 t\ pes, 29-32 

semantic del iance, tests for, 4-8 
semantic features/components, 22  

semaritic field (Haasian), 2 I 

semaritic field and sense-spectra, 73 
semantic head, 103 
semantic indicators, 32-4, 39; full t ~ p e ,  33, 

39 ; partial t? pe, 34, 39 
semantic meaning, 2 2  

semaritic mode, 2 7 I 
semantic opacit\, , 39-40 ; degreesot, .39-40 
semantic proportion, I 

semantic roIc, I 1.1 

semarltic tallies, 32-4; pure and inipure 
tvpes, 3 3 

semantic traits, 16-20, 52-3, 287-9; 
backgrounding of, 53 ; canonical t~ pe, I 9 ; 
capital type, 287-9; criteria1 t?pe, 16; 
demotion of, 52-3 ; excluded t? pe, I 6; 
expected tvpe, I 6;  highlighting of, 5.3 ; 
possible t\ pe, 16; promotion of, 52-3; 
subordinate tvpc, 287-9; unexpected 
tvpe, 16 

semantic transfer rules, 83 
semantic transparenc! , 37 
semantics as experimental science, 8-9 ; as 

observational science, 8-9 
semes, I 34 
semi-relations, 95 

semi-s1 sternatic colIocationa1 restrictions, 
28 r 

senses of lexical units, 49, 80-1 ; discrctcness 
of, 80-1 

sense-spectra, 71-4, 83, 164; as lesical units, 
.73 ; local senses on, ,74, 83 ; and 
meronL m~ , I 64; metaphorical t~ pe, . j  7-4; 
nun-metaphor.ica1 t \  pe, .7q; and seniantic 
fields, '7 7 

siblings, lesical, I 25-6 
sound s\ mbolisni, 3 5 ,  46 
statixe I erbs as anton1 ms, 21 7-18 
stem (lexical), 77 ,  83 
stock and attachment, I 6.7-8 
strict proportional ser ies, I 27-8 
strong impartialit!, 204-6 
st\ le (register), 284-5 
subordinate semantic traits, 2887-9 
substance-particle relation, I 7.7 
substanti\ c lei els of hierarch!, I 18 
superlati1 es, implicit, 2 r 6-1 7, 218 
super,or dinate, 89 
super-relations, 95, I 3 I ,  163-4, 240--2; 

-antonyms, 240; -conk erses, 240; 
-holons ms, I 64; -meroni ms, 163 ; 
-opposites, 240-2 ; -paron\ ms, I 3 I 

symmetric relations, I I 3 
s\ nont m i t ~ ,  scale of, 265-6, 268, 2.70 

s\nony.ms, s\non!ml, 21, 11 I ,  265-94; 
absolute t l  pe, 2 i , 268-70; 
character isation of class, 266-7; cognitii e 
t! pe, 2 I ,  I I I ,  270-85 ; and congruence 
relations, 289-9 r ; L k  ons's classification 
of, 292; plesiontms, 285-9 

s\ ntactic delimitation of lexical units, 74-80 
skntactic de\ iancc, tests for, 4-8 
svntacticallv determined semantic 
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